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ABSTRACT 
Tide tables predict the times and elevations of high and low water. 't'his thesis is a history of 
such We tables. The object is to show how prediction was undertaken in the past, and how 
they continue to he made today. The study spans the period from the 8"' century Al) to the 
present, but pays particular attention to two I9'ß' century developments. This account 
presents material drawn from original sources located across the world. 
For over a thousand years, lunar position was man's gauge for the tides. This concept, First 
expressed in primitive li rm, later became the L. 'slablishnteul o/ /hc' Port. Fly the Fourteenth 
century, prediction on a daily basis was gathered together geographically. As clocks became 
more refined, the temporal part then changed its presentation to ordinary solar time. 
From factors of secrecy, emergent hydrography and the dissemination of theory: a 
systematic examination of tides was in the public domain by 1828. 'I'his led to the Admiralty 
Tide 'fables of 1833, containing daily predictions of high water times I'm four ports. With 
the addition of tidal heights and low water times, within decades the annual serial covered 
all Britain. The s, nlhrtic method is an empirical assessment of long records. 
With the synthetic method found not to work universally, a harp onic method, considering 
different parts of the tide, derived from Drench physics during the 1860's. The large 
computing needs of this theoretical method promoted the development of a mechanical 
computer. Indian geodesy funded it research programme for proving this rigorous method. 
Emulating the 1880 Thle luhles /or the Incliun I'uri. c, research programmes sprung tip across 
the world; with America rising to it world-wide portfolio by 1896. WWI induced Britain to 
undertake it new research programme, leading to its improved global portfolio of 1921. 
II 
Anumg the subsidiary findings of'this research arc: an eighth century manuscript is now 
established as the world's oldest tide table, and a supposed early thirteenth century table 
shown to be of' lesser antiquity, a sixteenth century diagram is now completely explained: 
and a document of' importance to Newton's Principiu Mu/hemu/ica now located. I present a 
bibliography of'the first tidal computer's scientific work and establish the question of*who 
devised the predicter. the research catalogues two thousand 19'x' century documents relating 
to this most crucial period. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 TIDAL TERMS 
After lime, the I. nglish noun tide, when it rclers to the sea, is the second meaning of that 
originally "Teutonic word. While the first meaning traces hack to the eighth century, the 
second appears in 1340.1 It is the predicted time, at which the tide begins to flood and ebb, 
which is the subject of this thesis. Ultimately, that concern is with both the time and height 
of the tide's slackwater. Slack is the water's state which occurs near every high and low 
water, when the (low changes direction. The initial Carolingian (8'1' 9'l' century) concern 
was with low water. Then a millennium passed hefüre prognostication returned to that 
consideration. During the intervening years, tabulation devolved mainly on the high water 
event. This thesis is not a textual source oftidal theory or prediction methods, sources of 
which are available at both the student and professional levels. ' 
Tides are caused by gravity - that of the moon and sun disturbing the ocean. The 
disturbing force varies with latitude, but is unifiirm in longitude, and very small compared to 
normal gravity (g). This small ferce, acting on the whole ocean mass, causes the tides so 
clearly visible in many places, though tides are not equally visible everywhere. The 
Mediterranean is often said to he tideless, yet there are parts ofthat sea with dramatic tides. 
The Baltic might he a better example of a near-tideless sea. ('lose to oceanic islands, such as 
I lawaii, Mauritius and Madeira, the tides range less than one metre vertically. Conversely, 
when the tide encroaches onto the continental shelf, its effects can become much magnified. 
Some Atlantic shores throw up very large tides, ranging to as much as thirteen metres in the 
Bay of Fundy and twelve in the Bristol Channel. 
The runpe I( -I 0. r/Ord Drc"trnnury, second edition, (()xtürd, 1989). 
The lower level is catered for in the Open University publication and in the Canadian Tidal Manual 
available on the website of the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory. the higher level is catered Iür 
in the Admiralty Manual of"Fides and the two more modern books by David I. Pugh. 
('IInPTFIR I 
Tides törm it scientifically complex phenomenon, which, alter extensive observation have 
become largely predictable. I enter into none ol'the astronomical theory, needed for even it 
modest understanding of prediction. To appreciate tide table construction history, only it 
basic understanding of the solar system is required. Tides are complicated because their 
main ingredients have complex components. The moon dominates most tidal patterns, and 
'the moon', Newton said, 'made his head hurt'. ' Another complex part is how it particular 
region, perhaps the North Sea, responds to its influencing ocean, the North Atlantic. 
Technically these are boundary conditions ofthe deep ocean. In addition to the dependence 
of the coastal basin's dynamical response to the tidal potential, there are also other factors. 
These include the basin's shape and hathymetry, its latitude (the strength of the Coriolis 
acceleration due to the earth's rotation) and bottom friction. Solar tides, typically forty 
percent the size of lunar tides, tend to have similar spatial characteristics to the Iunar. 'f'ides 
due to the planets are negligible. 
The moon moves more slowly across the sky than the sun. This results in the moon 
appearing in the sky litty minutes later each day. Similarly, having the same daily 
retardation, tides appear approximately fifty minutes later each day. Most tidal ports, but not 
all, have two tides a day (here loosely meaning high water). Because of the daily delay, such 
places only have one tide on one particular day each lortnight. 
The North Atlantic has two tides per day (semi-diurnal), particularly around Britain. 
I lowever, parts ofthe world have a tide which shows itself once it day (diurnal). The diurnal 
tide is manitest around parts of'Australia, the Pacific and especially in the Southern Ocean. 
In the Indian Ocean, particularly around India itself, there is a mixture of tidal types: called 
mixed, or irregular, because of a large diurnal component. This thesis treats British and 
Alaun Cook, At, motion (? / flit, mnnir, (ßristol, 1998) p5. 
I 
Ui inPrIaz I 
Indian tides, particularly the ti)rmation of tables predicting, the tides of their adjoining 
waters. 
1.2 TI IFTI ILSIS AIM 
While researching in the 1990s, I identified a body of tidal manuscripts at Cambridge. ' At 
first, the manuscripts seemed to provide material suitable as the basis for a biography of 
Lord Kelvin. I lowcver, as Kelvin had an array of interests beyond tides, and with a 
monograph on him appearing as recently as 1989, I soon rejected this idea. In fact the 
manuscripts form a more suitable source for Sir George I toward Darwin's biography, a man 
much more focussed on tides than Kelvin. I lowcver, as a Darwin biography would require a 
sound knowledge of astronomy I also dropped that idea. 
By then, it had become apparent that the corpus of'published tidal literature was incomplete. 
Available texts were either highly mathematical or, if in prose, stopped short with use of 
incomplete, outdated theory. The manuscript investigation continued with an idea of firming 
a history of tidal theory. The preliminary investigation allowed progress in three ways. The 
first way was to begin transcribing manuscripts - the basic data for this thesis. The second 
way was to begin a systematic literature search. The third and concurrent way, was to 
approach this institution with a thesis application, with the finally crystallised aim of 
researching tide table construction history. 
This thesis presents the results of that research by describing Mnv the tide tables were made. 
I concentrate on showing that they were primarily devised in Britain and India. An aim is to 
explain that iv/n" the tide tables were funded and produced was as an indirect consequence of 
other activities, such as trading and Nanking. R Am the principal prediction methods were 
established, is fixed to periods between 1 828 and 1880.1 elaborate on the identities of the 
Paul I highes, Skuil/7s (tue cur/y l'iv'er /e/lic°s o/ York, Hrc// and /knrden), Yorkshire Archaeological 
Journal, Vol 71,1999, I55-184. 
3 
('IIAP"I'FIIZ I 
group ol'people who actually made the tide tables. Key workers included not only famous 
scientists but also a group of largely unknown figures, whose contribution is here high- 
lighted for the first time. S All together, these people number about two dorm, although they 
are referred to in chapter three, on the investigation method, their proper introduction 
appears in the narrative, from chapter four onwards. 
The thesis addresses the practical issue of how the tide tables were devised. This is not an 
issue of science alone; it is also one of history. The thesis constitutes a history of science on 
a particular subject the tide tables. I will show that the research has been successful on 
several fronts. "These include: the treatment of the subject, at this length and depth fir the 
first time; in addition, much ofthe material upon which the study is built had previously 
been inaccessible. The research succeeds in providing a number of new insights; and also, in 
locating a particular document, long sought in vain by others interested in tides. 
I)IC ITION MFTI IOI)S 1.3 PRE 
The narrative covers three periods. On the preceding page x, a time-fine sketches out the 
periods, and the methods' points of introduction. The rule-of-thumb method of prediction 
prevailed throughout the medieval era. 'T'hen the modern period produced consecutively, two 
systematic investigations into predicting tides. The synthetic method, invented in the early 
nineteenth century, flourished until alter the 1914-I8 war. Similarly, the harmonic method, 
created in the late nineteenth century, did not generally supplant the synthetic method until 
after the 1939-45 war. 
The medieval method is set out in the chapter section 8.1. Fittingly, early tidal Iore was set 
out as 'to know what moon makes high water'. The horizontal direction ofthe noon acts as 
a useful clock. This is particularly so during the Full Moon, when it illuminates at least one 
` Paul Hughes, Josc'hh I"oss lkssiou 1-69-/ 53, Dictionary oI Nineteenth-Century British Scientists, 
(Bristol, 2004). 
4 
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of that day's tides. The method was prier knowledge of a constant for a pallicular Place. The 
constant is the Full Moon's azimuth at I ligh Water. From simple observation, the 
knowledge, sometimes called the rule of thumb method, is lore rather than science. 
Leaning on its earlier French terminology, the rule-of-thumb became the `establishment of 
the port' by 183 1. In that guise it had become the time interval, between lunar meridian 
passage at new or Full moon, and the next high water. 
The investigators of the early nineteenth century did not give any special title to their 
method. I lowever it was an advanced method, giving daily predictions and adaptable l or 
many places. "Then after the harmonic method development, the earlier method was at first 
referred to as the old method, or Lubbock's method. The harmonic method was the first to 
receive a generic title, and it did so from the start. During the Great War there was it 
desperate resort to hybrid methods. After the war, those investigators then began to refer to 
Lubbock's method as the non-harmonic method. The Ahlmirulhv Mumuul refers to it in that 
way. Lubbock's non-harmonic method attracted the generic term, synthetic, only in the late 
twentieth century. " (See the time-line on page x. ) Darwin had also used that description, 
however unwitting it may have been. ' 
The synthetic method of tidal prediction is one of parameterisation, relating the time of high 
water to the time of lunar transit. "then a number of small variations are added; these are to 
allow for the effects of declination, parallax, the time of year and the stage in the fortnightly 
tidal cycle. It is it method sufficiently robust to remain viable, and its simplicity over the 
harmonic method enables its continued use in a limited way. This was valid on the coasts of' 
David F. Cartwright, Titles a scientific hisiaii', (Cambridge, 1999), p 91. 
George Ii. Darwin, Third rc/)uri u/the committce ... 
/ür the harmonic anah'sis aJ'iidal observations , British Association for the Advancement of Science Report 1885,35-60. 
5 
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Britain' in 2002, and in Germany", I Iulland and France in 1996. (From colleagues at the 
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory, I understand more recently that most European 
agencies now use varieties of harmonic analysis. ) I lowever the synthetic method is only 
effective with strongly diurnal or semi-diurnal tides, it does not function as well with mixed 
tides. In addition the analysis and prediction is limited to the extrema, to high and low 
waters. At least a year of observations is needed to predict times, and ideally nineteen years 
are needed with which to predict heights to an acceptable accuracy (see chapter 8). 
'T'here is a most significant difference between the synthetic and harmonic methods. The 
harmonic uses elevation information throughout the whole tidal cycle. In contrast, the 
synthetic employs only the extrema (the `turning points') of high and low water. 
Consequently, the harmonic method can deduce much more about the structure of the We as 
a function of time. The harmonic method views the wave of a real tide, as the sum of several 
harmonic component tides. Each constituent tide has its own frequency, amplitude and 
phase. I Iseful predictions can he made from only a month of ohservations, from a year's, 
most of the constituents can he drawn. I larmonic prediction gives the height for any moment 
in the future, or retrospectively for the past. Conversely it also offers the time of a future or 
past height. In the interests ofeconomy, tide tables in hook fürm, derived from the harmonic 
method, generally restrict themselves to extrema. I lowever, the software that produces such 
tables is equally capable of providing predictions oftidal elevations (heights) for any point 
in the cycle. 
Monk and Cartwright invented another method, the response method ofanalysis and 
prediction, in the 1960s. Oceanographic researchers use it frequently, particularly with 
regard to the study of short records from tide gauges and current meters. As yet, it has only a 
marginal role with regard to production of'the Il miliar tide tables. In the response method, 
R Ac/ntirulh, 7h/r Tuh/c'. e 1'ohunc 12002 (/ni/rc/ Kingdom tuicl /rcluncl (including häu-opean ('huniu-l 
Ports, llnited Kingdom Hydrographic Office, 2001 page xxxviii. 
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the ocean can he regarded as a 'black box', the input to which is the tidal potential and 
meteorological lorcing. The output is then expressed in terms of the input as a frequency- 
dependent 'admittance function', from which a description ofthe tide can he interred and 
predictions produced. 10'I'he response description is more complete than a finite harmonic 
analysis. As the response method has a relatively very small role in the history oftide table 
production, I have not dwelt on it at length in this thesis. 
1.4 NARRA I'IVI: S'l'RIJ(°f1JRl 
Chapter 4 and 5.2 address the rule-of-thumb method oftidal prediction. With parts 7.8 and 
8. I they combine to show the three different phases, that this most primitive method 
underwent. Several tidal diagrams have come down from the Carolingian period from the 
age of Charlemagne scholars. This section contains what appears to be the earliest known 
tide table. The work ofthe Carolingian scholars then developed into those exclusively fur 
tidal prognostication. The first summit ofthis approach is then represented in the beautiful 
sixteenth century I'lye (chapter 52), where they used the horü. ontal direction ofthe moon as 
the tidal gnomon. The second pinnacle related the tide more conveniently to the time of the 
clock. The growing body ofhydrographic material, flowering in the early modern period 
(chapter 7, particularly 7.8), partly documents this second ascent. There is then some 
reference to the transition to the first of the modern methods in that on the Admiralty tables 
(chapter 8). 
The sections on Tonkin tides and I lydrographer I)essiou, (chapters 6& 7), might appear to 
he somewhat diversionary topics, but to the discerning it will he seen that the modern 
methods actually stand upon the material contained within these chapters. "I'he Tonkin text 
contained crucial information integral to emergent tidal theory, and upon which both ofthc 
modern methods stand. The t)essiou chapter is essentially it description of the work ot'the 
" Pugh. Tides surges and mrwi yPU-kvrl, 98. 
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first truly complete hydrographer. Without his breadth of knowledge it is difficult to imagine 
how the synthetic method could have been developed, Ict alone done so well. Yet he is a 
figure that has remained largely unknown. 
Chapters 8&9, on the Admiralty and Indian tables respectively, contain the creation and 
ascent stories of the synthetic and harmonic methods. The transition between the two 
methods is related a little in the Indian chapter, with more of the difficulty encountered 
related later, in that on global tide tables (chapter 1I). 
I provide only an outline of the tidal science, as the main aim of this thesis is to relate 
development of the We tables. The different prediction methods are outlined above. Parts 
5.3 & 5.4 provide statements on tidal theory within the ascent of the early lore: because 
expressions of a first glimmering of the processes involved came in that period. The 
elementary, mechanical computing part of harmonic prediction begins with the Indian tables 
(particularly parts 9.7 & 9.8). Chapter 10 describes the computing at greater depth, with a 
very simple explanation to harmonic analysis and prediction in parts 9.5,9.6 & particularly 
10.2. 
The tight for the synthetic method contains statistical studies of 1833 and 1836 (chapter 8). 
Part 1I. 1 gives a further comparison, of the harmonic and synthetic methods for 1883. 
1.5 SUMMARY 
There is evidence in China, Arabia and I . urope of tidal 
lore of great antiquity. Modern tide 
tables owe a little to that past, with the lore usefully retained today, among workers out on 
the tideway. I lowever, the modern tide tables rest much more upon that knowledge gained 
from Newton onwards. The nineteenth century produced two prediction methods. The 
W. If. Munk and David F. Cartwright, 1'1u/ .d earo, tc opl, und predic liun, I'll ilosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society of London, A259, (1966), 533-81. 
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culmination of this thesis is the description of the world-wide tide table series' construction 
from those methods. 
As will he shown, tidal information was widely distributed in the early middle ages. Its 
gathering into one geographical compilation indicates its importance to seamen. BY the 
seventeenth century tidal data, actively sought to promote development of"a universal 
understanding oftidal phenomena, led to an increase in regional knowledge. The systematic 
investigations undertaken in the early nineteenth century enabled the Admiralty to begin 
presenting tidal information in the familiar format. "fide tables are now highly standardised 
and essential shipboard items. 
The thesis places the aim in it context of the whole epoch official study. I shed light on the 
tidal lore of three medieval texts: one for the first line and two in augmentation. Aspects of' 
the Five diagram, which had evaded earlier commentators, are set down. Several 
mathematical expositions reinfi rce the Victorian narrative. 
I include both the successful and unsuccessful philosophy. As explained in the literature 
review, other authors already delineate some of'the success. This investigation adds much to 
that historical progress. The difficulties, or contrary philosophy, could not have been told 
without this investigation (particularly chapters 5,6,8,9,10 &II). 'T'hese contributions 
came from the transcription of over two thousand documents, mostly correspondence. 
Ninety-nine percent ofthis source remains unpublished. The catalogue of the 
correspondence fiorms Appendix 1. The catalogue and list of correspondents (Appendix 2) 
fiorm an integral result ofthis investigation, and together they constitute important finding 
aids for further research. 
A strong clement of the thirteen hundred years of tidal consideration is that of the 
personages involved. 'I he Venerable Rede, Francis Davenport, Joseph Foss I)cssio u and 
9 
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Edward Roberts are the names of people already known of in the tidal pantheon. I Jere, I 
emphasise their contribution. This review of their worth is particularly set out for I)essiou 
(in chapters 7& 8) and Roberts (in parts 9.4-9.9). 
It was the British who produced the methods from two independent research programmes, 
with the higher data gathered and analysed in India. Other programmes emerged among the 
continental Europeans, but Australians and Americans made more significant early 
achievements. Australian scientists were among the first to envisage global tidal tabulations. 
Yet it was the Americans, explicitly designing their tidal work upon the global principles of 
Alexander von I lumboldt (I 769-I959), who compiled the first world wide tide table. 
The contributory work of individuals and the width ofthe researchers' geographic spread 
have so far not been properly acknowledged. This thesis addresses that knowledge gap. 
IO 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The review is in two parts. The thesis considers both primitive and modern prediction. As 
their methods are not contiguous, I treat the periods separately. 
The early tidal texts that have survived are rare and partly repetitious, and consequently have 
attracted little dedicated study. In the modern period there is a superficial repetitive pattern 
to their layout, but a difference in intrinsic detail caused their systematic investigation. The 
later, profuse material has therefore attracted somewhat more study than the earlier period. 
While I confine this study to that literature availahle in the English language, a bibliography 
compiled for the International I lydrographic Bureau indicates sparseness in other languages. 
ýý M1': I)II; VA1. PREDICTION 
After the exuberance of the success of early modern tide tables the old rule of thumb method 
for predicting tides was largely set aside. The old rule survives in the firm of diagrams, 
largely unaccompanied by text. I lowever, knowledge of the existence ofearly tidal diagrams 
has developed in recent decades. In 1971 Margaret Deacon placed some of'the diagrams in a 
context with the more familiar tide tables of'today. ' 1 Within the context of ocean science, 
she is one of the first to point to the diagrams, offering a Latin text of 'a contemporary 
commentary. 
Several of those who have worked directly on ßedan tidal scholarship were American; they 
include Jones, Lipp, Nckenrode, Smyth and Wallis. The main body of early diagrams are 
those identilicd by Charles W. . Pones 
in 1943. " , tones, ofcourse, was concerned with a 
Margaret I)uºcon, Scionlisis and[he , Sea /6504900,900, (I . ondon, 1971, rpt. 1997). 
Charles W. Jones, l3eclue Opera de lOmpni"ihcc. c, (Cambridge MA, 1943). 
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scholarly edition ofthe Venerable Bede's (672/3-735) scientific work. Ile achieved his aim 
with the texts, but did not produce anything similar with the associated diagrams. Thereby 
he left a gap in the scholarship. I Iis student, Frances Lipp, was fortunate to have sighted 
images of some of the diagrams. Lipp's 1961 thesis was on that scientific work of Bede's 
which came earlier than that contributing to tides. Nine years later, sight of the manuscript 
diagrams is something that Thomas I-. ckenrode patently did not achieve. ' Lipp identified 
further contextual diagrams. 1'ckenrode's scientific exploration, supplemented by 
subsequent articles, collated various isolated continents from antiquity. 
Two later studies address ßede's work directly from the history of science viewpoint. That 
of'Wesley Stevens skirts around tides and does not contribute on this issue. In contrast, that 
of' Marina Smyth is highly relevant. 1s I Iowever, neither Stevens nor Smyth cite either oft he 
manuscript or published diagrams; though profuse citation of'the diagrams' surrounding text 
indicate Smyth's likely knowledge of those published. Indeed she elaborates on that part of' 
the Isidorean diagrams formulated a little earlier than Bede's writing. 
The diagrams themselves generally stand alone, without a direct interpretative text. 'IThe 
associative text is Bede's. This is what I: ckenrode had leaned upon in his interpretation of 
13edan tidal lore. Smyth had gone further in her interpretation of'Carolingian tidal lore; she 
oilers translation of numerous extracts. Only in 1999, did Faith Wallis achieve the first 
complete textual translation. `' The latest scholarship, that of David Cartwright, is from a 
I' Frances R. Lipp, The ('arolingian ('nrninenlaries on Bede's De Nu/nn, Reraun, (Ph. D. (lissertation, 
Yale University, 1961). 
11 Thomas R. Fckenrode, Orn inul: 1spec/. c in 1'enerable /3c'ß/e'. s Tidal theories with relation /u Prior 
Tidal Observations, (Phi) thesis, St. Louis, 1970). 
" Wesley M. Stevens, Rede ', v S'rienti/ic , 4rhievenýent, (Newcastle, 1985); Wesley M. Stevens, Redly-, 
the. vc"hools and/ /he 'com/mncs', (Aldershot, 1994); Marina Smyth, (/ire/ersiunc/in, ýý the l /n/verse in 
tieren/h-('en/ui-t' Ireland, (Woodbridge. 1996). 
ý'' Faith Wallis, Rede the reckoning 0/ time, (Liverpool, 1999). 
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tidal scientist, but it does not conflict with any ofthe previously cited studies from among 
the humanities. ' Nor, again, did lie utilise the diagrams. 
Therefore it can be seen that an undue primacy has so fir been given to textual 
considerations alone. As I will show in the narrative (chapter 4), when the manuscript 
diagrams were first published in the sixteenth century they were corruptly interpreted. A 
century ago . lean-Paul Migne made the diagrams accessible to more general study, but 
inexplicably he did not correct them then. This thesis reviews the originals; it is the first 
concerted study of the diagrams. No doubt students with wider language skills will bring 
further light to hear. 
The parts of this thesis covering diagrams are concerned primarily with their predictive 
use. " This is what the other commentators have either missed or ignored. I have built upon 
the textual basis ol'Jones, and shown that the diagrams are only implicitly for an exact place, 
not explicitly. This is in slight contradiction of. lones who gave a defined place. Secondarily, 
the meanings of technical words require greater rigour in their definition. Latham & 
Howlett, producing a medieval dictionary in stages, still have their work in hand. '' I have 
shown that tidal etymology needs greater attention. Over the connection of old wordings to 
modern words, I also encountered a small disagreement in this area with Smyth. 
Scholarship on the later medieval diagrams is scarcer than that on the earlier body of work. 
This is probably because ofa combination of their separateness, or isolated nature, and the 
particular or Iiin ited information that they convey. Grosjcan's study of the 1375 Catalan 
' Cartwright, Ticles u scienü/ic" hisinia ; David F. Cartwright. On ihr uri, t, >ins n/knrnrlcilýe q/ the sru 
IicksJi-um uniiquiiY m the lhirlrvnih rrninrv, I'art h Sciences I Iistory, Volume 2(1 n1unber ?, 3001, 
105-126. 
1R Paul Ilughes, Implicvl ('urolingiun üclul chNn, Iiarly Science and Medicine, VoI. VIII No. I (2003) I- 
24. 
"' L, atham, R. F. & Iiowlett D. R., Uicviuncuy n/AIrclievul Laün /i-om British sources, (London, 
I975-). 
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Atlas is essentially that of a critical text without any interpretation. 20 ßecausc of the original, 
intact 1569 Flye being hidden for a long time, an article on it, with a copy of the diagram, is 
now an invaluable contribution. 21 I lowcver, Taylor began their interpretation in 1956, with 
Waters making significant additions two years later. " then Taylor produced a magnificent 
critical text to accompany some ofthe diagrams in 1963. ' 1 lowse then built on the earlier 
work and provided a mathematical survey of most of the rule-of-thumb diagrams. I 
The purpose ofthese later diagrams is generally an expression of*the ancient prediction 
method. When I lowse produced his survey he confirmed what Waters had also been unable 
to decipher, about the FIye. This thesis interprets the symbols concerned. The symbols show 
the direction of flood, and that is the primary purpose of this particular diagram. 
The undouhted scientific success of the first one hundred and thirty five years ofthe 
PhilosophicIil 7runsuciioiis led to their reissue in I809. '' "These made their earlier contents 
much more widely accessible, and prove invaluable to the emergent university colleges of 
that new century. However, this edition was in an abridged form of the original. In the 
abridgement, the editor castigated a letter by a Francis Davenport as tedious, rendering 
publication unnecessary. The abridgement, cutting out thel imous letter on the tides of' 
Tonkin, has masked access to it over the intervening years. Fortunately the letter's content 
(ifthere ever was such a fürm) is in the original publication. `' Obvious errors in that 
publication, led to searches for the manuscript. As all the searches remained in vain, the 
2° Grosjean, G.. The ('ulalan . -itlus o/ the 
Year /315 (Zurich, 1978). 
l3osanquet, I? ustace F., The /Ire, The Library, Fourth series XVIII, 1938,194-200. 
-" 1-va Germaine Rinuninglon "Taylor, The harm-lindint., at-i, (London, 1956); David W. Waters, The 
art o/ nari; i, 'ation in I: n, c land in Lli_ahethun and early Stuart times, (London, 1958). 
23 Eva Germaine Rimmington Taylor, A re, tintent tar the sea and other writint. c on nark ation ht, 
It'illium Boturne o/ Gravesend a gunner, (Cambridge, 1963). 
,, I Derek I Iowse, Some curb tidal diac'rums, Revista da tiniversidade de ('oimhra, 33 1985 365-85. 
" Charles I lutton, George Shaw & Richard Pearson, The /rlriloso/rhical nunxucüon. c o/ the Royal 
. Societe of London, /rune their commencement in /665 io the year /500 ahritIt ed with notes and 
bio ru/)hic illustrations, Volume III, (London, 1809). 
If, Francis Davenport & Edmund I lalley, All account o/ the course of the tides ul 'l one/ueen in a letter 
. 
from Al, '. Francis /)urenpor't . 
hr/. 1' 15. /6 -8. Frith the theory o/ Them, at the Barr of %'orn/rreerr, hr the 
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emergence of any substantial literature explicitly about the letter, also stood in a state of 
omission. I succeeded in locating the original text (in the form of part ofa journal), and 
give a critical edition among the appendices. 
2.3 MODIiRN PREDICTION 
David Cartwright demonstrated the increasingly saturated level oftidal literature in I999. 
Among that literature, the dominant concern is with theory, though it is not only high theory 
that interests people. A range of sciences have a need ibr the more mundane feat of accurate 
prediction. In the nineteenth century, devising those predictions became a glorious triumph 
of international scientific co-operation. Consequently, the twentieth century saw several 
nations publish tide tables covering the globe. Now, in the twenty-first century there is some 
reduction, as there are only two sets of world-wide tables remaining: the British and the 
American. 
Predictions are the end product of theory and observation. While tide tables are simply 
useful, the publication of world-wide editions in a wide number of maritime languages is 
now gone. This was partly due to weh publication, and partly to the economics of global 
marketing to a largely English-fluent maritime population. Generally, the tide tables are only 
available to those afloat in hard-copy fürm, to those ashore the quantity of tidal infürmation, 
however ephemeral, in daily newspapers and on television, keeps increasing. In addition 
there is weh and e-mail dissemination but this is, as yet, barely available to the mariner. This 
thesis displays the struggles involved in the tide tables' hook-form construction. 
Tides derive from astronomy, and in causing part ofthe lunar acceleration, they return an 
effect to astronomy. That acceleration is as far as astronomers, in general, tend in their 
learned [, dncnd Ilu/e. v ! Fellow n/ //he Royal Socie(t'. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 
of London, ( 1684), 13,677-688. 
'' Private communication from David Cartwright IRS, I4'ß' October 2001. 
Cartwright, Tides: a scien/i/ic his/on '. 
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interest in tides. After astronomy, a wider context involving tides is cartography. Seymour's 
A Ilisborv (? e Ordnance Surve. ºy claimed to be a comprehensive survey in 1980. " it gives 
the barest mention oftides, only doing so with rclcrence to Ordnance Datum Newlyn. This 
is not too surprising, as sea level is the literal basis of'survey and geodesy, where the tides 
are ofinterest only as correction terms, as in hydrography. 
Perhaps the widest field ofgreatest interest with tides is oceanography. This encompasses 
tidal elevations, currents, tidal mixing, eticcts on sediment transport, and biology. Margaret 
Deacon's history of oceanography and both of David Pugh's engineering handbooks 
admirably cover these wider aspects. 
Hydrography is a subset of both cartography and oceanography, and hence constitutes a 
narrower context in which tides might he considered. G. S. Ritchie, a former Admiralty 
I lydrographer, revised his autobiography in 1995, but still produced what appears to be more 
of a tale than a history. "' Archibald Day, an earlier I lydrographcr, had produced a history Im 
a more fulsome period in I967. `ß It has been particularly useful Iör its later period, supplying 
facts not otherwise accessible. Fach work has a popular style, without referencing. 
Jordan Kellman has shown how the French bridged the gap between Dutch and British 
hydrography. This dissertation was useful for a description of the setting up of the l)e'"hül cle. c 
car/es el plans. While widening the study to France, nevertheless it concentrated on the 
eighteenth century. ` Ursula I. amh then gave an indirect view into Spanish hydrography; 
W. A. Seymour-4 history of the Ordnance Survev, (London, I980). 
George Stephen Ritchie, No day too long, an hvdrographer I talc, (I Idinhurgh, 1992); George 
Stephen Ritchie, The Admiralty chart, British naval hvdrograpln" in the nineteenth century, 
(I dinhurgh, 1995), second edition. 
Archibald Day, the Admiralty' lh'drographic' Service 1795-191Q, (London, 1967). 
Jordan Kellman, I)iscovcrt' and enlightenment at . see: maritime erploralion and observation ill //I,, 
19'x' ccnha yl rcllch scicnti/ic comnnrnitt', (PhD dissertation, Princeton, I998). 
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both were particularly useful l 'or access across the language harrier. " One other study, by 
Hugh Slotten in 1994, is of a most discerning and perceptive quality. " Slotten investigated 
the historiography and epistemology ol'the early United States Coast Survey. I Ic has lit a 
path for other studies to follow. Together, Kellnian, Lamb and Slotten throw light upon 
wider, international hydrography. They, with Ritchie and Day, give very little indication of 
any history of tidal study. With little on tidal study in general, there is even less material 
available on tidal prediction. 
It was the British who began a vigorous and systematic investigation of tides. 'I'bis started in 
the late I lanoverian period. They then ascended to prediction by an openly known method. 
The investigation began with North-West European places and advanced to the Indian 
Ocean's northern shore. Until it successful method established itself' in India, the Americans 
never really got to grips with prediction. 'I'hey then Iöllowed this later method. I lowever it 
was the Americans, who first raised the endeavour to a global dimension. 
The Admiralty publishes the definitive British tide tables, four volumes in 2004. As the 
American set differs very little, I have studied the tables' history with the more accessible 
Admiralty set as the basic model. For any particular ocean, the A"I"t' acronym is what they 
are increasingly now known as. `" Each volume lists the . 9r/niinil! t tiluuuul o/''1 ides as a 
miscellaneous publication. "' Arthur t)oodson and I larold Warburg jointly published the 
manual in the middle of the 1939-45 war. " While considering tidal theory, it is primarily a 
manual: describing how to observe tides, analyse the observations, and construe predictions 
Ilrsula Lamb, The Luneion i'een-, S u%'1"elihr Run_u, Cosmographers and pilots of the Spanish 
maritime empire, 1995 Volume 499,319-340. 
11ugh Richard Slotten, Patronage, practice, and the culture oI American science Alexander Allas 
Bache and the U. S. Coast Surve, v, (Cambridge, 1994). 
For example: ; ldntiral(r tide tables cvolmuc 12002 (Ivied /ui gdom and Ireland (including 
European ( 'hannel ports), (Taunton, 2001):. 1 dmiral(v tide tables vol 2 2002 l. 'urope (eschuling 
(Initcd Aint,, 'dom and Ireland), Rlediterranean Sea and atlantic Ocean, ("I aunton, 2001); Admiraltt, 
tide tables vol 3 Indian Ocean and South China Sea (including tidal strecun ('haunton, 200I 
Admiralth" tide tables vol -1 Pacific Ocean (including tidal stream tables) ("Taunton, 2001 
Arthur l. 1)oodson and 11.1). Warburg, Admiral(r manual o/ tides, (London, 1941 (reprinted 
1980)). 
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from the analysis. The manual also gives skeletal details of'who, where and when two tidal 
methods were devised. Whilst they produced the manual under war-time tribulation, they 
published at a time by when the British had also achieved a world tidal poilfülio. 
1)oodson 8t. Warburg's manual of 1941 still remains current, though David Pugh supplanted 
parts of it in 1987. ' Ills is sufficiently the set-test to keep in continuous print, and he added 
a further edition in 2004. '° I'ugh brings tidal prognostication up to current pitch, placing 
historical iäcts in a modern perspective. I lowever it remains a text-hook, not a history. 
The two investigations, the synthetic and harmonic, both followed similar publication 
patterns. The primary investigators published their results in several papers and reports 
("Table I ). While the leading papers are in the /'hilOSO/)hiral 7ruacUc/ions c#*/lw /lnt'nl 
Society, the cutting edge reports were those to the British Association ji. r the Achwncenw,, t 
of'Science. Three American journals also published a considerable number ofpapers. U More 
are found in French journals and a few in reports of'thc Aus/ru/asiur! Association for the 
ýlclvancentcn/ a/Science. The accounts concentrate on the tidal regime of an individual port, 
or of a few ports. They are primarily concerned with the establishment of a general theory of 
the tides. They also give as non-primary information, how predictions were formulated in a 
particular locality. 
17 Doodson and Warburg, :t dmirnltt' manual of tidý. c. 
'" Pugh, Tides sure' s caul mean sea-level. 
David T. Pugh, ('hunginKsea levels, ej/eels o/ tides, weather and climate, (Cambridge, 2004). 
10 American Journal of Science and Arts, Proceedings of the American Association 1'()I- tile 
Advancement of Science & United States Coast Survey Reports. 
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fahlc I Summary of the contrihutors, of the main papers 
Author No. Period Area 
Lubbock . IW 17 1830-1839 Synthetic 
W hewel IW 19 1833-1854 synthetic 
Chazallon B 8 1842-1856 I'rcnch 
Airy GI3 8 1842-1877 S 'nthctic 
Rache Al) 33 I850-1858 American 
I lau ghton S 12 1854-1879 ---- 
Mitchcll ti 8 1856-1877 American 
Ferrel W 12 1856-1884 American 
Thomson w I5 1863-I881 Ilarmonic 
Roberts I? 8 1868-1881 IIarmmnic 
Borgen C 5 1876- 1884 Gcrman 
Pearson .I 6 1877-1883 ---- 
Darwin G11 21 1878-1906 Ilarmonic 
R ysselher ghe 5 1880-1884 13e1 gian 
During the nineteenth century both John Lubbock and George Darwin introduced their work 
with its place in history, each fully aware of'what they were building. George Airy appeared 
not to appreciate that a portfolio was in the making, he had not risen to the larger area 
concept. I lowever, by 1870 William Thomson vividly saw what was at stake; as an 
inducement, he offered the allure that he might bring Indian prediction to the same pitch as 
in England. ' None of the academics were directly concerned with the mundane build rip of' 
the tabulations port by port; they left that to their associate workers. Equally germane, with 
the exception of "I'homson's public row of 1879, concentrating on success, they omitted 
reference to their contemporary difficulties. 
41 WiIIiam Thomson, ('ommltlee/0r the purp(Lse n/ pruniotint; the extension ingn-ov ment aml 
hurmcmir analtsis n/ lit/al ohservations, Report of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science, 1870 p151. Ilowever, Thomson was merely publicising William Parkes view, expressed tour 
years earlier (Royal Geographical Society, MG706a). 
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further students wilI find it fu II hihliography of papers on tidal science for the period 1665- 
1969.1' Cartwright dealt with the ensuing years. I Ic also indicated the ongoing need for 
scientific supervision ofthe tide tables. 
There are in existence a hand-full of monographs on tidal history, but all are in some way 
insufficient with regard to tide tables. At the beginning ofthe twentieth century, the 
American, Rollin Harris, produced a lengthy chronology ofthe theoretical ascent. " Then by 
mid-century, Eric Aiton synthesised a history of tidal theory concentrating upon the 
inequalities. " Later, addressing a school-teacher audience, he wrote several papers which 
are useful in their clarity of exposition of'those inequalities. Lckenrode had gone deeper into 
the philosophy, yet only considered the ancients. " Deacon, interested in the broader sweep 
of oceanography, produced by far the fullest account. "' "I'he deficiency is that, while each 
ascends in philosophical purpose, they nevertheless do relate what are chronologies. In 
addition, as they are secondary works, they fall into the area ofonly telling success stories 
and not that of the difficulty encountered, the main story is in the problems and pitfalls along 
the way. 
Deacon was the first to have described how the tide tables were made. "There was a problem 
with the tide table at what was the world's busiest port, London. Importantly she identified 
some of the roots of that problem. This thesis adds to Deacon's considerable body of` work. 
. 1' International Association for the Physical Sciences of the Oceans, No. 15., Bibliograph v on rides 
1665-/939, (I955); International Association for the Physical Sciences of the Oceans, No. 17- 
Bibliography nn lides" 1940-1954, (1957); International Association lör the Physical Sciences of the 
Oceans, No. 29., Bibliography on mean sea level 1959-1969 and bihliotrapht' on rides /955-/969, 
(1971). 
Rollin A. I larris, Manual o/ lie/es appendices to reports o/ the United Slates coasl and, i>codc-lie' 
survey, (Washington, 1897-1907). 
sa uric J. Aiton, The development o/ the theory n/ the rides, (unpublished University of I. on(lon M. Sc. 
Dissertation, 1953). 
0 Thomas R. uckenrode, Ori, i=ina/ 'Ispeels in I'enerahle Bede 's Tidal "t'heories with relation to Prior 
Tidal Observations, (Phi) thesis, St. Louis, 1970). 
a° Deacon, Scientists and the sea /650-1900. 
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Cartwright concentrated on published sources in a similar way hill he spoke from the 
" advantage of 'a highly specialised scientist. lie was also intent upon the development of 
tidal theory. Nevertheless he included description of difficulty and l'ailure. For example, he 
cited William Whewell and what was for the time an overly ambitious idea ol'co-tidal maps. 
I Iowever, a mathematical appreciation is necessary to gain the full henel it of Cartwright's 
scientific history. 
Michael Reidy took the converse approach and deliberately excluded hi rnnilae. " I Ic 
extensively concentrated on the epoch of*when the Admiralty first took up tidal prediction. 
Iie is among the first to have delved into primary tidal sources, and extolled Whewell's 
work. Doing so, lie fails to stress that it was not he, but Lubbock, who published the more 
worthwhile tidal work. As an historian, Reidy was not interested in the tables of prediction, 
though he did successfully engage with the methodology and epistemology involved. 
For the epoch involved, Reidy extensively adds to Deacon's work. Reidy, from Lamb and 
Secord, then developed the idea of the early tidal investigators corresponding with one 
another in the form ofa network. I have built upon his early exposition, and show how 
networking properly extends to each research programme, and that several parts oftidal 
knowledge derived from correspondence networks. 
Nor did the important work of Sheesley extend the history of tide table development either. ''' 
I Ic concentrated on a similar period to Reidy and again employed primary sources. Instead 
he produced a dissertation on tidal mapping within aI Iumboldtian framework of'global 
4' Cartwright, Thk'. c a vcienlilic hislnnv. 
Michael S. Reidy, Me flux and reflur of science lhc. clu<h n/'lhe licle. c curd the nrý cýniýuliun uJ curltI'icluriun. 
ccience, (PhD thesis, University of'Minnesota, 2000). 
Sheesley, Benjamin C., A Ilumhulchiun Science Eramovork jor William II'hewell Is Tidal Alops, 
(MSc thesis, University of Wisconsin, 2002). 
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science. Sheesley's acclaimed work identified causes of'the mapping's early f inure and later 
SO 
SUCCCSS. 
Four papers have been located which deal explicitly with historical tide table production. 
The published bibliography, together with personal contact to several tidal historians, result 
in my beliefthat no other significant papers exist. 
1. At the end ofthe nineteenth century, J. Fccles touched on the part oftide-tahle 
development that had taken place in India. " As his sub-title indicates, he gave details of the 
observations made there between 1873 and 1892. The paper is a description ofthe methods 
of reduction. It is also an early general account of the whole work, but considers each port 
separately, without attempting to look at the whole of India. 
2. Despite the advantage of his location at the International I lydrographic Bureau between 
the wars, 11. Bencker lamented upon the difficulty of obtaining tables from its constituent 
national members. lie stated how it had been impossible to consult all of the original 
sources, and called for further help from the membership. I lowever, his was a study of tide 
tables across the world. He made a small-scale study of their accuracy, comparing prediction 
with observation, but presents the result inadequately. Apart from typographical errors it is 
plainly erroneous. While Bencker's is the seminal study, I have significantly improved upon 
it. 
Washington Map Society, Walter W. Ristow Prize 2003. 
J. Eccles, :1cc iinl of the, operation o0 he , areal 
tri, tonoinrlric'a/ stu f'et' of /nclia b"ulvnle. t"1'/, (Dehra 
Dun, I90I ). 
If. Bencker,. -I . rttýdv ul the tide luhlr. c published 
1r the different Walinns, The I lydrographicaI 
Review, 1929, volume 6 part I. 125-150. 
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3. It was Steacy I licks who, in 1967, gave the third witting tide table history. ' I lis paper is 
brief, but invaluable. Isis primary source it the manuscript ol'an earlier writer, and helps to 
set the scene in America. Because of its brevity, and that there has been subsequent change, 
together with being several decades old, this present study readily adds to that fiirmative 
contribution. It is evident that his source manuscript draws heavily from primary sources 
as does this study. 
4. l laving been the very first geographic set, the Admiralty table retains a leading role in the 
tidal field. J. Rossiter's 1972 sketch was probably the first fbr the Admiralty tables' history. 
While taken purely from published sources it is a good outlining attempt. S. ' , 1'he sketch 
contains a few errors and ignores the different prediction methods. It also confuses the role 
that development of the Indian tables had with those of the Admiralty. 
The tide tables themselves are an unwitting term of literature from which to consider their 
own development. I laving said that, they are an exceptionally scarce resource. 'their 
consideration is not simply that of straight törward geographical areas. The tables in the 
nineteenth century were in an embryonic stage. It was a stage when they evolved from 
national areas, to ones encompassing the interests of economic reach. It was also a stage 
before they grew to a proper global portfolio. The principal areas are: the British Isles and 
near continent, India, and North America. 
01the Admiralty tide table, only one complete set from 1833 is known to exist that in the 
I lydrographic Office at Taunton. The second best set ofthe serial, missing the first edition 
and other later years. is in the British Library. Both the serial itself, and the Achnira/w Tidal 
Manual, provide a simple skeleton ol'the table's geographic expansion. "fable 2 has been 
s3 Stacey 1). hicks, Me tidy prediclic)n rentrnarv o/ the I/nited , SYaie. s ('oast and (; c°udclic , Surrcl, 
International II ydrographic Review, 1967 Volume 44 part 2 I21-13I. 
S-' Jack R. Rossiter, 11w h, -slot-l' o/ lidal prcdiclions in the United %'intrdom he/ore the twentieth 
centnrr, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh Section 13 (Biology), Volume 73 1972 I3-24. 
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collated from most, it'not the whole, ofthe Admiralty serial; this covered the period, from 
inception, to during the 1939-1945 war. By then, the expansion ofthe number of'ports in the 
tables, and its geographic range, had stahilised to that resembling today's composition. 
Table 2 The expansion of the All' with holne and, Joreigri ports 
Year Editor I lomc Forcii-ni Price 
1833 Ucssiou 4 0 6d 
1834 1)essiou 5 0 6d 
1835 Uessiou 9 I 6d 
1836 I)cssiou I0 I I /- 
1849 Burdwood 20 1 1/6d 
1856 Burdwood 23 I 1/6d 
1910 Purc y-Cust 26 6 2/- 
1911 Purc y-C'ust 26 14 I /- 
1912 Purc y-C'ust 26 28 1/6d 
1915 Parry 28 30 1/6d 
1919 Parry 29 30 2/- 
1920 Warburg 29 34 2/- 
1921 Learmonth 28 43 2/6d 
1922 I , earnuonth 
28 45 3/6d 
1923 I, earnumth 28 47 3/- 
1924 Learnionth 28 54 3/- 
1925 Learmonth 27 69 3/6d 
1926 Douglas 28 75 3/6d 
1928 Uou ýlas 29 81 4/0 
1929 Douglas 29 90 4/0 
1930 Douglas 29 89 4/0 
1931 Douglas 30 92 5/0 
1932 Douglas 30 94 6/0 
1933 Douglas 31 95 6/0 
1935 lý, d gcll 31 96 6/0 
1937 l; d gell 31 97 6/0 
1938 1', d gell 29 100 5/0 
1940 I', d gell 29 103 5/0 
Within the tables, are hare tracts ofchronology, but with later ones also containing the 
observation period leading to the predictions. They also contain 
information, or imply it, 
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upon which ports were predicted by which method. Further discussion ol'the contents of' 
Table 2 is contained in the narrative and the final conclusion of this thesis. 
Tide-Tuhles for the Indian Porls are also a scarce commodity. It can not he determined if 
any have survived in the Indian sub-continent. Whilst all were in vain, I have made several 
searches in this endeavour. The larger ol'the two sets in the British Library ranges lion 1880 
to 1957, another set exists in the Proudman Oceanographic I, aborator_y fir the period 1913- 
1988. For its first Iüur decades, the annual was printed in London. Similarly to the 
Admiralty set, it also contains an outline ol'its geographic expansion. I Icre, the 
consideration of its expansion is perhaps best in coastal miles, rather than port number, as 
given in fable 3. 
'Fahle 3 The geographic expansion of the Indian tide-tahles 
Year Pricc Voll, Publication Parts Area Milca gc 
1860 1 I Karachi - 
1880 2 London 2 Karachi-Bombay 483 
1881 2 rupees I London 8 Aden-Viza a atam 3740 
1882 2 rupees I London 16 Aden-Moulmein 4873 
1883 2 rupees I London 18 Aden-Moulmein 4873 
1884 2 rupees 1 London 20 Aden-Moulmein 487.3 
1886 2 rupees I London 23 Aden-Moulmein 4873 
1889 2 rupees 2 London 29 Aden-Mer gui 5253 
1892 2 rupees 2 London 3I Aden-Mer gui 5253 
1905 2 rupees 2 London 39 Suez-Mer gui 6558 
192' 8 rupees 2 Dehra Dun 40 _plus Persian (; oll' 7468 
1925 8 rupees I Dehra I)un 19 Suez-Rangoon 7265 
1931 3 rupee s I Dehra Dun 68 Ln gland-Ja an 14815 
I discuss the above content more fully later. It is however important to state at this stage 
what is meant by India. The area under consideration is that which pertained to the politics 
current in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The geographic area is the 
northern coast oFthe Indian Ocean, that stretching between Aden and Rangoon. Its area of 
interest included the Persian Gulf, as well as the trench and Portuguese controlled areas. 
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The British Library is tar From being the best resource fir tide tables made in other 
countries. Some difficulty with terminology exists in knowing what to look for, the English 
phrase licle lable is ge: cilenla/c/n in German, and annuairc clc's rnurees in French. The best 
resource, in Britain, would appear to be the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory, from 
which table 4 is compiled. 
Table 4 National tide tables held in the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory 
Argentina I963-1979 local 
Australia 1978-1997 local 
Canada 1907-2000 local 
France 1947-2004 world 
Germany 1926- 1995 world 
Great Britain 1919-2004 world 
India 1913-2003 hemisphere 
Japan 1925-1997 local 
Netherlands I931-1998 local 
USA 1901-1989 world 
Not all ofthe sets described as local confine themselves to ports within their nominative 
national boundary. However, as can he seen from the above, the tables are largely of either a 
local nature or have discontinued. This Proudman Laboratory archive is the result of past 
preservation choices, many other countries with a tidal littoral do actually publish tables. 
The literature search has made plain which national set of tables were developed but have 
not survived. This study ultimately concerns itself with the world-wide tide table portfiolios. 
The British and Americans each publish on paper, the trench and Germans publish on the 
world-wide-weh. 
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CHAPTER 3 NETWORKS OF CORRESPONDENCE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The research reveals the development oftidal ideas and the exchange of information in each 
epoch. In each period the workers developed urlwork. ý (J corms/)onc ence the thesis defines 
those networks, particularly between the 1678 "Tonkin Report (chapter 6) and the 1914-1918 
war (part 1 I. 5). 
The infiOrmation for the earliest rule-of-thumb method, that obtained by the Venerable Bede, 
was garnered from a network of correspondents. The ecclesiastical network, primarily 
concerned with dating Faster, produced a powerful statement useful to tidal prediction. 
The Tonkin report is also the product of a correspondence network. The efficiency of the 
East India company's business network produced three tidal reports. 'I'heir result led to a 
theoretical contribution, eventually enrolled into tidal prediction. 
The Admiralty then became the principal conduit for the network that grew around the 
synthetic method. This first tidal network had its origins in hydrography. It had further 
focuses at Cambridge University and the private home of the principal investigator. 
Eventually, when the network had run its course, the I lydrographic ()Rice then conducted 
further business for the ongoing method. 
A second tidal network ol'correspondents grew up around the investigations conducted 
around the United States. Created in the middle ofthe nineteenth century, this persisted into 
the early decades ol'the twentieth. This network, centred on Washington, coalesced 
explicitly to investigate tides. 
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Cambridge University became the main locus ol'the tidal network that R rnied around the 
harmonic method. Other centres of the correspondence were Glasgow University, the 
Nautical Almanac Office and the Survey of India. Although this network lürmed to 
investigate tides, it prospered only because of the Survey's needs. Aller this, the former 
busyness subsided and no other investigative networks have become apparent. 
The networks of Bede and the Fast India Company both produced tidal contributions. 
I lowever, cacti network was for a purpose other than tides, the Iiirmer ecclesiastical the 
latter commercial. The main tidal developments then grew out of'the needs of mapping. I 
therefore show that the investigators' involvement in tides came about somewhat 
inadvertently. Except in America, no network members were exclusively employed in tidal 
work, although two British individuals (Dessiou and Roberts) did become deeply involved 
in tides. 
The main networks were those of the nineteenth century. After their initial investigations, 
their residuary institutions then evolved to become exclusively tör tides and their prediction. 
3.2 MI: 'TII000I. OGY 
I have identified over two thousand letters, mostly nineteenth century, concerning tidal 
prediction methods. As in Table 5 they are mainly located in a dozen repositories, spread 
across seven towns, on two continents. 
The investigating methods which follow, details the way they were located. 
Almost from the start, I saw the necessity of cataloguing the correspondence, and initially 
wanted to emulate the catalogue of the Kelvin & Stokes correspondence, made by Uavid 
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Wilson. " A gratuitous event brought a halt to that ambition. This then Icd to huilding up a 
superior database in Microsoft Access. 
Table 5 Correspondence produced by search subject 
Repository Search subject Letters 
Personal 
Glasgow University Library Thomson 
Cambridge University Library Thomson 95 
Cambridge University Library Darwin 428 
Cambridge IJniversit y Library Air 250 
Cambridge University library Stokes 44 
St. John's College, Cambridge Adams 86 
Trinity College, Cambridge whewell 410 
11) dro *ra hic Office, Taunton Beaull rt 165 
Royal Society of London Lubbock 244 
Royal Society of London I lerschel 20 
St. Andrews University Library Forbes 3 
Whitby Museum Scoresby I 
Bristol Merchant Venturers Bunt 4 
Institutional 
Liver ool Record Office Lyceum I 
Bristol Archive Office Bristol Institute 7 
Bodleian Library, Oxlbrd BAAS 4 
University College London SDIJK 29 
Cambridge University Library 13, of' Longitude 33 
Royal Society of London Royal Society 17 
National Archives, Washington USCS 148 
Appendix I gives a paper version of the catalogue. The catalogue gives a unique identity to 
each document, with letters and numbers making up the identifier. The first three letters give 
each document's repository; then hallow the repository's own document record. A small 
legend, Iound in the appendix, interprets this label. The catalogue is a list of'all the 
nineteenth century tidal correspondence. It is a significant contribution to tidal studies. 
Not every manuscript is in a personal letter firm, some are circulars and some lever s to the 
edito Three records in the catalogue contain no more inlöº"mation than their identity. No 
date is borne by 190 records, 12 remain anonymous and 23 have no known addressee. All 
ss I)avid I3. WiIson, ('cNulo, t{lcc 0f. Slokc°s and Kelvin ('ullcc7ion, r, (Cambridge, I976). 
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other records have their lour fields complete; in addition to their identity they are dated, they 
have the name of who wrote the letter, and also to whom it was addressed. 
The electronic database is superior to the paper catalogue, because any of its tour fields can 
marshal the data. The tour fields are: dale,. fi"om, lo and doc ument. The dale field can take 
either an ascending or descending order. The Iron, and !o orderings are alike, and group the 
letters together, in correspondent order. The docu nen! ordering groups the correspondence 
together by repository. Some repositories, most notably Cambridge IJniversity library, hold 
more than one relevant collection. 
Appendix 2 contains a list ofthe four hundred correspondents. The list of correspondents is 
alphabetic; with the number of letters they sent, followed by the numher of letters received. 
The correspondent list, combined with the catalogue, enables the location of documents that 
relate to a particular person. Table 6 of the most prolific correspondents, constitutes 
extractions from that appendix. 
One other way in which the electronic database has been more effective than a paper 
catalogue, is in hyper-linking each record direct to its actual transcribed letter. So successful 
was this simple strategy for accessing the data, that I abandoned another attempted analytical 
process. That process was an electronic index, one similar to a book index, and abandoned 
because it became much too large and cumbersome. With the successful strategy then 
established, a constant check was maintained on the large amount of material. This 
facilitated the drawing out ofthe narratives. A defect ofthe strategy employed is that it 
relied, to some extent, on fallible human memory ofeach letter's contents. The counter to 
the defect was the added labour of more searching, in turn, this induced greater rigour and 
vigilance. 
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"fable 6 Summary of the main tidal scientist's correspondence 
Corres ondent From To Total Status Network 'Poch Darwin Gll 97 442 539 Academic Harmonic 1 445-1912 
Whewell W 100 391 491 Academic Synthetic 1794-I866 
Lubbock JW 80 254 334 Academic Synthetic 1803-1865 
Airy G13 164 112 276 Academic Synthetic 1801-1892 
ßcaulirt F 94 133 227 Academic Synthetic 1774-I857 
"Thomson W 91 92 183 Academic Iarmonic I824-1907 
Roberts I; 1 17 8 125 Worker harmonic 1845-1933 
Runt TG 104 7 111 Worker Synthetic 1794-1872 
Adams JC 25 82 107 Academic harmonic I819-I892 
Baird AW 71 9 80 Worker Iarmonic 1842-1908 
Bache Al) 33 44 77 Academic American 1806-1867 
Dessiou JF 66 8 74 Worker Synthetic 1769-1853 
Pourtales LF 45 26 71 Worker American 1823-1880 
Ross 1) 55 3 58 Worker .. synthetic 1812-1854 
Strafford WS 42 8 50 Academic Synthetic 1791-1853 
Gordon WW 20 29 49 Worker American 11.1848 -1855 
During the early part of the research, stemming from the advice of Margaret Deacon, I 
created a website The wehsite, an extension to the catalogue 
database, serves several functions. One is in attracting queries from a variety of other 
students; this interaction has been most productive. Another is the exhibition of the contents 
of appendices I&2, for the benefit of'other researchers. Its primary function however, was 
to build up biographical införmation about the tidal investigators. In this respect it has been 
modestly successful, allowing much fuller life stories of three key workers: Francis 
Davenport ofTonkin, Joseph Foss Dessiou ofthe Ilydrographic Office, and II'dward Roberts 
of the Nautical Almanac Office. 
I made the transcriptions as useful readings, rather than at the scholarly level, necessary liar 
publication. C" I)cspite that, I made numerous visits to the repositories in order to check 
transcription accuracy. I photocopied a lcw, ollen because they contained data, a lbrmula or 
a sketch. Where a manuscript contained 
large amounts of irrelevant data, I generally 
deployed ellipsis rather than make a complete transcription. Several letters covered more 
S`' R. F. I lunniscll, f: cliliný> Rc'c nrcLc ()r l'uhliculinu, (London, 
I977). 
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than one scientific subject, some contained inconsequential personal details. Where the data 
was strictly mathematical, I again usually omitted its transcription, leaving appropriate notes 
for each ellipsis. "These notes were füund very useful later, when more precise detail was 
needed. 
The above, pragmatic approach, brought in a full collection of British material. With 
constraints ol'tinme and Hmey, it also enabled a uset'ul collection ot'American material. 
3.3 'fill: CORRI: SPONI)I,: NCI: I)OCt1MI; N IS 
The nineteenth century correspondence was between people who formed three discrete 
networks. Other types of networking activity was also undertaken, such as discussions at the 
Admiralty and learned society soirees; and they are at least partly published in memos and 
proceedings. This thesis largely confined to unpublished manuscripts, essentially measures 
only one network activity. 
The early network, involved with the synthetic method of prediction, effectively operated 
between 1828 and 1851. In 1866, Airy considered that the early investigation had come to a 
close. While the later, harmonic method can trace its origin to 1861, its network was most 
active from 1867 to 1903. 
Figure I shows the how of network correspondence. The graph shows the American 
network as an overlay, because it was a network operating separately to those in Britain. I 
also show it separately because the transcripti011,01' n, of its correspondence, has been artificially 
curtailed (owing to research cost constraints). 
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Figure I The Nineteenth Century'lidal Correspondence 
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The main line of the graph is that of the numbers of letters of the synthetic and harmonic 
networks. It is not split, in the way that the American has, because of overlapping interests. 
For example, the Astronomer Royal of the first period appointed the main computer of'the 
second period. Another example is in the correspondence between the I lydrographer in the 
second period and the inventor of the harmonic method; the hydrographer espoused the 
earlier, synthetic method. The overlap is small and the two hiatuses are sufficiently Iär apart 
to not necessitate splitting. 
Omitted from the graph are the 190 pieces of correspondence which bore no date. 
The main fine shows how two networks focussed: on the work ol` Whewell in the first half- 
century, and on the work of Darwin in the second half. Belore its closure in 1828, the Board 
of Longitude was a source of money to the ingenious. The first hump of the line, in the 
1820's, is as a result ofgold diggers applying to the residual Board. The dramatic first rise is 
around Lubbock's efforts. The peaks then, on into the 1840's, represent the activity of 
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Whewell's geographic experiments. Airy's investigations sustain the mid decades. Why the 
correspondence numbers did not rise throughout the I 870s is because, while they had a new 
method, funds for a research programme had yet to come. The dip of 1880 is clearly owing 
to Thomson's decline in regard for Roberts. As they wound down the Survey of India by 
about 1890, the then curtailment of funds is also evident. 
3.4 INVFS'FIGA I'ION MI; 'I I IOI)S 
The method of investigating the activity of'the tidal prediction networks has mostly been 
through their surviving manuscripts; but is heavily supplemented by the wealth of 
contemporary material available on the internet, such as the content of library catalogues. 
3.4.1The main tidal scicritists 
In turn, I pursued the investigation through manuscripts in two ways. One was in 
categorising people and another was through places, or institutions. But they intermingle a 
little. 
A limited, but invaluable, source guide to the papers ot'I3ritish scientists aided the search. ' 
The investigation then extended from the initial manuscripts' content. The whole collection 
makes clear that the greatest part in making the tide tables was the work undertaken by about 
sixteen people (Table 6). The papers ofthe Philosophical 7runsaclio! as and the reports of'the 
13rilish '1Ssocialion unwittingly hide that point. This thesis extols the hitherto inadequately 
recognised contribution made by the non-academic workers, particularly . Joseph I)essiou and 
Edward Roberts. 
S7 "I he Royal Cominission on I Iist or icaI Manuscripts, The ruuuuscopt ýýo/iris r, / British scientiSt. c 
1600-/V-J0, (London, 1982). 
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Table 6 is only of the main correspondents. Arranged in descending order of magnitude, it is 
oftheir surviving tidal archive. It adequately represents each correspondent's importance in 
their respective network. The listed numbers do not, in any way, represent the actual 
numbers that must have existed. Phrases in the surviving correspondence, such as: 'lit reply 
to yours of the 26'x' ... 
' provide ample proof of absent, non-surviving, correspondence. SS This 
absence is also true for Appendix 2, which lists the whole of the correspondents in 
alphabetical order. 
The above status classification is entirely arbitrary. I lowever the status does show up a 
deficit of'Ietters sent to the workers. Edward Roberts and Andrew Baird must have received 
more letters than have survived, or have been located. George Darwin and John Adams, 
academics of the harmonic network, must have sent more. Similarly, of the synthetic 
network, Thomas Bunt, Joseph Dessiou and Daniel Ross must have received more, and John 
Lubbock and William Whewell sent more. It is likely that the number of a workers' in-and- 
out letters would have been somewhat in balance. In contrast, the academics attracted many 
letters - many boastful, and several 
displaying a highly eccentric nature. 
3_4.2 The archive of the harmonic network 
Knighted in 1866 and raised to the peerage in 1892, William Thomson generally attracts his 
simple title, Kelvin. I lowever, as his interest in tidal work traces to 1861 and that he had 
ceased being active in tides by the time of his elevation, I therefore refer to him by his 
family name. For that, and further reasoning related in the narrative, 1861 then forms a 
suitable beginning of the harmonic network. 
My initial interest in Thomson, led to investigating two of his archives. The Cambridge and 
Glasgow catalogues list merely correspondent and date. At first, most ofthe correspondents' 
names were meaningless. This left the hulk ofthe archives inaccessible. 
sa Cambridge University Library (CIJL), Additional 5750 3. 
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One of l'homson's correspondents was George Darwin; the A(kninil/y 7iclul A9unuul names 
him. Darwin's name in the Cambridge card index, led to a particular file of correspondence. 
The file is an artificial collection, put together sometime in the past for an unknown reason, 
the file, however, is all about tides. The 120 letters are between 24 different correspondents. 
The file identified three of Darwin's principal correspondents: Adams, Baird and Roberts. 
Adams completes the available main archive source of this late network. The live 
networkers were Adams, Baird, Darwin, Roberts and "Thomson. All except Roberts lcature 
in the Ox/orcl Uicliona y a/Nulionul Biographv. 
By then, the search had identified many ofthe key networkers. "I'heir identity enabled a 
systematic penetration of the previously inaccessible archives. From possession of a 
correspondent name, many tidal letters came firth. 
Initially, the search obtained only letters from the period concurrent with those in the file of 
120 letters. So at first, the mistake was made of cutting off correspondence considered too 
early, or too late. As a larger picture emerged, this pursuit policy was later changed. The 
transcription then expanded to that of all known tidal letters. As the known network 
expanded, the searches were re-iterated several times. Consequently, it is highly likely that a 
few tidal letters will still lie buried in the archive. I lowever I believe that my extraction 
constitutes the hulk. 
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There were about 108 correspondents in the network. Together, they produced at least 565 
letters. However, the five people in Figure 2 drove the network. 
Figure 2 The Harmonic Network 1867-1903 
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The network really got going in 1867 (by Adams, Thomson and Roberts) when they set up a 
committee for the harmonic investigation. They knew Baird by 1872 and Darwin joined the 
network in 1876. When Thomson snubbed Roberts in 1879, (explained in Chapter 9) the 
correspondence between the two halted. Yet Roberts remained most active with the other 
participants. As Baird left tidal work in 1888, his correspondence then dwindled. Adams, 
active to the very end, died in 1892. The network, continuing through the turn of the century, 
finally petered out with a letter from Roberts to Darwin in 1903, but with the harmonic 
method then thoroughly established. 
Published in 1976, Wilson's is the final catalogue of Thomson's papers. At the start of the 
transcription work, there was no catalogue for either of Adams' or Darwin's papers. Interim 
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catalogues were eventually made available alter this thesis hegan. "''I'hc latter two catalogues 
remain unpublished, but they are computerised and hence searchable. This thesis has the 
advantage of having obtained consultation with all three compilers of those electronic 
catalogues. 
3.4.3 'I'he_arc, hive_ot'the synthetic network 
By the time inroads were made into the harmonic network, several workers among an earlier 
tidal investigation were also identified. 'T'hose earlier workers also formed a network; that 
network formed around the synthetic method. 'T'he pattern of identifying members of the 
synthetic network closely follows that ofthe harmonic. 
The 250 correspondents ofthe early network produced over 1,200 letters. The main eight of 
the early networkers are: Airy, Beaufort, Bunt, Dessiou, Lubbock, Ross, Stratford and 
Whewell. The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography lists the five academics. 'I . he 
Dictionary gfNin le'enlh ('cnlurv British, S'cic"nlisls list Dessiou - because of'this research, 
and Bunt. Dessiou became the first editor of the Admiralty tide tables, and Chapters 7,8 and 
Appendix 4 graph much of his lite. AI nxoirs of Ilvclrographv list Ross, Dessiou's assistant. `, o 
The whole eight of Figure 3 drove this early network. 
Lubbock got this network going in 1828. It really took off when I )essiou, Whewell and 
Francis IIcaulort joined the correspondence the löllowing year. William Stratford and Airy 
joined in, before the Admiralty tide tables emerged in 1833. When l)essiou wrote his last to 
Lubbock in 195 1, a begging letter, the network had run its course. 
`'' They arc respectively available its St. John's College, Cambridge and Cambridge lJniversity 
Library. 
`r0 Ross is not to be confused with a contemporary Captain Daniel Ross, cartographer to the East India 
Company. 
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Figure 3 The Synthetic Network 1828-1851 
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The early network, while large, was intensively active for a shorter period than the later 
network. Two of its components, Airy and Bunt, interacted with the late network and sat on 
the tidal committee on harmonic analysis, convened in 1867. From that standpoint it is 
intriguing, that while they worked on tides through most of the early period, neither had any 
direct input into devising the Admiralty tide table. 
Airy enjoyed a long tenure as Astronomer Royal. He left his papers at the Royal Greenwich 
Observatory in meticulous order; he also made wet copies of his outgoing letters. Happily, 
both sides of his correspondence have often survived. Whilst the Observatory archive is 
institutional, the Airy section takes on a highly personal nature. 
Whewell, teaching at Cambridge, was Airy's contemporary. Whewell was also not directly 
involved in the Admiralty tide table developments, but he did himself investigate tides. This 
was partly as a result of the investigation begun by Lubbock. R. Ward had previously 
extracted a large number of letters from Whewell's main archive. The selections listed by 
him in 1967, have tides as their main subject; but beyond that, the particular reason for his 
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research is not known. " Supplemented with a list of correspondents, the search located more 
letters by means of a published catalogue and a database. "' While the database is electronic, 
it is only part finished and stands abandoned by its original author. "Through the combination 
of this thesis, the work of Reidy and of Shecsley, we have probably identified all of 
Whewcll's tidal correspondence. 
It is right to attribute the synthetic method of'tidal prediction to Lubbock, whose main 
occupation was a hanker. The catalogue of his large archive goes by name and partial date. 
Consequently there are again likely to he a few ofhis letters not identified as about tides. 
Because of the thesis's scope, the extraction has had to he pragmatic rather than absolute. 
Lubbock's catalogue is now available on the internet (wNvN . a? a. org. uk). 
At the time, the man in charge of the I lydrographic Office was Reauf'ort, but Dessiou edited 
the Admiralty table. Both men were professional hydrographers, with Reaufi)rt as the 
Admiralty I lydrographer. Dessiou, with a whole porth. lio of publications to his personal 
accreditation, was much the more considerably complete hydrographer. The records of the 
Office are only part accessible, this accessibility applies mainly to the period before 1857. In 
counterbalance, the in-letters are indexed by both person and subject. It is inevitable that the 
proceeding catalogue of that off ice will reveal more tidal records. The I lydrographic Oflicc 
resource is clearly of an institutional nature rather than personal. Ross augmented Dessiou 
there as director of the tide table. 
3.4.4Institutions and deficiencies 
Each ofthe academics wittingly left archives. Any archives that their associated workers 
may have left have not come to light. Of the early network: Airy, Beaufort, Lubbock and 
Whewell left archives, as did Darwin, Thomson and Adams from the later network. Baird 
''' trinity College, Cambridge, manuscript index to Whewell papers R. 6.2(l. 
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extracted various papers from out of his office in India! " Nothing else is known of'what 
Bunt, Dessiou, Ross and Roberts may have left. Stratlörd's papers appear to have sullered 
misfortune. 
Stratford was the first Superintendent ofthe Nautical Almanac Office, the same office where 
Roberts later worked. With the repository damaged twice by fire, no nineteenth century 
Almanac records have survived. This thesis thereföre forms seminal commentary on that 
important office. The commentary is a thematic cohesion derived from the letters that it sent 
out; and which are now scattered around diverse repositories. 
It is not clear why so few of the letters from I. ubhock and Whewell, to t)essiou and Ross, 
have survived. The latter two worked very much on a personal hasis for the former two, 
mostly using their professional 110 address. Befüre the penny post of 1840, use of the oil ice 
address would have been highly suitable to both 1)essiou and Ross, it would also have saved 
them the not inconsequential postage costs. 1)essiou died a pauper, and Ross a cripple. 
Bunt was an independent, successful surveyor. I contacted his descendents, as well as those 
of Dessiou, but no papers of either emerged. 
Roberts and Baird were computers. They conducted their correspondence from a mixture of 
official and private addresses. While Roberts was wholly London based, Baird worked in 
India and furloughed in l; urope. I again made contact with descendants, but none ofeither of 
their papers have been located. 
Despite Baird's paper removal, I made an unsuccessful attempt to access the Survey of India 
records, in Delhi. The records were said to exist 
in the National Archives of In(lia. The 
Patricia l3radtorrd. A rurahýiýrw ojl/le 617icwr// n1uiurscri/)Lc tit Trirtill, College C WPihý irýýr, (I. ýýndcm, 
I973). 
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officials originally gave written permission to see the records, but in the actuality, in I)elhi, 
they unfortunately denied access. This denial of access was I 'or no explained reason. 
The main strategy, used to penetrate the archives, has been that of identilying the people 
involved. The strategy, identifying four hundred people, and producing over two thousand 
correspondence pieces, has been successful. 'f'able 5 displays the result. 
It can he argued that the personal search ti)r ßeaufiOrt material was really an institutional 
search of the I lydrographic Off ice. I lowever the ßeaulorl search started in a personal way. I 
searched that part ofhis papers, at the I luntington Library, in C'alif'ornia, before those in 
Taunton. The Beaufort papers in Calilörnia are largely of a personal nature whereas those in 
Somerset are professional papers. 
The records held in the I lydrographic Oft ice and the Royal Society are Car from being dead 
archives. This is particularly so for the lürmer and to a lesser extent for the latter; the old 
hydrographic records are still used in present day map making and sailing directions. The 
Royal Society has been one of the few institutions to produce material from an institution led 
search. A similar search in the Royal Astronomical Society produced nothing. 
The results obtained from institutions were generally achieved by searching in a likely place, 
rather than being the product of a systematic approach. I had to do the ferreting in situ, using 
hand lists and card indexes. A significant läilure to lind anything has been among the 
records ofthe Ordnance Survey, now held at the Public Record Office. Conversely, it is 
clear from 'Kahle 5 that Cambridge t Iniversity, as an 
institution, has been a most productive 
place to search. 
"" Cl)I, DAR 251 /3786. 
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The internet has been the most useful tool for locating the relatively few manuscripts by 
subject. In particular, the Internet has enabled several useful documents to he located in the 
India Office. The internet has also been very useful f'Or checking, raising accuracy in the 
project. It has also enabled a wide geographic search: I have searched the British repositories 
well, in addition to several in both North America and F. urope. The internet has also been a 
powerful tool for genealogical aspects. 
3. 
-4.5 __ 
Foray into the Amcric, ýn archive 
From first encounter with Me Ach»irrull. v Murunrl, the existence of contributory tidal work in 
America was plain. I lowever it was not until researching the synthetic network that I saw a 
network of investigators existed in America. 
The manuscripts transcribed from the National Archives, in Washington, are only the first 
few of a much larger number. The tidal archive of the I Inited States Coast Survey runs from 
the 1850's on into the first decades of the twentieth century. It contains many more records 
than have been transcribed. 
The 46 correspondents of the early American tidal network produced 148 pieces. The 
network got going in 1849. Because ofcost constraints, the diligent search terminated at 
1855. However, a few searches were made in vain among the later records, particularly 
where there was known to have 
been correspondence with Europeans. Figure 4 shows the 
three principal correspondents of that part of the network. The search in America was among 
the foundation papers of their respective institutions. I lowever, I unwittingly curtailed the 
search before the date, 1867, 
from which the American tide table began. 
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Figure 4 The early correspondence of the American Network 
The American Network 
The extracted records are purely of an institutional nature. As they are merely a snapshot of 
what exists, they serve in order to put flesh on the bones of the personality of Alexander 
Bache. Bache, as head of the Coast Survey, might also be considered an academic. 
The Americans were active participants in both networks that developed among the British. 
From its start, Bache contributed to the synthetic network, as did Bowditch, Davis and 
Everett later. The harmonic network had Abbe, Ferrel and Hilgard joining in from the 
United States, Johnson from Canada and Chapman from Australia. 
3.5 INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENTS 
The Dutch, French and Portuguese contributed to the early network. In addition, to French 
and Dutch-Indonesian effort in the 
later network, there were then Danish, German, Italian, 
Japanese and Portuguese contributions. No other network, or major body of tidal 
correspondence, has been identified which 
did not involve those in Britain and the United 
States. In view of the number and nature of foreign correspondence, few other networks 
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could have developed they would have been so isolated. I lowevcr, reflecting Ihcir Icw 
published papers, it is possible that small individual networks did develop among the I)utch, 
German, French and Japanese. " 
Significantly more correspondents were London based, than anywhere else. Fach of the two 
main networks had a London and Cambridge hi-polar focus. The American network 
focussed on Washington. The Iwo I'. nglish towns captured or generated an equal number of 
letters each, about 1,140. As that number exceeds hall the total, it is then clear that quite a 
volume of the correspondence was between the two towns. The international correspondents 
constituted only five percent of the total. With language and proximity it is not surprising 
that there should he a large contingent of Americans, and proportionately so of'I)utch. 
Appendices I&2 combine with Table 7 to form a larger image of the global tidal workers. 
The international list forms a reversal to the hulk of the home based networkers; the 
harmonic investigators dominate it. This, of course, I should have anticipated, because it was 
the harmonic method which was much more applicable to world tides. 
Table 7 Ehe eighty international reporters 
Corres (mndent 
Ruche . 4L) 
Natlc)nA ' 
Aºneric(In 
Network 
Sý'nlhelic 
LO-CA11011 
Wus/lin ý/ull, l)(' 
Rowdilch NL American Sviahelic Berlin 
('hunlhc'rlin 7'(' 
American Syn/hc'lic" Bc'Ioil, Wi. cc"ull. cill 
Davis ('/1 Anlcricall 
Sylllhc'lic ('alnhrul'Y', ! tii`i 
h. bc'rel! American Svnlhe lic ('amhrid gc, MA 
Ferrel N, American HUrnlolllc WU. 1'hlll'/Un, I)(' 
(, un"dner Al 
Anlerlcall Spithelic Vancouver, Oregon 
Graham . ID 
American SVºllhelic Washinsýlon, l)( ' 
HilQul"d. H: 
American Harmonic Washingion, Dc 
Holden E'S American Syn/lhclic Wclshnrn, Wisconsiº1 
Lowrie {f// American St"nlhelic I'illshlu", a, 'h, Penn. 
American S'yºl/helic" York, NY New 
64 Association d'oceanographie Physique (IAPO-IUGG), Pub. Sricnlr/ique n, 15: Bibliography on 
Tides I665-I939, Bergen, 1955. Followed by Puh.. Sci. no. 17, (I840-1954), Goteborg, 1957; and Puh. 
Sri. no. 9, (I955-I969), (Birkenhead, 
1971). 
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/hum asn11 I' American St'nl/u'li Lone/on 
I'clughen I) 4, nerlc[m //Urnlollic ('innc111111 inchillati, Ohio 
Wilkes C American St'nlhciic New York, NY 
Chapman RW Australian I larnumic Adelaide 
Darby J Australian I larmonic Adelaide 
Friend MC Australian Synthetic Van Diemans Land 
Pasco C Australian I larmunic Melbourne, Aust. 
Fall (lc I1"411'cr S Belgium St'nllu'lic Belgium 
Baird AW British I larmonic Poona, India_ 
BallingeII British Synthetic Bermuda 
Barnden British Synthetic Pa go Pa go, 'Fort. 
flax I 113 British Synthetic hexel, I lolland 
Blunt W British Synthetic Fort William, India 
Braby i'I: British I larmonic homy, Kong_ 
Cahert F British I larmonic I long Kong 
Chadwick O British Ilarmonic Granada, W. I. 
Connor FJ British I larmonic Poona, India 
Corwin C British Synthetic Bombay, India 
Doherck W British I larmonic I long Kong 
Fccles J British I larmonic Dehra I)un, India 
Franklin .I 
British Synthetic Van Dicmans Land 
Govt of India British I larmunic Calcutta, India 
Greenlaw CB British synthetic ('alcutta, India 
I lennessey IBN British I harmonic Calcutta, India 
I1i11 .I 
British Harmonic Poona, India 
Hillier IIM British I larmonic I long Kong 
Ibbetson R British Synthetic Sin ýa pure 
Kvd ,I 
British Synthetic Kidda xtre, India 
MaclearF British synthetic ('a clown, S. Africa 
Morice CCD British I larmunic Poona, India 
Murchison R British Synthetic Singapore 
Neison F. British I Iarnumic Durban, S. Africa 
Parker II British Synthetic Fort William, India 
Reid W British S nthctic Bermuda 
Roberts W British I larmunic I luny Kong 
Robinson W British I 1,11,1110111C Kong 
Roveal MW British I larmonic Poona, India 
Stanley O British S ynihetic Brisbane, Aust. 
Strahan G British I larmunic I)ehra Dun, India 
Favlor PG British Synthetic India 
I huillier I IR British I larmunic Poona, India 
Wright ('WII British S 'nihetic India 
- 
Young Al' British I larmonic Perak, S. S. 
Barile/cl1161' ('ullu lion S'vnlhclic' /'rirlc 1: 'c1t1'cn'cl1. 
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('hera/lier 1; ('amu/ian , S'vllilielic //alijn', N. S. 
l)aN'snn I1'B ('cUla(hall llal'111r1111C O1/att'a 
Dcnison FN Canadian l lal'nwnic Viclol"ia, R. ('. 
l: ndnr' .4R 
('cmculian l larnuulic' l'iclon, N. S. 
ý- 
(; ordoll, -I R ('allcldian l/armollic llalifilx, N. S. 
. lcn"rud 
1'l1' ( 'amnlian llarmmllic /'rim'e L'dtral'cl l. 
Johnson. -t Canadian Harmonic Afolareal 
A/cYnY111' l) ('anadlall //alYnolnC /orlNl/a 
Crone C Danish I 1,11-1110111C 
Ryder Cl I Danish Ilarnuon ic ('opcnha'cn 
Rahhu ge I Dutch I larn, unic Leiden 
Boland (' dem l)ulc"ll llarnlonic London 
l3raak. +vna 1/ l)nlch 
Sylnhc'lic London 
A/u/l G Ull/ch SpFlhelic (llrec/tl 
Si'ok. //' ran der /)n/c/1 1 /urnuulic' /3a/aria, L'. 1lic/ic'. c 
l3cautem s-Reu re French S nthelic Paris 
Chazallon AR Frcnch Synthetic Paris 
Daussy P French Synthetic Paris 
Dubois I': French I lannonic I3rest 
Borgen . 4(' 
German llarnlolnc ff'llhc'lm. ehal'c'll 
Plana M Italian ti 'nthctic 
---- Turin 
//nrr)t't!! Iºa , 
S' Ja )anc'. cp llcllvminic /. Um/oll 
Ccrc ucro .I 
Portuguese Synthetic London 
DaCunha Portuguese I larmonic Madeira 
The above nationality status is somewhat notional. 
America, within the duration ofthe 
synthetic network, was still adding the 
lands to the west, from where many of-the reports 
were coming in. Australia Icderated 
in 1901; Canada cane about in 186 I. At the beginning 
of the period Belgium was a new concept, as the 
harmonic period closed Italy and Germany 
had barely been put together. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The British Library possesses a thirteenth-century tide-table f'Or London Iridge. " In ('hina 
there is a tide-table of about that period, but based on one much older. "" Yang, Finery and 
Xui have recently thrown more light on this Chinese table. I lowever, in 1943, Charles W. 
Jones identified several ninth-century tidal diagrams. Given the recent increase in interest 
in tidal history, those fölios deserve particular consideration. `'' I will show that one of the 
folios serves the office ofa very early tide table. The importance ofthis table has been 
completely overlooked. Schematically, it leads to the well known tidal diagram of the 
Catalan atlas and especially to the subject ofchapter 5. 
In Scierjlisis uiid the Sea, Margaret Deacon traces the Iiistory of oceanography. The study 
she achieved goes from oceanography's beginning to its establishment as a science. When 
speaking of the tidal science of the Middle Ages, Deacon cites Jones and Migne, but not the 
sources themselves. '(' In contrast, I use the actual sources to provide a critical text edition 
neither established by Migne nor of primary 
interest to Jones. As for more recent work: 
David F. Cart right's scientific history of the tides omits the Carolingian data, while 
Michael S. Reidy's dissertation l'0cuses on Victorian tidology. 
4.2 13F: 1)AN MANUSCRIPTS 
British I, ihrary, MS Cotton Julius DVII, (olio 451). 
A. C. Moult, /7w Barr on 1111, ('h'ire-T'ang River in China, l'oumg I'ao, 2"" series (Leiden, I923), 
I35-188. motile gives as its date 14'x' September 1056. 
1'7 Joseph Needham, Science and ('ivi/isaIic0e ie ('hew, vol. 3 (Cambridge, 1959), I. Yang, K. O. 
Emery and Y. Xui, 1/isvnrical I)erelopemenl and 
Ilse a/ /hoa. sanc%}'rue'-Olcl Title-/'redic'/iun Tcchlc. s, 
I. inmology and oceanography, 34 (1989), 953-9.57. 
T'his lable is based on an earlier one, which had 
been carved in stone and was printed in about 
1252 with moveable type two centuries before file 
Gutenberg Bible. The article's abstract states that the tables of' 1056 arc still extant. 
Charles W. Jones. Beclae Opera de 1emporihus (Cambridge MA, 1943), 126 and 365. 
Deacon, Scienlis1 and the Sea /050-000. 
"' Deacon, . Sc irnýisvs and tile 
Sea, 24 and 34. 
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Jones' 1943 edition of the Opera de iennporibus by the Venerable Rede (672/3-735) lists ten 
tidal diagrams. The MSS containing these diagrams are presently located at: 
London, The British Library, I larley 3017,1'. 135r A rota 
Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 138,1.35r, Phillips 1833 R rota 
London, The British library, Cotton Vespasian BVI, 1*. 103r list 
St. (; all, Stittsbibliothek, 248, p. 61 rota 
Rome, Bihlioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Regin. Lat. 123,1.83v rota i table 
Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Lat. 128,1.123r, Phillips 1831 I" table 
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale dc France, Lat. 4860,1 ' . 14I r (. table 
London, The British Library, I larley 3017 f. 1 13 fahle 
Besancon, Bibliotheque Municipale, 186,1.162v-I63r l table 
Rome, Bihlioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Pal. Lat. 1448,1.69v ./ table 
The above list emends Jones' foliation 
in some minor ways. '' To läcilitate discussion, sigla 
refer to folio pages that contain either a tidal rota, or a 
list or table. The manuscripts Ball into 
groups: A to F' and F to. l, according to the way they present the tidal 
information. 
Jones largely provides the date and provenance ofthe 
MSS.; ' The tenth-century MSS, 
including B. belonged to the French scholar Abbo I Ioriacensis (c. 9-15-1004). Abbo had 
been in charge of studies at Ramsey 
from 985 to 987; alter which he became Abbot of the 
which housed one of the largest Renedictinc abbey of I'lenry-stir-Loire, near 
Orleans; 
libraries in I. urope. Abbo, who belonged to the vanguard of astronomy and cruiu/)rNres, had 
used Macrohius'('uºººnu'n1 11T aºº 
('h'ero. 'T'his was the text which lormcd the cornerstone of 
" Cartwright. Tirlcs: A . Scwnli/ic" 
lILth 1' Reidy. 11w Plu. v and Rtllu. r at ' iriu c. 
'' Jones foliation is as follows (with the necessary emendations italicised): Paris, W_4860, h, L 141v; 
London, Ilarl. 3017, lol. I I3r, Vatican, Pal. lat. 1448, /al. , (h; London, Cotton Vesp. R VI, 1i 1. I0; r, 
Besancon, 186, /o/ 162i Berlin, WA 29, lol 123m' 1. Gall, 248, p. 61; Vatican, Regin. Lat. 123, 
Berlin, 138, §d. 35ii London, I larley 3017, liil. I35r. 
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scientific instruction in Carolingian schools. I lis own com uNu. s, in turn. provided the 
starting point för the L'richiridinu oi' 13yrhtfcrth (c. 969- I020). " 
Nearly all computistical MSS written after Ahho show the influence of the Fleury tradition, ' 
A and /I, which are taken from another example ofa Fleury cone/mli from Northern France, 
have been dated 861-864. "' (' is the last folio ofa MS of Bcde's De '/ ni orihn. c Ration' 
(DTR); the whole MS is a patch-work ofa number of'dif'fcrent hurried hands, probably 
written near Auxerre in 848. " 1) was first ascribed to the early ninth century; although it has 
been established that the folios surrounding l) belong to the eleventh-century portion 01,111c 
MS. '" 'I, he monk, Oliva of Ripoll, probably composed the codex with F, in 1056, I le had 
access to French MSS and to a collection of Bede's letters. 
"' F, found between folios 
stemming from Verona and Met/, is dated 8I0-818. G is among 167 tenth-century folios 
from Main/. « The two adjacent folios that make tip the table of'/, situated at the end of a 
ninth-century MS, is traceable to Britain. 
ai 
. 1, 
From 'I reves or Mainz, is among folios dated 
779-797. "' 
4.3 'I'I II: 'TIDAL, FOLIOS 
Figure 5 reproduces A. 'I'he construction of the 
diagram appears to have started with the 
careful drawing of the concentric circles. The complex process of matching the internal data 
71 Charles W. Jones, Redue Psendcrpiývapha: Scientific Works hulcrlr, iln'ihnled I() Rafe, (Ithaca & 
9), 84-140. London, 193 
71 See Peter S. Baker and Michael Lapidge, I3vrhl/icrlh's Enchiridiun, (Oxford, 1995). 
7` Jones, Rcdue P. +'errdcpilýrnphu, 60. 
7c, Baker & Lapidge, l3t'rh{%erth's Enclriridion, xlii. 
77 Wesley M. Stevens, Rede's Scientific Ac hicýement, Cycles of'I'ime and Scientific learning in 
Medieval Furope, (London, 1995), 57. 
79 Jones, Redue Opera do 'li'm1orihus, 126; Stevens, Rc'cle'. c . S'cienli/ir . 4rhirýemenl, 58, dates the 
manuscript to the second half of the ninth century, while 
Jones, Ileduc Operu do %'cmPnrihus, 365, 
draws attention to the eleventh-century environment of p. 
61 ofthe St. Gall MS. 
7`' Jones, Bedac Pseudepi, ýýretphu, 136. 
"" Jones, Reduc Pseudcpil; raphu, 128; Stevens, Rekle'. c. 1'cirnti/ic". lrhieý'emc'nt, 57, dates the preceding 
folios to the second halfofthe ninth century. 
Charles W. Jones, the 'Locl', Sirmond Afumcscripl a/ Rcde'. c 1 0111/utrec', Iý: nglish IIisto rical 
Review, 52 (London, 1937), 204-213, at 209. 
"' Jones, Rcduc Pscudepigruphu, 135; Stevens, Redc's Scirnti/ir. tchirtrIncm, 56, dates the 
succeeding folios to the first halfofthe ninth century. 
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resulted in four drafting mistakes. It omits the day in which the Horn has aged twenty-Iwo 
days. Another omission is the third minim of'numeral ///, in alignment with where the moon 
has aged fifteen days. Marks to the upper two medallions, correct the other two mistakes. 
This is in order to locate them tidally at the twenty-eighth and fifth days. 'I'hc regularity of, 
the central T-O map, suggests that it provided the starting point for the data. 'fhe data 
inscribed into the three outer rings, appear to have begun with the first moliflu day, when the 
moon is twenty-eight days old. Initially the segment spacing is generous, but then quickly 
closes and finally opens up to complete the circuit. 
The winds are set quite badly, with each 
skewed a little clockwise so as to match the 
lunar age; they are also twisted towards the 'I'-O 
map orientation. Gold illuminates l''urunius, the west wind, and the 
/e (/un medallion of'the 
moon's last quarter. Aus/er, the south wind, and the nua/inu 
(nual/inu) medallion of the new 
moon are viridian. Suhsolunus, the east wind, and 
the /e(/on medallion of the first quarter are 
blue/brown. Boreus, the north wind, and the ntulinu medallion ofthc full moue are 
illuminated madder. (I will return to the question of'how to translate /Cc/On and nnu/inu 
below). The tint of these last two shades ol'brown are not as clearly contrasted as the gold 
and viridian are. The rota itselfand the 
data inscribed in it were drawn monochrome. 
5I 
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A shows elements of precision drawing, notably in its Iramework, but the data are inscribed 
free-hand. Two other elements also raise the quality of. 1 above that ofother Iülios. 
Although thoughtfully corrected, the rule is left as it is. This is probably clue, not just to 
vellum and labour costs, but also to the exasperation involved in reproducing such a 
complex diagram. The element hest defining A is its matching, illuminated cardinal points 
and medallions. The coloured medallions give a particular orientation, to use like a star 
chart, with west on the right and cast on the Icft. The orientation in A is with the new moon 
in the south-cast or point of winter sunrise and implicitly at the moment or 
first-of-flood. This moment ofthe tidal cycle concurs with the phenomenon current in 
Jarrow and Monkwearmouth during 2003, as is evidenced by the . -Ih/mirullu' 7'n1ee 
Whilst all ten folios concern l3edan knowledge, none refer tidally to a place. Importantly, 
however, folio A fulfils the office ofa tide-table for an unspecified place. As I shall explain 
in greater detail below, the orientation, together with the l3edan context implies that the tidc- 
table was actually drawn up fur Jarrow. 
I reproduce l3 in Figure 10. This rota 
is similar to both that in Figure 5 and the schematic 
representation of Figure 6. B, drawn with cure, and probably with 
instruments, contains no 
obvious mistake. The winds take their name according to the patrological tradition. The ring 
indicating the lunar age has the uppermost division 
between the Iirsl and second clays, and 
the lowermost between the sixteenth and seventeenth. 
The medallions are located tidally at 
the fifth, thirteenth, twentieth and twenty-eighth 
days oflhe moon's age. There is a tension 
between the medallions' symmetry and the 
disportment ofthe days indicating Iººnar age: the 
medallions are symmetrical with respect 
to the inter-cardinal points, but in order to achieve 
this, the days are out of place within their circuit. 
"I he words nuhlinu and ledo are illuminated 
green. B has been drawn with a mixture of red and 
black ink and bears the title ('()/J('nr(GU 
Marls el Lumw. The folio containing 
13 hears two other computisticaI rcýlucand part of the 
Vella ( 'will ewariU, c. As for the I''elu. c ( 
'onum" lriu. s, it suffers Ii'om a lack of unity, 
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because it represents the combined effort of several teachers who worked at Auxerre in the 
late ninth and early tenth centuries. 83 
Figure 6A schematic representation of a complete tidal rota, comparable to those found in 
manuscripts A and B. 
C is reproduced below, in Figure 11, 
C provides a list of the data contained in the three outer 
rings of the modern representation 
(Figure 6). The list runs from the first to the thirtieth day 
of the lunar cycle. Lidona incipil 
is inserted where the moon has aged five days, a +- mark 
followed by incipil ma Tina is inserted where the moon has aged thirteen days, a+ mark 
8' Peter S. Baker, The Old English Canon of Bryhtferlh of Ramsey, Speculum, 55 (1980), 22-37. 
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lolIo ed by lecluiiu i, /cipil where the nuwn has aged lwenly days, and ai mark liºIIowed by 
II/(I liner allg/?, c11lrun ca/)i! where the moon has aged twenty-eight days. 
I) is also reproduced below, in Figure 12. I) is a rota of some accuracy. It also Contains the 
data in the three outer rings of Figure 6. The data is arranged in live rings around the central 
"t'-O map. This rota indicates no winds, but its great symmetry indicates the use of 
instruments. The ring surrounding the map holds the tidal data, with the lunar age in the 
penultimate ring. Both the rota itself'and most of the data are in clear red ink. Set in black, in 
the middle and outermost rings respectively, are the repeated abbreviations of aqua and 
lima, a and In. The 'f-O map is set as in Figure 6. The map's west point divides the data 
between when the moon is sixteen and seventeen days old; the east point between when one 
and two days old; the north point between when twenty-four and twenty-live days old; and 
the south point between when nine and ten days old. In contrast to Figure 6, the /oh)jjj,. v 1.111, 
iör seven days and the mali"us for eight. The moon's first quarter le, lones begin when the 
moon is tirur days old, the full moon "I'llimnrs at the eleventh day; the last quarter le /o, tý ,v at 
the nineteenth; and the new moon ntuliu is at the twenty-sixth. In lieu of outer medallions, 
the words leclo» and final. are marked twice each on the exterior. Because of an accurate 
placement, these words were probably the last data added. 
U is in the DIR section of*the MS. Given that the 
large folio consists mainly or,, 
computistical text in Carolingian minuscule, the rule 
forms only a small portion of it, though 
it belongs to the older part of the Iülio. 
Again, L' is reproduced below, in Figurc 13. All of folio li concerns tides. At its bottom, 
there is ar la, in the middle a table and at the top an extract 
from Isidore. The rota (filers 
from the foregoing. It shows live concentric rings ofdata. The rings, beginning with the 
innermost, contain: 1. mart-Irate: 2, repetitions ol'a: 3, repetitions 011n & /, 4, Iunar agc. and 
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5, hours of tidal flow. A ring of pigment surrounds each data ring: dark madder, Iight 
madder, indigo, brown, and brown again; the hours and mu/inu-tenon data is slightly 
smeared madder. In the centre is an upright cross transfixed diagonally by the words lint, 
and inure. The left arum of the cross divides the ring of lunar age between one and two. Lunar 
age runs only to twenty-nine days. The first quarter leiloniw. s run fir seven days From when 
the moon is five days old; the eight mulinus of full moon begin with the twelfth day; the 
seven leilonc. s of the last quarter run from the twentieth day; and the seven malinus of new 
moon run from the twenty-seventh. Set around the outer ring are five phrases: III /ioru, ý leib , 
III horu. s' mull., V/ houas ilimhliu mall., VIII /ho. /e(h), Vll/I ho. mall. The table below the ru/u 
is ofmalinus, leilones and lunar age as in Figure 7. I lowever, the order in which the malinas 
and leilones ofthis table are h. rmatted is in concord with the informal ion uf. l F,. The table 
has a thirtieth day added. 
All of the folio descriptions given so tar refer to Figure 6. It 
is a rectified rule of five 
concentric rings, with clockwise running data, surrounded by four medallions. The 
innermost ring contains a "I'-O map, centred on Jerusalem. It has three segments: 
representing Asia, F'urope and Africa; and 
lines: for the Black Sea, Nile, and 
Mediterranean. ' Surrounding the map is a ring of twelve segments. The cardinal point 
segments are illuminated. 'I he remainder 
hear wind names. 'I'hc next ring is of four series of 
numerals. These are the Humber of days of nru/ür i and 
/edon tides which begin at 1, and run 
alternately to I'll or V'lll. The next ring 
has thirty repetitions of the word ctr/liu. The 
outermost ring is the age ofthe moon. 
The surrounding four medallions are colour-coded 
with respect to the cardinal points. Their alignment 
is with their respective lunar age and 
with the inc/pil ofeach set oftides. I 
based Figure 6 on . 4, because ofboth the illumination 
and the correcting annotations. The medallions are placed asymmetrically, following 
because that is their natural place, whereas the symmetry of; I and B is contrived. 
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Folio /, 'includes the tidal table of Figure 7. Folios which all carry the title concor(/iu 
nturis el /wile, tabulate four paired columns of 
data: lunar age and mu/inu and le don t ides. 
Fach column is headed lrmu and aqua. Hach Who has the paired headings badly set out. The 
tidal meaning is the reverse to that in . 
1-/s. That is to say, in the eight nru/inas relate to 
the fifth to the twelfth day and to the twentieth to the twenty-seventh day of'the lunar cycle. 
Ile seven talon .c refer to 
days thirteen to nineteen and twenty-eight to bur. I Iowevcr, there 
are some variations. /'and. 1 set out eight le(/ones,, but no corresponding lunar age. (1 does 
the same and writes V instead of VIll in the mulinu column by day twelve. // duplicates day 
1went}, producing three sets ofeight. It omits the corresponding V on day two, and finishes 
with an eighth /eilon hut no lunar age. / also sets out eight let/ones. This is without a 
RI ('I,.. Iohn 1'. Wright; (; e 'rýilýhiýul Lori! o/ lln" Time o/ lht, ('ruýadc. c, American Geographical 
Soclei1' Research Series No 15, (Ncw York, 1925), ? 59. 
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corresponding day twenty but with a duplicated day live. Fach lalio ol'h'-. / has a list of loci 
emholismorum, that is, of those months that have an intercalated day. 
Jones was unable to cite a manuscript source for Johannes I lervagen, the lirst publisher. 
Because ofa distinct continuous line left of'suhso/cws and hum 1, together with the almost 
completely faithful wording, one must conclude That the rutace in I lervagen resemble B. 
I lowcver B sets the tour medallions squarely, which is in contradistinction to Figure 6. The 
orhis tcrrarunt is upright in each ofA. B and /), but with a tilt in the published rntae. 's 'I he 
previously published rota is unacceptable because it reproduces the one without the other. 
That is to say, the segment of'new moon, skewed too much to the left, tilts the earth. The , It 
is not a Carolingian representation ofthe inclination ofcarlh's axis, and the rur(/mes' are out 
of-line with earth. It is very dufficult with the best of-twenty-Iirst century tools to make a 
flaw-free reproduction of the manuscript rota. I lervagen's woodcuts may be a paper saving 
compromise, equally they could he all early Copernican acceptance, depicting the tilted 
earth. The twentieth-century CI)-rom editions of-Migne 
in Iict exclude the rota altogether. .9 
and B are rutac' of sufficient similarity for either, or 
both, to have been the model for 
Ilervagen. xe 
I he rohic HI Migne are identical to 
I lervagen's, reproduced in Figure 8. the till of twelve 
degrees is probably in mere coincidence with the zodiac width. 
I Iervagen published the 
nine in 1563 at Basle, only twenty years after. 
loannes I'etreius first published the 
heliocentric tract in Nurnberg. 
4.4 (Y1, A1ý'(%"lý(;: SýnNU ßlý: Ulý. 
xs Mignc, /'ulru/urýiýý l. a! m a. vol. 90: 259-60.277- 78,385-86,423-24. All liner ofthese rnlur are 
identical. It is not apparent why the diagram should have been reproduced an extra three times 
without variation, although it is what I lervagen 
had also done. 
xo I. I leruagium, Opera Bola' I'en 'rahi/i. + ... 011111iu .... 
I (klilo rtvrvnr cC 1' rhnrtanr irh/i("e c upiu. +ic. cinu,, 
(l3asi lea' 1563) p39,97.1 17.1 18. 
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Whilst /3 &E are each associated with someone known, most com/)cc/reh are anonymous. 
Baltic, are an integral part of Isidore's /)NR and Jones says that the tidal roue were 
apparently invented in or near Fleury. I lowever, this inland genesis ofthe concept seems 
highly improbable. The tidal tables, F-J, arose alter Bede, with the Irish transmitting /. "' it 
has not been established which individuals devised the tidal reduce and tables. 
A con)/u lu. c is a set of tables, notes and diagrams For calculating moveable dates. ` a 'I'he 
calendar was the most necessary hook after the Bible. It defined the solar year and the lunar 
months according to the Julian calendar, and marked the Christian Icasls over a period. It 
also had to lake account of the I Iehrew calendar, as the I Ichrew month Nisun was important 
for the dating of Easter. "l The Nicene Council of 325 A. D. set the computed equinox on 
March 2 I" there they recognised that the scholars of the Alexandrian Church were the 
leading computists of the time. 
'' The council embraced the Pachomian doctrine of 
celebrating Faster after the equinox. 
x' Jones, Beclue Opera clc' 1'empot-ib us, 75 
NN Charles W. Jones. Beclae I'rneruhili. + Opera furs 6 Operýý I)iel"Acaliea, (BrepoIs 1975) 1) 186. 
Jones, Beclae Opera de le mpurihns, 365. 
80 Jones. lie Jae Opera (le "l'empurihns, 112 
& 116. 
9o J. Murray: The ('nmpael (Lt'/i» rc1 English I)ictionurr. (()xl'Orcl, 1992), 305. ('I.. Peter S. Baker, 
Bach{/('rth'v F, nchirklion and the Comp/N', % in 
l)r/i, rcl. S't. Jnhýý's ('cý/le, ý>c I, An , 
lo-Saxon I? ngland, 
10 (1982), 123-142.124. 
'I Charles W. Jones. I'ulemius S'ihvin. c. Bede' and the Names o/ the Aluntlas, Speculum. 9 (1934), 50-56, 
53. 
°j Charles W.. lones, The I'iclnriun and I)ionrsiac Paschal fables in the 61"e. et, Speculum, 9 (1934), 
408-42 I I. 408. 
91 Charles W. Jones, .I 
Legend a/, S't I'cu"hnmins, Speculum 18 (1943), 198-21O 209. 
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Figurc 81 Icrvagcn's 1563 rota 
,. r at ýartcsttt: >rucru%rýsý, rýryiný; lnu1nc11ta iiý trý Ip/ý 
un. tt uncivmer dintidiam rcddunt boc tnodo: -rri t ntomcnta, ý tcrtin p, rs unius momcnti, uncia, n 
I Cr dirMdium, eý-fcxtar. t. "S JüiiGS MORI CJiti, ýülJi IJ J11I NIICtRt1J CO)7tpIcnt. 
QITt `upfYtiM dc 
ýrcr DYntUd dcs 
1ar11 cariurnirt 
m rccIrua ar'1a 
l. rýlc, ýn natura 
rfun1 oL frruet. 
`r An, t curru+n 
rr. titt quottätd 
td marts . i[Ctýi 
liS, Clllfd4v 
ad terrvi nc, 
. Et 
/icut Puna, 
er fcmunria: 
lua{uerbi gr , 
ra eft, aut part 
nioratur fl- 
t rccrJ)'uTtoQx 
in hcri f trat, 
nim a: ürnal ad 
hk nzart, CZui, 
dlC ÜK ItAlCa 
l ld C! 
1}, 61s acs 
flint Rtllu6 C111 
rcrt trrný''l'ýý° 
prnta triglnta: 
ldluln, C'i 
ýfs 
inifTa, id cý, tran frc`ta, ad ýmilitudiýrrn lune uidetur. Eiustj; , 
fcilicct nccani. Ornnes curfua, i i csi, cvtra. ýF u. 
tinus/crma, iu cff, l. rfi unda. RrJl ringitur enim a, rcprrcutitur unda, qýria nýn 
dirnittirur tantrjni lrc per 
riirrrn. 
I 
__ I. !) 
Bede would later also perceive the problem of time as crucial. 
"' It had become a problem to 
equate one Faster-table with another. Even within a single province everyone calculated 
their era, new year's day, or cycle of 
intercalations differently. " Bede tells us that he vv rote 
three pieces on time: On the Nolun' n/ 
Things We Nulnru Rerun /1. )NR/), ()j1 %'iniº. c (/)e 
ie, n/)orihn. ti') and also One Larger 
Book On 1iine (1)º' li'nlhoribiis Rullnnj' 
I lervagen invented the last title in 1563, to distinguish it from the shorter 1)e 1i'm1wrihn. v'"' 
, '. ' Charles W. Jones, , Sunk 
lnlroducion, Relw"k. e on l3edc'c Connn"nlarv WI (; cnesis, Sacris I: rudiri, 
19 (1969, '70), 115-198,115. 
' Charles W. Jones, Bede' a. e I"a"h, Alethaval llislorian, Medievalia et Ilumanistica, 4( 1946), 26-36, 
28. 
`u Rede, .1 
llistnrv 0/ the Ent, >lish Church and Pcohlc', ed. 
Leo Sherley-Price (rev. cd., I. ondon, 1968), 
338. On the title of l)%R, see Charles W. Jones, III(' I3vrht/erih (; 
losses, Medium Aevum, 7 (1938), 
81-97,87. 
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Bede treated tides in UNR, repealing what Straho and I'Iiny had previously set out, and then 
in a more original fashion in DiR. 
In Ireland and Britain, the seventh-century Paschal controversy propelled computistie 
knowledge to a higher level, than had so far obtained on the Continent. Bede did more than 
popularise the 1)ionysiac table, developed in 532. Besides describing the I)ionysiac tables, in 
his 1)77? of 725, offers an extended commentary on Faster-tables and calculation. I Ic 
intended this larger work on chronology to clear up the confusion existing on both sides of 
the Irish Sea once and for all. As his primary sources, Rede used extant conipu/i resembling 
the Carolingian Berlin MS 128 and St. Gall MS 248. 
'" /)7R was a textbook at 1=, uropean 
higher schools Ibr centuries to conic. When Johannes 
Noviomagus published Bede's work in 
1537, it was for their practical value. 
"' Bcdc and l)ionysius I : xegius stood in the same 
relation to computistical science, as l; uclid stood to geonmetry. 
4.5 F XI T . 
ICI"1' FUNCTION 
The rutuc depict the moon, circling a world encompassed 
by an ocean. The moon waxes and 
wanes, as it traverses continents beset 
by tides. Rolace make the cyclical nature of tine and 
tide more evident than tables do. Yet the 
list in (' constitutes an interesting compromise. 
lucre, the author sets out how a month 
divides into Iixur parts according to tidal action, as in 
Bede: 
In alternating periods of seven or eight 
days, they divide up the month among 
themselves in their tüurtOld diversity ofchange. 
Sometimes by equal shares both till 
up their course in 7 I%2 days; sometimes 
they will arrive earlier or later, ..., with the 
result that sometimes their order 
is upset, and the fmlüx/ tide claims more in this 
month, and less in the next. 
Jcmcs, At, 'Ln. vl ' . ti'irmunc/ 
Ahuutvcril, l, 207. 
Joannes 13ronchorst, 13ohic' O/w. vcnlu cnm/ý/uru c/r l(m/u)rum rulinne cliligonlrr cu. vliýýulu: ulyue 
i//u. wrcrla relerihus yuihu, vc/crm c1nr1olulinnihu. v una cum . vch"lü. v 
in ohscm-iure. c u/iyucýi locos, 
(Cologne, 1537). 
., ones, 
13eclae P. vercclehit ruhhu, ?. 
101 Quoted from Faith Wallis, 13edc: The Reckoning oJ Time (I. 
iverpool, I999), Rd. 
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Tides, used in rum/)utu. s as a metaphor, explain ho days, months and Nears fit into a 
calendar. The diurnal, menstrual and annual time units are not absolutely reconcilable; tides 
also show this variance. The proximity of an embolismic table to the tables in /'-. / 
strengthens this argument. In his manual, l or the unlettered clerks who were destined to 
serve in parishes, ßyrhtferth had to take recourse to the vernacular and a simple syllabus. 
This may otter a possible explanation for the contradiction found between the simple 
and the complex -9-E. 
Knowledge of the semi-menstrual tide existed at the latest by Pliny 's time. 
1" But the ruler, 
list and tables go further than that, because they correlate tidal activity to four defined parts 
of a month. They do this on a daily basis. 
They also add a tidal nomenclature. The basic 
lunisolar tidal response is to the synodic month ofabout 
29 % days. I'Iie ru/a employs 30 
segments. It puts the new moon 
in the top segment, as in Figure 6, at the 301' day. 1o the age 
of the moon then counts out clockwise, 
being one day old in the segment Lw, ' 1. From 
Pachomius and the Nicene Council, came the 
determination that Christ arose during the 
fourteenth moon, on or after the day when the moon 
has aged fifteen days. 1() 1 The tidal 
diagrams count out the age of the moon. 
the third-century Roman author Augustalis 
introduced the epact, the age of the noon at the start of 
the calendar year. lo; Whilst the 
author of the Paschal Chronicle of 
630-64 I receives credit for invention of the rwu, Ihcy are 
lot, 
probably of a classical origin. 
I'll C. I lart, ßivht/erth and his Alumial, Medium Aevum, Vol 41 no 2, (1972), 95-107,96. 
1112 Pliny, Natural I listory, [looks I-II, cd. and tr. I larris Rackham (Loch classical Library 352)(rev. 
cd., Cambridge, MA. 1991), 345. 
103 Prances R. Lipp, Thr ('urnlingicnr ('ummrntaric, c on 
13rdc', r 1h" Natura Rritnn, (Ph. I). dissertation, 
Yalc I Iniversitv, 1961 ), 6. 
oa Jones, :1 Lr, ýrnd ()/ S/ 
puchomin. s" 208. 
11ý F. G. Richards, Aluppiniý TirnC (()x tbrd, 1998), 349. 
11'' Jones, 13rdue 1'. svicdrpi,, ýraphu, 61. 
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4.6 CUMMI. NI'ARY, WINDS & MAIL 
Bede expanded De 1emporlhus into 1)1R and never rewrote his MR; the task olexplaining 
which, true to the Benedictine tradition, fell to later commentators. Although the intellectual 
ferment of'the Benedictine reform produced outstanding scholars, Byrhtlerth's was a lesser 
mind than that of Bede. 107 Byrhtfcrth's manual and other types of cunipuius appeared after 
the bloom of the Carolingian period. 
'(" I lowevcr, the utility Ofconl/m/us ensured their 
continuance into the early printing period. 
Jones describes that edition ot'Bede's work on tine, which came from the Basic presses of' 
Johannes Sichardus in 1529, as the ediýiuýnincºýzc. Johannes Novionmgus followed in 
1537 with an edition, which included a simplified ruta. 
11) This rota featured an interior 
Europa uppermost, accompanying /)NR, and a scholium to explain the rc, ia. Traditionally, 
the Johannes I lervagen edition of 1563 supplies the body of 13cde's scientific works, but it is 
corrupt. 11' I Iervagen added to Bede the Velzus ('unrrrren/ariu. c and Noviomagus' . r/, oIia, 
II'- 
which he described as l3rid/erli Rarrresic avis (dossac. 
Hic conunentary accompanies a 
rota, repeated twice in an identical Any, 
The rau s is tilted twelve degrees; the tilt may 
been in order to save space hut this publication was twenty years aller the death of 
Copernicus. This is the rata reproduced in Migne's Pa/rolo, 'io. 
i iý 
In l1, the passage in the I'c Ius Coninwillcii"irr. c that relates 
to the i olu B reads as follows: 
have 
'I'hc nest wheel pertains to the 
harmony ofthe sea and the moon, ifthey agree, 
which is greatest, as Bede teaches 
in (his) book On limes. For the flood and ebb of 
the ocean are brought twice daily to conic and return again, that is to say on the 
rising and setting ol'the noon. 
And these risings are divided into /crlýýýºus and 
107 I Iart, l3vrh! /irwlh and his 1Ia, iuul, 10' . 
' See for example: British Library, 
Regius 13 AX I, Fl37r, I; gerion 3088, Fl9r, Cotton Tiberius I. IV 
171 r; Cambridge, Si. John's 221,15.1, pp. 
3,71,72. 
uw Jones, 1 hc' Rt'rhi/ivlh Ghýssc. ý, 82. 
0 I3ronchorst, 13c'dac ()/mscula, f. 17v- 18r. 
Jones, 13crdacr l'sc'udcpiti; rapha, 14. 
Jones, l? rdac' ! 'st'ud'/)ii; ra/)ha, 
14. 
Jean-Jaul Migne, Pafrolugia La(ina, vol. 90 (Paris, 1904), cols. 259-260,277-278,385-386,123- 
424. 
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mulinas, that is into lesser and greater tides. The maliuu, it is clear, is I'Mill file 
greater noon, and the leclwui flows as ifonc spoke ofa loss. These flows, when they 
begin or for what time they last, are noted in the diagram. And the inside wheel has 
the names ol'the three parts of'the world. The space which is outside Ihis stands for 
the air surrounding the earth on all sides and has the names of the winds blown by 
the air. And thus the outer wheel has the ages of the moon from the first to the 
thirtieth. Beneath this, which is the short line containing letters in red, it signifies the 
water of the ocean which surrounds the world. And below this the drawn Iinc 
contains the number of'days by which the aforesaid tides advance and recede, 
whereby against the first number is always denoted on the outside at what age ofthe 
moon should it begin to arise, whether those flows he matinee or leclone. ' '1 
Although the above was probably composed near the year 900, its author remains 
anonymous, Abbo left us a Latin text of it. The text associates the regular patterns of the sea 
and the moon, with the wind direction and place. It offers a description of the concord 
between sea and moon; so much so, that it becomes more a discussion ol'the tides than of 
computing. This commentary is the only known 
description of the Carolingian rot(,, which 
is roughly contemporary to them. The description of tidal Ilow simply covers rota B. joining 
somewhat abruptly to that of the pointing 
devices. Without illumination, the medallions of 
folio B lack orientation. 
A does not name the four cardinal points, on which the world 
hinges. As Straho said, there 
are really only two directions, the pules 
&/n, wv and voruv. I lowevcr, it is not without 
import that the four cardinal points can 
he contrived into spelling out the name Adam: 
MWTO,! ij, ý>rirtrý, a/)Krn Eýr: ýgfr/fjýirx; east, west, north, south. 
'"' This list is drawn from a Latin 
'" Sequens rota pertinct ad concordiam rnaris et 
lone Si concordat que maxima est ill 13eda docet in 
libro de temporihus. Nam aestus occani cotidic 
bis venire et remearc perhibetur in of1U scililcjet et 
occasu Iunc. Accensus autem 
ipsi in ledonas ac nwlinas dividuntur id est in minores ac naiores arstus. 
Marina patet a maiorc hrna et ledona quasi 
lesa dieitur. Qm accessus quando incipiant vel quantum 
temporis teneant signatum est in ligura. 
Nam interior rotula Irium partium nnrndi hahet nom na. 
Spatium quod extra haue cst iris te-ram undique cingentis 
tipuni gestat undo et ventorum per ae. rem 
Ilantium nominar babel. I? xte. ior sane rota ulatis 
Iunc hahet a prima usque ad xxx" Suhl Us bane que 
est linea brevis ex nllnio continens 
litteras aquum signiticat occani qui totem o1-hem circuit. At infra 
bane ducta linca nome"um conduct die-um quihus accedunt vet recedunt prelati atstus. Undo semper 
contra primum numerum cst 
de Loris signalum quota Iona ineipiat quisquc eorunden accessuurn ad 
maline vel ledone exortum. '' Note that there are some small variations 
between U and Migne's 
/ airo1uýr. A readily accessible extract of 
the /'uh-olHýU is tbund also in Deacon, . Sc ic'rr/1. v/s am/ihr 
, Sea, 34. I am grateful 
to M. C. O'Regan, of heeds, 1,61- both the translation and transcription. 
IS I I. L. Jones, The (t'1,1ý I'll/'ht, i' /'. Strabo, (Cambridge, MA, 1980), 105, reI rring to Straho, 
(; e ograph}', 1.2-21. 
1 1') Marina Smyth. (/nc/rrvlrniclüis lhr ('irirýrsc ürS'l'1'ý'nih ('rýr/rrrr' hr/rcuýl. (Woodbridge, I99(ß), 282. 
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translation and does not conform to the order in the original Greek. The order would have 
been familiar to the seventh-century Irish, reflecting the ancient Indo-European view of 
direction, where one stands facing the rising sun. A's cardinal bilaterals extend this concept 
further, with clevira subsolcmi and . cini. wru cuhsolani, replicated 
fir au, ctri and fimolli, but not 
for horea. c. As winds, these twelve directions were named by Aristotle, set into a rose by 
Seneca and carried into the Middle Ages by Isidore. In Greek antiquity, the division ofthe 
wind-rose by eight points had for some time replaced an earlier form, oftwelve divisions. It 
was Pliny who reintroduced the twelve points. 
''' The deficiency 01,111C twelve-point rose, 
which is not subject to simple halving, was shown by Bede. In the absence of, an inter- 
cardinal lie had to employ a circumlocution. This was to express that the first-of-flood comes 
when the Moon is "at about the Winter Sunrise. -1" This inter-cardinal, or solstitial, is south 
cast at . arrow. "hwo other wind roses, one exhibiting twenty-four points and the other sixteen 
points, are adapted as compasses. 
The central 'I -O naps in : 1, 
/ and /) are ol'the oiko,, n ene the known, inhabited world. ''" 
The earliest extant diagrams hail from the seventh-century and are found in the Dcc Nannra 
Rerrmt of Isidore, who in turn drew from 
Aeschylus (525-456 RC i ' 'Their divisions are 
those of Macrobius and also correspond to what 
St. Augustine had in mind in A, civilcrn' 
Dei. I" These maps became commonplace 
in the eighth century with sonic showing Africa 
12; 
and t; urope in a reverse position. 
1 17 Lipp, ('urnlinr=iun ('unmit'nlurit', s, 28. 
"1 Wallis, Bark', 8S. 
'"' For the 24-point wind-rose, see I'aris, Bihliothcyue nationals do France, N. A. 1615,1128x-I]35r. 
For the sixteen-point wind-rose, see 
Rome, IIihlioteca ApostoIica Valicana, Regin. I at. 1260, I'l r-7v. 
For their adaptation to the use of'compasses, see 
Lipp, ('urolingiuwi ('ornrnr? rlurir. c, 4. 
rn Wesley M. Stevens, 7lit, l it'urr oIlht' l; 'uruh in Leitlort', e l)r Nulurcr Rrrunl, Isis 7I (1980), 2()8- 
277,268. 
121 Leo l3agrow and R. A. Skelton, /lisfor1' of ('urIot; raph. v, (London, 1964), 45. 
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4.7 Fl ii; IMPI. I('I'I MI; SSA(il 
The words uc/aru, ntci/inu and lcclurl are employed in their tidal meaning, as can be seen from 
the füllowing. B and L 'are accompanied by a short text on tides. B, F, (i, //, /, and ,/ each 
hear the title ('oncorc/ia nuiris e/ lunu. That is the chapter 29 title of 13cde's 1)/B, ""I, he 
harmony between sea and moon, " - which is a treatise on tides. The MS hullos preceding 
and following. 4 are not contiguous with it. The verso shows that Al is set within a text on 
navigation and the ayuilo wind. 
Aqua is evidently used in its narrow sense of 'tide. '- 
" AIa/üur and /e(/nn have, at times, been 
translated as 'spring' and 'neap' respectively. As we have already alluded to, they do 
carry that meaning in . 
1-/: but have the opposite meaning in F-J. I. el us accept the týýllowing 
definitions, "Neap tides are: tides ot'small range which occur twice a month, when the moon 
is in quadrature; Spring tides are: semidiurnal tides of large range which occur twice a 
month, when the moon is new or 
füll. "I26 Note that at Jarrow, by 13edc's monastery, springs 
occur 2 days after syrygy (the actual moments of new or 
full moon). 1", 
9 I: ' show the tour parts of the monthly 
lunar phase, where ºnuliniº tides alternate with Ie(/wº 
tides. This is in explicit correlation with springs and neaps. Hie middle of each set coincides 
with a point two days aller syxygy and quadrature. 
The reverse correlation, first ol'the Ie /on 
and then of the malinu sets relating to springs and neaps, 
is lound in F /. "I'he main 
testimony, from which this contradiction stems, gives a 
further source of confusion. Rede 
said: 
When the tide are increasing, they are called mulinue, and when they are 
decreasing, /edlomes..... I lence we have ascertained that the murlinu often begins 
1" Smyth, (%ncAr. ýlunclin, ýlhr (lnivrr. se, 27. 
Cambridz, c, St. John's, MS 22I, I5. I 3; Sicvens, 7'hC V4MrV lhc I": arlh, 275. 
I-or the suh-meaninps ofayrni, see I). I'. 
Simpson, ('as. erll'. ýLcuin lin, ýli. c{ý l)irlinnun', (London, 
1997). 
125 IZ. I:. Latham, Rcmisrc/ A9rc/ic°ra/ Lulin ! f'orc%/. i. w (( )xlbrd, 1994), x and s. r. 
12° Puý; h 7'iclcs, , S'nr, ýrs unc/ 
A/c"un . S'cw-/, c'vc'/, 
460-2. 
127 I'hc I Iydrographer ofthe Navy~ . 
ichuirciltiTiclr Tuhh's, 1(tiomet'set, I998), 94. 
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about five days hcf'orc the new or full moon, and the /e'donn', s the same number of 
days hefore the halfmoon. '''' 
In the language of Rede, the smallest neaps occur about live days hefiºre new and Dull moon, 
and then increase; the largest springs occur about five days bctiºre each half moon, and then 
decrease. Rede refers to the set of tides which are changing their state, that the set is either 
increasing or decreasing, rather than to the set which is of large or small magnitude. In the 
same tract, Rede adds to the confusion when considering the inequality ofthe semi-diurnal 
tides on his own shore: 
Indeed, when an evening tide occurs at the full ur new noun, it will he a nuu/irwu, and 
for the nest seven days this same ma/inn tide will he greater and stronger than the 
morning tide. 
The statement adds extra contradiction by saying that the nrulinue are the tides of the first 
and third quarters, that is from syxygy to the quadrature liºIlowing. The result is firer 
possible meanings. According to the Ol l), /cdon is originally a Greek expression. Neither 
mulinu nor ledon appear in classical Latin, as their earliest known use is by Marcellus 
hmpiricus (11. ca. 475). The /)ic iionarr of Afedierul Lu/in tearer Bri/ish Sources defines /adore 
as meaning both ebb and flood. 
"' 
Smyth had noticed the l3edan contradiction ill 1996. 
'" Bede had been called upon to refute 
the Irish in the Paschal dispute, which he did in his f: j)i. e/o/a rn/ Ii'ir/reiufrm,. In the 
process, lie brought himself into the most vibrant contact with Irish scholarship. Thal 
tradition relied on whatever it could gather ofthe tidal lore ol'antiquity, adding to it the 
results of their o"n observations. After all, 
Ireland is situated amidst the most dominant 
tides of the world to the extent That it was 
known at the time. The Irish works show a 
121 (looted from Wallis, Jede. 84-5. 
1 Wallis, Kale, 84. 
1`11 1( 1:. Latham and D. R. I Iowlett, l)icvinnurt 
(London, 1975), 1577-8. 
111 Smyth. 1 'nclcrelunclin, ýý the ( Iniver. ee, 256n. 
. 
loner, l'nlrmilis . 
Silviu. e, 5 1. 
uJAlc°clirt"al Lenin /ivun /3i"ili. eh Sruýrcc. c, Fascicle 5 
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distinctly classical flavour and a great knowledge of secular scientific works. This 
knowledge was obtained through the intermediary works of grammarians, who had very 
little understanding of'what was involved, and hence only provided rudimentary outlines of 
the technical sources. 1.111 In /)e (icnc'. vi (id Lilieninn. St. Augustine (354-430) had written on 
tides, as had Philippus Presbyter ol'Sidetcs (d. 455/6), in his ('on/menlurü iii lihrum lob. 
Cited by Bede, the latter commentary is a treatise that underlies early medieval Irish 
knowledge oftides» The Irish tidal texts are Pc liruhilihus S'ucvr(uc . Srrillltrrcn (l)itLS', S') by 
Augustine, dated to 654 or 655, and the Libor (lc' o n(lince ('reulururunl (l. /)O('). "I1ºe latter, 
previously ascribed to Bishop Isidore of Seville (560-636), is nowadays understood to he of 
Irish origin; it was written after 655 but hetilrc 700, that is, betilrc Bcdc's l)Nll. ' l'hesc 
sources attempt to explain miraculous events rationally. 'Their inlilrmation was taken from 
observation and makes direct relcrencc to the physical world; it was used to extend both 
Christian sources and physical theories, inherited from such secular sources as Pliny. 
Both PANS and LUO(' contain explicit descriptions of tidal patterns. But Marina Smyth, in 
her Urnlerslancling Me Universe in Seº'en/lh-('enIurv Ire hunt, does not think that this is the 
case. 118 The texts indicate a nwlino flood of 
f ive hours and ebb of seven hours for some 
unspecified place. I)A1SS sets the ledon tides at six 
hours each, of both flood and chi), and 
sped ties that they alternate weekly with ntulimle; and states that their alternating inception 
is at three and a half days prior to quadrature and syzygy. This difference in the tidal 
descriptions is part of the normal variation within tides, it could have its origins in the 
different practices ofexactly where, in relation to the solstice and equinox, a season was 
taken to begin or end. The Irish defined them in the middle and the ( irecks at the start. 1 
Springs or malinu tides are merely big tides, neaps or lýýlun tides are merely small tides. Big 
'' Smydý, (%nclcr. +vuncliný> /11r l /nirrrse, 20- I. 
131 Mignc, I'uMu/ns; iu Lulinu, vol. 26 (Paris, 1904), 7521). 
IS Smyth, Und'rslamli? g I/)c, l 'niversc, 27 and 137. 
iu. /hill., I I-. i. 
lhihl., 27. 
Ibid., 1 I. Note that the interpretation on page II contradicts the translation on Nye a252. 
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and small are only relative terms. On the other hand, /. /)Q(' is more specilie than /)ALA', ', it 
attempts the more exacting terms later to be used by Rede in 1)7R. 
And the mulina is observed to have such great agreement with the moon, that the 
moon is always horn in the middle of it; and diligent investigation shows it to last 
for seven days and twelve hours and the lüurth hart of a day. '1 
This omits the drag between syzygy and top springs, ofone or two days. But, as both Pierre 
Duhem and Smyth argue, it depicts the medieval "desire to show the wonderful orderliness 
of the universe. "' 11 Mulinue and lei ones can he identified with modern springs and neaps, 
because they are entire sets, as Bede's ruler and tables indicate. This result is in 
disagreement with Smyth, who takes the springs and neaps to designate only the few 
/nUxilnu and minima. 
Posidonius, in the first century hell re Christ. St aho and Pliny, and the ('hristian writers 
Basil, Ambrose and Augustine all reported that soft substances could wax and wane with the 
moon. St. Augustine had written on the two possible causes of 
lunar phase. '" I'he fifih- 
century Marcellus Fmpiricus refers to the phases of'the moon when 
herbs are best gathered. 
This constitutes that first usage of'the terms nwlinu and 
leclon, that has been mentioned 
earlier. "' Isidore of Seville subsequently associated the words with Tides. 'Ehe laic seventh 
century 11i. sherica Pcunina also describes a nnalina, and 
in such a way that it tits the meaning 
of'a 'top spring' superbly. 
r" As it was the Irish who eventually applied nrulinu and leclnn to 
it technical analysis of'the behaviour of the tides, these 
two word's derivation is possibly 
lrom the Celtic language. It seems to have 
been the Irish who had recognised a relationship 
between lunar age and a repeated alternation of two tidal types. 
Isidore also used the Greek 
Ibid., I5 3n. 
iýtu Ibid., ? 57. 
Ihkl,? 58. 
Ihid., 253. 
Ihid., _'4. "-' Latham, lZýýýýi. ýrcl Airdirvýal Luli" 11'UPd-Li. w, a. 
ýýý SntYýh, ( ! ndcýr. ýlundin, ýý lhrý (? ýiircýi. ýc', 
? 55. 
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term rIwunlu to describe flow in a medical sense; whereas, using the fourth century Vegetius 
as his source, it was Bede who applied the word to tidal flow. '"' 
Roloe also provide witting testimony to the prevailing pre-Copernican geocentricity. The 
computists, or at least the best of them like Bede, were intimately engaged in the study ofýthe 
actual universe. The Vcctus ('o nnwjrlai"ir. c. e in Pict contains an unusual assertion, ofthe 
inferior planets circling the Sun. Martianus Capella had stated this earlier in 439. '" The 
commentary refers to Pliny more than once, whereas Bede oten concealed his sources it' 
their orthodoxy seemed questionable. 
"' Generally, the science ofthe Carolingian masters 
was contained in a book if it was original, and in glosses if unoriginal. 
'" Whilst the Irish 
recognised the relationship between tidal magnitude and lunar phase, neither they nor 
Philippus directly related the delayed tides to the delayed moon. Clear awareness, of the 
course ofthe moon around a spherical earth, 
is necessary to recognise the full pattern in the 
correspondence. 1i0 Bede unequivocally espoused the round earth. 
'' Ile knew a commentary, 
probably transmitting the idea that Venus 
has a two-year cycle. 
Bede also corrected the commentators on 
Philippus regarding the /or/i-a, is or the daily tidal 
retardation. 1; 1 This term, which stands at the 
heart ofan understanding of early medieval 
tidal data, has stirred the interest of'both Junes and 
Wallis. I'I'I'he tidal clurhr(, fls (three- 
quarters) of Philippus was ofan equinoctial 
hour and equates with Iürty-five minutes. Much 
V Charles W. Janes; Bede and I'eý, t, ýclius, The Classical 
Review, XI. VI (()xIitrd, 1932, ) 248. 
'"Jones, Bedae P, ccuclcpigrapha, 31, William 
II. Stahl, Alurlianar ('ape//u urn//hr Set'c'n Liberal 
-iris, vol. II, (New 
York, 1977), 333. For a discussion see: Bruce Eastwood, The . 
Lvnunnnric. v n/ 
/Vine', Alurliunus ('uprllu ant/ /vidorr n/, S'eville in lhc' ('urolin, >; iun World, in P. I.. Butter' and I). 
I, ohrmanrt, Science in l 'eslern and 
k'uslern ('ivili_ulir, n in ('urnlüttýicrn '1'inrc. v, (Basic, I993), 161- 
180. 
i tx Jones, Bette Ill, / I "e, t, 'elius. 248. 
C. W. Jones, Bedc's Place in A/ceherul , 
Schools, in I'anutlus Christi. Essays in Commemoration of 
the Thirteenth Centenary of the Birth of the 
Venerable Bede, cd. (i. Bonner (Lon(jon, 1976), 272. 
Smyth, (! nclc'r. Nuncliný' the I! niver. %e, 
251. 
Thomas R. I: ckenrode, The (irowllh n/ a 
Scienli/ic Alind. Rcehc's L, arlt' and Lair 5c"ie'nli/ie" 
Writins, 's, The Downside Review, 
94 (1976), 197-212,205. 
ivy Smyth, lluclrrslunc/int'the IInit'erse, 27. 
A. K. Brown, Bette: :1 /lisperie larmn/°i. ' and Lar/i'. Sea Poetry, Medieval Studies, 37 ( 1975), 
419-432.419. 
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earlier Pliny, when speaking about the moon, had spoken of tloth-, inics se, n, wx"iusv (one 
twenty-fourth), amounting to tiirty-seven and a half minutes. Bede had utilised these in Ills 
MR. Later, in his DIR, he moved beyond the term doh- lNes and improved the retardation 
to lour/nUflCli (tour-fifths), which amounted to forty-eight minntes. Ile continued in /1/'R to 
raise the accuracy of his descriptions, by staling that in fifty-nine days there are fifty-seven 
lunar meridian passes, and double that number oftides. This ratio, ol'the sun to both moon 
and tide, amounts to a retardation of about fitly minntes; it is the closest ratio to what is 
measured today. Clear in description and exact in calculations, Rede separated dot/ruýýtr. ý 
from retardation. 
As für those places where bores occur, the more an expected blood is delayed the greater is 
the likelihood of a hors being created. In commenting on Job 38: 16, Phiiippus uses the term 
doch-w1, to mean that raging first-ol-flood that evidences itself as a bore or eagre. 'I'bis usage 
is shared by the author ol'llisperica Famina, C'olumhanus and Aldhelm. 
1"' Springs or the 
niu/i, nl, do cause wrack to he dumped up on the 
f, 0res11ore. The insular r10,11-uns raging ! runs 
1e/Jin11nm jlors i, has been translated as "over the 
hacks of'sea monsters. "I-his is rather 
romantic when compared to the ordinary 
dolphins of a staithi slca(lIiva/lus. When 
eloc/runs is glossed into Old t: nglish, 
it is rendered ('gor: the spelling of which is so similar to 
eagre, and bores are created in springs. 
At that time the word is added to inulinu. 
ones, Redue l)hrru de Tenlhni"ihtcs, 
303-5; WaIIis, Rode, IS n31. 
Plinv, Natural /IietnrP, cd. Rackham. 206 (Pliny, Hist. Nut. 2.11.59). 
Brown, Bole, -119-32. 
Ihid. 
ýý" Paul I Iughes, SYulllzc, the F. urhRrvor. Ieuie. +" 0/)'nrk, Ilnll und Ilulvden, Yorkshire ilrchacoIogicaI 
Journal, 71 ( I999), 155-1 Kd. 
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Figure 9 The Chinese bore. 
Note that the first-of-flood bore described by Philippus, is second only in quality to 
Alexander's description from the Indus. 159 Incidentally, the Chinese table, referred to in this 
introduction, is about the very same bore phenomenon (Figure 9). 
4.8 CONCLUSION 
In 1939, Jones described these tables with the adjective "tidal. " 160 George Darwin, the 
nineteenth-century tidologist, had been deliberate 
in his definition: "The word `tidal' should, 
I think, only be used when we are referring to regular and persistent alternations of rise and 
fall of sea-level .,, 
161 It was the flow that was of concern from Bede to Robert Grosseteste and 
beyond. 162 The Irish "Augustine" had characterised the tides by the duration of flow; 
Philippus had clearly specified a particular regime of hours, though without citing a place. 
Without a place, little can be said concerning the utility of the hours indicated in E. 
159 Quintus Curtius Rufus, History ofAlexander, tr. John Carew Rolfe, 2 vols. (Loeb Classical Library 
368/9) (Cambridge, MA, and London, 1946), 445. 
160 Jones, Bedae Pseudepigrapha, 69. 
161 George H. Darwin, The Tides, (London, 1898), 1. 
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I Iowever, tlo%% duration, strength and the vertical amplitude of a tide are hound together. 
Rede had explicitly understood the two types of flow, the astronomical and meteorological 
such as the Nile flood. One of his sources being Vegetius' 1; '1ºiloºNU rei ºººililuri, s . 
"'` 
The phrase "tide-table" for the data in all ofthese fülios would he inappropriate; for since 
the late eighteenth-century, that phrase has indicated daily cx1remil. The Chinese and 
London tables are nominatively tide-tables; whereas most of the ones under discussion are 
adjectively tidal. Jones referred to: "tidal tables for the North Sea, copied without change at 
St. Gall and other inland Scriptoria on the Continent. - Two points within That statement still 
puzzle. The ten manuscripts he lists do not name a place to which the tables refer; and some 
do have clerical changes (as indicated above). 
The diagrams were used by computists to count inconuncnsurable time periods by the noon 
and tide relationship. The apparent reversal of'this relationship in F-. /with respect to 13ede's 
doctrine and the labelling in 4-k does not disturb the calendar illustration. Whether midinu is 
a spring tide or a neap tide is not peilinent to the division of'the month. What is pertinent, is 
that there are four divisions, two pairs of, nnulincr and 
leelon tides. 
Cosmography was among the source material available to Bede. 
''" Bede had relied on 
pseudo-Isidore fir his early belief that syzygy marked the middle of the nýulinus. 
I ( In his 
/)NR, he talks of the "five circles ofthe earth" which are clearly represented in the coloured 
hold rings off. With DNR being unoriginal, 
Bede subsequently wrote 1)TR at the behest of 
his students. In 1)7'/1 he discussed the 
divisions oftime within the natural year. I Ic reconciled 
the Roman calendar with the I IebreNN calendar to Iacilitate Faster ca lculation. 
ýý''' "This was h} 
Richard C. Ualcs, "lhc' 7'rxl nfRuhcvl (; rcr, c. rcnc, +vr'. v (lucslio de Iluxu et relluxu maxis jrilh till 
F. nt li. ch Ir"anslulinrl, Isis, 57 (1966), 
455-474. 
f; ckcnrode, (irrnrlh 0/a, 4c"ionlr/ic" 
Afincl, 200. 
16' I : ckenrode, (; rcitiNh u/, a Sricwir/ic 
Alin(l, 2 10. 
It's 1hid., 198. 
"", Ibid., 202. 
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bringing into use an established concept, that of' nineteen solar years being identical to Iwo 
hundred and thirty-five lunar months. The embolisms involved, just as in the embolisms in 
F-J, bond a metaphor in tides. 
Bede had a conservative Latin style. lnci/)ii nualinca and incipil ledon, used as variants in 
each of A, B, and (', indicate either the beginning of springs and neaps, or the beginning of 
the group of increasing and decreasing tides. At the time, it was commonly, but erroneously, 
maintained that springs at new moon are bigger than at full noon. Because of the addition of 
utrgnicnlum in (', in the set leading towards new moon, a simpler meaning of the big tides 
beginning becomes more acceptable than the inception of increasing tides. 
After Rede, knowledge of the con"/) UIus was lacking in England due to ef'lccts of disruption 
caused by Viking invasion, so that the Archbishops entreated 
Abbo to visit. In 976 Ahho 
wrote a simple compendium to introduce young scholars to computistical science. This 
based on lie Iperic of Auxerre's Lihrrrir' ('oin/ lus of903. 
Obviously, Latin directly 
influenced the formation ofOld-English sea terms. Aelfric's /)e ievi/u, rihn. s is an OF 
translation of parts of ßede's / /R. 
nu Byrhtlcrth, too, composed his manual in the 
vernacular. 
was 
As already mentioned, the origins of nnihnn and 
It Ioii are remote. 171 When employed by 
medieval writers such as Bede, their meanings were obscured 
by several differing 
explanations, but / /o11 was mostly taken 
fi)r neaps and mu/inu 1i)r springs. i'' William nf' 
107 Brown, Bede, 42 1. 
I fart, BtvlhlJerih, 95. 
lhicl., 99. 
n(' 98. 
See also: Mlgne, Pulr0/0,0u L. ufinu, vol. 
122, (Prooemium XXVIII Auctor Incertus); ('harles I)u 
Fresne I)u Cange. (; lu, e. ý'urüu» url. tirripIWrc". e nlc°Jiuc- (inlec"Nuiis (rpt., Graz, 1958), Appendix 128 and 
244. 
"ý Migne, Punu/WC iu Luliuu, vol. 89 (Willihaldus, Vita S. Bonitace, 0632). 
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Malmesbury (d. 1 143) and Roger I loveden (d. 1201) appear to be among the latest users to 
directly analogue minima with springs. "' 
When the tides culminate, an observer of tidal waters in cloudy conditions can he certain 
that moon has been in syzygy. All ten diagrams provide that information. Uedc reversed the 
message. IIe observed, that when a new or full moon coincides with the point of sun's 
winter rising, then the first-of-flood sets in at farrow. This happens to he the same rule as the 
one given in the Chinese tide-table. In a different guise, that observation was widespread by 
the late fourteenth century. By then, various texts were concerned with what bearing of the 
moon makes a full sea. 171 
There is very strong similarity ofdesign between early tidal rolue and late medieval tide 
tables. In between these, about 1011, Bede continued to be known I'or his tidal learning. "' 
For the scribes, the tidal phenomenon was 
invoked to explain how the calendar was driven 
by the heavenly rotations. Although it is obvious, that at inland scriptoria, tcw scribes would 
have had any familiarity with the tidal phenomenon 
itself'. 
'I'he lists, ru/ue and tables stand out from the texts 
because they are diagrams. In cum/»IIU%' 
there tend to he few diagrams compared to the mass of texts. This renders the diagrams even 
more powerful. The roluc shown in this chapter should 
he compared to the one shown in the 
next. The circular diagram in the following chapter 
is not called a ru/u, it is one of what are 
called tidal diagrams 
'I'Itc simple power of this first capability 
in tidal prediction, is that it lasted lür a thousand 
years. 
n' Migne, /'ulrO/o, ' I. a! inu, vol. 179 ((; es! 1 
/lr'nni 
. 
4n4ý/or , n, 1 153); Jones, O/rera de ien)pori/ l. v. 
364. 
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CHANTER 5 THROUGH LORE TO THEORY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter it has been established that at least one Carolingian diagram can lay 
good claim to being the world's oldest tide table. This chapter begins with that early table of 
St. Albans, which is attributed to one oftwo monks from Wallingford. I lowever, this table, 
previously considered to he From the early thirteenth century and Europe's oldest, under re- 
examination would now appear to he several decades younger. 
Then, between I375 and 1569 tidal diagrams became numerous, although few survive. The 
Flye diagram represents a high point of the Carolingian understanding already described. 
The state of tidal knowledge possessed by seamen, as 
it existed at the time of Newton, is 
then set out. This leads to an outline of some of'the theoretical route that the subsequent 
research programme took to create a daily prediction method. The chapter introduces 
specific tidal nomenclature. 
5.2 DAILY RLFARDA'I'ION & 'fI ll? WALLINGI ORI)'I ABI. I, 
The Venerable Bede was among the earliest oftidal prognosticators. Ile treated tides in 
general and cited the tide in his locality. 
Ile also referred to the tide beyond his visible 
horizon, a viewpoint necessary to tidal understanding. 
The inland tide ol'his vicinity is 
derived from a distant ocean. and that ocean's tidal lörcing is derived from the far away, 
moon and sun. 
Bede's exposition is complex and contains what appear to 
he contradictions. .,, lie conilºsion 
within his treatise was carried beyond the 
Middle Ages into the twentieth century. I Rede 
n`' Thomas R. I: ckenrode, Original aspects in 
Venerable Bede 's lic/ul theories tit, ilh rcluliun lu prior 
liclul observations, (Phl) dissertation. 
Saint I. ouis I)niversity, 197(1) p27 1. 
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spoke about the quantity ol'time by which the moon appears later each day. lie said that in 
fifty-nine days there are fifty-seven passes ol'the moon. This can he re-phrased into the 
moon being retarded by fifty minutes per day. It is an accurate figure; and the tides, two per 
day, flex in concord with the moon. "Therefore those semi-diurnal tides arrive at a mean fifty 
minutes later each day. 
The Carolingian diagrams are divided into thirty segments, marking out the age of-the moon. 
This amount of division is also a)und in the ßrouscon almanac of 1546, with each counting 
out the age clock wise. 
" Thirty segments would allow counting of the tides and lunar age, 
to elapse at the rate of* forty-eight minutes per 
day. Stemming from about the thirteenth 
century, this particular rate had been used at 
St. Albans. i? s Generally though, this division 
into thirty parts and an explicit usage of foorty-eight minutes was not always given. As late as 
1842, even Airy, the then Astronomer Royal, could refer to a 
highly distorted figure of forty 
minutes without attracting opprobrium. 
Catalonia, in Spain, was only ever briefly under the Moors helöre becoming part of the late 
Carolingian empire. The 1375 Catalan atlas 
is associated with the, by then, independent 
ruler. The atlas contains both a tidal 
diagram and a partial explanatory text. The diagram is 
divided into sixteen winds or compass points, although 
it does allow lür a full thirty-two 
point compass rose. Thirty-two 
divisions could lead to an idea ofthe retardation being forty- 
five minutes per day but there 
is little evidence that this ever happened. '"" 
177 I I. Oýrck 1{ owse. Sonic cuila° thlul diagrams, Revisla 
da I lniversidadc dc Coinahra, 33 1985 365- 
85. 
ng I'ony Dyson, .1 ýhüvýcnýh-cevýýru 
r Thames tide luhlr, Ships ofthe port ol'I. ondon, volume 5,1996, 
216. 
n° George B. Air), 7'iclc. c urnl Vý'ure. ý, FAncyclopaedia MeU"opolitana, (London, 1842) p241. 
I x" c. t'. Taylor, The huren /inclin9 uiY, 
134; but see (; reenvile Collins, C; reu! t3riluüý'. ýCnu. Winý Pilnf, 
London, 11693 1. 
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The ascription of the Figure 14 tide table, 
to 'loll n of 
Wallingtürd, who died an abbot in 
1258, may have been due to. lohn 
I. uhhock. ixi Luhhock's preoccupations were that of 
directing a bank and involvement in science. Ile 
had been inlormed of the table's existence 
by James Yates, the British Museum librarian. In conveying that inl ion, Yates had 
ixý 
merely indicated that the text 
lay among John's productions. ` Lubbock unwittingly fixed it 
18' 
. lohn 
W. I, uhbock, On IhL' Irden, Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 127, 
97-104,1837. 
'82 Royal Society of London (RSI, ), Lubbock papers. I. UR Y. 2. 
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to John. Recently, when the antiquity ofthe text attracted scholarly interest, its (late was 
asserted to be accurate. '" 
As can clearly he seen, the tide table exhibits four influences: Latin, English, Arabic and 
Scandinavian. '" Thirteenth century numerals were normally human; the Wallingford list 
uses Arabic. In the list, the numerals for fixer and seven resemble lorms more prevalent in 
later centuries. 'heroes are represented by a mixture of both a simple circle, and the o symbol 
derived from the Scandinavian letter `o'. Because Latin language does not explicitly 
accommodate tidal activity, the scribe had to resort to a vernacular phrase in the title. This 
discontinuity has the appearance of Lnglish as opposed to Anglo-Saxon. As I. nglish phrases 
only appear from the late fourteenth century, the formal 
dating of the list has to he called 
into question. 
The list is of theoretical tide times. They age regularly each 
day, rather than irregularly as 
observations do. 'this theoretical approach, together with choice of numeral, may indicate an 
Arabic information supply. A slightly later abbot of'St. Albans was Richard of Wallingford 
(1292-1336). As a clockmaker, lie was much more overtly scientific than John. Altogether, 
Richard rather than John, looks to 
he the likelier author or scribe. 
The Arahic science, represented in the 
list, had entered western minds by the twelfth 
century. Robert Grosseteste (d. I253), studied at 
Paris and then taught at Oxford; by 1225 he 
based his tidal treatise on that ninth century science. 
bony I)yson, A thirlýtýnýh-crrrnu. r7'luulres liclýý lahlýý, 
Ships of the I'ort of Iundon, 1996, Volume 5 
p2 16. 
"I 13ritish I. ibrrry, Cotton Julius [ýVII Iülio ý15h. 
Richard C. Dales, MC T('-r/ r, /Ruht/-l (irns. cilrsýý 
's Questio dc iluxu ct rriluxu nrlris wilh an 
/: ns /ish %ruir. c/uliurr, Isis 
57 (1966), 455-474. 
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5.3 'H IF FLYF OF 1569 
Perhaps the most sophisticated tidal diagram ofall, exhibiting full thirty-two points, is Philip 
Moore's Eve. of 1569. The diagram, held in private hands in 1937, then dissapeared from 
the view of several writers. While, the surviving fragment of Figure 15 was known about, I 
have only succeeded at the very conclusion of this thesis in locating the intact h'h'ee at the 
British Library. '" There, the lF/re, catalogued by its unhelpful) incipit combining with an 
absence ofthe author's name, would account for its location difficulty across the intervening 
is decades. 
Philip Moore, a Suffolk doctor, is thought to have obtained the substance ofthe diagram 
from the Dutch. Moore's Five is a beautiful diagram oftidal information fir North West 
Europe. The diagram is complex, and requires an interpretation as to its usage; beyond the 
title, it is without any accompanying text. 
In the same year, William Bourne (fl. 1565-88) 
published A Regiment /r the Sea. 
ISS Bourne sets out some of the same material as Moore, 
and indicates how the diagram might 
he used, importantly he showed how to calculate the 
moon's age. 
The number of divisions in the Ebro matches the modern thirty-two point compass, with 
those divisions being explicitly to indicate a compass point. The F ve therclore is 
significantly different from all the earlier diagrams, 
by counting out neither lunar age nor 
daily tidal retardation hut ollering more. I lowever all ofthis counting is encountered in the 
contemporary Bourne text. Ihe text and 
diagram, together advanced tidal knowledge by 
their collation ofa whole area. 
186 British Library, I larley 5937 f. 9. 
'x' l ustace F. I3osanquet, The Jlve, The I, 
ibrary, Fourth series XVIII, 1938,194-200. 
'" Taylor, 
.1 regi, nenl_tor 
the ses. 
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Both diagram and text deal with the direction of the syzygy moon to predict high water. "I he 
syzygy moon is when it is either new or full. The mariner had to consider a notional or mean 
moon. The direction of the syzygy moon was used to indicate the moment of high water; this 
could also be expressed in time, as well as with the reciprocal direction. "Thus: at the Lizard, 
high water will come when the full moon hears west: notionally this will be at six in the 
evening, it will also he high water when bearing east, at six in the morning. the diagram 
unusually sets out the direction of the moon in the quarters. 
Tile title of the 1, Yve indicates that the tabulation was called by some mariners the Ilve. The 
/ive does not give an actual rectangular table. What it does give, is a diagram of concentric 
circles. Tidal information is then contained within segments of the diagram. The word 
was contemporaneously used to indicate it compass card. Flic diagram does not have an 
explicit, direct orientation; although it is set north-up. It also sets out the tides around a rose 
of thirty-two points. The places are superficially set around the rose in geographic order; bill 
closer inspection reveals they are in an order that actually represents tidal advancement 
along the coasts. The three coasts are: the English east coast 
from north to south, the corner 
of France from Belle Isle around I. shant, and the 
English south coast from west to east. 
Clockwise, they represent the conventional progress of the flood, and anti-clockwise the ehh. 
Thereföre, the diagram basically considers the tidal stream. The diagram also gives symbols 
requiring further interpretation. 
IýýO 
Table 8 comprises: an implied direction, the place , symbol and time 
from Moore, ' and 
- 
three instantaneous states of the stream. 
191 F he list, taken from a circular presentation, begins 
with Berwick because that is how the table 
begins in Bourne. 
Leonard I)igges, 1'cli)U/IJe/Pitl, (157 1 ): S. 1'. C'. 6858. 
the places named in the live which are no 
longer current have been . substituted with suitable 
places extracted from the present day Admiralty tide table. 
°d Basil I)'Oliveira. The Alacmillarr Reed c Nýnýlieai limunuc, (2002). 
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'fable 8 Extract of stream table 
Dir. Place S m. Est. -1 hr. 11W +1 hr. 
NNF. Berwick Id I: hh 
- -I 
A+ Floood 
NFxN Iloly Island ii llhh _ I: hh Slack 
NE R. Tyne iii l bb Fbb Slack 
NFxE. R. "Tees iiii I"bb I+ h Slack 
I'NF Bridlington iiiid Ebb Ebb Ebb 
IF. xN Spurn head iiiid lbh Ebb Ebb 
F Blakeney vi Slack Ebb I. hh 
F, xS Cromer vii Slack l bb lbb 
Winterton viid Flood Slack Ebb 
SEE: Yarmouth viii Flood Slack Ebb 
SI', Lowestoft ix Flood Slack Ibh 
SExS Orlord Ness x Flood Slack I" 1) -h 
SSE Walton Naze xd Flood Flood Slack 
SxE Sunk I lead x1 Flood Flood Slack 
S Southend xii Flood Flood Slack 
SxW Shivering Sand i Flood Flood Slack 
SSW Ilarwich iii Flood Flood Slack 
SWxS Helle Isle i iii Flood Flood Flood 
SW Pen March ) iii Flood Flood Flood 
SWxW Fountness iii Flood Flood Flood 
WSW St. Mathieu iiiid Slack Flood Flood 
WxS Portsall iiiid Slack Slack Slack 
W Lizard Point Vi E, bb Ebb Ebb 
WxN Start Point vi Flood Ibb Ihb 
WNW Portland vi Flood E. bb Ebb 
NWxW l3embridge x Flood Ebb I? hh 
NW Eastbourne x Flood I-' loud I? hh 
N WxN 
NNW 
Rye 
Folkestone 
x 
xd 
Flood 
Flood 
Flood 
Flood 
Flood 
Flood 
NxW Verne Bay xi Flood Flood Slack 
N Faversham xii Flood Flood Slack 
NxE Sheerness ý_ ; i Flood Flood Slack 
t he lYº'c'. s explicit purpose, as stated in the title, was to give the ebb and flood. I'he state of 
slack water is always a difficult thing to determine. Only recently has there been any real 
facility in making tidal measurements in the offing. At any given instant, the moment o1, 
slack water is a rare event. Therefore the tewest symbols, the six bisected ovals, may 
represent slack or high water. This is borne out by there then being an equal thirteen 
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representations each, ot'either flood or ebb, with the other two symbols. The plain oval 
represents flood, the trisected oval ebb. 
The purpose of the diagram was also to give the time, at which the state of the stream was in. 
An almanac, slightly earlier than the F/Yc, set out tidal information in repetitive sheets l' or 
each compass point. A modern and much used extension of*this concept is in a tidal stream 
atlas, a series of'pictures, of the coast under consideration, related to each tidal hour at a 
control point - such as Dover. 
' I have used a modern version of'these atlases, to extract the 
streams represented in the above list. "There is a good it for the streams when the coasts arc 
at the moment of Iiigh water Dover. 
Previous interpreters have given the purpose of the /, '/`i, (, as for the establishment ofeach 
port. That is not its primary purpose. The symbols lie 
in a higher order of importance to the 
establishment. Earlier commentators were unable to come to an interpretation of the 
symbols. " The explicit establishments are in lower case Roman numerals, with ad fir 
dimidia, or half-hour. Whilst, on each coast, the establishments are contiguous, they do not 
run onwards from the first numeral. Clearly 
I larwich and Shivering Sand are out ofsequence 
in the above list. Their change of sequence would appear contrived, 
in order to maintain the 
time continuity. Further contrivance is that the 
French coast, will' times of iii and iiiii, conies 
between I larwich and the Lizard, at iii and vi respectively. 
The only published reproduction, Bosanduet's of 
1938, of'the representative sheet of the 
Nve has its extent heavily curtailed. Oll the 
left, Out of alignment with the west point is a 
small mark, on the right, in Iinc with the east point 
is a cut ofI'word. At the bottom, in Iinc 
with the south point, is the inverted word 
Soidh. It could suggest that the diagram expresses 
pp See: Anonymous. Brrnrn's "l idal. rncunr. ý in iwch'c charts, 17'x' edition ((ilasgow, 1972). 
1" See: David W. Waters. The a,! n/ novigulion in f: n'land in l /i: uhclhun and rurlý, 4hruri iirnc'. c, 
1958, p 129 & 11. Derek Howse. , S'umc car/i' 
tidal diagrams, Revisla da llniversidade de Coimbra, 33 
1985, p380. 
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a state of the stream. Implicitly it would have to he flor sonic control point, such as Dover. 
More probably, as the above list terminates in the Nore (Sheerness), that would have been 
the point. "there may then have been other similar sheets; each of which would have had the 
symbols slightly shifted for each of the remaining tidal hours. 
The Fhve, clearly written in IFingIis h, was for the use of English seamen. The dominance of 
eastern rather than southern ports would suggest a greater interest 
in the east. That it presents 
information skirting Ushant indicates its use to access 
Biscay. The omission of other French 
information in the Narrow Seas, combined with the presence of some southern F: nglish data, 
suggests the route adopted. 
On the other hand it is easy to see the value of the 
inlormation that the diagram provides. On 
a power driven ship, the mariner still navigates with a stream atlas open on the chart table. 
The information conveyed, would have been even more vital on a ship under sail. At its 
crudest, the i'1i'e tells the mariner if the We will push 
him shoreward. It also tells him when 
lie most risks the strand. 
Whichever interpretation one takes, the F/ic holds a 
bird's eye view extending across 
several hundred miles ofocean. Whilst the 
basic tidal cycle runs fir a mean twelve hours 
and twenty five minutes. its ordinary variance 
is from twelve to thirteen hours. 'I'here is also 
a difference of longitude engaged with; this covers a 
local time difference o halfan hour. At 
that time the globe was without the modern 
definition, bill the diagram succeeds well in 
coping with the world. The ilvc appears to 
have represented a more advanced state of 
hydrographic knowledge than has so Ihr been expressed. 
The following small nnnemonic is anonymous, yet 
it holds IIic once essential lore displayed 
in the /, Yre. 
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I lalI flood at London Bridge 
I ligh water Swin. 
halt ebb at Yarmouth Roads 
Low water I . ynn. 
i"' 
5.4 PRIMING & LAGGING 
The concept of adding a fixed period of time, as the moon aged, to the establishment for the 
change day, persisted into the nineteenth century. In the interim, I'Iamsteed took the 
empirical approach in 1683 and observed that part of the phenomena, later entitled priming 
and lagging. This is where the tide is only a little later each day at springs, and considerably 
later during neaps. John Flamsteed was a great astronomer, but an earlier notion of this 
concept had appeared in an account by Bourne a gunner of Gravesend. 
ISIS Bourne's 
humble account remains without scientific acknowledgment, but in between, Ilenry Philips 
had raised the concept with the Royal Society in 1668.17' 
For the Paris Academy prize of 1740, Daniel Bernoulli considered the matter from basic 
astronomy and decisively influenced tidal predicting fix the better. Bernoulli distrusted 
Isaac Newton's estimate of the ratio ofthe tidal potential, between the sun and moon. 
Bernoulli was concerned with the paean time intervals 
between high waters on successive 
198 days. 
The two largest tidal components, M, and S,, attracted that particular notation in the 
nineteenth century. That notation is because M, is the semi-diurnal component emanating 
from the moon, and ti, similarly from the sun. If the magnitude of M, is taken as unity then 
that ofthe sun is a little less than half, at 0.4652. 
191 Anonymous, Mariner's Mirror, 1913 3(2) 287. 
I )S laylur, : °1 regimen) /iw the sru. 
67. 
l0`' I lenry Philips, Philosophical "Transactions of the Royal Society, 1668 2,656-659. 
107 Daniel Bernoulli, Trait cý s it le /lnx el re/her de la mer, Principia Mathematica, 4 vols (( ieneva, 
1739-1741), volume 3. 
IQX Cartwright, Titles a seienli/ie hi. Nurv, p48. 
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The tides of NW Europe are strongly semi-diurnal and resemble characteristics found in the 
equilibrium tide. In that theoretical tide the moon is the main cause of HW. Over the cycle of 
springs and neaps the sun augments or diminishes this main cause. When M2 and S2 are 
beating in phase, they cause the spring tides; in anti-phase they cause the neaps. So the time 
of springs is when those components are largely in phase, the time of neaps when generally 
out of phase. 
Figure 16 Beating of the two tidal components 
Retardation of successive daily 11 W's 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
Minutes after midnight of successive HW's 
600 700 
Because the tide is retarded, the time of HW becomes progressively later each day. The 
difference shown on a 12-hour clock, between HW on two successive days, expresses this 
retardation. The retardation is also smallest when the two components are in phase. The 
difference is largest when they are in anti-phase. The beating (Figure 16) is a consideration 
of the two components of the equilibrium tide. 
In Figure 16: the one x-axis applies to all four curves; the left hand y-axis applies to the M2, 
S2 and M2 + S, curves; and the right hand y-axis applies to the retardation. 
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Spring tides are those tides which achieve a high level at high water; neaps are those which 
achieve a low level at high water. Mariners refer to the tide with the lowest level ofneap 
high water as bottom neaps. The typical values are for the daily retardation to be 34 minutes 
during top springs, and to achieve a peak retardation of95 minutes well after bottom neaps. 
"there are several spring tides with successive I Ws close together; priming is an arcane 
term tör this clustering together. In contrast there is one neap tide with the largest lag 
between two successive daily I W's. this is when that one tide is the most retarded. At, or 
from this singular neap tide, the successive tides become progressively bigger. this is an 
important tide to shipping, as it enables positive plans f<ir deep ships to proceed. 
M, and S, are generally the two largest components. The third largest component, N,, is 
commonly that emanating from lunar ellipticity. During springs, the actual retardation can 
he considerably less than in the above exercise. During neaps the actual retardation can 
considerably increase. The interplay ofcxtra components, such as ellipticity, considerably 
extends the complexity of explanation. In 1955 l; ric triton said. "The successful explanation 
of the inequalities provides a severe test for any theory of tides. "Theory is not the 
function ofthis thesis, but certain aspects are 
included. 
'"" I: ric J. Ailon, "I'hr runtrihu/irutýuJNrtrinn, Bernoulli, un(l l; nlrr !u Ihr ! {ýýnrýu/lhr liý/c. ý, Annals 
ol'Scicncc 1955 ii,? 13. 
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Childrey had described the effect of lunar ellipticity on the tides in 1670. His source appears 
to have been seamen's lore, and originated from about 1652.200 Daniel Bernoulli's 
significant contribution to predicting tides, appearing in 1740, gave two tabulations of these 
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inequalities. One is reproduced by Cartwright and the second is reproduced in chapter 8 
(Figure 29). Both Aiton and Cartwright showed that the general corrective tables, which 
Lubbock published in 1836, descend from Bernoulli', earlier treatment. But that attribution 
is to ignore a highly detailed, interim tabulation (Figure I7). Sir'I'homas Brisbane (1773- 
1860) gave this in 1821, only six years beti)re Lubbock's interest awakened. In turn, the 
explanation to the table attributes much of the calculation to Pierre-Simon Laplace ( 1749- 
I827). 2"1 
5.5 T[ U ORY AND PI II; NO MINA 
For their intrinsic interest, tides have attracted systematic study liar al Ieast limr hundred 
years. During which, many new terms have arisen, and with those terns overtaken by new 
ideas, they are then li rgotten. Priming and lagging are such terms now, the concept perhaps 
only of' interest to a few estuarial workers. Bernoulli's tables of'priming and lagging derive 
from a theoretical basis. After that from St. Albans, Bernoulli's tables were the second set. 
I lowever, arriving within the period of'enlightenment science Bernoulli's were decidedly 
influential. 
Tidal theory, teaching how tides lürm, retains a difficulty in explanation. popular 
expositions rarely convince, and authoritative attempts 
by distinguished scientists have 
attracted the accusation of fhilure. Yet even critics can contribute, as does the diagram 
from O K. Kapp in Figure 18. As a graph, it stands between prose and a mathematical 
explanation: it succeeds with a simple but possibly misleading 
idea of the cause olsemi- 
diurnal tides. I lerein can he seen sonic oi'the dilliculty olexplanation, because it is the 
-loo Eric J. Ailon, (%ulilc-'s ýhcori of the lilt v, Annals ol'Science, 1954 x, 44-57. 
'n' Thomas Brisbane, Tilhh' for c/cIcrmin, q ac cu riIIcly lhc Fimr 0/ High t4'ulcr «! given Porl, "I he 
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, 1821 volume iv, 
54-56. 
'01 Reginald O. and John G. Kapp, Oil tcochin, t; how Ihr liclcS (Irr hrrýcýurrcl, the School Science 
Review, volume 4I 1960,281-290. 
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horizontal and not the vertical component of the disturbing forces that are eflcctive in the 
203 formation ottides'. 
Figure 19 The creation ol'semi-diurnal tides 
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With the body, either the sun or moon, in either the zenith or the nadir, the direction of'the 
influence is wholly vertical. The influence then is only a variation in g, the gravity of earth; 
it has no sensible effect on the oceanic level. Forty-live 
degrees away, the influence is then 
between the vertical and horizontal. It is the horizontal component of this which provides the 
tractive force. 
In the equilibrium tide, the lunar component nwstly determines the height of l IW. As the 
moon waxes and wanes, this lunar component contributes to I IW at differing times ofthe 
day. File lunar component ofthe equilibrium tidal height is maximised at both the twelfth 
and sixth hour. 't'hough still the most significant component, it is the lunar part of 1IW height 
which diminishes a little, at about the third and ninth hour. 
2011 1 -; ric J. Aiton, Thc'fiu"mulinn u/lidrs, "I'hc School Science Review, volume 42 1961,380-388. 
Radial force 
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The clock rigidly fixes the solar component of lIW, S: it does not change. The clock simply 
measures the sun. However, within the month, the time of the solar contribution moves 
around the clock as the lunar phase changes. With a relative lunar movement, the magnitude 
of the solar contribution varies considerably. Therefore, the solar augments the prime, lunar 
cause of equilibrium HW height at the twelfth hour, and diminishes at the sixth. The 
equilibrium tide developed by Newton is highly theoretical, meaning it accounts Igor the time 
of springs at twelve o'clock only. 
In addition to the tables developed by Bernoulli. he gave formulae to calculate the cllcct of 
declination. It is fiom these, that Lubbock based his material tables, published in 1836. 
Bernoulli and other mathematicians, notably Filler and Laplace, developed the dynamic 
theory ol'tides. This accounts for the ocean's depth causing 
its tide to delay behind the 
moon's daily progress, as the earth rotates. Luler was a 
joint winner with Bernoulli in the 
essay prize. His chief contribution was recognition ofthe 
horizontal component, ofthe tide 
generating force, as the effective part. Laplace 
first treated the theory of the motion of fluids 
in 1774, and which he elaborated in his later 
Afecwiique ('elc. cic'. '"' Both the vertical anei 
horizontal components ofthe tide generating 
fiOrcc are of the same magnitude order. 
Compared to Earth's gravity the vertical component is small and has negligible effect. "I'hc 
effect of the horizontal component is to cause movement 
in the ocean, known as the tractive 
force. 
During the nineteenth century, the configuration ol'ocean basins and the Coriolis force then 
attracted greater attention. WhewelI, working in the southern North Sea, identified a place 
around which the tides rotate. At this amphidromic point, the water level remains steady. In 
the amphidromic system, it wave of 1IW crest circulates once each tidal pcriod. 
'01 In the 
>u' Pierre-Simon de Laplace. Truitr tic nI&cuniyue c('lc., te. (Paris, I878). 
'aS Open University, {ti'ýnve. e. tiulcs uncl. ýhuNuýr n umr prncc. ý. +c. ý, (Milton Keynes, 1989). 
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system, the height of I IW increases the further from the amphidromic point. 'Thomson then 
developed the Kelvin wave where the system is confined. The American, Rollin A. I larris, 
further developed resonance and standing wave systems in the decade from 1897. 
Both the dynamic theory and the amphidromic system allow fir the basic cycle of springs 
and neaps to appear at different localities at any hour. 
The height of a tide leads to a multitude of local curiosities. Southampton is noted fir its 
double I 1W. In I Tolland a double I. W is known as the agger. The tide in 'honking varying 
directly with lunar declination, rather than phase, is what once attracted Newton's attention. 
Rivers strongly attenuate the tides' duration of flood and extend that ofthe ebb. When this 
bias becomes particularly severe a bore forams. Famous ones occur on the Amazon, I Toughly, 
quo Seine, Severn, and Tsientang. -. 
Sometimes a curiosity is more of a man-made contrivance than that of-nature. One now 
defunct Tact, remarked on every year in the Admiralty tide tables for the first hall ofthe 
twentieth century, was that the tide at Hull laid exactly on the sixteen feel mark at three 
hours either side of' IIW. 
At I lull, they had systematically observed the tides since the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. 20' The oddity was reported to William Whewell early in the century, and then in 
1850 came a new dock. 
)"" - Showing heights above the sill, the dock wall had numerals etched 
into the stonework, this allowed a better and more useful place of observation. Within a 
06 Photographic imagery of bores CXist: William If. Wheeler, Me urger in the rivers %renl will (hý., e 
Nature, No 1880 volume 73, November 9 1905,29-30, Royal Geographical Society, ('059/005332-5 
The tidal bore at I Iaining Chun. 
't)T. Saunderson, The Ihtll title luble c ulc ulýrlrýl ýcslrnnuniirullr ýciu/ c tuv rc lrýl bY carte/ui nhsrrvulit)n 
during the ltisl thirl)r rears, (1JLi 11,1833). 
2US Trinity (. 'ollege. Cambridge, Wheweil papers R. 6 2(lý"(hereatter Whewell). 
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year, I )llowing supply of records to the Admiralty from an automatic gauge, - 
)09 the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science heard a report ol'the apparent phenomenon, in 
1861. '" As was their way, they appointed a committee to 
investigate the curiosity. 
Nevertheless, the committee were zealous in their endeavours, and 
furnished a short report 
to the Association in 1864; it was complete with numerous observations 
but was without a 
conclusion on cause. ' 1 The earliest report, that to Whewell, 
had attributed its likely cause to 
the speed of the ebb. I here, it is the ebb which is stronger than the 
flood lower down the 
estuary, at hnmingham. 
While the tide reached that height, at that time, at 
I [, III, it was really more ofa coincidence 
of datum. The contrivance lies in that it was a whole number of a 
linear scale at a whole 
number of hours above an arbitrary datum. More than a century on, 
the scale has been 
changed from imperial units to metric. In addition, the whole 
dock wall with its etched 
numerals appears to have subsided a little. 
This means that the imperial sixteen feet mark is 
irrelevant, and that the water ordinarily no 
longer laps the mark at three hours off 1IW. 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
Several late-medieval tidal diagrams strongly resemble the 
diagrams accompanying liedan 
texts. The earliest is from about 1375 and others are sixteenth 
century. No matter how strong 
the schematic resemblance is, no evidence of 
direct idea transmission exists. The 
Carolingian world used a geocentric consideration of 
the cosmos. The Carolingian diagrams 
concern time and lunar motion, the later 
diagrams concern tide and solar motion. Yet the St. 
Albans table sits in het een. 
I-aunton, United Kingdom 11ydrographic Office (UK 
110), Original MS 26.6.12. 
James Oldham, Report o/ tidal oh. verv'aNons on the 
Illimber, Report ofthe British Association tür 
the Advancement of Science. 1861 101-3. 211 James Oldham, Report of tidal nh. verrations on the 
flumher. Report of the British Association liar 
the Advancement of Science. 1964,129-I88. 
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With details of tidal flue. the Fltr takes t3edan lore to 
its ultimate extent. After the time of 
the F%t'c. clocks výcre significantly improved: they became reliable and common 
in public 
places. Iii is enabled one further uplilt to estahlishmcnts, as shomn 
in the diagram. That was, 
to give the establishment in a more precise time. It may well 
have been a pious effect, being 
dubiously pedantic. Ilovvever. the simple but crude type oftidal 
knowledge given in the 
diagram is what those at the eater-side still find useful today. 
I'he he diagram displays the tide at indiv idual places over a large geographic 
area. The 
blue and Bourne's account collate the t\ pc of int'6rmation 
found in the St. Albans table, 
which was for only one place. The F/ Ye is a discrete vieý% of 
hydrography over an entire 
area, recently considered aI IumboIdtian concept. 
'' It vvas I IumboIdI's intention to create a 
new science of the globe: he hoped to achieve this 
h} a deep analysis ofthc 
intercomlectedness 
of all phenomena. As such. the 
I Yvcconsiderably pre-empty I lumboldt. 
Although perhaps arcane. another \ ievk of this representation 
of a whole area of tidal activity 
has received the adjective kluclouumenyC a graph ofthe wavc. 
Bede's observation developed into the rule of thumb method no 
later than the time ofthe St. 
Albans table. This concept then evolved into a 
list of tidal establishments. 
The Pie holds 
two-di'Uns ionaI tidal intürmation. In the early nineteenth century 
Whewcll adapted the 
establishment lists to two-dimensional co-tidal chants. 
At much the same time as 
Whewell, 
Lubbock and I)essiou were to engage in it systematic 
investigation, which was to open tidal 
prediction to the knoý+n. I he predictions came in a much more 
collated torm; as this form 
was geographic the volumes were therctürc tables of 
information. As will he shown, 
Dessiou, already well versed and adept at simple 
tidal lists, proved to be particularly as 
competent at elaborating tide tables. 
, usan Faye Cannon, . 5'ýirncr is c r+lnn 
(Nena York. 1978). 104 5. 
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'13 W. Nelson Greenwood, K/udofOnfel"ic ink krh/es, (I886-1890). 
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CHAPTER 6 THE 1678 TONKIN REPORT 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The seventeenth century Kingdom ofTonkin was in what is now Vielnam-'' 
1 Tonkin 
produced goods attractive to the Fast India Company, and the Kingdom agreed to the 
establishment of a factory there. Returns from the early factory _lournals remarked about a 
particular tidal phenomenon, of a tide so very different to anything known of in I': urope at 
the time. The reports were ofa diurnal tide, which acted in concord with lunar declination. 
This action was different to the then well known semi-diurnal lido, in concord with lunar 
phase. 
Published in 1684, the best ofthree reports had a direct input to Newton's equilibrium 
theory of tides. This research has located the long sought manuscript printing source of that 
report, and found that the source and printed texts 
differ significantly in presentation. 
Consequently, I present a critical text in Appendix 3. 
Made in 1678, the report is part ofa 
remarkable set of sailing directions for entering the 
Cua Cam River. Those extant directions, 
with details ofthe East, form an early example 
in a European language. 
Nothing exists in the literature ofthe provenance oFthis 
införmative report, nor directly oT 
its compiler; this article addresses that gap 
by placing them both into a context. A recent 
revisitation to the Tonkin tides drew attention to the site of'the original observations; I 
identity that site. 'IS 
21 1 The li>Ilowing orthograpic counts are from the British 
Library catalogue: Tonkin 339, ' I'ongking 
86, Tonquin 46,1 ongkin 19. I'unquin 18. Dunkin 15, 
forking 14, Tungking 7, fonqueen 5, and 
'I'unking I. 
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6.2 FRANCIS DAVF. NPOR"I' 
Although Francis Davenport (ti. 1670-94), authored the successful report, no other läcts 
were known about him until this research. 
In 1670, Davenport, the educated son of a Boston captain, sailed away from New Fn gland , Is 
a young man, and probably never returned. 
2I" Attcr surreptitiously taking over a ship in the 
West Indies, he fled eastwards across the Atlantic. Then, he sailed still further cast, from 
England itself, on the //o wwell. tic only entered the Company's employ when he had got 
out to India. Then the frigate LraiI took Davenport and the factory establishment on to 
'I'onkin. " ' The ship, leaving Portsmouth in November 167I and in Bantam, on , lava, during 
the May following, made a quick passage. A frigate of 180 tons, the Awl provided several 
weeks of refuge to the adventurers, beibre it continued on to Macao. 
The Zuni arrived at Tonkin on a Tuesday, about noon. 
s'ix I ler arrival, watched by tour pilots, 
were respectively nationals of I lo Iland, Portugal, France and China. The adventurers 
navigated the ship over the bar ofthe river. with much hazard and danger; but (blessed he 
God) in safety, onely lost a hoate and an anchor'. 
Yet, the Chinese Pilot almost despaired for 
the safety of the newcomers. Nevertheless, 
brought-up inside the river mouth, the Zuni 
successfully anchored near the town of ßatsha. Crossing the 
bar was a hazard; and it is as 
part of written advice for how to accomplish 
it without any loss, that Davenport made the 
tidal report. 
21S David F. Cartwright, Thr 7crnkin Tides Revisited, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of 
London, 57 (2) (2003), 135-142. 
George White, Re/leciions on a. 'ane/(jhnrs /ra/rc'r rnliluh'd the ansr1c ' a/ Ihr fý: usv /ndia ('unt/rcrrýr 
to two /rrinleti papers rr/"i%1r . S'annn'l 
While. logelhc'r with the /rut, char uc Irr n/ l'ranris l)avenhurl Ilusaid 
('o/npani''s hisinrvo, rýruphc'r. (London, 1689). 
217 Anthony Farrington, ('ataloim' n/ l: asl India ('nmhurýr, S'hilr's. Journal and Lugs /()()()- M34, 
(London, I999). 
British Library (13L), Sloane 998. 
20 Batsha is sometimes called Battshaw, Backshaw and Batsham. 
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By the summer of 1673 Henry Baker had written entries into the lactory journal. A 
subsequent entry, notes how several necessary papers were then despatched on a Portuguese 
ship going hack to Bantam, the main centre of operations for the various national Fast India 
Companies. The last and eighth of those papers was, 'Mr Baker's observations of the tides at 
Battshaw, as alsoe his letter to the Commander of our ship that shall come next before this 
barr'. This first notification of an unusual Tonkin We to reach London, supplemented the 
more directly commercial report l 'or crossing the bar. 
Baker composed his tidal observations sometime between 1672 and 1676. For Davenport 
wrote in the second factory journal that he made his account of the tides, in compliance 
Willi your orders to that purpose of 29°i May list. '-'2" Davenport's wording implies the year 
of' 1677. The Lug/c probably brought out those orders, 
for it records making its departure 
from "Tonkin during the eleventh month ofthat same year. 
"' Iavenport completed his 
highly detailed tidal account in the second journal, 
in July 1678. The result of information 
garnered from natives and his own observations, 
lie supplemented it with measurements 
taken over several months. With the report complete, a 
factory meeting of 23" º September 
1678 resolved that Davenport should return westwards. 
This was to he via Bantam, on the 
FDrfliosu l-'rigulc. 
More than a year onwards, in London, the 
Court of Committees, relerred to Davenport in the 
past tense as the 'late mariner . 
It was a premature death notice. The Formomi had various 
ports of call to make; when it got clown to 
Bantam, Davenport therefore transferred to a ship 
going direct to England. '" tJntbrtunately tier him, the ship 
lie then took, theJulkunnA, had a 
210 BI., IOR/(i/I2/17 225-251. 
221 "This could he either November 1677 or 
January 1678. 
,,, I losea M. Morse, The chroniclc'. c n/ Ihr East 
lncliti ('rnnhwit' lrtaclini, ' to China 1635-/ 4, (Oxford, 
1926); Ethel Bruce Sainsbury, :t calendar n/ the 
('our/ AfimNccs c'/c" at the Etis/ India ('ornpannt"'. u'ilh 
inhrn(h(c-linns tiffxl Halt's hi' William Fc)sler and 
II //1tim 1110)ntu. c Ollcvnill, (Ox lord, 1938); 131 
IOR/11/35 East India Company, Court Minute Book, 154. 
[I[,, IOR/I3/36 Fast India Company, Court Minute Book 1680-1682, p15, I5'ß' July 1680. 
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difficult voyage and he became marooned . 
221 This resulted in the prosecution ol'his career 
then continuing within Asia, on the shores of the Bay of Bengal. 
Davenport had at one time enjoyed some social standing. Despite that, during an interim 
voyage from Tonkin, lie took the boatswain's job on the Flying Bugle; and then when finally 
leaving Tonkin in the Fornw. eu, he secured a place as gunner down to Bantam. 
' I Ic also 
employed phrases of self effacement in his "Tonkin sailing directions, and again in another 
set of 1694. After having been a pilot on the I looghly and having become a qualified 
navigator, Davenport then rose to achieve a chart of the Ganges. - Unusually for the time he 
eschewed drink. Therefore he would seem to have been an ideal scientific observer. In 
contrast, in several depositions, made in 1689 to the I louse of'Commons, where the 
Company was attracting much criticism for its Jacobite monopoly, 
Davenport stood accused 
of bigamy, piracy, and murder. 
"' 
6.3 'I'IIL FACTORY. IOURNALS 
The first Tonkin journal now resides inexplicably separated from the main Company 
arehive. 22 That journal, kept by its compilers 
from their first arrival in Tonkin on the 2S'ß' 
June 1672, runs on to 1677. By then the hook was nearly 
full. 'fhe journal, written in a series 
of similar hands, supplies us with the factory accounts. 
Additions at the end ofeach account, 
are the names of numerous people, in the way of witnesses. 
Although not the chief factor, 
Davenport autographs the opening account. It begins with, 
"Fonyueen anno 1672, A Journal) 
Register ofall the transactions in the first settlement there, 
& the negotiation of Merchantilc 
aftäires fier the honourable Lnglish Last India Company ... 
' "'Ile nature of'the account 
22' Maurice Collis, Sicuuc'sc while, (London, 1936). 
'" John Anderson, English inlercouu*s ' uri//i . S'iani in the sevemeenlh cennu: v. (London, I890). 
?? `The chart and sailing directions arc those cited in the I lakluyt Society volume edited 
by Richard 
Carnac 'temple. The originals, held at I lorse Guards with retcrence 7.30/43, were copied by 'temple 
in 1904. While those originals have not been located, the copies are in the India Office collection: 
IOR/X/9121,11-2. 
/ournals u/ /lie /louse at Commons, volume 10,9212 10 1,413 1472 ý 502. 
131., Sloane 998. 
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suggests that it may well have been the actual working journal that was kept in Tonkin, 
rather than a later lair copy made up in London. 
Despite Davenport's marooning, a copy of his sailing directions still resided in Tonkin, safe 
among the factory records. Fortunately l or the sake of science, that account was carried hack 
to London successfully on another ship. The second Tonkin journal contains the directions. 
This second journal, written up in one, early modern hand, has its explicit numbering on the 
front coven'-" With introductions, such as that on folio 16 of, we likewise received the 
following account', they show that the document is, in contrast to the firmer, a fair copy of 
various reports sent hack to London. The journal is for the accounting period 1678/9. It 
consists of26 folded foolscap pages which possess three different sets of'numbering. I'hc 
original pagination runs from the title folio, followed by folios 1-51, there is then 
superimposed another manuscript part pagination, ofodd numbers only, from the title page 
plus 449-499; and then a third foliation has been stamped on, ol'225-25 1. 'T'his latter is the 
catalogued foliation. During 2002, the document was in the process of being rebound. That 
rebinding gave a superb opportunity, enabling me to read the text lying around the page 
folds, words which the binding material normally obscures. 
The second. journal, laid out heibre the Court on 15th September 1680, concluded the 
previous year. (here were then two tidal reports available in London: the first Baker's, the 
second Davenport's. Those reports, of once-daily tides in the Gull of Tonkin, seemed to he 
so remarkable to the directors, that a third report was called för. Robert Knox accomplished 
that eventual third account, during the second halfof 1682. It arrived in London, on the 
7onyuin A>crc/uuN, in September 1683. 
10 13I., IC)R/G/1 2/1 7 225-25 1. 
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It was very unusual for the Company lu have any direct input into the navigational aspect ui 
the prosecution of a voyage. ' .0 therefore it is noteworthy that the court ordered ern the 
second report. Beyond the scientific remarkableness of the tides, that I), ºvenporl appeared to 
have been a refugee from justice, may partly account Iºr the even more rrnnºrkahlc calling 
of'the third report. The other likely partial reason is that the scientific content ol. the early 
reports had caught more than the directors' attention. Members ofthe Ro)al tiocietw ýwcre 
attracted to the reports content; sceptical, the) SoUglºt corroborallon. ( hic of the 
('onºpany's adventurers. Edmund I Iallcy, as also a member ol'the Societw 
Neither of the first nor third accounts. Ihose by Baler and Knox, have survived or conic to 
light. Knox's account went into the hands ol'lhc Earl of( larcndom, so that it as mailahlc 
fir consultation while Knox was away at sea, in the April oI' I (, 1{. I. 
''' I hat hater's account 
required augmentation, and that no apparent use as made ol'the account h\ Knox, it'\ould 
therefore seem that the second account I)a%enpori's as the hest a\ailahlc to I Iallc\ and 
the Fellows. The Iloval Society registered I)avcnport"s account on April 16''' 16M. I. the 
register included Robert I look's remark oil the declination's paradoxical effect on the 
tides. '" Someone then published Davenport's simple account next Io I lalley's analýlical 
paper. I 
I here i, also the Io, sibilitý ()I, Ihcrc having been an inicr%ening puhlicaliun ti()trrce, hr\ ond 
that oI the in: uut5eril)t \N hich ha's survivcd. I hi; i, becautic Ihcrc iti a little conllicl in the 
c% i(Iencc hel\wen tltal ntanuticrihI and the printing. I he hcadiný (d the n1anu"crihl iti, 'An 
1lnttrrNk SlanIr\('uul., 1 h'rtlllcAv I)tlll'tvllftlt' ( l' i' Isom, In', Irntýl'tlfthtvý nt ! ht' 1.41v Illtlltl 
'unlf)tu7l Ill. / 11) Mc " 
Itlilnl't1/h', IN I'llh/1S/Itv' ut tt/tl/t? tý, llt' n/ /inuA. N arid ('Atu(t. (unpublished I`hI) 
thrsis, I nivcrsil) ul Si. ; lnthrws, tirhlcnlhrr I99'1.1+-t11 10. 
(11 1'. Ittil 
,. 
luurnul ('uhý Ink VI 168'-6, April I6''' I6K4 
('I iI Additional I. I 10 
ILSI Journal ('uhý Ilunl. VI I6K'-0, April 1(, '1' I68A pII. ' 
I ranCls I ); IVL'llhtlrl and I'. tlllltttltl 
I Iallcý, in t1('t'nNlll of fill, tnkl'At' n/ Ow Iuh'c 11 /ttNtllh't'il Irl t! 
It'Ut'I" 11 ()111 . 
ilr I'I'tllitl, 1 11t11't'll/nllY. l1111' 1. )1n*S Itilll llir 1/it'(0) n/ llit'lli, t11 Ilit' /itll'I' nf lnlltfllt't'll. /tl' 
1114' 1t't1//! t't/ I. t1n11111t1 lIt1Ilrl' /t'//tnr n/ Il1t' knru/. \'t, t'it'h'. I'ililuutlthical I rulsactiuns (If lhr ItuNal 
tiucirt} uII unttun. 13. ( I(, K-I). 677-68K. I)a4rnlutrl's account runs truth haur 677 in ha}rc (, K4 and 
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account of the bar and course of the tides at Batsha'. This phrase, so similar to that in the 
1684 publication, is on the intermediate folio 16, rather than either the title page or folio 24. 
"These pages are the beginnings ofthe journal and the tidal piece respectively, suggesting 
that the manuscript is the source. Stronger evidence is the published latitude of'20.50. ', this 
appears as a nola here. The note is to he found exactly so in folio 19, which precedes the 
tidal section. Conversely the published longitude is about 110 
degrees'. This conflicts with 
that in the manuscript of, ' 117'1: 30'. Both longitudes are explicitly cast of London (Bridge), 
rather than from the observatory being built at Greenwich. The published 
date of the account 
is July 15'x' 1678. In the manuscript. the account is twice dated on the 12"', although it was 
completed before the l6'ß', the date ofthe entry föllowing. I lowevcr, 
because of the 
publication date, it seems unlikely that the possible source could 
have been I)avcnport's sea 
journal, for he appears to have been writing into that at later dates, 
during his Bay of Bengal 
sojourn 
The published account's title incorporates the work of 
Davenport and Ilalley together. 
Davenport's published text, extracted from out of 
its larger manuscript context, is also a 
rearrangement. The larger context is that ofthe sailing 
directions. The new composition and 
deliberate placement next to I lalley's tidal theory, changes the nature of 
Davenport's text to 
one of being purely a tidal report. A possible contending author of the rearrangement 
is 
Robert Plot, as he was editor of the 1'hilosol)hical 7ransaction. c. 
I lowever, the published 
arrangement of Davenport's account is more 
likely to be I lalley's composition, as he was the 
natural philosopher (scientist) who developed 
its significance. 
The manuscript account is arranged in order of: 'I Concerning the choice oftime 
in respect 
of the tides, for comeing over the Barr', '2 Concerning the 
different soundings on the Barr in 
certaine months', '3 Concerning the course ofthe tides', For Fxample', and 'To prevent 
I Ialley's, with a subsequent IiIle, .4 Ihenrtýý/ tiw liclr. ý ui 
I/h Rar n/ 'huiking, Isom page 685 to page 
688. 
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mistakes in the Accompt ofthe Moones'. 'T'here are a tew minor phrases in the manuscript 
which are extra to the publication; the publication also contains some calendar dates not 
1'Mund in the manuscript. 
6.4 SAILING DIRECTIONS 
The way toTonkin should have been available to L, nglish navigators via a French chart of' 
about 1650. "` The Dutch also had a chart available by 1661. That gives a longitude of 
131"20' measured from the Canaries, although another Dutch atlas gives a longitude of 
148". ý3' When the English caught up with a wayguide in 1675, it could have been of Iittle 
direct use to the factory. By then they had already found their own way there. I lowever that 
pilot did give a general set of sailing directions from Bantam to Japan and provided a good 
map of the Gulf of Tonkin. While it is without longitude, it lists the 'I'ygers Point below 
Ratsha. _ 
The factory's first account, of their arrival at "Tonkin and consequent loss of Company 
property -- the boat and anchor-- provides sufficient reason 
for compiling proper sailing 
directions. The directions focussed attention on an excuse, and nature provided one in the 
peculiar tide. Davenport is explicit about why he compiled his second set of directions. tie 
considered that it only needed a modest amount of knowledge and advice, to enable the 
proper bringing of ships to within the harbour. Consequently, he wrote that the compilation 
was gainful employment of his time. That part of the journal exclusively written by 
Davenport begins with folio 16; it concludes with his initials, I'I), at the bottom of folio 3O. 
2; s ßl. IC)R! G/I? /17 folio 29; Maurice Collis, Siune. et, While, (London, 1936). 
"' 131. Maps 58505. ( I ), Ron'unnne d'. luuun cnnlprt, uunl les Rovawne dc' Tonkin ei de la Cocinchine, 
etc., 11650'? 1. 
17KI Jo Va 13, Peter van Aiphen, . 'I new 
Sea Allas or II''ulerirnrld l )iseo 'erinQ all the known Sea- 
coasI2 on the whole world, (Rotterdam, 1661 ); Vb 19, A//us l)eIJ it. 
"` I, JKI IOVe 24, John Seller, The lvigli. ch Pilot, l)escrihin, t,, ' /hu Sea ('oast ('apes, Heudlandr etc in 
flit, (h iental ; h'ýn i, týec/iun, 1675 (no pagination), A chart of the 
(': astern part of the I": ast Indies and 
China. 
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whole part comprises the essential advice ofsailing directions. "Ihe sailing directions are 
of a high order of'excellence, as exhibited in the view (Figure 19). 
The simple sketch, oFtlte type still used, is an early example oFa navigational view. As in 
the modern chart, he identities rocks with a small cross. The view identifies. llcorc111 on the 
left, the rice /)oi in the middle, the pitch of the Hook to the right, and /'cork Ls-land oil the 
extreme right. The modern chart identifies , llcorall as (; real Alira /or, and the pile/i o/'ji1c' 
/look as Lille A4irador (figure 20). The rice poi appears to he the hilI which is 223 feet 
high. 
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The sailing directions indicate his witting intent. 
Ile provided ordinary compass hearings and 
soundings around "I'ygers I looks. That quantitative 
inlormation interweaves with a 
description of'what coastal features upon which to align, to gain entrance to the 
harbour. Ilis 
purpose was so that a ship's Master would he able to enter, 
independent oFany pilot. the 
directions, of how to sail and come to an anchor under the Ice oT"I'ygcrs I look, are 
in three 
parts. The first direction is how to go between Peale Island and the I look, then 
how to go 
without the Island, followed by directions for coming over the bar. 'I'ygers I look is a very 
apt description of*the thin, seaward-pointing, curved Do-Son peninsula, again, the modern 
1 io 
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chart clearly identifies Pearle Island as Hon Dau (Figure 20). The quality of the sailing 
direction is then enhanced over folios 22 and 23. I Ic gives the best state of tide and wind for 
crossing the bar; it includes the amount of water to expect, and enables one to tell when one 
is exactly approaching the bar, and then when one is clear of it. 
Davenport concludes with how he had done his best to comply with every particular of the 
orders. He said that the recompense fir his endeavours was self satisfaction. 
The sailing directions Davenport gave, fir crossing the bar to enter the ('na ('am, are highly 
detailed and precise. Ile was a modern navigator, using the New Style date and familiar with 
the azimuth-compass. The directions are also perfectly understandable to a twenty-first 
century navigator. An F,. Walsh surveyed "Fonquecn Bar' nearly a century later. That map is 
of the bar west of Batsha, with which to enter the Song ('a, or Red River up to I lanoi. 
"' 
That charting, of a distinctly modern nature, also provides a profile of'the Do-Son peninsula. 
The profile is from Alcoran through 'l'ygers Point and out to Pearl Island. Original to 
Davenport, those place-names have since disappeared from use. The Walsh profile is as seen 
from south-west ofthe peninsula, and it is in a true perspective. Davenport's profile is the 
view from the same direction but closer in, with detailing of the pine clad hills. Perhaps 
unwittingly, Davenport exaggerates the vertical dimensions. Davenport's purpose was to 
assist on first arrival at the outer open anchorage, heliOre crossing the bar to gain the 
protection of the small inner harbour of Batsha. 
An anonymous map of 1791 retains the early naming. 
210 Extending along one hundred miles 
of the river, it locates the first I'; nglish factory site precisely. By then it had moved; but the 
map shows its original site had been on the left hank, half way up the river, towards the 
capital. The chart 
211) Alexander Dalrymple, :t ('ol/crlion of Pans o/ Ports in /hr Last /nlirs, (London, 1775), plate 40. 
F. Walsh, 'Fonyueen Rar', London, I" October 1774. 
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Figure 20) derives from nineteenth century information and is itself no longer current. 13y 
then, siltation had wrought considerable hydrographical changes. Davenport made his tidal 
observations at Batsha. The site ofwhich has now been identified from it chart of' 1774.2" It 
was on the creek to the west of the sandalwood groves of the Do-Son peninsula, and lay NW 
of the hill Great Mirador in the chart. This identification supersedes another recent 
identification, because more information has since come to light. The qualification therein, 
derived from William Dampier, that the site was at the mouth ofa river remains valid the 
Tonkin river outlets via a changing delta. 
''' 
6.5 A ONCF A DAY 'I II)I: 
The tidal report is one of the most IIamous items in the tidal pantheon. It is a good example 
of the complexity of tidal phenomenon. 
At Tonkin the tide is not semi-diurnal in character, as in much of the world, but diurnal, as in 
several other parts ofthe Pacific and Southern Oceans. This diurnal tide is it response to the 
declination of the moon (the angle ofthe moon above or below the equator), and when the 
moon has little declination there is little tide. As the declination of the moon increases, it 
produces a more positive diurnal tide in Tonkin. The declination cycle, between being fully 
north and then sully south of the equator, produces it period of large diurnal tide every 
fortnight, one of'a three metre amplitude. As the declination changes, then the time of the 
tide changes between mornings and evenings, the time of year further modify these changes. 
Because of tidal unpredictability during periods of intermission, Davenport warned of the 
danger involved while crossing the bar then. Ile advocated waiting it lcw days, to enable it 
ship to lift over the bar at high water. 
'Anonymous, Man of 7'onquln Rircr/i-oin ('Odra to lhr seo, (II ondon j, 1791 ). 
. 111 Alexander Dalrymple, A Collet-lion o/ Plans o/ Ports in /he Last hidiccs, ( London, 1775), plate 40. 
l Walsh, ''I onyucen Rar', London, I` October 1774. 
21-1 Cartwright, The Tonkin Tidev Rc%'isilt, d. 
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Davenport had himself been made aware of the irregular tides. this had been at a time when 
he was engaged somewhere else, other than Batsha. The two likely positions of where he 
then was: are at Ilien (I lanoi), where the fäclory eventually based itself, or it may have been 
at some point befi're lie ever arrived in Tonkin. In the latter case, news of the tide could have 
passed to him as shipboard gossip, or gleaned from foreign seamen. The Dutch had a 
hydrographic office in Bantam. In the former case, I lenry Baker, when compiling his own 
observations, or even later, when orders came through from London for more informtion, 
could have attracted Davenport's notice to the phenomenon. Under those orders, Davenport 
was down in Batsha for the Eagle's sailing. On that occasion, he made additional notes 
about the tide, in the end of his sea-journal. While extracts of the sea-journal were later 
published, it itself has not been traced. Speculating, before he was actively noting the tides, 
lie thought it possible that the irregularity could he due to geography or the monsoons. "then, 
when he started observing their course, orderliness and constancy, he admitted to being 
baffled as to their metaphysical cause. 
After the Company had responded to the first report, a full six years elapsed before the third 
report was available for consideration. During that time, the Company had most royally 
treated I lallcy during his sojourn to St. I lelena. When Knox finally returned, I lallcy was 
already involved in discussing tides: with John Flamsteed, William Molyneux and Isaac 
Newton. º' It is not surprising therefore that I lallcy was interested in the account of'Fonkin's 
most unusual tides. 
After publication, there was plenty of inliormed speculation about the report. Robert I looke 
received correspondence about it from Bristol. 
' 11 In his Priººcijºiu, Newton is of course 
clearly referring to the published account; he called fir further observations in support of his 
tidal hypothesis of the combination of two waves. I Talley, while presenting it special edition 
Colin A. Ronan, F. clninnclllallrv geniis in rcliPsr, (London, I970), I22-3. 
'ý'a Whewell O. 1 l. a. '`. 
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of the /'rincipiu to James II, composed an equally special explanation I)r the King. '' l, uler 
gave further usetül consideration to Tonkin tides in 1740 and again in 1781. I lowever, not 
all of the references were scientific in nature; one was fictional another satirical. Displacing 
continents in 1719, Daniel Del* e devised Robinson Crusoe to have careened his ship at 
Tonkin. Thereby lie allowed the Asian tiger's early acquaintance to the Americas. Jonathan 
Swift also utilised the Tonkin account, referring to tides and other phenomena, when Ile 
ridiculed the Philosophical Trunsuclion. c in Gulliver's'Travcls of 1726. 
''"' 
Within only it few years ofthc report, the Company withdrew from Siam. By the lime of 
Tonkin's subsequent abandonment, the French were beginning to accept a Newtonian 
cosmography. Ilowever, Indo-China, the part ofthe world containing the phenomenon, was 
already succumbing to the French. Despite both Newton's and I . uler's call or more 
observations, none were made until the nineteenth century, when Gabriel I Icraud contributed 
two papers on the tides of*what had become Cochin-China. 
211 I leraud, enjoying the advances 
in tidal theory of Laplace and later tidal scientists, was the first to return to observing Tonkin 
tides. I lowever, those tides as reported by Davenport continue to excite interest into the 
twenty-first century. 2" David Cartwright has had the most recent word. I le gives both an 
easily understood explanation of the special phenomenon and a mathematical model, 
explaining I lalley's interpretation, Cartwright also shows that neither of Newton's nor 
Luler's hypotheses was needed at Batsha. 
'" BI, Sloane 1030 1197-108. 
'i6 Paul furncr,. Innalhun, 5lýi%i (irdlircr'. e Travels, (()xlbrd, 1999), 1-38,143-4,161. 
" G. I Icraud, A9aree. c de la hassc ('achinchine, Annales Ilydrographiqtic, 35, (Paris, 1872) 346-4I4; 
G. Iicraud, Ondc diru"ne ties mare; es uhserrre. e en ('OChincftine cl (1rr 7cnrkin, Congres. internat. Sci. 
Geogr., I. (Paris, 1877), 11 1-1 16. 
1119 J. 1). Mollon, Me origins (? / the c"uncepl uJin(erJi1runce, Philosophical transactions A, 360 (2002), 
807-819; Stcflcn 1)uchcyne, Nen'Ion's' Nuliun and i'racliee a/(hýi/ic utinn, Studies In I listory and 
Philosophy of Sciencc. ( Part A), forthcoming October 2004. 
ý 
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6.6 CONCLUSION 
The tide at Tonkin did not fit into a tidal context as understood in the seventeenth century. 
'T'idal literature then denominated a relationship in accordance with the moon's extreme 
phase. Not only is there only one tide a day at Tonkin, but it fluxes according to the moon's 
declination. So that news of'the Tonkin tide considerably extended the then lexicon of tidal 
pattern, and continued to defy total understanding for three centuries. 
The published edition is a rearrangement ofthe tidal part of the sailing directions. That 
rearrangement emphasises the scientific aspect ofthe information, at the expense of the 
navigational utility. The edition uses punctuation where none exists in the manuscript, 
altering the emphasis ofthe prose. I have identified the place where the original observations 
were made. 
This chapter sets out the convoluted route by which the unusual tidal inFormat ion was 
garnered, and offers a number of corroborations about long-ago ßatsha. The chapter 
identifies an original source ofdata integral to the Pri! k'ij)ia. 'tidal historians in particular 
and science historians in general have long sought that source. The document therefore 
remains a piece exploited contemporaneously by I lalley, the scientist. This paper brings it to 
the attention of modern historians. 
The chapter shows that the initial interest in the tide arose out ofthe loss ol'property, and 
then the peculiar Tonkin tide attracted it direct interest. I now identity the reporter beyond 
his mere name, and associate him with several tracts which omit that cross identity. -'''' Only 
good fortune preserved that reporter's text. Davenport's observation directly contributed to 
useful tidal hypotheses. As chapter eight will show, these uplifted into contributory 
In addition to those already cited there are about six other connected publications. They may 
conveniently be located in IOR/Fur. 1)300. I lowcver, this collected volume is more easily referenced 
as IOR/J762. 
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theoretical tide tables by Bernoulli and Brisbane. "Laken together, these resulted in the late 
eighteenth century in improved predictions in Europe. 
I lowever the substantial and practical uplift was the devising ofa published method. As has 
already been said, Deacon and Reidy describe that achievement. The part of the contribution 
made by the human computer involved in that achievement has gone largely unremarked, it 
begins in the narrative now following. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The family name of Dessiou is associated with over a hundred different pieces of 
hydrographic work. Covering a period from 1770 to 185 I, they are the product ofmore than 
one author. Within this chapter's narrative and the bibliographic appendix I clarify the 
complex authorship of that work. 
The main author, Joseph Foss Dessiou, was the early nineteenth-century's most prolific 
hydrographer, but whose pivotal contribution has been virtually Ieft out of previous 
accounts. The following biography outlines his work; it included the production ofcharts, 
sailing directions, light lists and the first tide table from a published method. In the process, 
he formed early hydrographic serials, and became the first director of the Admiralty tide 
tables. Towards his period end, the work, being official publication, was largely anonymous. 
This paper establishes Dessiou as the most complete hydrographer ofthe era, and identifies a 
unique contribution to hydrography. 
Contemporary manuscript correspondence and published papers helped to reconstruct this 
previously much neglected Iife. 'Ihe narrative includes details ofhis origin and family, 
together with facts added from Registry and Navy records. 
7 
.2 
1] II: I)I: SSIOU FAMILY 
The church of St. Petrox (figure 21) still stands, down by the narrow mouth of Dartmouth 
I larbour, I)evon. There, the mariner Peter Dcssiou (1708-1793) married Mary Foss on 3 
ýi \i 
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it 1738.511"their eldest child became the second Mary I)essiou and they christened their 
Joseph, there on 2 May 1743. 
on 17 April 1766, at the church of St. John Baptist, 
in Paignion, Devon. They christened all 
oftheir eleven children in Paignton, between 1767 and 
I787. 'Si At the time there was much 
infant mortality, and the Dcssious resorted to repeating Christian names. While they gave 
two of their children the names Joseph Foss, it was the second who grew to maturity and old 
age. 
The education ofJoseph Fuss Dessiou (I769-1853), Master RN, has not been determined. 
I Iis wife, also called Grace, was horn in May 1772 at I lallsands, Devon, and became the 
250 International Genealogical Index. 
2" Joseph Foss I, Joseph Foss II, Peter II, Samuel Foss I, Mary III, Grace II, Grace III, Samuel Foss 
II, Richard Goodridge, Grace IV and Jacob. For clarity, dynastic sigla have been added to the names. 
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fifth Grace Dessiou. Although married in St. John's, Newfoundland on 23 August 171) 1, 
they christened their two children at Paignton. 
One of those children also became Joseph Foss Dessiou (1792-1818), Second Master RN. 
During this lifetime, the Dessiou family contained three Josephs, each of whom rose to 
become a cartographer. To avoid confusion, I retcr to these three Josephs as the Father, 
Dessiou and the son. 
7.3 OUT LINE OF DESSIOII'S C'AR[l R 
l)essiou entered the Royal Navy: becoming a warrant officer his name survives in the 
records of lour ships. lie got his first appointment as Master on the Camilla, in 1794.2" Of 
the 6"' rate, she was active in the Channel and off the Low ('ountries. In 1795, he became 
Master of the Albion, a 22 gunner. Iwo years later he transferred directly to the Warrior, a 
3"' rate 74 gunner. After a month's leave in 1800, he became Master of a new building: the 
l)rea(Mu mghl, a 2rate, 98 gunned, three decker. 'there was something hurried about the 
appointment; he joined her underway, while she was leaving Portsmouth dockyard. From 
Spithead, they sailed immediately for Finesterre, Cape St. Vincent and Cadiz, 2% l)essiou 
eventually paid off on 15 July 1802, in Portsmouth. 
' The report of him being physically 
unlit fOr further service afloat probably indicates an injury. I however, I)essiou's 
Superannuation from the Navy was not until 24 August 1805. -ß' 
No matter what his physical condition was alter leaving the Navy, Dessiou settled in London 
and succeeded in several occupations all related to hydrography. I lis merit was recognised 
"' London, 'Fhe National Archives ( INA), PMG 19/43 94. 
? Si 
Lhc Nan- l. Lw, (London, 1833), 121 no more bibliography I_ 
'`. ' 'I'NA Al )M 29/1 Service record. 
I'NA AI)M 51/1117, ADM 52/2892. 
INA ADM 51 /1434, ADM 52/2949. 
"''INA AI)M 29/I p54; David I. von, Me Sailing Narr List, Conway, (London, 1993). 
u8 L. S. Dawson. A9c'moirs o/ l/Yclrographº', (I? astbourne, 118821), The Nas' List, (1829), 37. 
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only once during his Iifetime; Trinity I louse elected him a Younger Brother, in 191 I. ''" At 
that time he was Captain of a merchant packet in the Newiüundland trade, the Mildes. 
Before 1809, he was living in the parish of St. George in the Fast. 
""' Professor F. G. IR. 
Taylor has shown that lie lived at two addresses in Albion Street, just north of London Dock, 
before the Commercial Road. 2° When insuring the property of 14 Cannon Street, Ratcliftc 
in 1818, lie had broadened his occupations to that of artist and bookseller; which was in 
addition to proclaiming himself a hydrographer; the street is that immediately west of St. 
George's (Figure 22). x`'' By 1832 he had moved across the river, to 30 White I tart Street, 
2iy 
London, Guildhall Library, Trinity I louse MS 30004 Vol 16 257. 
2`, 0 'I rinity I louse MS 30004 Vol 16 p357, Joseph Dessiou, lilt' . tc'unan'. t ccmy)lelr 
daily ussi. elunl, 
The sixth edition, (London, 1809), iv. 
2"' Lva Germaine Rimmington Laylor, At, mulhrnwlic'a//ructitioners a//luncn'rriun F: ns; /uncl, 
(Cambridge, 1966), 335; Joseph Wisdom, Pic. I to / o/ R ', t; 'nea' London, (London, 1995), 24. 
2c"2 London, Guildhall Library, Sun Fire Office MS 11936/472/9403 16. 
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Kennington, 2(0 "that house, situated on the site of the present Elephant & Castle station gave 
him a two mile walk, across Westminster Bridge, to his office on Whitehall. 
In 1819 he had an interim position, teaching navigation and nautical astronomy. By then, 
Dessiou may no longer have been an active seaman. It would have been convenient for him 
to practise that shore-side calling from Albion Street, close to the Pool of London. It was 
also only a mile from Faden's publishing premises in ('haring Cross; producing nautical 
publications was the part oi' Dessiou's career which has left an attributed legacy. 'I'hcn 
I)essiou, at fifty-nine, was no longer a young man when he entered into his final capacity, 
directing the annual tide tables. Ile continued this work fir twenty years, only retiring in the 
summer that he became seventy-nine. 
Dessiou also took freelance work, computing astronomical lables for the Society liar the 
Diffusion of UJseful Knowledge, in 1828. For two decades after that, he computed tides will, 
John William Lubbock. 
During his life, Dessiou's occupations ranged from: Master RN, merchant navy captain, 
cartographer, teacher, Younger Brother, computer and Admiralty hydrographer. 
7.4 DFSSIOIFS PERSONAL, IIISI'ORY 
Reference to it troublesome wound in later years, would explain 
Dessiou paid oft unfit tier 
service in 1802.264 Dcssiou had chronic gout also. From his appointment to the I lydrographic 
Office in 1928 and onwards he suffered from gout. This was severe enough fier his 
colleagues to make reference to his absence from work in such terms, and gout figured on 
his death certificate. 
WS 1, I. 1 J 13.1). 129. 
'0ý' RS 1, I, 1 J ß. 1). I67. 
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The strain ofage began to tell on Dessiou during his final career in tides. Ile worked full- 
time in the I lydrographic Office and part-time f<ir Lubbock and the Society. The two parts 
were in supplement of each other. Lubbock was concerned at the demands upon rest that the 
extra-mural work was having upon Dessiou. The day work even stretched into Dessiou's 
free time. `'' Dessiou was so ill in 1832 that he took a costly coach in to the Office one 
morning. Then at a crucial moment in November 1833, Dessiou fell seriously ill and 
Lubbock, with his Cambridge colleague, William Whewell, considered replacing him. 
'"' 
I lowever they wanted to keep him I'or the tidal discussion, fir the sake of unifiormity. lie 
was so ill Lubbock feared Dessiou might die and they would lose their astute computer. "7 
Fortunately Dessiou creaked on Iir a number of'years. 
Dessiou was always anxious for work. Resiliently lie expressed to Lubbock, "C"alculating the 
Tides for the office is office work; and I any sorry that you have nothing for me to do at 
home. " Dessiou became eager fir the work and its payment. In early 1837 lie again wrote to 
Lubbock, "I have been in expectation of having some employment on the Tides to occupy 
my leisure hours. " Later that year Lubbock granted Dessiou's wish, as he was recalculating 
the London tides for him with which to make new tables. 
In addition to debilitating health Dessiou was frequently distressed financially. I le chided 
Lubbock in April 1838 because the Society had not completed a payment. As a consequence 
Dessiou pleaded that lie was being threatened with arrest liar himself having not kept up a 
regular instalment. Dessiou explained his financial position that nwnth, he needed the 
tidal work to maintain himself. tie had given up all other outside employment and prospects 
in order to just do tides. In early January 1839, his leg wound confined Dessiou at home. '''', 
26S Whewell K. 6.20 2'1 . 
UKI IO Original MS 23.6.1. 
Whewell K. 6.20- " 1. 
269 KSL LtJ13. I). I64,18"' April 1838. 
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Aller Uessiou retired he suffered a marked decline. Then, aged eighty-two, he wrote a 
begging letter to Lubbock. 170 
It is with great reluctance that I now address you, to acquaint you with the distressed 
state that I am in, owing to my very ill health, and almost continued confinement 
during the last sixteen months, and also my wife's ill health several months, causing 
very heavy expenses, which together with some considerable losses, have reduced 
me to my present state. I am in arrears fir rent, and my landlord threatens inc with 
an execution next week. ... 
If you can ... 
fävor me £10, it will save my furniture. 
Notably, during this time of straightened circumstance he issued two more charts - his 
Iast. 2 " 
That one reference, to his wife, is the only note of anything like a familial nature in the 
whole bundle of Dessiou correspondence. Only the facts from official sources provide any 
information about his family. Made out on 15 April 1847, his will was in favour of Grace. 
Although 78 year old Grace had been ill several months at the time of the 185 I census, she 
outlived him. When his death came, on 16 February 1853, after lourteen days of gout and 
caused by the decay of nature, Ile was on reserved half-pay. 
Subsequently she obtained a naval widow's pension of £50 per annum. Until her death in 
1860, Grace Dessiou then lived with relatives at Gloucester. 
RSI. I, IJ13. I). I67,1 1°iJanuary 1839. 
'70 RSI. I. U13. U. 170. 
2" Appendix Jl-'D45.46. 
''' TNA PROB 1 I%2170. 
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Despite being in arrears for rent and threatened with an execution (eviction), I)essiou died in 
residence at number thirty. In keeping with the times, Mr. and Mrs. I)essiou were able to 
afford a resident house servant. Perhaps they were not so badly off, aller all. 
t)essiou was of I luguenot stock and he worked among other I luguenots. I lowever, he 
married in an Anglican church and christened his children there. Shortly alter he had made 
his will out, he published a religious tract. Being the words of a medium, the book is 
somewhat removed from the traditions of French and I,; nglish Protestantism. Milne und 
Q4 
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s'pirilual cunfnrwticalion. c thruu, j; h 7hnnur. s 1)owluncl to Elias ('arpellk'r was available at the 
House of God in 1848, Situated along Amelia Street, the House o/'(; otl (Figure 23) was only 
a short walk from his home. The building had an association with the famous medium 
Joanna Southcott (1750-1818). Ile had, in 1838, been using prophetic almanacs and star 
charts. Taken together this would suggest a drill away from established religion and towards 
astrology. '" 
7.5 TI IREE JOSEPI I E)I: SSIOUS 
I lydrography, surveying the sea, was already an established science when William 
Cunningham spoke ofthe 'old I lydrographers', in I559. 
"' Wilhin a century, appointments 
followed of I/1'(/rogru/)her to the King, before the creation of such an explicit governmental 
department. Therefore hydrography was a most pertinent word during the time of. loseph 
Foss I)essiou's careers, and has remained so since. 
Over one hundred and sixty copies of hydrographic work, 
bearing the I)essiou family name 
as author, can he located in main repositories. 
The pertinent repositories are mainly British, 
with a few more in the New World. 'I'wo works survive 
in more than six copies. ''' "Ihirty- 
four appear to survive in as Jew as one copy. 
On the weh, a sale catalogue records a singular 
copy passing into private hands. As other private ownership 
is also likely to exist, the 
checklist of the appendix may consequently 
deserve addition. 
Among the copies there are seventy dittcrent pieces ofwork. 
The I)essiou tümily production 
forms a considerable body of work, although the overwhelming 
hulk is by 1)essiou, that 
which his Father added is part ofthe context. 
'I he work Falls into two classes: the anonymous 
and the attributed. That class without a named author 
is related later. This chapter is 
RSI. I. U13.1). Ifi6 
271 
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"` Appendix .I FI», ? s. 
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primarily concerned with that class clearly with an author. All ol'the items in this class are 
by either Dessiou or his father. 
Table 9 Summary of the publisher, author and type of publication of the Uessiou work 
Publisher No. Author No. 
Faden 36 ii) 4 
&W 9 . II) ->. 1I"I) 20 
Moore 9 J FD 46 
Manuscript 7 l)essiou 70 
_ Ileather 2 
Steel 2 Fe No. 
W Id 2 Chart 54 
L)essiou 2 SI) 15 
Norie I Tract I 
The above summary requires interpretation. Four works are unequivocally attributed to 
I)essiou's father- Joseph Dcssiou: forty-six works are also unequivocally attributed to 
Joseph Toss Dessiou himself. Another twenty works bear a short name, without the middle 
Foss. After discussing the work of Dcssiou, I then show that we should attribute this twenty 
to him also. 
7 5.. 1 hydro ra hie wort. of. Josc h I'ýýiss Ucssiou 1769-1853 
Captain 
. 
lames Cook gained his surveying tutelage from l)esilarres, and 1)esßarres had in 
turn received his schooling from Bernoulli. 1)essiou therefi)re found himself in the very 
fortunate position of improving upon Janes Cook's cartography. Cook's ('oosl uf: 9nýericu 
of 1759 included Newfoundland and the Gulfot'St. Lawrence. 
'"' Michael Lane continued 
with Cook's survey in 1768, which went on until 1785. After Cook the systematisation of 
charting was encouraged, with an Essay on Altwille Sul-veying appearing in 1771. The first 
definitive and complete textbook on Alurilime Sur%vv was Murdoch Mackenrie's of 1794. 
1 ie based his work on the methods ofthe land surveyor triangulation. For shipboard 
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27' Dessiou became the beneliciary of surveying Mackenzie introduced the station-Pointer. 
these technological advances, with chronometers appearing earlier, on the surveying ships 
on which he served, than in ships of the line. Though, as has been noted, station pointers 
remained a rare item into 1806. ''9 
Until creation ofthe Ilydrographical Office in 1795, hydrography was exclusively the 
business of private enterprise. With the Office's remit evolving over the early decades, it 
took five years to bring out the first chart, and for a while they restricted 
issue to the navy. 
The Firm of William Faden (1749-1836) had supplied the 
Ordnance Survey with map plates; 
it was these that the Admiralty originally adapted for their charts. It was not until 182 I that 
the Admiralty offered their own charts for sale to the public. When Faden retired in 1823, 
the Admiralty acquired his chart plates. 
G. M. Badger, ('upiuin Cook nuriQulur undscirnlisi, (London, I970), 34. 
z" F,. (i. K. faylor, The nxNhcmutirul pruc7iliuncrs n/llunovrriun Englund, (Cambridge, I966), 7I. 
, "` Susanna Fisher, Captain Thomas Hcrd'x Survey, Mariner's Mirror, I. XXIX No. 3 (1993), 29-1-304. 
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Faden's was one of the six leading commercial publishers. 
I lowever the quality of his 
publications, together with appointment as `Geographer to the King', raised him above that 
competition. Faden had taken new premises at 5 ('haring Cross in 1801, From where he 
brought out the first Ordnance Survey map. Initially the Admiralty had bought-in a hundred 
charts from the private publishers for its own use, hall'ol'which were from Fallen. l)essiou 
sold most of his output to Faden. 
Dessiou's publications appear from 1802, the year in which the Royal Navy deemed him 
unable to serve in a post afloat. It had previously been his duty, as it was that of all RN 
Masters, to provide his own maps and books of navigation. As his superannuation did not 
come until 1905, he needed a means of supporting his family of fiOur. As well as 
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commanding a merchantman, lie produced many charts and sailing directions tip to about 
1819. ßy then, shortly alter his elder son's death, he had come ashore. I lis personal 
mapping, of much of the Atlantic seaboards, enabled him to supply work fir publication, to 
the cartographic firms (see Table 9). This activity, of assembling minute data from a large 
geographic area for a long period, has been described as I lumboldtian science. 
Dessiou's Gibraltar chart for Faden was only one of many, 'Approved by the ('hart 
Committee of the Admiralty. ' Dessiou produced at least thirty-seven works Ihr Faden. When 
Faden retired, the business went to his Cornier apprentice James Wyld (1790-I836). It was 
the younger James Wyld (1812-1887) who introduced the art of lithography into Britain. 
Dessiou's work remained of value into amid-century, when Wyld republished his earlier work 
as steamship editions. Dessiou supplied William I leather (1765-18 12) who fronded the 
famous firm of Norie's. Sussana Fisher has recently told the story of how the leading chart 
firms became linked. Two manuscript charts and individual charts for each of Steel, Node 
and Moore are also identifiable as Dessiou's. 
7.5.2 The body--off contested authorship 
The private chart publishers, of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, relied 
upon 'nautical friends' for much of their intormation. 
2" They were the blueback makers and 
both I)essiou and his father were their friends. Four cartographic pieces are the tather's 
because of their early period. Forty-six pieces are very clearly I)essiou's because of 
inclusion of his middle name - Foss. In addition, most of them have his style, Mader nJ/lw 
Rovul Nurry, given as a selling point. Similarly, three times he added his Trinity I louse 
lcIlowship, once invoking an association with the famous Peter I leywood, and another with 
William ßligh, and once his teaching status. Their authorship is exact. 
''`' Appendix JI'U46. 
Susanna Fisher, Ihr uwkrrs o/ the hlurhuc"k eharrs, (St. Ives. 200 I ), 6. 
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The twenty pieces which bear the short signature rather than the long one, date from 181)2 to 
1819. It is exactly the period of when Dessiou flourished, from his thirty-third to fiftieth 
year. It is also the period between when his Other, then aged fifty-nine, Ieft the, S'inceritt' - on 
towards his death. The needy Dessiou was London based, while his richer lather was remote 
in Devon. One of these pieces bears the appellation ('a/)Iain, it could legitimately apply to 
either man. Another piece hears Ma. c/er Mariner; whilst an imprecise title, it would have 
been inappropriate for the father, conversely, it would have been highly appropriate to the 
then Trinity Idouse applicant. 
One piece, made at the time oFthat application, bears the name G. F. Ryves (I758-I 826). It 
was Ryves who had borne Dessiou's sponsorship to the I louse. Another bears Dessiou's 
street address in London. 
The twenty pieces were scattered across four publishing houses, as though they were a resort 
for a different style. One includes the earliest lirr Faders; the longer style was not resorted to 
at other houses until after the flourish. The twenty are for a haphazard geography. The 
Dessiou pieces are co-ordinated in time and place, particularly so Im Canada and the l? nglish 
Channel - which turn two consecutive coast serials. 
It is as though the twenty are for 
Dessiou's pocket-money, hand-nie-downs from the superior Faden directed serials. 
John I Iamilton Moore (I738-I807) published nautical textbooks. "" One ran to at least 
twenty live editions and may derive from plagiarism, it was in turn plagiarised in America, 
right down to 2002.2'2 Immediately Moore died it was significantly corrected, enlarged and 
improved; then the short style name was added. Later, when l)essiou engaged with the 
>ai R. A. Skelton, ('opt'ivris; hl and I'irnca' in h: iýhlrrnlh ccnnýý. r charIl, uhlicalian, mariner's Mirror, 
XI. VI, No. 3 (1960), 207-212. 
'"' I larold L. 13urstyn, ('c, ptýtvi, ýhl, Piracy. ancllhc, I'rucYical Navi, i4alnr. e: Ihn-t- nnles, Marinets'. s 
Mirror, XI. VII No. 3 (1961) 223-5. 
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Society tier the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, as editor, he inserted his full name into the 
volume. 
It would appear that all of the twenty pieces are by Joseph Foss I)essiou, and that they are 
not by his hither, Joseph Uessiou. The evidence is circumstantial rather than absolute. The 
higher duality work is also an indicator in this direction. These twenty are all ofa simitar 
style to the flirty-six hearing the name Foss: all of which lean upon the surveying he 
encountered while in the navy. The cartography in the twenty is much superior technically, 
to the four explicitly by his f. ºther. 
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-rk ofaoscý'h 
Ucssicýu 1743-1K22 The ha 7.5.3 ýdrogrý'hic wu 
The fallier drew two manuscript charts and published two more-, all I'xir were of' Dartmouth. 
lie dedicated the 1770 manuscript to Viscount I lowe, Rear Admiral of the Blue, as his 
servant. 2 The dedication is a puzzle, as I lowe only achieved that rank twelve years later. In 
that year, he also dedicated a second manuscript to the local MP and Governor olthe 
Garrison. Ile then dedicated a chart, very similar to the first, to Trinity I Iouse in 1790, but 
published by John I lamilton Moore. "-' Three years later, acting independently of Moore, he 
published on his own account - with Moore only the seller. This was a set sailing directions 
fir Dartmouth harbour and a chart for the Graving-Dock. -s I have not traced the sailing 
directions. The Graving-Dock chart had been 'published as the act directs. ' This act of 1777, 
'tour more effectually securing the Property of Prints to Inventors and h, ngravers', eventually 
proved highly troublesome to Moore. 
The Dartmouth charts bear charming depictions of tit. Petrox church but the intention is nut 
simple decoration. The charts are large scale and the church, in its visible height, forams a 
stable and navigationally relevant landmark. As a device, it survives from the earliest or 
English charts and sailing directions, and remains highly practical. 
Sussana Fisher reports the name, Joseph f)essiou, appearing in this period, as an example 
among a set of ship's accounts, devised by Moore fir instructional purposes. 
"" 
From 1793 through to 1801 the lather captained the seventy ton sloop Sin erily, a regular 
packet between Dartmouth and London. 
'"' With earnings of up to .£1 , 
000 per annum, the 
28" Appendix Jnl. 
'x' Appendix. ID 3. 
20 Appendix JD4. 
""' Fisher, The makers o/ the hhuc'hack charl. c, 26. 
"' The Rci'isicr of Shipping / . 'O-l-/S3 3, I. IO}ds Register of British and Foreign Shipping, reprinted 
1964. 
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packet trade at the time was highly lucrative. '" Registered to pay land tax and regarded as a 
gentleman, he died possessing several properties. The significant burial vault, lior himself 
and his Ihmily, he furnished with an engraved memorial stone. 
7.5.4C'artc ra her Joseph 7oss_DessioU 1792=1131.8 
By 1817 the son had served as a West Indianian's Chief Mate and on the Weymouth Store 
Ship. As his father had taught him, Dessiou in turn taught his son cartography and 
navigation. With patronage, the son gained an acting post as Second Master on I IM sloop 
Aid, intended for a scientific voyage. Renamed . 
1h'eninre they encountered enemy action in 
the Mediterranean. On 9"' September 1818, the. 4th'enture 's Muster Book records that Joseph 
Foss Dessiou drowned at sea. '`, 
This Joseph foss had gained the patronage explicitly because of'his cartographic skills, yet 
he died during the height of Dessiou publishing, to which he did not contribute. 
7.6 1IYDROGRAPHIC CONTENT 
The navigation, by lunars and with time-keepers, which Dessiuu taught his son, was ofthe 
leading-edge variety. 2"w It was with a time-keeper that Dessiuu explicitly fixed the longitudes 
of his 1808 West Indies chart. Therefore it is highly likely that, from during his early career, 
he had his on chronometer -- a not altogether uncommon practice. I lis father was wealthy 
enough to have provided him with such a valuable instrument. 
All of the charts and sailing directions are for the Atlantic seaboards. Before foundation of* 
the Nautical Magazine in I831, no method of'promulgating small revisions to any nautical 
publication existed. Consequently, republishing was the only way to modernise. this 
republication is evident in the several I)essiou editions of'the West Indies chart. Whilst there 
"" Ronald I lope, A new his/rare n/ British shippiiit, (London, I990), 247. 
281' 1 INA ADM 37; '6154. 
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were an assortment of t)essiou publications for the Atlantic and Mediterranean, those lör the 
Channel and Newfoundland exist in the torn ol'overlapping chart and sailing direction 
serials. The serialisation is evident in the Channel charts hearing county titles, as in the early 
Ordnance Survey style, and that they are at similar scales 
The serialisation is strikingly evident in Dessiou's publications 
for Faden, particularly those 
emboldened Ahisler a/ the Royal Nm , v. Four Newfoundland pilots match with charts, 
published by Faden over several earlier decades; the match 
in their title is exact. 'I'bis 
relationship marks the descent of English hydrography 
from Des Barres, through James 
Cook and Michael Lane to Dessiou. Dessiou was not a particular 
innovator; his contribution 
is the solid work of filling in the map based on sound cartography. 
lie was the first to apply 
a chronometer to Newfoundland and other coast surveys. 
I le rose to write original directions 
to his own original North Sea charts. In turn at 
least two others wrote directions explicitly to 
accompany Dessiou's charts; Ileywood being one and 
Vicenzo di I'uccio's 'lrTuli. ce on 11w 
('urrenls in the (gulf of Venice another. 
The majority of Dessiou's charts have an 
identical overall appearance. Ile used foreign and 
Ordnance Survey maps for his landwork whenever possible; several charts in the channel 
series clearly exhibit the triangulation 
involved. Then, in 1813, he explicitly stated taking his 
outline from Mudge's recent "trigonometrical 
Survey. The 1805 chart of the Downs and 
Margate Roads is large scale and oriented west-up; initially a plan without either scale or 
graticule, the second edition of 1812 rectilied the 
deficiencies. The 1808 Dover Straits chart 
explicitly states the proposal by Dessiou, of 
forming a contiguous series. Ile built up the 
channel series over twelve years, running to about 
tilleen charts and directions. 
The county titling did not prevail. 'I Ire coordinated sailing 
directions for Ncwloundland and 
the North Sea, adopted titling by coastal lcatures. The example: From ('ape ('hartes to 
'"' UKI IO, Letter I3ook 1 124,28"' February 1817. 
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Sandwich Bay - is as in current practise. An interesting aberration 
is in the Adriatic chart of 
1806, with its orientation diagonal to the graticule. This was so as to tit the Adriatic on one 
piece of paper, at the largest possible scale. The device produces a roughly north-east-up 
orientation. Another device to accommodate available paper size survives in the North Sea 
Chart. "There, the main, southern part of the North Sea builds up from tour pieces of paper. 
Those tour pieces, when pasted together, form a whole chart with one integral graticule 
surrounding it. The northern North Sea, again in parts, is a subsidiary chart; here the clear 
intention is that one should paste these pieces on also, over the northern graticule of the 
former, this was to then form a larger and new, six pieced map, of the whole North Sea. 
At a Court ofthe I louse in 1812 an examining committee reported that they found `Mr. 
Dessiou's chart ofthe North Sea very accurate'. So 
impressed were they that they bought 
twenty-one copies. Dessiou continued presenting 
ingenious chart schemes to the I louse 
292 through to 1814. 
There are a total of six dedications to 'trinity I louse and one to "Thomas . lefferson, president 
of Congress. Another was dedicated to the Merchants and Underwriters Assembling at 
Lloyd's Coffee I louse. It clearly helped to appeal direct to a market and use the names of 
famous people, as twice with Lord Nelson; it Tent authority and boosted sales. I Icy Wood and 
I3ligh are associated with the infamous Bounir incident. Another, from Robert Fitzroy, in an 
19 10 set of Newfoundland directions, is merely a signature prior to (iºme. 
'I'hc total I)essiou output (Figure 26) shows publication lulls in line with 'I'ral ulgar, Waterloo 
and during the time he was teaching. 
,)I Trinity I louse MS 30004 Vol 16 281,3"1 September 1812. 
r'' "I rinity I louse MS 30004 Vol 16 337,6th January 1814. 
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Figure 26 The Dessiou output of both charts & sailing directions 
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His output of sailing directions (Figure 27) amounted to the bulk of the whole United 
Kingdom production in some years. (That is assuming, that what resides in the British 
Library is a reflection of past production. ) 
Figure 27 Total United Kingdom and Dessiou production of sailing directions 
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The UK hydrographic production matches the index of value of United Kingdom trade; that 
is, for the generation when Dessiou was compiling sailing directions and constructing charts. 
While the match is close, the index of trade value is inflationary (Figure 28). 293 
Figure 28 Biannual comparison of UK trade with hydrographic productions 
Biannual years 
Longitude is co-ordinated from an artificial datum; and some charts have had Greenwich as 
that datum since 1738.294 In 1806, Dessiou oddly took Cadiz's longitude for Prime Meridian. 
This use of Cadiz might be an indication of the chart being destined for the Spanish market. 
An 1826 edition, containing additions by Smyth, also uses Cadiz. This is an interesting 
aberration in datum usage. To the Spanish, Cadiz was official only for the twenty years after 
1776, before the datum moved to San Fernando. 29' Early English map makers used London 
(Bridge) before transferring to Greenwich; whereas the Spanish supplanted the Canary 
island of Hierro when they chose the mainland. However, that Dessiou should have used 
Cadiz after its replacement by San Fernando shows he was in tune with fluctuating Iberian 
politics. For Cadiz did temporarily return to being the Spanish meridian; additionally, 
293 B. R. Mitchell and P. Deane, Abstract of British historical statistics, (Cambridge, 1971), 280-3. 
294 G. M. Badger, Captain Cook navigator and scientist, (London, 1970), 38. 
295 Arturo Perez-Reverte, The nautical chart, (London, 2002), 174. 
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Dessiou had the advantage of knowledge gained from Felipe Rauza during his exile in 
London. ""' Cadiz had also been the last place Dessiou visited, whilst active in the Royal 
Navy. 
The land arrangements, large scope and large scale of many examples went hand in hand 
with the then emergent chartwork. The charts were 1or the navigator to plot with, as were the 
sailing directions for him to use. The serial charts overlap, so that the plotter can extend his 
direct navigational plotting progressively. Dessiou had abandoned using rhumb lines as 
such, but frequently retained their türm and placement over the sea fir the office of a true 
compass rose. Several charts have an internal lattice, but this may he the unintentional result 
of the requirements of pasting together component sheets. Isis later charts included notes on 
the secular change in variation; they also included information that would go into the sailing 
directions. These were such as the full light-house details, and when there would he 
sufficient water with which to enter Dover. The Dessiou production endured to after the time 
when the Admiralty began issuing corrective Noliees to A9uriners, perhaps the trigger 
enabling their own portfolio to dominate. 
In addition to charts and sailing directions having been originally devised by private 
individuals, so too were tide-tables. From the beginning, I)essiou had compiled lists oftidal 
establishments, and he had inserted tidal flow information on charts. I lis output was 
knowledge accumulated from both his hither and his own voyages. While the charts were 
limited in their global scope, reflecting personal experience, the tidal lists cover the world. It 
was part of general habit, to describe the lists of'establishments as tide-tables. When sorted 
alphabetically, the list of establishments are merely a list of'facts. "though when sorted 
geographically, then the information becomes it true, two-dimensional table ofdata. A tidal 
establishment is the relationship between the time of A ligh Water and Passage of the Full 
", 1JKI10 Letter Book 4 326; Urlsula Lamb, /1w London tears r? f I eli/x" Raica, ('osmographers and 
Pilots of the Spanish maritime empire, 1995 volume 499,3 19-340. 
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Moon. However crude a measure, it is durable inlürmation, highly suitable für publication in 
texts. Day by day tidal predictions are rare before 1770. 
Dessiou's lather had included tidal data on his charts and Dessiou continued the tradition on 
all he produced. With tidal establishments inserted as Roman numerals, his 1804 chart of the 
Channel echoes Fdmund I Ialley's of 1701. The french Coasting Pilot of' 1805 gives a Iist of 
tidal establishments for eighty places, together with both neap and spring rise in French Icel. 
By 1810 the list in the Nutt' Pr"acticu! Navigator extended to approximately 1,250 places. 
There, Dessiou introduced a table for calculating high water times with the assistance of, the 
Nautical Almanac. Several Dessiou charts hear early examples of the tidal acronym, 
IIWF&C. It represents I Iigh Water Full and Change, and set to be a standard chart Icature 
until the end of the twentieth century. 
Dessiou intended his text books l or the instruction of navigation and nautical astronomy. 
Whilst he certainly taught these subjects, kw records ofthis activity survive, allowing only 
a limited reconstruction of his life. With only two more acknowledged publications coming 
forth, lie largely disappeared from view at about the time of his son's death. Ile re-emerged 
ten years later, producing astronomical tables for the Society for the Diffusion of l Isetlil 
Knowledge. Fittingly for Dessiou, one of the deliberate aims of the emergent society was to 
provide authoritative maps and texts. 
7.7 l)I. SSI)II A'i"flII I IYI)ROGRAPIII(' OI FICt; 
When Ucssiou paid off the Dreuduurigh1, at thirty-three years ofage he had about twenty 
years service in. After that, he appeared in the Navy I'ist as a superannuated Master. It 
remains uncertain whether the status ofthe I lydrographic Office naval assistants, was one 
where they were actually in the Navy or not. 'I he census, of 1841 listing Dessiou as in the 
Navy, and of' 185 1 as a Royal Navy pensioner, probably reflects a modest vanity. 
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It was a starting point. for all of those entering the I lydrographic Office that they had been 
involved with surveying and had constructed a chart. But few, like Dessiou, had compiled so 
many charts or even sold them commercially. Even fewer published successful sailing 
directions. None exhibit an involvement in We prediction before Dessiou. His fellow 
Iluguenot, Francis Beaufort (1874-187), and his colleague Becher both became titular 
Admirals. he remained Mr. Dessiou. This was perhaps a reflection of 
his entry into the 
Office as a warrant officer. rather than from a commissioned rank. 
The records show by 
1838 though, with the Admiralty tidal prefect the main contribution of the 
Off ice to 
hydrography under Beaufort, that it was clearly Dessiou who was 
driving the project; and 
19 7 that his influence endured beyond retirement. 
Dessiou took up his appointment to the 
(NI-Ice in order to begin their series of sailing 
directions, in February 1828. 'I'his he did, though his task there was changed at Lubbock's 
behest and became that of computing tides, 
directing the first Admiralty tidal programme. >ox 
The 1825 Chart catalogue credits only one of 
his early charts to him. Then the 1830 
catalogue credits his directions for the North 
Sea to him, but the four of Newfoundland are 
not, it cites them as hti Michael Lane. Explicitly, 
the sailing direction set, believed to he by 
Dessiou, is attributed to the Admiralty. 
Thereafter, this attribution in the catalogues 
increasingly becomes the most common authorship given. 
There are other publications known to 
have been by him; the best being the new annual tidal 
tabulations; others are less clearly attributable. 
lie was closely involved in three series of 
tide tables. "These begin with that which he computed 
from 1829, for the lirilish Almaniw. 
'I'hcn they continue in a different tihrmat with 
the A'uulical AMagazine; this ran from February 
1833.1 Iis work reaches its peak in the 
Admiralty Tide Tables, first given as a supplement to 
97 UK 110 Letters-In 1). 70. June 11°i 1849. 
% Paul I lughes and Alan I). Wall. Ihr . 1ý/mirallt' 
TiJlal Prrý/irliun. e (? / / S33. %hrü ('ýýmiýri. ýrui will, 
('onlrmporarý Ohsrrtaliwý «ý dn ilh u AIodtrn, 
5an/hr. clý, The Journal of Navigation, LVII, (2004), 1- 
12. 
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the Nautical. 4lnumac. The 183 i supplement for the whole year included January, but there 
was a considerable delay before it was published; and it then cane out after the February 
Nautical ; %Iaga_ine. I)essiou continued to compile these annual tabulations through to his 
retirement in 1847. 
The first Ilydrographic Office sailing direction I)essiou wrote, is West lulu vuhnnce 
The ensuing intormation is sporadic, but his output includes: 
in 1834 sailing directions liar 
the ßi"isio/ Channel , 
0° in 1838 Star charts, "" in 1838-9 unspecilied sailing directions, in 
1842 sailing directions lür hreland 
"", and in 1845 light Lists for the Western Atlantic 
. 
shores, which were presumably Nova Scotia. 
il The number of works without an explicit 
author or editor, for which evidence exists that they were 
by 1)essiou, totals about forty. 
In addition, 1)essiou very clearly wrote one published paper. 
I lowever, Lubbock presented it 
before the Royal Society and, normal lbr the time, has been credited with its contents ever 
zo. a Slncc. 
7.8 CONCLUSION 
As a Master expected to supply' his own charts, 
Dessiou had been active in hydrography 
since at least 1794; that was a full year 
hefOre the creation ofthe I lydrographic Office in 
Britain. I lowever, the French I lydrographic Office, Le Dep61 (/es ('urges e/ ! '/w (IC lu 
Marine, had been created in 1720, and his lather monumentally accentuated their French 
descent. A number of I)essiou's charts had been bought-in by the Admiralty under their 
second hydrographer, Thomas I lurd (1757-1823). It was I turd who in 181 7 had cited 
I)essiou as -a perfect mapmaker' and had persuaded the Admiralty to make the charts 
U KI IO typescript notes by Commander. ). S. Pryor of 1993 iv. 
loo Whewell R. 6.20 , 
14 October 1834. 
RSL I. Uß. I). I66,20'`', lul_y 1838. 
Whewell R. 6.20"' 6°i August 1838: RSI. I. U[3.1). 168,23'(1 January 1839. 
"" UKHO Letters-In I). 147, I 5°i Octoher 1845. 
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prepared in the (Mice accessible to the public. 
"" By then Uessiou had also come to style 
himself I lydrographer. 
The absence of Dessiou in his father's will is curious. It includes his sister and brother, with 
the son added in a codicil. ""' The omission may he in connection with the twenty pieces of 
cross-authorship, due to a rift between them over the use of name without the middle Doss. 
His real brother, Samuel Foss, also followed Dessiou into "trinity I louse. As part of the 
Younger Brethren, they had both gained standing in the maritime establishment, but Samuel 
did not enter into publication. The officers of the house thought 
highly of Joseph Foss 
Dessiou's work and commended it. Ile also worked with two of'the acknowledged leading 
cartographers of the period: Graeme Spence and G. F. 
Ryves. 
Bound into an atlas, a number of the currently available charts survive 
in a good condition, 
but many of those held in a loose state are torn and crumpled. Some, 
indicated by their 
protective edging, may have been subject to navigational use. 
Yet ofthose available, almost 
none show the tell-talc residual marks ol'a pencilled course. The early depredation of the 
printings can he partly accounted by contemporary practice. Admiralty instructions were: 
that a ship, upon receipt of replacement editions, should 
destroy old editions. "twentieth 
century loss can not so easily he accounted tor, as a small number of examples, leatured in 
current catalogues, are euphemistically said to be not tiýund'; those apparent losses have 
been listed. Collating a list of early nineteenth century charts, many of'ºnultiple editions 
scattered across numerous locations, is not without its (Iifficulty. The Admiralty chart 
numbering system did not begin until during I)essiou's time at the C)flice. In counter 
balance, the World Wide Web exhibits about l 'our Uessiou charts. 
'0a John William Lubbock, Discus. siun oll Tide Oh. Scrralion. e mach' al Liverpool, Philosophical 
'T'ransaction o1 the Royal Society of London, Part I. (I835), 275-99. 
`0 1KI IO I. eitter Book 1123,17°i March 1817. 
106, NA PROB 11; '1666,5"' February 1823. 
not 
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The preferment given to his son had come from I lurd. One may perhaps guess that Dessiuu 
must have continued producing useful work in the intervening years because of the 
patronage lie subsequently enjoyed. The Duke of Clarence appointed him to the 
Hydrographic Office. There he cane to work with more notable gentlemen beyond Beaufort, 
Lubbock and Whewell. They include the Astronomer Royal. George Riddell Airy (1801- 
1892), and the foreign scientists Dominique Arago (1786- 1853) and Gerritt Moll (1785- 
1838). These associations set him aside from the other naval assistants. 
Joseph Foss I)essiou, in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, became the world's 
premier tidal computer. The United Kingdom I lydrographic Office has the only known 
complete set of his tide tables. l)essiou was responsible there Ihr not just tide tables, but for 
much other, unacknowledged work. Involved in all ofthe Admiralty output light lists, 
sailing directions, charts, tide tables - he must also have had some input into what was 
initially only for its own internal organisation The Chart Catalogue. DCssIotI was tile 
Office's most significant producer. 
The whole l)essiou work combines to make him a considerable hydrographcr, one whose 
contribution has largely gone unrewarded. This chapter shows how particularly fitting the 
choice of this hydrographer was, für the development of the first published tidal prediction 
method. The chapter also highlights the qualities for which he was chosen and which 
contributed so much to the value of the ensuing Admiralty tide tables. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Predicting high-water times at London and three naval dockyards, the Admiralty "Fide 'Fahle 
came out in early 1833. '07 With most of the tables stemming from observations made at the 
dockyards, it is fortunate that those observations have very recently cone to light. `" 'this 
chapter reveals the circumstance of the tables' construction. and also analyses part of the 
later observation series. The analysis is a comparison ofthe difference between observation 
and contemporary prediction, and to tides synthesised from the modern method. The 
Almanac only admitted the tables into production after comparing the new tables to its 
competitors. (hose early comparisons were for London alone and a recent study also 
concentrates on that one area. This present study extends comparison to the remaining three- 
quarters of the early Admiralty table: viz. to Sheerness, Portsmouth and Plymouth. 
Until well into the nineteenth century, seamen, and others, predicted tides by a method 
elaborated by the Venerable Rede more than a millennium earlier. That method is 
knowledge from simple observation, of the time of a place's Nigh Water (I I W) when the 
moon is in either of her extreme phases. The extreme phases are when the moon is full and 
when it is new. New moon and the change of the moon mean the same thing. Among 
seamen, this led to the once essential, but now arcane, acronym I'r the time of 1IW at Full & 
Change (HWF&C). The needs of the period were satisfied that the time of 1IW at full moon 
corresponds with the time at new moon. To know the time of a particular tide, on a day that 
intervenes with either day of extreme phase, one had to count out an allowance fir how 
much later per day, the moon, and hence roughly the tide, would pass the observer's 
i07 Whewell 8.6.201°s'' 
aox Anonymous, Observations n/ the lidos commullic aled lo the Rura/ , Soc"ielrr hi' the Acjniru/II' and 
printed hl' order o/ the President and Council, London, 1833. I'hc existence of two copies are known, 
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meridian. Despite Bede having indicated how to make an allowance that amounted to 50', 
tidal prognostication employed an allowance of at best 48' and often only 45'. The method 
was a rule ol'thumb, adequate to contemporary commercial requirements and to time 
measured by sundial. 
8.2 EARLY PROGNOSTICATION 
Daniel Bernoulli jointly won the Paris Academy of Sciences competition of 1740, with an 
essay on tidal causes. In it, he gave an equation and crude semi-diurnal general tide table, 
giving a seminal idea for the better prediction oftides. The British, coming some years 
after the French, first produced their own Nautical Almanac in 1767. After that, several 
people appear to have taken up the tidal idea, Bulpit, Epp, Gregory, I lolden, Innes and 
White all evidently published a calendar year ofdaily high water times. Some also added 
height predictions. I lolden's predictions tier Liverpool, date from 1770. They continued into 
the twentieth century, and were a lucrative foram of income at I/- each. Because ofthe 
income which they fetched, the I lolden generations throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries would not divulge their method. But lately, Philip Woodworth has shown that it 
was descended from Bernoulli's method. George Innes, a watchmaker and astronomical 
calculator, published predictions for Aberdeen and the adjacent coast. Doing this from 1820 
onwards, lie grew to deplore the secrecy of other prognosticators. Innes founded his tables 
upon a method published in Dr. Andrew MacKay's ('omplelt' Nuvigumr. Although he used 
French tabulations and ephemeris, Innes declared lie was unaware of what Bernoulli had 
devised. `10 Gregory published for T, cith and the others fir London, mostly, by methods 
unknown. As I larrison won the Longitude Prize in 1765, timepieces were then substantialiv 
improved, and use could properly be had ofan improvement in predicted I IW times. The 
new contemporary tabulations gave time to the accuracy of a minute. 
both in Cambridge; one is at the Institute of Astronomy, with shelfmark Rc. 606; the other is in "I rinity 
College. 
°p'' Philip L. Woodworth, Three (icor4; es and one Richard //olden: the Liverpool tide table nuaker. e, 
transactions ofthe historic society of'I. ancashire and Cheshire, 151, (2002), 19-5 I. 
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Figure 29 Bernoulli's second table 
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The Holden tide tables, in their initial accuracy, fulfilled a commercial need at Liverpool 
Docks; then their commercial success enabled the tables' revision, improving their utility 
still further. William Vaughan, one of the directors of the 
London Dock Company, inspired 
by the Liverpool tidal record from which their predictions were devised, instituted similar 
records at the site of London Docks, stating that they `would some time or other 
be 
useful '. 311 The directors of London Dock began to record tides 
in August 1801, four years 
before their dock opened. Vaughan wanted their records put to good use, as at Liverpool. 
310 RSL LUB. I. 8. 
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With extractions of the first year or two used by a Mr ßulpit to calculate some London tidal 
predictions, this did come about. I3ulpit styled these predictions on tables ofthe 
hydrographer, Joseph Iluddart IRS . 
The eighteenth century lassitude of the Royal Society enabled a reshaping of science to take 
place in Britain at the start of the second quarter of the nineteenth century. 
H1 This involved 
the Society fir the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, the Nautical AAJnruncrc, the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, and the rejuvenated Royal Society itself. The 
Society tier the Diffusion of useful Knowledge got under way in 1826, and published a 
Th'ili. ch /flinunuc annually, from 1828 onwards. That almanac, 
included a tide table lo r 
London, which also followed MacKay's method. Although the precise authorship ofthis 
tide-table's first computer remains unknown. 
The British ., 11n1tinac's tide 
table was specifically fi)r London Bridge, but in the late 1820's 
that bridge was not in a proper state of existence. John Rennie began it new bridge in 1825, 
about thirty yards upstream ofthe old bridge, eventually completing it on August I"1831. `x' 
With three fewer arches, the new bridge oliered less resistance to tidal flow than the old. 
With London Bridge a peripatetic focus for the tide table, the accuracy of'the newly 
published table was immediately called into question. The Admiralty I lydrographer asked 
the Warden of"l'rinity I louse what their LIder Brethren considered should he I IWF &(' at 
London Bridge. The quantified reply, in January 1829, added that it was based upon au 
earlier determination of I luddart's. I lowever, in total the new almanac was it resounding 
success, so that the Society co-opted the mathematician John Lubbock to direct a sustainable 
computation of the tide table part. 
RSI. I. 1113. P. 121. 
RSI. I. U13.11.1 19. 
RSL. 1,1113. A. 96. 
Smiles, Samuel, Lives "flhr cngincri". tihurhuur. e ernd Rc"nir. 
(London, 1891 ), p370. 
ýý UKIIO Letters in belbre 1857 11.517. 
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8.3 A PUBLISHED MLTH01) 
The Lubbock family business was banking. The hank, as a shareholder, became involved in 
the building ofthe St. Katherine's Dock Company. Squeezed in between London Dock and 
the 'Dower, St. Katherine's Dock had space and construction problems. Concurrently 
Lubbock had been interested in the affairs of the new scientific Society since 1827. "" By 
October ofthe following year, he was considering tidal data from the dock in which his 
fämily held an interest. 
; 1' Therel'ore, when the Society's committee resolved to improve 
their tide table, they had Lubbock to resort to fir help. 
""The Dictionary oI National Biography. 
"' The Dictionary of'National Biography; RSI. LUB. K 2. 
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Ile tried to see what information. about the method employed, lie could get from established 
sources. Neither 13ulpit. nor any of the other London tide table makers, would divulge to 
Lubbock the method whereby they were able to predict tides; as they sold their predictions 
for a living, the method was their remunerative trade secret. However, by late spring of 1829 
Lubbock had located the long London Dock records, and in their abundance, realised that 
additional help was needed, with which to make an analysis of them. The Society was 
particularly lucky in obtaining, in June 1829, the services of. loseph loss Dessiou as their 
computer, to work on the London Dock series. 
'' The Astronomer Royal, John fond, 
commended Dessiou to the Society. The combination, of Dessiou and his lather, had been 
involved in marine cartography and tidal information since at 
least I770. 
The First Lord of the Admiralty had appointed Joseph Foss Dessiou to the I lydrographic 
Office, in February 1828. As shown in the previous chapter, Dessiou originally worked as a 
naval assistant to compile sailing directions; but increasingly 
he became wrapped up in tidal 
work. From the summer of 1829 he was working on tides, both in the off ice during the day 
as his official duty, and at home during the night for pocket money. At first this pocket- 
money came from the Society. With creation ofthe British Association in September 1831, 
it then took the cost of discussing tides under its wing. This was before some of the burden 
eventually passed, not without opposition, to the off icc of'the Nautical Almanac. Also at 
first, discussion of London Dock tides was an acceptable part of I)essiou's office duties. 
This was because both the then Astronomer Royal, whilst he still had the scientific almanac 
under him, and the Admiralty I lydrographer, Francis Beaufort, simply wanted reliable tidal 
predictions available. They wanted a set of tables derived by a published method, not by 
something akin to astrology. So there was a straightforward reason for I)essiou to discuss the 
London data, with which to make predictions, for the new commercial almanac; and for the 
method, from whence they came, published in the Coin wium to that almanac. When 
31K University College. London, Society tier the I)illusion of Useful Knowledge, Lt J11.24. 
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Dessiou had completed the first discussion for the 1830 almanac, they then decided to revise 
immediately for the 1831 edition. 
The tide-table which Bernoulli had formed in 1740 resulted from a consideration of the 
change in the mean time intervals between Iligh Waters on successive days. 
p''I'his is 
essentially the product of heating together the two most influential tide generating forces. 
Because of its prominence, it is also inconceivable that Lubbock could have been unaware of 
a particular tidal paper of'I'homas Brisbane's, in 1921. I I's paper dealt with the third largest 
influence in detail, that of the lunar elliptical, and included a second tidal-table. 
"" 'T'hese two 
tables were theoretical general considerations, with the second one descended from the 
Mectmiyue ('cle. ste of La Place. Lubbock published a translation of Bernoulli's essay and 
improved his own original table. 
'-' ,' 
Initially just for London, the method developed by Lubbock was for the particular, rather 
than the general. The method examined tidal extrema as 
functions of lunar age, parallax, 
declination and the time of year. In principle, while the method demands the use of data 
covering a full nineteen year lunar cycle to produce I IW heights, a year suffices for I IW 
times. Notable, the later harmonic analysis of the whole tide, has not entirely supplanted this 
pioneering non-harmonic method. 
8.4 TI IF ADMIRALTY INVOLVN. MI: N I 
The Admiralty was the ellective science research department ofthe I lanoverian 
government. `" The changing arrangements of the department at the time were a Iittle 
Cartwright. Tides a sewnli/Ic hi. cl nT, P48- 
32o 1 any grateful to Steve I lutcheon for bringing the Ibilowing paper to BY attention: 'I-homas 
Brisbane, faith 
. 
li, r determining uccurulel r /he Time o/ /High 11'aler al unp, t'iren Purl, The Ldinburgh 
Philosophical Journal, volume iv 1821 54-56. 
, _i John W. I. ubbock, . Account a! 
'f lu e "'lruile slur is Flux ei Re'/ ni tie hi Afer" of Daniel Bernoulli, 
(London, 1830). 
Cartwright, Titles a . scienli/ic 
hisluree, P91 
. 
ýý' Reidy, At, Hay and Re//u o/ Science. 
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Byzantine. Its work done, Parliament dissolved the Board of Longitude in 1928, and passed 
residual responsibilities to the Admiralty. That important residual work, administered by the 
Astronomer Royal based in Greenwich, was publication ol'the Nautical Almanac, based in 
London. At the Board's dissolution, it had published the almanac down to 183 1. At first, 
under the new arrangement, the Admiralty kept the almanac under the Astronomer Royal. 
Then later in the I 830s, their Lordships relieved the Astronomer Royal of'the almanac, 
creating an actual Superintendent ol'the Nautical Almanac Oliice. t: ven then, overall control 
remained with the Hydrographer. Equally Byzantine was the infighting among the scientific 
men, right at the very heart of'the developing Empire. 
The success of Dessiou and Lubbock's effort at first producing, and then improving, tidal 
predictions by a published method, was noted among the growing network of scientif is 
society committees and their officers. The Astronomical Society (later the Royal AS), at the 
invitation of the Admiralty, recommended various changes and improvements to the 
Nautical Almanac, among those recommendations was one that the almanac should contain 
a supplementary tide table. William Samuel Strafford gained the appointment to superintend 
those changes in April 183 I. Lubbock had also desired the appointment. Despite that, it at 
first seems bizarre that Stratford should have as vigorously opposed the inclusion of a 
supplementary tide table as he did but there were reasons for his opposition. 
The opposition involved reasons of'control of'cost and inspection of the discussion. They 
also had to maintain a balance between ideal science and the pragmatic needs of the highly 
commercial Port of London. The work, begun by Dessiou and Lubbock on London Dock 
tides l' or the Society, and allowed to overflow into office work at Lubbock's request, became 
Superintendent Stratford's responsibility, by the time his ollice published the first Admiralty 
table. The modern title, the : ]hlmirahv 'Jude 7ahle. s, did not emerge until 1917. I lowever that 
volume is in direct descent, by incremental addition and improvement, from that with the 
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title Tide "fahles for PIvmoulh, Portsmouth, Sheerness and Loudon, fier 1he year 1 x'333, and 
published by the Admiralty. 
The Admiralty had had tides recorded at their Sheerness dockyard lbr some time. Then at 
the suggestion of the Royal Society, the Admiralty set in train additional observations of the 
tide, which included those from late I83Iat their Plymouth and Portsmouth dockyards as 
part ofthe same series. The following year, the discussion, originally. lust for London, then 
grew to include the observations of these three additional ports. 
The discussion, the actual computation of the tides, did not take place at 3 Verulam 
Buildings, the home ofthe Nautical Almanac Oft-ice. I)essiou continued performing the 
labour much as he had before Stratford's appearance. Ile worked principally in the 
hydrographic office; this lay on the top floor, at the hack ofthe newly built Admiralty in 
Whitehall. Fie also worked at night, at his home in Lambeth. 
Lubbock's and Dessiou's responsibility manifested itself as to who they were to present 
accounts to, to Stratford rather than to Beaufort. Ibis had the effect of curtailing some 
disbursements to Dessiou. The responsibility also meant that it was Stratf'ord who regulated 
the amount of Admiralty computing power applied to the discussions. 'Ihe arrangements 
were tortuous. Stratford did not have the main computer, Dessiou, under his direct 
supervision. In contrast, I)essiou enjoyed immense patronage and became the effective 
director ofthe Admiralty table from its inception until his retirement in 1847. lie also had 
additional workers directly under him. This effective directorship strengthened, particularly 
as Lubbock's interest waned in the mid I830s, once the initial work was complete. 
the proposal was wholesale adoption by the Nautical Almanac Office, of the material tables 
produced bý Lubbock and Ucssiou, tier London predictions. Stratford had a simple scientific 
objection to the proposal. I Ic wanted it demonstrated that their predictions were superior, or 
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at least as good, to those already produced. StratfiOrd remarked that predictions were 
available so relatively cheaply, from Rulpit, White and the others. The täct that those latter 
productions were secret did not weigh at all with Stratford, he wanted a comparison done. 
Lubbock read Stratford's comparison betöre the Royal Society on June 25th 1832, together 
with a comparison made by Dessiou. Irrespective of both objection and the comparisons, 
to include predictions in any forthcoming publication Stratford had to either adopt the 
method o1' Lubbock and Dessiou already on offer, or devise a method himself. Reaulort 
eventually instructed Stratford to accept Lubbock's offer, and to he grateful for it. The other 
main advantage, of taking the method and material tables already constructed, was that by 
then they were considered to he adaptable for the other ports. The method, initially for 
London, Lubbock and Dessiou extended to Sheerness, Portsmouth and Plymouth. 
The Portsmouth and Plymouth observations, were made manually from October 183 I, and 
carried through to May 1833, when manual recording gave way to automation. With part of 
the Sheerness series added, from January 1832 through to April 1833, the whole were then 
printed. '2 That those observations carried through into the first Icw months of 1833, the 
year ofthe first Admiralty predictions, enabled making this present comparison for those 
three ports. 
8.5 COMPARISON OF LONDON I'II)L, S 
The thirteenth century tide table, drawn up for London Bridge, is also the place where . lohn 
Flamstced made tidal predictions for, fur centuries later. The bridge marks the furthest 
upstream point ofthe Pool of London, where Lnglish cartographers first measured their 
longitude from. Thus, London Bridge was once rather a special place in the surveying world, 
because of its coincidence ofthe separate datum's oftwo dimensions, one vertical and the 
3John W. Lubbock, Nolc° on flit, fide's in /he pore n/ London, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society, Part 11833,595-599. Nil there is a typographical error on page 595 which states I)eacon 
instead of 1)essiou. 
"` RS 1,1,1J13. R. 1 14. 
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other horizontal. The coincidence did not last, as Greenwich began functioning as a Prime 
Meridian from 1738.; 26 Nor did the tidal datum 01 1.01)(1011 Bridge ever gain any ascendancy 
except that, fi)r a place remote from present commercial need, the present-day volume 
surprisingly still retains it. 'I hereby it forms a long continuous link to one of l; urope's older 
tidal records. 
Along the "Thames, in the early nineteenth century, there was it profusion of places where 
tidal observations were gathered. Sheerness was the lowest point: where Nevile Maskclyne's 
old transit clock measured the tides. I uglier up, towards the various 
dock systems, were first 
the East India Docks. Nest, Mitchell had erected it gauge at Greenwich. Above Greenwich 
were the East Country Docks. Then beyond I, 
imchouse Reach came Flastern London Docks, 
the Shadwell entrance where they situated London Dock We gauge. Lastly, close by the 
older, upriver Wapping entrance to London Docks was 
St Katherine's Dock, eficctivcly 
marking the lower limit of the Pool of London. 
Based upon Dessiou's work on the London 
Dock observations from 1808 to 1826, Lubbock 
presented the first comparison paper to the 
Royal Society, in June 183 1. The subsequent 
paper was lür the short period of the 
first quarter of' 1832. That comparison, between 
observation and prediction, contains some confusion about where some of the figures were 
for. The paper read by Lubbock, contained notes 
by Stratford. Lubbock presented it at a time 
of utmost friction between the two, so communications might not 
have been of the hest of' 
order. Stratford appears to he the misleading party, which, as 
he was only concerned with 
management rather than any hands-on 
data gathering, might have been due to Iiis lack of' 
knowledge of the geography involved. The paper states that Bulpit's tables were for the 
entrance to Fast India Docks, not the eastern entrance to 
London Docks. William Pierce, the 
observer at London Docks, was ol'the opinion that Bulpit 
had made the tables for his 
(Pierce's) dock, and that is what Lubbock had expressed. Nevertheless, Stratford reduced all 
26 
i. M. Badger, ('a/lain Cook (I, ondon, 1970), p38. 
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the data to London Docks; adding twenty minutes to Bulpit's times for the ostensible lust 
India Docks and deducting ten minutes to the times of While and the British Almanac for 
London Bridge. Consequently the validity ofthe comparison is somewhat compromised. 
Lubbock presented more of'Dessiou's comparative work, concerning London observation 
and prediction, to the Royal Society on inne I8'ß' 1835. Whilst this comparison was of the 
first six months of an unspecified year, inspection ol'the tabulations 
from the I3ritish 
Almanac indicate that year to have been 1835. Amin again used data from that paper only 
recently, showing that there have been large changes 
in the phase of'the tide, due to secular 
trends and man-made alterations. 
''' 
8.6 OBSERVATION & PREDICTION 
During the whole of*the nineteenth century, London was the world's premier port. As it was 
a port with a sulticiently significant tidal regime, no 
I , nglish tidal study could ignore it, 
because of its commercial significance. I lowever London presented a problem of 
extrapolation. The data gathered in at one place, 
London Docks, they used för predictions fir 
another place, London Bridge. That particular problem 
did not exist among the non- 
commercial military ports to which the Admiralty first extended the wider study to. This 
extension of the concerted study of several places over it 
large geographic area -- 1rom tile 
Thames to the Western Approaches -- is the second element of this endeavour of Lubbock 
and I)essiou, which marks the work out as special. The emerging global nature of'which has 
been described as Ilumholdtian science. 
`') 
`'' John W. Lubbock, Discussion of tide Observations. made (it Liver/pool, Philosophical transactions 
ofthe Royal Society, 125,1835.275-299. 
Mohamed Amin, On perturbations a! harmonic c"nns/antx in the Maines Ls/uurr, Geophysical 
Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society, 73 I983,587-603. 
°'" Susan Faye Cannon, Science in culture, (New York, 1978), 104-5. 
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The basic data of the observations is of time and extreme height at each location. Attached to 
the published record of the observations are notes that state that the time is ineun time, and 
respectively that: 
at Plymouth time is, 
observed by the Dock-yard clock, which is regulated by a person of the town 
employed for that purpose. The I Ieight of the 'T'ide is ascertained by a self- 
registering't ide-gauge, made to range between the lowest and highest limits, from 
zero to 20 feet: zero being 2 feet above the lower Sill of the ( fates of the North New 
Dock; 
at Portsmouth time is, 
obtained through the Royal Naval College. and the Dock-yard ('lock, which is used 
1är ascertaining the Times 01A ligh and Low Water, is regulated thereby, by Mr. 
Smithers, Clockmaker, Portsea. The I Ieight of the 'Fide is ascertained by Lloyd's 
Tide-gauge. The Line from which the I leights are measured, is the Sill ofthe North 
Dock Gates; 
at Sheerness time is, 
as shown by a clock in the fide-gauge I louse, adjusted by the Duck-yard clock, 
which clock is regulated by it sun-dial and the I, duation of'I'ime. The height of II igh 
and Low Water is registered above the entrance ofthe basin, or Irom a fixed line 31 
feet below Lloyd's standard mark + XXXI. on the Quay. For a description of the 
'Fide-Gauge, see the Nautical Afaga: iue for October 1832. 
The published observed times and the published contemporary predictions are taken to he 
local mean time. The modern calculations, synthesising past predictions, are in Time lone 
U'f (GMT), like true predictions themselves. Consequently I have also reduced the 
observations and contemporary predictions to I1'I', so as 10 have them both on the same basis 
as the modern calculations, and so that the comparison is simple and straightforward. 
The London records used for predictions extended hack over many years. For the dockyards 
there was at least one full year, part of 1831 and the whole of' 1832, from which to make 
time predictions for I833. 
The observations used lbr computing the Admiralty table, originated from two source types: 
a privately owned commercial dock in London and three government owned military 
dockyards. At the London Docks they noted the tides specifically for the commercial 
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convenience of the Docks. "' In contrast, the dockyard observations were specifically liar the 
purpose of making tidal predictions. The dillcrent natures of the observations' origin explain 
why the recently located record is only of the military tidal stations, that it does not include 
the private records made at the tidal station on London docks. The Sheerness record, 
complete from January 1832, exists because ofthe observations made there I'M- the great 
levelling which was carried out on the Thames, in the late 1820s, by John Augustus Lloyd. 
The published observations were once analysed by (George Airy, the Astronomer Royal, in 
1840, who had considered that they contained anomalies which lie wanted to investigate. 
", 
I lowever his manuscript papers contain nothing relevant in this direction. 
Am automatic tide gauge made all the Sheerness records. The precise mouth of installation of 
the automatic gauge at Plymouth remains uncertain but seems to have been some time in 
1832. At Portsmouth, the intended installation of an automatic gauge appears not to have 
been undertaken before May 1833, when the records cease. 
The Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory has supplied the modern calculations for the three 
ports. Amin in 1983 subtracted 'tides synthesised by modern constituents' from the 
corresponding observed time ofhigh water. I have derived the following data for I IW times 
for the three ports in the same way, deducting the contemporary predictions from the 
observations, to produce time intervals in minutes. Similarly, from the observations the 
modern synthesis is subtracted, producing further time differences. this gave it negative or 
positive interval of difference, in whole minutes. The frequency, the numbers of semi- 
diurnal observations ofeach same time difference then plots out the whole tour or five 
months in histogram form. 
° Ct 11, RG( )/6/499/82. 
''ý CUI. RGO/6/499/16. 
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There are two comparisons to be made of the data. The first comparison is between the 
observed tide at a particular port and the calculated tide; with the calculations being both 
contemporary and from a modern synthesis. The second comparison is between the three 
ports. The contemporary predictions are those published in the beginning of 1833, from the 
data preceding that year. The Proudman base the modern calculations on twentieth century 
tidal knowledge. 
Figure 31 Plymouth 1833: Comparison between contemporary and modem calculations. 
n 
Observed HW times minus calculated, minutes 
Table 10 Plymouth data analysis. 
Data Contemporary Modern 
Mean -I1 
Median 0I 
Standard Deviation 12 9 
Range 78 71 
No. of observations 292 292 
At Plymouth the values for the contemporary and modern are about the same. This suggests 
that there has been little change in tidal characteristics at Plymouth, as expected for a deep 
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water port, and that the cruder prediction methods for the contemporary are almost as good 
as for the modern. The modern histogram skews less than the contemporary one. 
The histograms for both Plymouth and Portsmouth are from 292 observations of HW made 
over five months. 
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Figure 32 Sheerness 1833: Comparison between contemporary and modern HW 
calculations. 
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Table 11 Sheerness data analysis. 
Data Contemporary Mean 
Mean 0 11 
Median 2 12 
Standard Deviation 18 12 
Range 89 72 
No. of observations 232 232 
At Sheerness, the outcome is decidedly mixed. The mean is not improved in the modern, but 
both the standard deviation and range are reduced. At this port, the published data only ran 
into four months of 1833, giving 232 observations. The time series gave large monthly 
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signals in the contemporary predictions; the limitation ofthe data set prevents their 
understanding. 
In the early autumn of 1832 Lubbock had reminded Beaulbrt, ol'how vitally necessary it 
was to have the observations annotated with precise 
details of the time, height, manner of 
z, ý 
recording, and the observer. Sheerness supplied most ofthe 
facts as wanted, but not 
Portsmouth or Plymouth. By the end ofthat season, it was Lubbock's 
inference, that what 
Portsmouth was supplying was actually in apparent time. 
"' Whilst the published 
observations are explicit, about the time being mean time rather than apparent, their graphed 
time series produced an offset, in comparison, which was so 
distinct as to cause the 
following investigation to be made. Willi Portsmouth (Figure 33), I have assumed the 
original observations to he in apparent time, as 
Lubbock interred, and have adjusted them by 
the equation ol*time. The result suggests that 
Lubbock's suspicion was correct. 
RSI. Letter Book 425 23 I. 
RSI, Letter Book 425.273. 
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Figure 33 Adjusted Portsmouth 1833: Comparison between contemporary and modem HW 
calculations. 
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Table 12 Portsmouth data analysis. 
Data Contemporary Modern 
Mean -4 9 
Median -3 10 
Standard Deviation 13 17 
Range 72 93 
No. of observations 292 292 
Were the observations for Portsmouth available for a full twelve months, then this study 
could definitely state whether the assumed application of the equation of time has been valid 
or not. With only four months available it can only be guessed at. 
The spread in the distributions could be due to measurement errors, or to errors in manually 
made predictions. Most importantly, some spread is likely to be due to the effect of storms 
causing small changes in HW times, and which no normal tidal prediction method can 
include. 
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8.7 DISCUSSION 
The British Almanac tide table was solely for London, yet it gave both I IW height and time. 
In contrast, the first Nautical Almanac tide table, uniformly for the lour ports concerned, 
gave Ii W times alone. The height of 1IW, and the time and height of l. W, not then given, 
developed erratically afterwards. A comparison of the observed heights could he made with 
heights from it modern synthesis, but it would not he germane to the purpose of this chapter, 
which is a comparison involving the 1833 predictions. This exclusivity of I IW time over 
height, for all four ports, one may partly attribute to the then relative ease of producing time 
rather than height predictions. In particular, data from the naval ports was not available for it 
full cycle. 
Some thought can be given to the basic data and the measurement accuracy. The automatic 
devices were then new inventions and hence untested, nevertheless, as simple clockwork 
devices they were uncomplicated. The automatically-made record is of a superior quality to 
the man-made one, because it is a continuous record ofthe actuality; whereas that manually- 
made is a reactionary record of extrema alone. Whilst the times are recorded to the minute, 
this discrimination is acceptable from the automatic gauges using stilling wells. On the other 
hand, it is a matter of coarse judgement in the case ofmanual recording, as the tide takes 
several minutes to make any discernible height change. This is particularly so where the 
level is observed in the open dock yard, A further complication with manual recording, is 
how to secure illumination of the water surläce at night. 
Shifts in the range oftime dillcrcnces are ofthe same order at all three ports. In summary, 
both contemporary and modern methods show remarkably similar distributions when plotted 
against observed times oil IW. At all three places, the mean and median are both negligible 
for the contemporary method. I lowever, the modern method has mixed results with a 
negligible mean and median for Plymuth, but values over 10 minutes for Portsmouth and 
Sheerness. 
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Note that the manual recorders took heights to the half-an-inch, but that it is the magnitude 
of the vertical range which helps in measuring the time of high water. Fortunately, all three 
ports exhibit good spring ranges, with Plymouth and Sheerness both being about 18 lcet, and 
Portsmouth a little less at 14 feet. 
They carried the observations on in a second series up to 1838, after which Airy considered 
that there were certain anomalies in the tine; despite his doubt, they do appear to be oFgood 
standard. '' This is justified by the contemporary predictions, appearing to he as good it 
match to the observed value (it'not better), than the modern predictions. The distributions of, 
diftcrences show that the contemporary method was generally as good as the modern 
method I'm one port, but was looking superior fir the other two ports. "Thus two ports show a 
bias error. I lowever, one should not interpret this, as showing that the modern method is 
actually less accurate, but is more probably because ofone or all ofthe following causes. 
Physical change can occur in the underwater landscape in a port and its approaches. 'I'bis 
could have particularly affected Sheerness which is above the shitting hanks and estuarial 
shoals of the Thames mouth. The relative deep water approaches to Plymouth would he clear 
of sedimentary täctors. Portsmouth is somewhere within the middle of'the other two type of 
port landscapes, and subject to some ofthe complex tidal influences peculiar to the inner Isle 
of W ight area. Of the three ports, it is in Portsmouth, where the period of' high water is 
extensive, that extra difficulty exists in deciding which is the particular minute of'I IW. 
8.8 1836 I IF: I(IH l' COMPARISON 
Within the meteorological archive of the Royal Society of London there are a number of 
tidal records from across the world. 'I hey include two volumes titled LO/ulon-Dock 7'ihle 
''' ('UI, RGO/6/499/147. 
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('om/ndalions. "` They purport to hold a IIda l record fir 1836, which was the year in which 
the Admiralty tables included heights. W. F. Russell made the computations, with funding 
from the British Association, under the direction of'. lohn Lubbock. Covering the period 180I 
to 1836, the record is set out somewhat curiously. 
The data is set out according to the hour of moon's transit, with the observed time and height 
of high water then inserted. In order to make present day use of the tidal observations, it 
copy was rearranged in the order ofordinary solar time, rather than that of'the moon. A Icw 
data points are missing, but the number of omissions was not significant enough to prevent 
an attempt at comparing tidal observations with predictions. 'I'here were erratic or 
observational omissions. What did prevent that comparison, was it regular but odd omission 
of data. 
When there is only one tide in a day, it is natural that there should be only one piece ot'data 
on that day. With semi-diurnal tides, it is normally the day when the tide is near midnight or 
noon. However, the extant London record preserves an omission in the fourth hour, that 
between three and lour o'clock. The omission is regular and also alternates between AM and 
PM, yet it remains unaccounted Iör. 
I attempted to look further into the data by putting the observations and predictions 
alongside each other. It could be seen that the heights ofthe two sets were a little out of 
sequence, but from the heights it was apparent that the Royal Society data was actually (or 
London as the title said so. A plain semi-diurnal tidal characteristic was also evident. 
Beyond that, the structure of the data has yet to receive an explanation and hence remains 
unusable. 
l, s RSI. MA 195. 
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The Admiralty predictions for 1836 had grown to include the high water time for eleven 
ports. For seven of the places, heights were also included. The fullest set of observations 
available, relative to those early tide tables, is that for Sheerness. 33" This is a complete record 
of the time and height of high and low water; begun by John Mitchell in 1832, it runs 
onward for several decades. It appears to be the only set of surviving observational data for 
1836, the year when the tables first included height prediction. 
Figure 34 Sheerness 1836: Comparison between contemporary and modern HW time 
calculation. 
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Table 13 Sheerness 1836 time data analysis. 
60 70 80 'HI 
Data Contemporary Modern 
Mean difference (Mins. ) 44 44 
Median difference (Mins. ) 4 20 
Standard Deviation (Mins. ) 71 48 
Range (Minutes) 204 131 
No. of observations 705 706 
3.36 Liverpool, Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory, Sheerness tidal record. 
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Figure 35 Sheerness 1836: Comparison between contemporary and modern HW height 
calculation. 
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Table 14 Sheerness 1836 height data analysis. 
Data Contemporary Modern 
Mean difference (Decim. ) 33 34 
Median difference (Decm. ) 6 8 
Standard Deviation (Decim. ) 45 50 
Range (Decimetres) 135 162 
No. of observations 706 704 
The set of Sheerness data, for the earlier analysis, was a different source to this analysis of 
1836. The earlier data was that taken from published observations of the three naval 
dockyards. The 1836 data is from Mitchell's manuscript record. More than one tide 
recording gauge was in use at Sheerness in the early 1830's; therefore it is possible that the 
two sets of data may have been from different gauges. 
A full year of 1836 data has been employed for this comparison, of times and heights, in the 
year that heights were added to the tables. In contrast only a season of 1833 data was 
available for the earlier analysis of HW time alone. I could have taken a longer set of data, 
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including the period subsequent to 1836. It was not, because only a simple comparison was 
wanted, for which one year was deemed sufficient. 
It would at first appear that the intervening three years obtained no improvement in 
contemporary prediction of I1W time. The spread of predicted I IW time, both contemporary 
and from the modern synthesis, might suggest that there were problems in obtaining accurate 
observations of time. This is partly borne out in comparing the data for 1833 and 1836, and 
particularly so when comparing the good symmetry in the height data. 
The synthetic method needs only one year of'data to predict I IW times; whereas it ideally 
needs a lull Saros cycle ofdata with which to compute I IW heights. Theref'6re tile 
contrasting good lit in the height data is surprising; this applies to both the contemporary and 
modern synthesised predictions. Knowledge 
is not available of how long a Sheerness record 
oftidal data was available for the contemporary computing. While Mitchell's record dates 
from January 1832 there is likely to have been more data available. This is because John 
Augustine Lloyd had presented his paper on the general Thames levelling down to 
Sheerness, in 1831. 
With heights, the more difficult factor emanating at Sheerness, it is only an extrapolation 
that improvement in time predictions should Follow. 
8.9 CONCLUSION 
The tide prediction method developed in the early nineteenth century remained the 
Admiralty method for a century; its generic title is the non-harmonic or synthetic method. 
Although developed in the second part of the nineteenth century, the Admiralty eventually 
adopted the harmonic method by the 1920s. While the harmonic method remains in use 
throughout the world, some tides in parts ofthe eastern North Sea remain suitable for 
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prediction by the synthetic method. As I have demonstrated, from the first, the non-harmonic 
method produced very acceptable I1W times compared to a modern synthesis. 
With Portsmouth, Plymouth and Sheerness being directly open to their respective 
influencing sea, at none of those places can changes he significantly attributable to man- 
made alterations, as was the case with the examination undertaken in the "Thames. For 
London Bridge, Amin ascribed some of'his ditTrences to changes in the secular trends in 
tidal harmonics. F: tfectively we have now extended the study to four ports. As there is 
conflicting evidence, for the three relatively close military places, and that two ofthe four 
ports are on the Thames, then it cannot he said that there is one common time-development 
in the phase of the tide, within the English south coast area. 
At least three comparisons have been made in total over the years, of the intrinsic use ofthe 
published prediction method used for the first Admiralty table. Although they were each for 
merely one ofthose four ports, that made up that tide table, London. This study extends 
judgment, and justification, for the original publication being brought into existence, to the 
authority of the modern harmonic method and the advantage of electronic computation. 
This chapter is the direct product of the collection of tidal correspondence. Alter the 
development of the synthetic method was established, the correspondence between the 
various scientists involved continued, but it naturally declined in quantity. I show some of 
that activity among those correspondents in the early part ofthe next chapter. The chapter 
following, describes the development of a prediction method, that competed with the 
synthetic li>r lüur decades, before gaining dominance. 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Asia offers much to tidal studies. For a thousand years a stone tide table has warned ol'a 
Chinese pore; and Newton discussed observations from the Gulf of'l onkin in his Prin(. i/)j I 
(chapter 6). This chapter shows how the investigation Iür Indian ports, turned the subject of 
tides from a closed area study (as in chapter 8), into a method suitable for the globe. In 
addition, it was for making Indian tide tables that an early computer was developed. It was 
also workers within Asia who reduced observations by both methods and computed tides; 
with their harmonic practices having now become universal. It is also shown how much, 
mere diligence contributed to tidal science. 
In the early nineteenth century there were many tide prediction sheets available für sale. All 
ofthe prediction methods that they used remain an unpublished secret. Then in 1829, John 
Lubbock, set out a method in the ('ont/)uniuf to /he British Alnruuue. Lubbock was the first 
to publish a method, it was für a specific place but was then adapted för prediction at other 
places. The method initiated by Lubbock became the Admiralty method, whose method's 
dominance endured för well over it century. 
Successful prediction relics upon the analysis of past observations, and so it was with tides. 
As there were so few past observations readily available, the Admiralty set about making it 
series of observations. From the autunin of 183 I onward, observers began recording tides liar 
this purpose at several places in Britain. By the end of 1832, with a full cycle of observations 
to hand, their analysis could begin and predictions be induced from them. The British Isles' 
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predictions, first out in 1833, were attracting the title of the Admiralty Tide Tables by 
1x57.; 1' 
9.2 GATHERING OBSERVATIONS 
As the investigation widened, so did the number of workers and agencies widen. Whilst at 
Cambridge, Lubbock had studied under William Whewell. Although Whewell was involved 
with Lubbock's investigation from the start, it was not until January 1831 that he himself 
had woken to an interest in tides. Whewell coined the word 'cotidal' and borrowed 
'tydology', from the Frenchman Sade, along the way. "" It appears to have been Lubbock 
who, sometime during 183 I, instigated the Royal Society's involvement in global 
observations. "' I lowcvcr, it was Whewell who utilised those that came in from Africa and 
America, and would later bring about a separate tidal survey, (conducted by the Coast 
Guard), around the whole coast of Great Britain in 1832. 
`" 
In January 183 I, Whewell read up on tides ofthe world, in the Phüuso/thicul 7ransac/iort. s. 
I Ic noted that the investigators ought to resort to the Fast India Company's Hydrographer, 
James Ilorshurgh, for full informationisi. It was then, when Whewell made clear to 
Lubbock, his intention to seek a systematic observation oftides around the whole globe. 
It took time for the different bodies to act; not until November 1832 did the Admiralty 
convey what the Royal Society had in mind, to the Company directors"". They sought 
observations throughout the colonies. The Royal Society laid down at which specilic places 
they wanted the tides measuring, such as Bombay and Singapore. In addition, they 
"' IIKIlO Letters In Before 1857,13.596; an earlier, less definite, citation was made in 1850 UKIlO 
Letters In 8.708; a later, authoritative, citation appeared in the 1868 British Association Report, 510. 
RSI. I. UB. W. 255. 
RSI. I. UB. R. 1 14. 
1.10 "Trinity College, Cambridge, Additional MSS a 206 . 
" RSI. LUß. W. 255. 
ýýý 131. IOR/F/4/ 1474/57936. 
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commanded the East India Company to make observations at other places, `that the Court 
may think conducive to the important object of l )rming a general theory of the tides'. 
With some forethought to uniformity, the Royal Society had designed a lin-m for tile 
undertaking, and it was widely distributed. Through 1833 and into 1834, the Company 
gathered observations in from a number of places within their domains. Several of the 
records obtained were simply of high and low waters, but at least some included the 
continuous record from a float gauge. When I lorshurgh collected the station reports he also 
compiled a memorandum. The stations were temporary affairs, as he then expressed 
concern at the expense of-a proposed building. 
I4orsburgh's memorandum, of September 1834, tells us how they measured tide time, using 
a compass for the meridian line and checking their obviously poor watches against it. I Ic 
proposed the superior method of using equal altitudes, but did not consider that sending out 
sundials from England was necessary. Shortly betöre I lorsburgh's death his colleague, the 
Admiralty I lydrographer, showed Whewell the reports from India. " Whewell sought more 
Indian short observation series in 1835, wanting them prior to the installation of anv 
automatic tide-gauges there. 
The Governor-General of India himself promised help. In late 1835, Lord Auckland, 
previously First Lord of the Admiralty, accepted the appointment of Governor-General. I he 
had a great personal interest in scientific research, and volunteered his aid in procuring an 
> 
extension of tidal and meteorological observations. 
1. i By 1839, Lubbock's interest had 
waned, and Joseph Foss Dessiou had become the director ot'the Admiralty tidal 
III, IOR/P! 4/1474/S7936. 
UKIIO Letters In W. 543. 
'ý" UKIIU Letters In 11.566. 
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programme. ''' Despite the interest from on high, Dessiou informed Whewell he was in 
receipt of several incomplete records. They were insufficient, and therefore could not he 
worked into predictions, in the same way as those for the Admiralty were. 
`' I lowever, 
Whewell considered that the scraps of information were worthy of being the content of an 
`eleventh serial', to his researches on the tides. 
'"" Whewell cited that Daniel Ross, Dessiou's 
assistant, gave assistance to him. In fact Ross wrote most of Whewcll's paper. 
*"' The words, 
in a letter dated October 1838 from Ross to Whewell, were subsequently published as the 
latter's. 
9.3 EARLY PREDICTIONS 
Auckland retained his direct interest and, in February 1840, two automatic tide gauges were 
despatched to India. Thomas Gamlen Runt, of Bristol, built them and then despatched 
them to Major "Thomas 13. Jervis of the Bombay Engineers. 
"' Jervis had the general 
superintendence of the Indian tidal investigation. at association of the Engineers and tides 
was to last until the end ol'the century; it was eventually to lead to one of their number 
elected a Fellow ol'the Royal Society. 
The tides were in the hands of the Engineers, probably because it was they who were 
undertaking the Survey of India. I lowever the Bombay Marine, which formed the initial 
Indian Navy, also distinguished itself as a school of surveyors. The Marine were constantly 
reputed to he jealous of the I; ngineers having the tides. This begun to show in 1847 when Sir 
"" Paul I lughes and Alan I). Wall, Thc, . ddmiralh, 
Tidal /'redicliuns u/1R33: Thcir ('nmpuri. vun ºº, ilh 
C'nnlempnrarp OhvcrrcNinn and ºrilh a Aludcrn 5ºvºlhc, vi. c, 'Ihc Journal oI'Navigation, IN II, (2004), 1- 
12. 
" Whewell R. 6.2O" 
318 William Whcwell, On ecrrlain Tic/t, Observations made in Ow /ndiun, ti'cu. v, Philosophical 
Transactions, CXXIX, (I839), 163-6. 
'49 Whcwell R. 6.20''" 
tJKIIO Letters In 11.643. 
ýý Whcwell R. 6.20'"'ý. 
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Charles Malcolm, aller reading the l3omhuv "l'inws, wrote to Whewell: he urged Whewell 
that more should he done on observations in Western India. 
"? 
Malcolm's associate, Professor A. B. Orlebar, had been the superintendent in Bombay after 
Jervis. Because the site was untivourahle, Orlebar had done away with the original We 
house, the one which they had used during 1833-4. 
"i During his temporary absence, and 
despite favouring Malabar Point, he had a permanent building constructed at the 
Observatory in 1842. Fortunately the self-registering gauge was still usable, and Orlchar 
began his observation series in December 1845. Although he departed from India in 
February 1847, his successor continued the series down to the end of 1848. Farlier, in 1845, 
the Government also directed Orlehar to commence observations at Karachi, among other 
places. Ile told Whewell how little was then presently being achieved, because of 'a lack of' 
co-ordination, and that the various records were likely to end up lost. 
As it turned out, Orlehar's series were not lost; William Parkes, in his Karachi harbour 
ý engineering work of 1857-8, used them. 
' a Parkes made several series of observations, 
firmed two prediction sets, and conducted three separate tidal discussions. Discussion is the 
term, used by the tidal investigators since 1828, for the mathematical treatment of the 
observations. The first series, at Karachi, were from a season's observations up to March 
1858; from which he predicted eighteen months up to December I860. 
"' Subsequent to the 
first discussion, Parkes obtained ()rlebar's 1846-8 Bombay observations and took them fi r 
his second tidal discussion. As he Iound that the self-acting machine recording the Bombay 
tides poorly adjusted, he then hoped to have those observations superseded by a better 
record. With an 1865 halt-year series of Karachi observations also in existence, the 
02 Whewell R. 6 20'a`. 
"' Whewell R. 6.20'ß'. 
's' William Parkes, On the 7'iclrs o/I3ornhuY antiknrrachc'e, Philosophical transactions, ('I, VIII, 
(1868), 685-96. 
lss William Parkes, Tidlc Tables /or thc' Port of l urreuchec' I''rain. hdr M-59 lo Occernher /860, 
(London, 1859). (These tide tables are presently located in the British Library at IUR/V/I9). 
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following year, the Secretary of State for India instructed Parkes to predict the tides of 
Bombay and Karachi, for 1867. Parkes calculated the predictions from his third discussion. 
"Then he had the wit and presence to check his predictions against observation, enabling him 
to revise the remaining half year of his 1867 predictions. 
'Ihc first predictions made by Parkes were on principles set out by George Airy, the 
Astronomer Royal. Parkes thought, From comparing the tables four the I ; nglish ports with the 
actual tides, that the difference should he tolerable. Ile found that that was not the case in 
India: '"Ihe tides on the coasts of India present a marked difference from those on our own 
coasts in the large amount of diurnal inequality to which they are subject. ' 1)esp, tc tile 
deficiency Parkes formed an annual set ol'tables in 1867; they were for both Bombay and 
Karachi and ran on to 1874. 
t; r, the observations, put in train by Parkes, were continued. 
'they were then available to a process that produced a sustainable Indian tidal serial. 
I fowever, that production was to require two further ingredients: a suitable prediction 
method, and computing power. 
Despite the deficiencies, the harmonic investigators properly lauded Parkes as the first to 
achieve any sort of success with Indian tides. 
' Parkes was among the first to undertake the 
whole process whilst in India: that is, the observation, discussion and prediction. 
The British Library citation for them is IUR/X/2868, but repeated requests lirr them in 2004 
produced the response that they were not available. 
S7 Edward Roberts, T L'-Tah/e. s liar the Purl of Bomhcay/o, the rear /SS(/, (London, I879); Iidward 
Roberts, "lYc% Tuhle. ti. /i, r the Port of Aurruchc'e for ihe. t'eur /&NO, (London I879). 
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Figure 36 Bombay's nineteenth century observation sites, the 
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9.4 THE SURVEY OF INDIA 
The synthetic method of analysis and prediction, perfected by Lubbock, had a practical 
disadvantage. Its proper use demanded data covering a full nineteen year cycle of lunar 
nodes. '"' Such a full set of data was not available in India, although it was becoming a place 
of meticulous geodesy. During the early part ofthe nineteenth century, the Survey measured 
a great meridional arc across the sub-continental land mass. The arc ran for over 1,600 
miles: from Cape Comorin in the south, to the I Iimalayas in the north. Measuring the arc 
was the work of the Survey of India. "There were several parts to this: with the (; real 
Trigonometrical Survey the main part, and the Tidal and bevelling Survey a sub-part of that. 
Some initial Indian tidal measurements were for establishing a national levelling . system. 
Those early tidal observations were in order to measure 
land heights above a datum, mean 
sea level. At first, the observations were merely ol'the 
height of high and low water, taken 
for a short fortnightly period, they recorded no times. The 1955 self registering tide gauges 
added for the same purpose, obviously included time, 
but unfortunately they too, were only 
The for short periods. 
ie' Tsynthetic method ut t ie Admiralty tables, required a year's 
observations to produce tide times alone; in addition, Parkes had shown that that method 
could not deal with the large diurnal inequality of Indian tides. 
By amid century, geologists believed the relative levels of land and sea to he changing in the 
sub-continent. That concept required a more exact determination ol'sea-level than had 
previously been made. To that end in 1863, the Great 'I Trigonometrical Survey of, India 
sought to place one ol'their personnel as an undergraduate at Canmbridge. 
'`' The area of main 
concern was the coast of the Gulf of ('utch. John "Thomas Walker, the General 
Cartwright. Tides u . ccienti/h 
hi. clnrv. 
Andrew Wilson Baird. -I 11unuul fine Tidal Oh. rerr'uliuns und their reduction hv the nrelh"il u/ 
lluwnonic :f nult. ýi, ti, (London. 1896). 
St. John's College. Cambridge, Adams papers I5.10. I (hereafter Adams). 
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superintending the Survey in 1872, then adopted the recommendations ol'a new tidal 
committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. 
The Survey's need was the native catalyst, eventually resulting in the Indian tidal serial. 
9.5 HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
The British Association had been involved with tides from its very foundation. 'T'heir new 
tidal committee coming together in 1867, included Airy and Bunt. Bunt had contributed a 
paper to the Royal Society only the previous year, in his report, Airy said that it was a good 
winding-up of the series of tidal investigations, which had formerly occupied so much of the 
Society's attention'" Another member of the committee, fresh from Atlantic cable-Drying, 
was Sir William Thomson. When Thomson asked about the precise purpose of the 
tt, s 
committee, Airy told him that their stated object was unclear. 
I lowever the Iünction of the committee was to promote a new tidal study. The new method 
needed records superior to those of the synthetic method. The old method only needed 
records of extreme height and its time, the new method wanted accurate records of the 
height at every hour. With lorty years of concerted tidal study behind them, even by then, 
good quality records were still in short supply. 
Thomson's theoretical interest in tides goes hack to when he was thoroughly embroiled in 
thermodynamics and the ugc' o/'thce c'urth question. Fourier's lhroriee uulrtic/ur th' hl 
c"hulc'ur had appeared in 1822, which Thomson studied, when in Paris in 1940, and mastered 
162'Ihe full committee was: Thomson, Adams, Airy, Bateman, Belcher, Bunt, Burdwood, 1)c I. a Rue, 
Fischer, Gassiot, I laughton. Ilind, Kelland, Moriarty, Oldham, Parkes, Price, Prichard, Rankine, 
Richards, Robinson, Sabine. Sissons, Stokes, Webster, Fuller & Iselin. William Thomson, Rrili., sh 
. '1. c, '"nciulinn for Ihc' :1 ch'crnc"emenl o/. 
S'rience Rc'porl, (London, 1868), 489. 
RSL RR. 6.34. 
Glasgow University Library, Kelvin M. 54 (hereafter Kelvin). 
Kelvin A. 3. 
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in a fortnight. "'' Then, in the autumn of] 861, he was the first to successfully realise the 
potential of adapting Fourier's methods to tides. In 1867, with "fait, he published how they 
might make the adaptation. "" So powerful was his insight that, at Norll)Ik, the meeting of 
the British Association decided to act upon his idea immediately. That December, three 
months after querying Airy, "Thomson had drawn tip a statement of explanation to the 
3ýu Committee on Tidal Observations. At that point, "Thomson then became the new light in 
tidal science. 
Supplementing Thomson's statement was a report by F. dward Roberts of the Nautical 
Almanac Office. 371 Roberts had been Airy's best supernumerary; but being such an asset did 
not stop Airy commending him to the Almanac as a computer, and to Thomson also. 
'Ile is the sharpest fellow that we have had fora long line. I le is not an educated 
astronomer, but speedily educated himselfto my special work, soon acquired the 
mastery of tables etc. IIe is perfectly familiar with all our work. Ile is the best for 
hunting out an error by irregular examination that we have ever had. '' 
Roberts, among all of the harmonic investigators, grew to have the longest association with 
the work. Roberts also impressed Thomson immediately, 
'He enters into the principle of the calculation in such a way as to give much more 
value to his work than if lie were a mere calculator'. 
36 CI J I. Additiona17656 K. 130; , 
foe 1). Burchfield, Lord /Cc/vin and the a, * o/ the earth, (London, 
1990'). 
"'' Sylvanus P. "Thompson, The li/c o/ lord Kelvin, (New York, 1976). 
Cartwright, Ticks a . sciccnli/ic 
hislort'. 
Peter G. Tait and William Thomson, Treatise on natural philosophy, (OxRxd, 1867). 
"o William Thomson, British A. csoc"iation /irr ilhe ,l ch'ancononi o/ Scicncc Report, (London, 1968), 
489-505. 
'7I Edward Roberts, British. . ssocialion/irr the. 'ldranconcnl o/, 
S'cicncc Report, (Lon(jon, 1868), 505- 
510. 
"' C'lJl. RGO 6/207/125. 
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Initially, the Committee for the purpose ofpromoting the extension, improvement, and 
harmonic analysis of Tidal Observations was large in number. It included Burdwood, who 
had succeeded Dessiou in directing the Admiralty's tables. So far, those tables, although a 
supplementary part of the almanac, had been compiled down at the Admiralty, on Whitehall. 
As the Hydrographer would not alter the construction of the tables, the accommodation 
address of its compilation remained the same; while Roberts directed the new tidal 
investigation from the Nautical Almanac Office, at 3 Verulam Buildings, in Gray's Inn. The 
result established a permanent diversity of tidal output in Britain. 
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The new investigation was more powerful than the old. Rather than it synthetic analysis of 
merely the extrema, the harmonic analysis, appreciating the whole tide, would serve a better 
purpose. The problem of a massive computing need was not at first realised. The committee 
did consider that direct observation would probably he more accurate, than the records of'the 
then most perfect tide-gauge. One ol'the committee's undertakings was to devise it reliable 
tide-gauge, but its main interests were considerations ofthe physics of'tides. 
Thomson and sonic of his volunteers made an attempt on an analysis, but it required 
committed work. With a grant from the British Association to defray expenses, Thomson 
gave Roberts the job of completing it. The selected observations for analysis, were a full 
year of Ramsgate"s, from 1864. Despite the stated misgiving about gauges, those Ramsgate 
observations were from such an automatic device, but it was one initially considered 
trustworthy. But unfortunately it was not - as part of the instrument stuck on the sea-bed 
during springs. Roberts's occcupation was that of an Almanac computer, consequently he 
could only work on tides during his free time. Therefore, it took Roberts until August 1868 
to finish the analysis. However Thomson had found an ideal tidal computer in Roberts. 
Flushed with the success ofthe Atlantic cable, the newly knighted Thomson was distinctly 
in the ascendency. Not only did he persuade the Superintendent ofthe Almanac to allow 
Roberts to give his whole time to tides, but succeeded in getting I)essiou assistants also. 
With this handsome arrangement duly made, Roberts swept on with alacrity, discussing 
other British and several French ports. 
The problem that now arose was that there did not appear to he a great many records of a 
sufficient quality or quantity available, for harmonic analysis. The excellent Liverpool 
record was of course readily available, as was the later series made by Parkes in Bombay. 
Data from the three ports of Ramsgate, Liverpool and Bombay, made up the first harmonic 
investigation of'tides. Ilowever, in total for Ramsgate and partially fir Liverpool, the new 
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investigation was without a purpose. For the home ports, with its semi-diurnal tide, the 
Admiralty already had a method which worked well. "their Lordships had no need to finance 
a new investigation around the British Isles. 
One ofthe first beneficiaries ofthe new method was the privately produced tide-tables I'or 
Liverpool. I lolden's annual tables, beginning in 1770 and running onwards fir 205 annual 
editions, although no longer made, remain the world's longest running tidal serial. 
171 fhcv 
were famous, and the data from which they derive had formed it very important part of 
Lubbock's investigation. The quality ofthe I lolden predictions improved from shortly after 
"Thomson announced his new approach. Roberts said that he had calculated them since about 
1870. i's As they were superior to the Admiralty table for Liverpool until 1915, clearly 
Roberts employed the new method there. Ramsgate was a Royal 1 larhour and did not enjoy 
a similar set of privately made tables. Therefore 
it would have seemed that the greater 
potential lay in India -- but that was not to 
be. 
Roberts concluded his report with the reason why he did not particularly use London 
observations. This was because ot'a substantial change having taken place in tile, 1,11,1111c, 
tide over the previous twenty-five years. The changes he attributed to recent events included: 
removal of obstructions, extensive dredging and construction of the embankment. 
Roberts was highly optimistic of the benefits they hoped to derive from the investigation- In 
addition to what Thomson had listed, Roberts anticipated learning ofboth an approximation 
to the depth of the sea, and the retardation of the earth's rotation. It was almost an aside 
when he said that, the benefit to conic from knowledge of tidal height at any time is very 
great. Apart from increased accuracy, this was the fundamental advantage of the harmonic 
method, over the synthetic. 
Philip I.. Woodworth, Three Georges and unr Richard Holden: 11w Liverpool tide lah/c makers, 
Transactions of-the I Iistoric Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, CIA, (2002), Ie)-S I. 
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With the harmonic method the germ of a second element toward the Indian tables came into 
being. The method however required testing. 
9.6 HARMONIC PREDICTIONS 
Co-operation across the Channel might not have been ofthe first order; fi>r a Frenchman had 
pioneered a form of harmonic analysis as early as 1842. 
"' It was a perhaps primitive Born 
and did not have the influence of the later, more rigorous method. 
The United States Coast Survey had given their utmost co-operation to pleas 1'()r help Droll, 
the early tidal investigators. 1A reciprocal request cane in 1846 from the Washington 
observatory. ; 78 What they wanted was lör Airy to supply formulas, with which they could 
reconstruct the deficient American Almanac. Co-operation existed across the Atlantic ii, not 
the Channel. 
Typical, was the chance offer of a new tidal theory, sent to Britain from the American 
interior, Cincinnati in Ohio. "' The offer came in early 1870, hefi)re the Association 
published the tidal committee reports of the preceding year. 
"" Thomson's delayed report 
shows that, lie then added Fort Point, near San Francisco, to the previous three places oI- 
observation. 
For the Pacific, there had been some I i_jian observations available Uº'I'humsom at the start; 
they, however, were too short a series. Trying to select a Pacific port, he had learnt from 
'7s Cl J I. DAR 251 /5208. 
David I:. Cartwright, Rimi ('ha--allnn (0)r90l/eir "inOnienr ltý'drograhhe" II istory of 
Oceanography, XV, (2003), 2-3. 
177 Whewell R. 6.20"" 
7" ('111, RGO 6/203/3) I. 
7" Adams 15. I. 1. 
190 William Thomson, ßrili. eh . -fe. cc>c"ialiun /()r /he 
A e/rancemenl o/ Science Report, (London, 1870), 
120-5. 
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their publications that the Coast Survey had installed automatic gauges on their west coast. 
In November 1868 lie asked the Superintendent of'the Survey for a trustworthy series. By 
April 1869, Roberts was in receipt of the Fort Point data, the place which the Superintendent 
had selected. There were then four observation stations: Liverpool, Ramsgate, Bombay and 
Fort Point. The latter prove to be particularly special because it had the largest diurnal tidal 
component. This was the element which had been troublesome to Parkes with Bombay. 
By September 1870, Roberts had gone on to compare his consequent predictions for Fort 
Point with the next series of observations. Julius F. I lilgard (1825-1891 ), of the Washington 
Observatory, sent these to him. When he sent the second set, Ililgard said that he would he, 
'surprised ifyou can get reliable constants out ofeven two complete years'. Roberts 
obtained an important result. The comparison done by Roberts was with Only one year but 
the agreement was remarkably good. The result from Fort point had vindicated the harmonic 
analysis. Harmonic analysis could provide all of the sensible tidal components for 
prediction. 
Thomson presented the bulk of the results to the British Association meeting, coincidentally 
held at Liverpool in 1870. Some of the available data was quite old. That of Liverpool and 
Fort Point was from the end of the I 850s. A further set came from Karachi, for the two years 
beginning I May 1868. "l With the Karachi set, Roberts compared predictions from the 
harmonic analysis and Parkes' method, together with the actual recorded heights of 
November 1869.1 is published his comparison as a graph at the end ol'the 1970 report. 
By that stage ofthe investigation, further work on Ramsgate was beginning to show that it 
had some similarity, in its characteristics, to Liverpool. Liverpool, an important station 
because of its long record, was without a large enough diurnal tide for further examination. 
391 Edward Roberts, British . Association Jor the Adrancenwnt o/ Science Report, (London, 1870), 125- 
151. 
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However, despite Fort Point showing the worth of the harmonic method, some of the 
original optimism was beginning to wane. "fhomson then saw that solving the necessary 
equations, by direct calculation, was a very labour-intensive process. 
Thomson acknowledged, in the conclusion to the second report, that perhaps Airy had been 
the first to use harmonic analysis with one particular aspect of tides. Thomson then 
recognised that the plan for calculating predictions, for the strongly twice-a-day Atlantic 
tides, was quite sound. He saw that the synthetic method was acceptable for the British 
coast. But, lie pointed out, for the rest of the oceans, where diurnal tides were strong; the 
computation needed was a higher level. 
Parkes had successfully accomplished this tier the first time at a location beyond the North 
Atlantic. While Parkes had modified the basic synthesis for Bombay and Karachi, his 
modification had been empirical. This was what Thomson meant by Parkes' method being 
only practically sufficient. Bolstered by the authority ofthe committee, Thomson believed 
that he should apply the harmonic system instead. Ile particularly asked fir more 
observation stations in India; offering the allure that Indian predictions could then he as 
good and reliable as those in F. ngland. lie referred to the harmonic system's searching 
character; that it had an exhibition facility, which was altogether independent of theory. 
I lowever, lie knew that the new system demanded more computing power. 
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The harmonic method had stood up well to the test. 
Yet, without some answer to the 
calculation burden, the harmonic method would 
not prevail - demand could not justify the 
cost of huge manual calculation as 
it stood. 
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9.7 TI IF PREI)ICT[R 
The tide predicter is an analogue calculating machine, an early form of'computer. " During 
his career, Thomson took out patents for seventy devices, none of which were for tidal 
apparatus. '' In the summer of 1873 the first working tide predicter was constructed under 
Roberts' direction, in London (Figure 38). '° Consisting ten components, it has attracted a 
description of the British Association predicter. Roberts showed Thomson the predicter, for 
the first time, that October. At the showing, Thomson expressed surprise that Roberts had 
not named it the Sir William Thomson predicter'. Thomson, with his good regard for 
Roberts' mathematical skills, kept up a professional relationship with Roberts until . tune 
1879. Then, that summer, Thomson shunned and deserted Roberts, and turned to Andrew 
Wilson Baird, of the Royal Engineers, for computation. Iie did so as a result of Roberts 
repeatedly naming a new machine as his own. 
"' 
Between 1873 and about 1881, with his own company in Scotland, ' Thomson produced an 
alternative design, in an eight component predicter (Figure 39). 
'x" Although never applied to 
any practical use by himself, he was able to sell it to the French in 1901. 
`x' Meanwhile, in 
May 1878 the Indian Government commissioned a larger tide predicter for themselves, 
directly from Roberts. "' In the April following, the Indian predicter was brought to a 
workable condition. '" That spring, "Thomson invited Roberts to write a description of the 
ým - Indian predicter, that Thomson would present to the Royal Society. Thomson well so far 
'"' Roth preclicler and preclic"lur appear in The Concise Oxlord Dictionary. 
193 Silvanas P. Thompson, The li/i' n% Lord Kelvin, (New York, I976), 1275-7. 
'"' London, Science Museum, Inv. no. 1976-1 129. 
18S James Forrest, Discussion nn tidal ins! runicnls, Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution (), -(, i il 
Engineers, LXV, (1881), 26-64. 
William Thomson, The tiý7e s crude, liclul harmonic analt', ser, and tide preclieler, Minutes of 
Proceedings ofthe Institution ufCivil I': ngineers, I. XV, (I881), 2-25, I'he analyser is: London, 
Science Museum, Inv. no. 1896-60. 
97 Anonymous, Title Predictini, ' Aluc"hine. s, (International I lydrographic Bureau, special publication 
no 13), (Cannes, July 1926), 13. 
; xx lames Forrest, Disc us. sinrt on tidal insh'unlenis, Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of ('ivii 
I'; nginecrs, LXV, (1881), 26-64: (`t II. Additional 7342 R. 87. 
`"`' Peter U. fait and William Thomson, "treatise on nuna'ul philosophy, (Oxtbrd, 1867): Additional 
MSS, 7342 R. 94. 
1°0 Edward Roberts, The title prec/ic ier, Nature, XXIII, (I881), 555. 
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as to offer the paper's formal reading but required Roberts to change the title. The original 
title alluded to Roberts as the inventor rather than Thomson. Roberts stood his ground. 
Rebuffed, Thomson then arranged fir the Society's secretary, rather than himself, to he the 
paper's official communicator! 
" Preferring not to enter the fracas, the secretary sought a 
zo 
neutral title for the paper from Roberts. 
Figure 39 Thomson's 8-component tide predicter; '" 
I Award Roberts, Prelinninarriv note on u new lido'-prt'clic"Ic'r, Proceedings of the Royal Society, 
XXIX, (1879) 198-201. 
"'`' CI II. Additional 7656 RS. 142S. 
°01 Tidal ins! runwnts, Minutes of Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, LXV (188 I) Plate I. 
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Figure 40 Roberts' 20-component predicter 
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As the India Office machine was rather large, they kept it down in Lambeth, at the Indian 
Store Depot on Belvedere Road (Figure 40). 
Thts full mechanical details, given in an article 
in The Engineer that December, included the unequivocal title of Roherls 's lisle-/pre(/icibig 
machine. ", More powerful than the 1873 prototype, it had twenty components. Slides 
improved the pulley method. As the pulleys were an approximation, slides gave more rigour. 
The machine cost £800. Just het re the description's publication, the India Office attempted 
to offset their costs and set about making the machine available fir hire.; 
)" The final 
decision was not taken lightly. Not until August 1880 did the Secretary of State resolve that 
Roberts was authorised to make the availability generally known. 
1117 
Meanwhile'Thomson was manoeuvring to have the machine moved out to India. What he 
wanted was tür the man making the observations and reductions, to also make the 
predictions. It would have been a good idea, were it not tür the remoteness of the field 
worker from the knowledge of the academics. Early in I880'Thomson sent Baird a 
preliminary set of instructions l 'or operating the predicter. When Baird responded, asking 
. 
to be shown exactly how, the difficulty involved was immediately apparent. 
týr' Thomson 
clearly invited Baird to improve and then publish the instructions; the idea must have been 
flattering. Unfortunately Thomson went a little too CU. Thomson asked Baird to declare 
himself; "Thomson, as the author and inventor of the system of harmonic analysis, which he 
was. Thomson also asked 1ür a declaration of himselfas the designer of'the predicting 
machine, which was contentious. auu Although Baird side-stepped this contentious issue, he 
was still made the joint author, with Roberts, ofthe Indian tide tables from 188 I. 
Additional MSS, 7342 5.572; CI II. Additional 7342 R. 96. 
Edward Roberts, Rohcerl. e'. s tlele prccýic line machine. F he Engineer, XXXXVIII, (Dec. 19. I879), 
Plate facing page 447 1 447 450. 
CUI. Additional 7342 5.572. 
Anonymous, Nahere, XXIII, 1881,467. 
Sot CIJI. Additional 7342 135; a later copy of instructions is preserved in CUI. Additional 7342 
PA. 200. 
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While corresponding with Baird, keeping him fully up to date, Thomson was also planning a 
soiree on tidal machines, at the Institute ol'Civil Engineers. Thomson's purpose with the 
soiree was to try to impose his primacy of invention. The reading and discussions took place 
over three evenings of March 188 1. As the record of the soiree is only minutes of the 
meeting, so it is without emotion. Unfortunately the garbled minutes are the only record to 
exist; and they mix up an account of a model donated to the Science Museum in 1881 with 
one donated in I876.101 A more natural and open correspondence ensued in the journal 
Nature, clearly showing that the tide predicter had a nixed parentage. 
9.8 "TI IF PRI: DICTFR'S ORIGINS 
'A description of a machine for finding the numerical roots of equations and tracing a 
variety of useful curves', which Francis Bashlorth (1819-1912) described in 1845 may he 
called the model idea. "2 Seeing the need fir a computing aid, Thomson sought to design 
such a harmonic machine. "Then in August 1872, at Thomson's behest, Roberts met 
Beauchamp Towers, a young construction engineer. At the meeting, where they discussed 
making a mechanical tide predicter, Towers suggested adapting Wheatstone's chain and 
pulley. "Thomson then put the whole idea to the British Association meeting in Brighton. 
With funding fiom the Association, Thomson then had a wooden model (Figure 4I ) made, 
by 
. I. 
White (d. 1884) ofGlasgow. Thomson also proposed making a second model. 
"' CUL Additional 7342 I3.59a. 
"" Compare: Anita McConnell, Geopln. sics & Gcoma iteti. em, (London, 1996) 24-5; with: William 
Lhomson, %hc tide, t=unsre, tidal harmonic analv. ccr, und lido predicier, Minutes of Proceedings ofthe 
Institution of Civil Engineers, I. XV, ( 1881), 16-17. 
aW Francis Bashiorth, Tide-prcdiciins; machines, Nature, XXIV, (I881), 53. 
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Figure 41 The wooden model 
Paul I lul; hes 
There were problems with Thomson's wooden model which Roberts assisted in solving. 
While Thomson was away, Roberts devised another model which worked. Made of metal, 
this model has two-components; and the parallel slides are in a horizontal plane 
Figure 42.40i Begun in February, Roberts showed the new model to Thomson in May 1873. 
Roberts then made a second two-component model to incorporate Thomson's ideas. 
Thomson's suggestions, for it to be in a vertical plane and without slides, were not a success. 
From June, based upon the horizontal model, Roberts directed the manufacture of a ten- 
component fully working machine - the British Association machine. 
404 
Alexander Lege, of London, constructed both the horizontal model and British Association 
machine. The machine cost £155.405 All of the disbursements from the funds went through 
40' London, Science Museum, Inv. no. 1881-13. 
404 London, Science Museum, Inv. no. 1876-I 129. 
405 Additional MSS, 7342 R. 82. 
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Thomson. Altogether, the Association gave £1,380 to the harmonic investigation. 406 While 
Thomson was the investigation's part-time chairman, Roberts was a Nautical Almanac full- 
time organic computer. 
Figure 42 The 2-component model 
I 
Roberts exhibited the British Association machine in September 1873, at their Bradford 
meeting. Then the Queen opened the exhibition at South Kensington, where they first gave it 
a public display, before sending it off to the 1878 Paris Exhibition. 
"" While Thomson was 
planning his soiree, he donated the very first wooden model to the museum, and got the 
Association to donate the horizontal metal model. Thomson did not donate the unsuccessful 
406 O. J. R. Howarth, The British Association for the advancement of science: a retrospect 1831-1931, 
(London, 1931), 271. 
407 CU L Additional 7342 R. 9 I; Catalofue of the special loan collection of scientific instruments at the 
South Kensington Museum in 1876,3` edition (London, 1877). 
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mode I, which now appears lost. The International GcographicaI Congress at Venice in 1881, 
attended by Baird rather than Roberts, again exhibited some apparatus. "" 
After the soiree, Thomson publicly mixed up both chronology and descriptive names. I Ic 
described the late-made analyser as the first made predictcr. (Thomson produced similar 
confusion, patenting the ancient magnetic compass but with which he descended to 
litigation. ") Recent scholarship considers him to have developed a habit of picking tip ideas 
and talking as if they were his own. 
'I I 
Professur ßashforth concluded the public correspondence innocuously. " 
25"' of 1881, ßashfiorth wrote to John Couch Adams. 
I'hcn on October 
When I passed through London I went to the South Kensington Museum to sec 
fhomson's't ide predictor, and fund it simply my old instrunlcnt, only without the 
provision fir keeping the chains parallel. I find Thomson referred to my machine in 
his paper befi)re the Institution of 'C. I : ngineers so I have sent him a copy of nºy 
lithograph. I do not know Mr. Roberts but I think he is hardly entitled to call the new 
, aij machine his own. 
It seems possible for Bashforth to have been referring to the concept as his. It was the sanºc 
concept in all: of the wooden model, the two component metal model, the British 
Association machine and Thomson's predicter. The South Kensington Museum 
contemporaneously held all four pieces. A decade later ßashforth reprinted his original 
description, to which he added an appendix on the predicter. Annotated by him, one copy 
sets out his claim. "' ßashfürth's diagram (Figure 43) is ofa lour component machine. 
10" Cu t. DAR 251/3025. 
1Üi William Thomson, The tide predieter, Nature, XXIII, (1881), 482; IIdward Roberts, The tidy 
predieter, Nature, XXIII, (1881), 555: William Thomson, The tide predicver, Nature, XXIII, (1881 
578. 
H" W. I:. May, Lord kelvin w0 his compass, The Journal of Navigation, XXXII, (I January I979), 
122-134. 
David I. in ley, Degrees Kelvin, (London, 2004), p181. 
Francis Bash forth, Tide-predic'tin, c' machines, Nature, XXIV, ( 1881), 53. 
Adams 3.14.2. 
Francis Bashtorth, Reprint of a description of a machine for /biding the numerical roots of 
equations and tracing a variety o/ use/il curves ... Comm unicated to the 
liriti. sh. t. ssociation /' -/i will, 
un appendix containing extracts /ruin papers relating to the inveintion 0/ /he tide predicter, 
(Cambridge, 1892). (the annotations are in the British Library copy. ) 
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Figure 43 t3ashlorth's 1892 rendition of a 4-commponent diagram of 1845 
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With the available evidence, rather than having just one inventor, it seems sensible to 
consider that the tide-predictor had several contributors. In 1882, at the Southampton 
meeting of the British Association, 'Thomson gave an Evening Lecture. In a later published 
text of the lecture, he properly acknowledged Bashll)rth 
but not Roberts. There `Thomson 
wrote: 
The first instrument which I designed and constructed for use as a 'F'ide Predictor 
was described in the Catalogue of the Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus at 
South Kensington in I876. "' 
As the name of the actual constructor, I, cgc, is visible in the middle plate of that machine 
(Figure 38), it alone throws Thomson open to simple plagiarism. Is it not ironic, that the 
device discussed between 'lowers and Roberts resulted in an Indian predicter, as their 
discussion took place onboard the La/la Rookh I'homson's yacht named after it princess 
of Indian tragedy? 
IIS William I, homson, I'o/xrlal. I. c'c/rtrr. S urrcl Ar/Jresses in Thl- e I'n/uares, 1,0111111c, 11/ N(rvi, t; aniolw/ 
4JJirirs, (I. ondon, 1891), 184. NU the mixture of the suffixes, er and or, to predict, is 1'homson's. 
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9.9 TA13EES FOR TI II: INI)IAN PUR l'S 
Thomson had tried as early as 1876 to get the Admiralty I lydrographer, Sir Frederick John 
Owen Fvans (1815-1885), to adopt the harmonic method tier the British home ports. '"' 'I hat 
incumbent came to outrightly reject 'I'homson's invitation. 
''' The office changed hands in 
1884 and again in 1904. Early in 1903, when they knew that the then hydrographer was on 
his way out, they also hoped a change of policy would follow. 
lI It did not, it was not until 
the second decade of the twentieth century bellre change came. 
In addition to I lolden's private initiative in Liverpool, there was one other attempt to 
produce tables by the new method fir a British port. It was fir a year following the 
successful introduction of the method at Liverpool. This other attempt was during the time 
of Roherts' conflict with "Thomson. Roberts produced a tide table fir London Bridge, fir 
1883.11" As no more were issued, rather than conclude they were of poor quality or 
otherwise a commercial failure, one may suspect that he received official opposition; no 
doubt fuelled by Thomson's attitude. 
Sometime in 1872, when General Walker decided to liallow the British Association 
recommendations, Baird, it Captain in the Royal Engineers was on leave in Britain. The 
Survey deputed Baird to study the new tidal method and did so under'I'homson. '''0 I le 
subsequently went out to India, first setting up meteorological observations in the Gulf of 
Kutch. It was not until 1877 that the Indian (iovernnient gave instructions to make tidal 
observations at all their principal ports. The purpose ol'the observations was For general 
M, Cll1. Additional k. 89. 
'" (111. Additional 1:. 92. 
"" ('UI. I)AR 251/5208. 
'I') Edward Robcrts, 
.1 /idc-labli'fiu- 
/N, 13, (London, 1883). The only known copy ofthis is in the 
British Library. 
12 Cl J1,1)AR 251/3025. 
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scientific interest; their utility for making tidal predictions, for navigation, was a secondary 
consideration. 
In February 1872, the Association ordered Thomson to apply to the Indian Government, to 
get them to pay fir observations. There was some delay helore beginning observations, but 
when sufficient did become available they speedily gave them analysis and then put to 
prediction. By March 1878 the India Office, paying out £ 120, had predictions liar Bombay 
and Karachi Billy printed. ' Roberts did all of the work lör the tables, they were I or the year 
of 1880. '2' Probably because of them being for somewhere remote from London, they also 
included the following year's January. Roberts initially printed the tables for the two ports 
separately; but lie soon put them together, and with Baird added more ports until it became 
an oceanic set oftide tables. 
Roberts made the preliminary Indian predictions with the British Association calculator, 
housed at South Kensington. Whilst he ran of predictions for Mauritius, I'renurntle and 
other Indian Ocean ports in early 1878, plans fr the new machine were already 
' 
underway. 12r They added Aden that same year and resumed work on I iji. 
'ý 
The machine tor the Indian Government was explicitly tior the production of tides for twelve 
Indian pot-ts as well as Aden. Adcn was important to the government as a hunkering port. 
Roberts and Baird quickly developed a necessary close co-operation. Baird issued a report, 
where he reduced observations tier Bombay, Karachi and Okha. Local computers, In Pune, 
121 Andrew Wilson Baird. . -I 
%Ianual /nr I idol Oh. verraiwn. c unCý Ihrir rrc/lcclicur hr Ihr nrrlhncl u/ 
llurnn)nir :1 uuh'. vis, (London, 1886). 
Cl T Additional 7342 R. 86. 
I.: dward Roberts. Tide-Tuhlr. v lint Ihr Port of l3onihut'for Ihr}'rar /SRO, (London, I879); I? dward 
Roberts, 7'icJc'-lühlr. v li'r Ihr Perl of %nrruc"hc'r /or Ihr rear /A'nti'(), (London, I879). 
CU L Additional 7342 R. 87. 
CIA. Additional 7342 R. 89. 
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did the reduction. I lis report in November 1879 was on data gathered in prior to 1877. the 
report he made twelve months later: liar Bombay, Karachi and Aden, was on 1979 data. º'`' 
By July 1880, Baird's investigation was expanding rapidly. Karwar, Baypore, Paunchbar 
(between India & Ceylon), Madras, Viiagapatam, Port Blair (in the Andamans), Rangoon, 
F. lephant Point, Moulmein and Amherst he added first. Ile was also to shortly establish other 
stations at False Point, Sangor, Diamond I larbour (on the I Iooghly), Calcutta, I3hanvagar 
(head of(iuli'of Cambay) and probably Negapatan. 
1'1 
Roberts computed data for the serial, with the Indian predictor located in London, for over 
tour decades. '28. Roberts manipulated the machine to compute the predictions. The 
predictions for 1880 were deduced by coefficients supplied by Baird, with Roberts cited as 
the sole author. This changed in 1881 to the Tong-held title of /'ic/e-]all/es. /inr I/n' /nc/iun 
Ports. They were prepared in London to 1922, and subsequently by the Survey of India in 
Dehra Dunn. Published in two parts fionm 1889 to 1924, Part I contained the Western Ports, 
and Part 2 the Eastern and Burma Ports. It was not until I931 that the title slightly altered to 
accommodate the whole Indian Ocean littoral. 
Table 3 displays the swill expansion, poll by port, ofthe Indian tide tables. I)oodson & I. cgc 
brought a new predicting machine, into the tables' production fir 1955. The ongoing serial 
remains as a table of Indian and only selected I reign ports. Inflation has lifted the price to 
2,000 rupees. '2" 
-''6 ('( I I. Additional 7342 PA. 196. 
''' Cl 1I. Additiona17342 13.4. 
Adams 12.14.3. 
Anonymous, Indian ride lahles 2003, (I)chra Dun, 201)2). 
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9.10 INTE. RNA"TIONAI. DI VI, I, OPMI, N'I 
The British Association reconstituted the committee in 1883: with Thomson gone, Adams 
alone survived from the old committee. "" On the committee with Adams, there was just 
George Darwin sitting. "They found that they were engaged in the supervision of the 
reduction of Indian tidal observations; it was an extensive observation series for a 
developing publication. In 1887, on the verge of reappointment elsewhere, then Baird also 
became a part ofthe tidal committee. 
"' 
fhonºson ot'course did not drop out of tides: he went on to manufacture many tide gauges as 
well as other predicters. lie also formed another small committee in 1885; this was in order 
to reduce Dover observations and connect them with observations made on the continental 
coast. l The experiment was an early use ofco-ordinating Greenwich 'l'ime. Interestingly 
for the comparison, he used a common datum-plane of twenty feet below the Ordnance 
datum of Great Britain. Unü rtunately, despite the obvious differences in measurement units, 
the data gathered in was had. 
The initial results were rather poor. The observations taken at Dover, Ostend and Boulogne, 
were in separate countries. ' 
;z It had seemed to he a difficult task to get lull co-operation 
across three political units. Ilowever, alter Thomson's death, Roberts graciously revisited 
the data. he even published the results. 
" r 
When Darwin became chairman, the distribution ol'the investigative forms, in addition to 
Washington and sonic British ports, was also via Paris, Berlin and Vienna. Full International 
"'' George I loward Darwin, British . "issociuli(m /o, r Ihr . -I clvuncenienl u/ , Scicvicc Rep orl, (I . ondon, 
1883), 49-117. 
"' 0111, DAR 251/3218. 
132 James N. Shoolbred, British. Issociatimi /irr the : tehcincemenl 0/, Science Report, (Lon(lon, I885), 
60. 
j, ý CIJI. DAR 251/2852. 
114 Edward Roberts, Re-redo lion of I )over liclul of ervulion, c /or IN S34 etc, Proceedings of the 
Royal Society, (A), I_XXXVIII, (1913), 230-233. 
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exchange of information was not agreed until 1896. 
"ý Yet the early cross-channel difficulty 
contrasted with transatlantic co-operation. 
The United States Coast Survey was quicker on the uptake. They had designed their on 
predicter by 1882. They used that particular machine, I'or predictions, from 1885 through to 
1914. The American machine summed nineteen constituents. In Britain, there was a 
deliberate coordination of the American and Indian method of investigation. Darwin's wife 
being herself an American no doubt facilitated this. 
The American activity directly inspired the Canadians to promote new tidal observations for 
the harmonic method. "" The Canadians were explicitly 
interested in producing tide tables 
because of heavy shipping losses. Ready with a 
list of wrecks, their needs were most 
pressing in 1884, but it took another three years 
befüre obtaining funds for an effective 
harmonic investigation. "' The Canadians did the converse to what happened in India, they 
sent their observations to England for reduction, 
because of the fully developed calculating 
"x system there. 
When the Geographical Society of Australasia wrote asking for advice, as they proposed to 
Observations were already coming in Isom begin observations, Baird gave a wide view. 
tto 
South Africa; and both I long Kong and Singapore were starting observations. Baird 
indicated how their apparatus in India was about to become spare; he considered it ought to 
he made available for colonial use. 
Steacy 1). h irks, Thr Iicä, /n rc/irlic, n Cc'ntrnurT, cr/ Ihce I 'nilc'rl. S'<if ", ('ou. ' I uncl ( ic'nc/rIic" Su 
InternationaI IIydrographic Review, IV IV part 2, (1967), 121-13 I. 
'"' Alexander Johnson, Rrilish 1sscrciaUiun /Or the' ldr nccvnc'nl c, /', Science Rr/nrrl, (London, 1885) 
33-34. 
Alexander Johnson, Re xn"I n Ihc' c'nnnnillc'c' ... (1> )ciinlrcl ur- /lit' uu" rn, %c r. prnlnnlin g Iiclcrl 
observations in ('unuclu, British Association Im the Advancement ot'Science Report 1885,33-34. 
('1JI. I)AR 251/3037. 
ý'O CU I. DAR 251 /3025. 
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9.11 AFTI, R EFFECTS 
In the end, Baird did not compile any instructions li)r the predictor. lie did, however, write at 
least three scientific papers. I lis manual fir making observations and reducing them by 
harmonic analysis became a standard. I"' As early as January 1883 Baird had set his sights on 
becoming a fellow of the Royal Society. The Indian tidal investigation had trained observers, 
ºnd numerous automatic recording gauges, strategically placed around the entire coast. It 
was in a commanding position to make useful commentary on oceanic events. Krakatoa, a 
very large volcano on Java in the East Indies, blew up in a most spectacular lashion on 27 
August 1883. The Indian tide gauges recorded the consequent tidal wave, particularly its 
time of passing. Conscious of his scientific goal, Baird immediately wrote it letter to Nature 
about the event. 'then he contributed it paper on it to the Royal Society. 
" "I IC got closer to 
his goal in a joint tidal paper with Darwin and Thomson. 
"Baird's election to the Icllowship 
in 1885 was largely due to the strong sponsorship of interested parties: I)arwin and 
W Thomson. 
By 1883, after eleven years of work, the end of the large Indian investigation was coming 
into focus. '" Baird continually fed Roberts with reductions, who, by then, was spending 
much time on the predicter. Trouble with Port oflicials re-emerged but Baird, the engineer, 
ºr kept the ascendancy. 
When Baird transferred out of tidal duties in I880, lie had already begun to wind down the 
large investigation in India. The Survey planned the wind down. I lowever, with their able 
computers in Poona having spare capacity, they then transferred some reduction work from 
Ho Andrew W ilson Baird, .1 munuul. 
/inr lhlul uhservuliuns uncllheir reduction ht' the mellnic/ u/ 
harm ()Ili, unult'si. c, (London, 1886). 
111 Andrew Wilson Baird. On Ihe' liclul c/islurhunc"c'. s caused hP the Vol-Mit' eruj)liuns ul. /ui'u 2-'ý' unc/ 
'S''/' Iut, 'usl lSS3, (Calcutta. 1884). 
11' Andrew Wilson Baird, George I loward Darwin and William Thomson, Brilish. -Issuriuliun/in'the 
:I chunremenl a/ Sc ienee Rc' orI, (London, 1886), 40-58. 
CUI. DAR 251/2530. 
ýýý CI. ll. Additional MSS, 5750 28. 
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l, ngland. They got the observations ofthe three ports of'fhomson's latest investigation. 
Baird initially transferred temporarily to the Mint at Calcutta, and became Deputy Surveyor- 
General of the Survey of India. In that capacity he was still able to supervise, at it distance, 
the remaining tidal work. At the end of 1888 Baird became Master of the Mint, then the 
world's largest, and lost direct contact with the tidal branch. * Ile said its work was done. 
During the wind down the Survey envisaged that they would continue to observe tides in 
India at about six places: four permanent stations at important places, and perhaps two 
aºh 
places selected for scientific purposes. 
After Baird withdrew to those other duties, several Survey officers followed on as the first 
named author of the tide tables. Thomson, by then president of the Royal Society, heavily 
promoted the formation ofa National Physical Laboratory. As it was not actually brought 
into existence until 1901 naming the Laboratory as the tables' second author in 1897, now 
appears curiously premature. By about 1903, with the Indian predicter relocated to 
Teddington, the new Laboratory took over its operation. 
"" I lowever, Roberts remained as a 
third author down to 1906. I laving become purely a tidal computer at the expense of any 
Almanac duties, the Superintendent summarily dismissed Roberts. 
Although Thomson then finally achieved his snub, Roberts remained active in tidal work for 
many more years. First, he set up a tide predicting company, with Iris son. With a new 
predictor, the company immediately won the (irwul Prix at the Franco-British Exhibition 
held in London. The son's name, I lerhert William Thomson Roberts (I 874-1930), reflected 
a once mutual admiration. Then at the outbreak ot'the (treat War, the vital need I<)r 
predictions required bringing Roberts hack into (he Admiralty. In 19 14, due to a 
11S Cl 1L Additional MSS, 5751) 45. 
('UI, DAR 251/2858. 
CU I, DAR 25I/3262. 
119 CU L, DAR 251/3025. 
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combination of his own hard work and various deaths, he had arrived in a position of being 
üu 
the country's only tidal expert at the outbreak of that war. ' Ile had already gained the status 
of Independent Scientific Officer, and become it Fellow ofthe Royal Astronomical Society 
in 1872 and of the Statistical Society in 1882. During those early days, Roberts had been a 
member of a tidal committee, albeit one a little obscure. 
" 
By 1912 the Admiralty transformed their set into a proto world tide table. Beyond F. urope, 
that table then included twenty-two ports across the F. nºpire; seven were Indian ports. 
Clearly the physical expansion of the Indian predictor in 1891 had extended the machine's 
worth. '' At that time, he changed one ofthe original components and added four more. 
Despite later designs, it was the original plans of'the successful Indian predictor which was 
the direct source for the machine built in Germany, between 19 15 and 19 16. 
h 
After the 1914-18 conflict, with the Indian tables liar 1922 already printed, the tide prcdicter 
was overhauled. then the Government of India had it relocated a second time, and installed 
it at Dehra Dun -- in India. 
"' Immediately tier the 1923 tables, the set was rationalised and 
Persian GuIF ports added. Priced in both rupees and sterling, unfortunately the cost of the 
nevtily patriatcd table quadrupled. At nearly eleven shillings, and still only I ')r the northern 
shore of the Indian Ocean, it compared unfavourably with the world set of tables, fir sale in 
London at three shillings. 
t. t, ' Edward Pyatt, 11ow National l'ht'. vical Lahwalorv a hi. vlorv, (Bristol, 1983). 
Ico I larold I). Warburg, The -I dmiral(t' lilt, tables anal North Sea tidal prc'dlic tiun. c, 'I he (leographical 
Journal, 1,111 Jan-Jun, (1919), 308-3-30. 
t5I William I, Itontson, ('wnmillc'c appointed /Or the- purpo. vr u/ c"on. vichrriniý the l)(1iu, n-/et'c'l a/lhc 
O rdnanec' . Sari' t' a/ (irc'al 
Rnilain, Report of the British Association I'm the Advancement of Science, 
(1878), '_ 19 
"' ('UI. I)AR 251-5207. 
is 11 Anonymous, lit It' 1'rrclirlin, t, ' Alac"hi w. v, (International IIydrographic Bureau, special publication 
no 13), (('anncs, July 192b), 59. The plans are those ill Thew L: n, cint'rr article by Roberts. 
An image of the machine, exhibiting the added components, is in: Cartwright, l'idlets a . vc ienli/ic" 
his/art, 107. 
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It was an even worse bargain in 1925, down to one volume and with fewer ports. I lowcver, 
Chatter-j, had taken that edition included its first mention ofany Indian citizen. Computer M. 
responsibility for the riverain tides, and Rai Sahib I lanuman Prasad liar the printing. 
The volume returned to a competitive price in 193 1, but edition's name Tide I/,,, 
hndian Ocean was curious. While its enlargement included African ports, there were also 
many of the European Atlantic and the Asian Pacific. "I'he current volume contains that Gulf 
of Tonkin port. Do Son (or t3atsha), which had inspired Newton so many years ago. 
9.12 CONCLUSION 
It was not the introduction of tidal study to India which re-vitalised science there. That uplilt 
was within the larger Survey of India. I lowever, this chapter has demonstrated the important 
role played, by the creation ofthe Indian "fide "Fahles, in the development of'world tidal 
studies. Creation of the Indian tables was the first practical output of the harmonic method. 
The tables were the vehicle of the tidal research programme 
The investigators of the harmonic method 1iýrmed a network of correspondents. This chapter 
is largely the result of nnich transcription of their original correspondence. The network 
focussed principally on London, Cambridge, and Poona in India. It is those correspondents' 
manuscripts, rather than their published papers, which display the difficulty that they 
overcame. The investigators depended upon Indian work for the method's proving. In turn, 
the ascent of geodesy accomplished in India, was dependent upon a proper understanding of 
the sub-continent's tides. The abundance and quality of Indian computers people 
achieved the not inconsiderable reduction of masses of observation; this was the tidal 
analysis. In addition, the area which this aspect of the Survey covered was similarly 
massive. it stretched the full extent ofthe ocean's northern Iittoral, From Aden to Rangoon. 
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Darwin perfected the harmonic tidal method, devised by newly knighted Thomson. When 
Darwin chaired the British Association meeting in ('apetown, he also received a knighthood 
-- explicitly for his tidal work. 
The massive amount of computing, demanded by the harmonic method, would have severely 
hampered them had a calculating aid not been found. Resulting from comhined work, so 
successful was the mechanical computer, that it was not supplanted until the 1960s with 
the development of electronic computers. The protracted Indian investigation resulted il la 
powerful prediction method; it was one available for the tides of the whole world. I`o this 
day, it is the harmonic method of predicting tides, which remains in predominant use across 
the globe. 
"I he next two chapters deal with one notable mechanical Iäilure fhomson's tidal analyser, 
and also with other mechanical developments across the world. 
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10.1 INTRODUCTION 
The svnthetic method of tidal prediction, developed by 1830, needed lots of computing. 
With invention of the superior harmonic method forty years later, the computing demand 
then increased massively. Although adding machines were available, none were up to the 
task ofthe new harmonic work. 
I Iarmonic analysis and prediction is the method used to this day. The method's work Ills 
into two parts: first analysis of past observation and secondly tidal prediction. The 
consecutive stages are mirror images ofeach other. Intermediary to the Iwo stages are a set 
of parameters, related to the tide of a particular port. In the terminology of the subject, the 
parameters of the place concerned are the tidal constau s. Once drawn from analysis, and 
beyond revision, the constants hold good lür all time. The constants then allow a port's tides 
to he predicted. 
"I he harmonic method first attracted wide scientific interest in 1967, and took about three 
years to develop. Upon development, its massive computing need was immediately 
apparent. In addition to being a brilliant theoretician, William Thomson often facilitated 
practical solutions to various problems. Considering the tidal record as the sum of several 
constituent waves, he ventured two mechanical devices to the treatment of tides. As his 
mathematical method was descended from Fourier's Theory, so similarly were his tidal 
machines developed from the practical ideas ofothers. One was for the records' analysis, 
another for the synthesis of future tides. From one idea that Thomson identified, the human 
computer, Edward Roberts, constructed a machine which dealt with prediction. I homson's 
own attempt to mechanically find the constants fiºiled. 
CIIAP"II: R 10 
there was a public row over the predicter's authorship. that argument has obscured the 
history ofother tidal inventions. With the bickering waged at soirees ol'the Civil Engineers 
published in the pages ofNuture, the successful machine has achieved written attention. This 
chapter brings attention to other explicitly tidal calculating machines: an abacus and other 
predicters, and to the analyser itself'. 
10.2 T1 IF CONS FANTS OF A PORT 
Tidal prediction uses an analysis of the past as its base, because ul'the stationarily of the 
tidal signal. Until the late twentieth century, ink traced out analogued past tides 
mechanically; since then the tidal record has become digitised. The mechanical record wýis 
continuous, the digital record, commonly made once every iilleen minutes, eflccts a 
continuous record. While the digital record is immediately available For analysis, the 
analogue trace requires reducing to a machine readable form, suitable tiff analysis in a 
process called digitisation; it is a not inconsiderable task. 
Once available, the record is then analysed in order to extract the harmonic tidal constants. 
The late Victorians' optimum analysis took 365 sets o1 24-hourly data points. An analysis 
was, and remains, needed för the extraction of each separate set ofconstants. I. )ntil the I 960s 
all this analysis was by hand. 
The curve of the Will record simulates the sum of'several constituent waves. In the early 
investigation, 'I'homson and then Darwin viewed the constituent parts as resulting from 
partial phantom satellites within the moon or sun. The record actually f'Orms a periodic 
oscillation, generated by and related to, the motions and attractive h. rccs of the moon, sun 
and earth system. As the frequency of each inlluencc is known, then harmonic analysis can 
determine the amplitude and phase of that constituent. A series of sinusoids represent each 
element. The parameters - the amplitude and phase ofcach sinusoid are the harmonic 
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tidal constants. This type of analysis works hecause, in the long run, the average value of' 
each function is Mean Sea level. 
David Cartwright's recent history ol'tidal science gives the theoretical aspects of harmonic 
analysis. In addition, [)avid Pugh's up to date handbook I()r engineers, and scientists, gives a 
practical explanation ot'the necessary filters Ibr the various tidal time series. 
"` 
Modern computers facilitate analysis of very long records, such as over the cycle of 18.6 
years. To the early investigators, an ideal analysis, with which to obtain the principal lunar 
constants, was to obtain the mean curve of at least 365 lunar days. Which ever mean curve is 
obtained, beyond meteorological influences, it then represents only the astronomical tide. 
The amplitude and phase ofone part is taken for the lunar scmidiurnal constants, W. A 
straight forward analysis, across the normal solar day, produces the solar constants S. S, is 
analogous to M,. The differences between the parts taken and those remaining give the 
constants of diurnal inequality - the inequalities from declination. O, is lunar, 11, solar, and a 
third, the K, harmonic, is of both solar and lunar origin. Further analysis, across the 
anomalistic month, reveal constants For the lunar ellipticity, N,. 
For every influence wanting consideration, each set ofconstants needs an analysis. 
Generally, the more constants that are put into prediction, the better it will he. I . xperience, 
based upon local response characteristics, enables a decision upon that exact depth oI' 
investigation. I low ever, helpful statistical techniques can slightly accelerate the task. 
Darwin's tidal abacus forms one of those techniques with which to combat differing lengths 
of period. 
-'s` Cartwright, Tides a . scientific 
hist0t tV, Pugh. Tides, s111-ges und mean seu-! del. 
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Figure 44 The U. S. tide-predicting machine No. 2. 
4. 
I VL I )IU, ItIIk, III IA L iIli] 11'. N III "w l)A . 
ý. 
Within the century following the harmonic method's invention, the bulk of predictions were 
obtained with tide predicting machines. However, the very first predictions were calculated 
by hand, and the later ones by electronic computer. The earliest machinery limited what 
could be obtained. The first experimental predicter could only deal with ten sets of 
constants. The later operational predicter dealt with twenty amplitudes and phases. Then, the 
progress of the investigators introduced more components. Setting the constants in and then 
manipulating the machine brought forth predictions of the height and time, of the High and 
Low Waters of each day for the future. Even with the mechanical help, for every port it 
remained a big job. However, it was the physical capacity of the predicter which determined 
the amount of analysis to be undertaken. Second stage capacity, set the amount of first stage 
work required. That situation remained in place until digital computers opened up the 
practical possibility of considering all and any relevant tidal influences. 
The tide predicter, an early analogue computer, was an explicit invention for this specialist 
purpose. Without its aid, tidal prediction in many parts of the world would never have come 
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CHAPTER 10 
about, until the digital age. The analogue device was such a success that only the electronic 
computer superseded it. The mechanical predicter sustained its own success for over nine 
decades, and lasted until 1966 in the United States (Figure 44). 
Figure 45 Thomson's 5-component model analyser. 
Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery, University of Glasgow 
10.3 THE ANALYSER 
However the mechanical computer was only fbr use with prediction; it was not for the 
analysis of observations. The analysis and prediction are reciprocal or complementary 
functions of one another. The constants are both the result of analysis and the starting point 
of prediction. Simply turning the output pointer of the early predicters, in relationship to a 
tidal record, could not put the process into reverse and produce constants. It was impossible 
for the gearing of those predicters to work backwards. 
Thomson had been the catalyst for the predicter's successful construction; yet its original 
idea stemmed back to that of Francis Bashforth's design of 1845. Shortly after "I'homson's 
practical conception of the predictor, he set to considering an analyser. The ball-disk-and- 
cylinder integrator, invented by his brother James, inspired Thomson. "Thomson saw the 
possibility of it solving differential equations; that is, for it to extract harmonic coefficients 
from waveform data. 
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Figure 46 Thomson's 11-component analyser 
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Appearing in early 1876, Thomson gave his first paper on his potential analyser with two 
456 
more, each elaborating on its theoretical use. While appealing to the government grant 
committee of the Royal Society, that spring, he had not then fully realised the machine. 457 
Edward Roberts calculated the analyser's gearing for him. However, in contrast to Roberts's 
successful operation of the predicter, Thomson intended another official to have the analyser 
work. As with the predicter, Thomson first made a model analyser. The model (Figure 45) 
had five components . 
4S" The transition to an eleven component functional analyser (Figure 
46) by April 1879 appears not to have been at all successful. There were problems in 
overcoming torque loss between stages. The analyser now resides dismantled in the bowels 
of the Science Museum. 
459 There is no record of Thomson's analyser ever having been used 
on tides. 
The predicter, the result of work by a number of people, was a great success. It used a lot to 
produce a little. The number of constituent inputs was typically twenty to forty. This number 
was large when compared to a small moment of predicted height output. By winding the 
456 William Thomson, On an instrument for calculating (jcp(x)w(x)dx), the integral of the product of 
two given functions, Proc. Roy. Soc., 24(1876), 266-8; William Thomson, Mechanical integration of 
the linear differential equations (? f the second order with variable coefficients, Proc. Roy. Soc., 24 
(1876), 269-271; William Thomson, Mechanical integration of the linear differential equations of any 
order with variable coefficients, Proc. Roy. Soc., 24 (1876), 271-5. 
457 William Thomson, Harmonic Analyzer, Proc. Roy. Soc., 27 (1878), 371-3. 
458 This is preserved in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow. George Green and John T. Lloyd, Kelvin's 
Instruments and the Kelvin Museum, (Glasgow, 1970). 
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machine on with time, it could expeditiously affect a continuous output of varying heights. 
The opposite, with the analyser, was more difficult to achieve. The analyser designed by 
Thomson, was to input the varying tidal height by turning a lever with one hand, and 
concurrently cranking a gear with the other hand to input time. The desired output was the 
constituents. Thomson, having chosen to work alone on the analyser, did not achieve any of 
the success corresponding to that gained with the predicter. 460 
The two handles are plainly visible in the side view of Thomson's analyser. 
Figure 47 Side view of Thomson's analyser 
For other scientific purposes, an improved form of Thomson's analyser evolved in 1894.461 
Then in 1909 Mader's analyser was used on New Zealand tides, and others followed by 
1930 462 Some were speedy and accurate but their expense and delicacy limited their use to 
some extent. During the early days, an American, Michelson and Stratton machine of 1898 
459 William Thomson and P. G. Tait, Treatise on natural philosophy, (Cambridge, 1903). 
460 1 am grateful to Steve Hutcheon of Brisbane, Australia, for the 
idea of this explanation. 
461 George Robert Stibitz, Mathematical instruments, Encyclopaedia Britannica, (London, 1959), 
volume 15,69-73. 
462 Joseph Proudman, Report on harmonic analysis q/'tidal observations in the British Empire, British 
Association for the Advancement of Science Report of the Eighty-Eight Meeting, (London, 1920), 
323-345. 
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handled eighty constants. This machine worked both ways equally well: as an analyser and 
as a predictor, and at one time applied to tidal work. 
º`'I 
10.4 AMERICAN, AES'IRAEIAN AND GI. RMAN I'RI. 1)ICI I? RS 
In its early life, the noun describing the predicting machine attracted two different suffixes. 
As that arcane difference continues to attract attention, it is then fir the following reasons 
that the suffix er is used in this paper. 
In this case, both Wehster's and the Oxford English dictionary have a similar orthography. 
Commonly, the sutiix or denotes an inanimate agent, as in conveyor, resistor and sensor, 
whereas the suffix er denotes an instrument or machine, as in poker and computer. 
The suffix er was correctly used to describe the very first tide-predicting machinery of'the 
I870's, (a tine before aircraft proper). 'l'he noun with the suffix or, in referring to an 
aircraft tracking instrument is therefore somewhat dubious. The suffix eer is merely given as 
an alternative. Because the 1884 application of'the suffix or was American, to tide- 
predicting machinery, is it not ironic that the oH) alternative citation of' 1885 is also 
American? Thomson favoured er in 188 I. but within ten years changed to or. By 1898, 
Inglis in Australia deflected lexical argument with use of'thc phrase Bete-hre'elicliott, the very 
phrase subsequently given in 19I5 to the second United States machine (Figure 44). 
lowevcr, as all of those machines are now defunct, this orthographic exposition is 
academic. 
The analysers and several predictors built in Victorian Britain were all big; but the prototype 
two component predictor, of 1873, had measured only 35 cm high. "fhe involved gearing 
''b' Vannevar Bush, Narmunic unnhF. ci. c, Encyclopaedia Britannica, (I. ondon, 1959), volume I I, I()9- 
202. 
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forces then increased with each component added and the framework made sturdier in 
response. Thus each generation became successively larger and heavier. Later, the 
development of extremely compact liºrms of these early designs took place, for other areas 
of analysis. 
Alexander Inglis (1845-192 I ), the Adelaide harbour master, made two machines of an 
independent design. U Avoiding any gearing increase, he employed Iixed curves rather than 
caromed pulleys. Using timber construction material, these machines also avoided massive 
weight. The first, with fourteen components, was in use for twenty years. The second, 
cannibalised from the first but with only eleven components, achieved continuous output 
with circular curves. These Adelaide machines of' 1897 and 1918 were extraordinarily 
innovative, yet their workings were simple to perceive. Like the first predicler, the 
Australian machine achieved an output across the whole tide but it was not conducive to 
continuous production. The tidal research programme conducted in Australia remained 
highly independent from that undertaken in Britain. 
16' William Thomson, The lidegau e, tidal harrnunic umaltter, and title prc'dicter, Minutes of 
Proceedings of the Institution of('ivil I? ngineers, I, XV, (1881), 16-17; William Thomson, P(pudnr 
Leclures and Addresses in Three I'nhuncs, I'uhumc III . 4.1/airs, (London, I891 ). 
. 16S Alexander Inglis, l)escripliun of a tide-pree/ic"lint> machine, Australasian Association for the 
Advancement ofScience, Volume VII Sydney 1898,2139-2-11. 
a`''' ilk' Advertiser, (Adelaide, 1897). Dec. 28 page 3 column c; Alexander Inglis, .1 new lids predicvcr, 
(Adelaide, 1918). 
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Figure 48 The Ferrel predicter 
Ai'nu. 4.1, "4.1 SCIENCE. 409 
The ideas of Thomson triggered several tidal research programmes; 
the largest of which was 
that conducted in America. There, 
William Ferrel (1817-1891), the mathematician, produced 
another independently designed predicter 
in 1884 (Figure 48). Stemming from his harmonic 
research into high and low water data, the machine 
derived tidal maxima and minima. 
Whilst this machine could operate into infinity, it was limited to extrema alone. 
Employing 
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k, 7 
nineteen constituents, it was the first to give the derivative ofthe predicted tide. 
Conducive to this design's success, the machine was of a modest table-top size. ""' 
Clearly predicters did not have to be large, but they were a practical prerequisite to 
determining tides. No useful tide prediction was sustained anywhere by the harmonic 
method without their aid - the burden of calculation was simply too large to maintain. 'I he 
French initially took harmonic predictions from Britain, and the Germans, having tried, 
rejected harmonic work on their own tides until during the 1914-18 war. The early success, 
of the machine made fir the Indian Government, led to further designs for Portugal, 
Argentina and Japan. 
10.5 'fI II: ARI'1'I IMO METER AND ABACUS 
Whilst the calculation needed to produce the constants was great, it was also ofa finite 
quantity. Nevertheless a substantial task, it was one to which the French produced relief in 
the early nineteenth century. Thomas dc Colmar invented the arithnuncter, an early form of 
calculator, in 1820. ""''I'll's successful table top calculator received a British patent in 1851, 
selling over titieen hundred. 
Cartwright, Tides a . +c irnii/ic 
hi. Nurv. 
'c'x WiIIianl Ferrel, 7'hc maxima and minim, licle'hrc'clirlinq mmhinc, Science, 1884 vohune 3,408- 
410. 
George C. Chase, Uisionv n/ Afrc"h, nic al ('unIpulmng Alac"hinrry, Annals of the history of 
Computing, Volume 2, Number 3, July 1980. 
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Figure 49 The arithmometer 
Although arithmometers were a boon to the early, harmonic tidal analysts, that available at 
St. John's College in Cambridge, was a bit faulty. 470 John Couch Adams, who was the only 
academic investigator to see the Indian research programme through from start to finish, 
operated this arithmometer. His field worker, Andrew Wilson Baird, even had an 
arithmometer out in India. The calculator was a great aid, but that it still took Baird and a 
clerk two days to reduce the observations from only one station, displays the quantity of 
their labours. 47' Despite that, the arithmometer enabled them to increase the number of 
figures they dealt with by two, to six figures. 472 Clearly the arithmometer, a machine for 
general purposes, benefited the analysis of tidal constants. 
470 Adams 12.41.3. 
471 CUL Additional 5750 41. 
472 CUL Additional 5750 49. 
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Figure 50 The tidal abacus 
... ý.. .. _: ý 
After Thomson, George Darwin then headed the harmonic investigation. It was upon him, in 
Cambridge, that the network of tidal correspondents focussed. Because of the Government 
of India promoting the research programme, the correspondence was inherently 
international. Altogether, forty-one people communicated with Darwin from beyond Britain; 
one of whom was Dr A. C. Börgen (1843-1909) of Whilelmshaven. 
Darwin knew only too well how fearfully laborious the computing was, and was conscious 
of its cost to the Indian Survey. 
473 One labour saving device, employed in the United States 
Coast Survey, was a card template pierced with holes. Then in August 1889, Börgen 
outlined his concern with methods of computing. 
474 He considered it a `tedious feature, to 
write out the same numbers so many times, in different ways'. Though Börgen found it 
disheartening he had two stratagems. One was to use different ink for sine and cosine; 
another was to use narrow strips of paper. This appears to be the germ of Darwin's idea of a 
special tidal abacus. Darwin thought the Indian procedure held unnecessary labour. He saw 
473 George Howard Darwin, The tides and kindred phenomenon in the solar system, (London, 1898). 
474 CUL DAR 251/3605 
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that both the American and German procedures attained the same end; yet he considered that 
their requiring diagonal addition disadvantaged them. 
Thomson was not the only entrepreneurial academic involved with tides Darwin's brother 
was too. When Horace Darwin (1851-1928) set up the Cambridge Scientific Instrument 
Company in 1878, it widened that university town's lrcilities. 
'7' By 1891, nineteen month' 
after Borgen had written, a prototype abacus was out in Dehra I)un, being field tested. 17 
The £8 abacus, which the Company then sold, consisted of74 strips olxylonite, or aºlilicial 
ivory. A human computer could write a number on the strip once, and then adjust the strip as 
required. Darwin claimed his facility reduced the amount ofcalculation to less than a quarter 
of what it had been. As it cost more than £20 to reduce a year ol'observations, he considered 
that the permanent apparatus would pay for itself within one period. 
"' 
It was the end of 1892 before Darwin gave his results of using the abacus to the Royal 
Society. With the first devices only being available in February, production appears not to 
have gone ahead until he gave the paper. The Leiden observatory had one in use the month 
following and Bürgen gained a complimentary one. I Ic otiered another to Van der Stok in 
Batavia and Robert W. Chapman (I866-1942) received one in Adelaide. 
""' In New Zealand, 
their usefulness continued into 1913. 
x0 By then, the one which Roberts had the advantage 
of, had passed into the hands of the National Physical Laboratory. 
'"' 
471 M. 
. 
1. Cattermolc, llnrucc Uunrin'. s shop, (Cambridge, 1987). 
"`' CIA, DAR 351/3767 
"' George 14. Darwin, On an apparatus /or /iacilitu/ins; the re(/ucvion 0/ tidal uh. cer%'utions, 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 1892, Volume 52,345-389. 
17" C'liI. DAR 25I'4043 1 4044. 
"`' CIll. DAR 351/4019 1 4025. 
190 C. F. Adams, llurnu, nic" tidal cun. etunte n/ New Leulcandporte (Wi4lint, >nan crncl ; 4racklcmch, 
Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, Volume 14 (Melbourne) 1913,18-19. 
. '81 Anita McConnell, (ienhhYsics ct (; c'umu, 'nc'ti. wn, (I. ondon, 1986). 
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By the early twentieth century. there was a varied array of calculating aids used l' or tidal 
work. They included the Mercedes adding machine and the Millionaire calculating machine. 
In addition, the Brunsviga calculating machine possessed a printing attachment, and the 
Coradi co-ordinatograph enabled curve plotting. 
'' 
10.6 CONCLUSION 
The replication ofa full tidal analysis Cur each separate port is one ofthe elements that 
significantly distinguish the synthetic from the harmonic methods. Almost by delinition it 
exemplifies the uplift in quality between methods. The other aspect is that the continuous 
prcdicters gave an output of the whole tidal profile -- rather than just high water time and 
height. 
Fortunately, the successful tidal construction initiated by Thomson, was tier the incessant 
part of-the calculating task. Aller Ferrel produced his machine, Thomson sometimes called 
predicters continuous machines. Considered an early analogue computer, the predictor was 
an extraordinarily powerful tool. Darwin's tidal abacus was a Iürther attempt to lighten the 
calculating load. Throughout the first hall'ofthe twentieth centur}', improved statistical 
routines were applied but the process still remained still highly laborious. 'T'hose were the 
main functional aids available to the scientists until the 1960s, when they began to deploy 
digital computers on tides. 
The modern electronic computer appears to perlörm the harmonic analysis and prediction at 
the touch ofa button. Whilst it is an almost instantaneous operation, the operation disguises 
the programme writing involved. By the time ol'writing the programmes, tidal analysis was 
well understood. That was not the case at the beginning of the harmonic investigation. Then, 
as now, the theoretical understanding of the tidal ocean remained incomplete. this short 
-W C. V,. Adams, flurvnonir tidal c"orr. clcurl. c a/ Nt'vr Zcu/und fIorts (! I (/lin, 4/OPr uný/. 1 uý k/urrdl, 
Australian Association for the Advancement of Science Report of the Meeting, V) 13, volume 14,19- 
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chapter sets Out some ol'the difficulty involved in the empirical ascent ol'tidal science, and 
enumerates several of its earl), aids. 
19. 
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CHAPTER 11 WORLD WIDE PREDICTION 1896-TODAY 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
Successful tide tables first appeared in I, iverpool in the late eighteenth century though 
their derivation method remained a secret. 
'x` Then the successful prediction method which 
Lubbock published in 1828, he found adaptable fir other ports. 
" 'I'llat utility allowed the 
Admiralty to enter the field of tide prediction within live years. Through the following 
seventy years, the scope ofthat prediction volume grew to cover all ofthe British Isles. I'hc 
French were the first to emulate its success. Later, when the Government of India financed 
research for a superior method, that newer method was in turn emulated in the I lnited States. 
That American volume became the first tidal volume to represent each continent. Turning 
full circle, the Admiralty then füllowed the U. S. in producing its own world wide edition. 
For the first time, this chapter sets out that development of'global tide tables. 
The early prediction method, which has 
lately attracted the generic term of synthetic, is one 
of parameterisation. The main parameter relates 
high water to the moon's transit across the 
meridian. The addition of a number of variations allow 
fir the eftccts ofthe body's angular 
distance form the equator, linear distance from earth, the tinºc of year and the stage in the 
fortnightly tidal cycle. Whilst it is a method sufticienlly robust to remain viable, it is only 
effective with strongly diurnal or semi-diurnal tides; 
it does not function as well wilh tides of 
it mixed nature. In addition the analysis and prediction 
is limited to the extreme turning 
points ofsea level, to the lime and elevation of 
high and low waters. This method needs at 
least a year ofohservations with which to predict times, and nineteen years liar elevation. 
18' Philip I,. Woodworth, /'lnvc' (ic°orge. s and one Richard Hol/en: Thc- Liverpool 6c/c' luhle nuýkc'rs, 
IYansactions ofthe Ilistoric Society of i. ancashire and Cheshire, Volume 151 2002, I-51. 
481 Michael S. Reidy, 'Hic flux uncl rr/hx o/scvc'nrr thesnr(h' (? / Me liclrs uncllhe orfiuni_clliun o/. ear/t' 
I7cvoriunsc"iNnre, (Phi)thesis, University tit' Minnesota, 2000); Paul IIughcsit nd Alan i). WaII, 7'hcý 
Aclrnirullt, Tidal /'rec/ic"Iinns o/. 18-33. - 77rir ('oinhuri. con wiih ('onlcrnporw-t' Oh. srrvwiion and tiwl/t cl 
hloc/cvn. 4tvilhrsi. c, The Journal ofNavigation, I -VIi, 
(2004), 1-12. 
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The later prediction method attracted the term harmonic from the start. The most significant 
difference, between the two methods, is that the harmonic deals with all of'the tidal profile. 
It deals with the variation in elevation along a continuous time faction. The harmonic 
method treats the whole daily modulation of sea level as the sum of several, separate 
harmonic tides. Fach constituent tide has its own frequency, amplitude and phase. Only a 
month of observations enable useful predictions, and most constituents come from a year of 
observations. 13v the harmonic method, all of'the tidal record is analysed. I larmonic 
prediction offers the elevation fir any moment in the future, and also the time of any future 
elevation. I Iowever. in the interests of economy, tide tables derived from the harmonic 
method generally restrict themselves to giving high and low water time and elevation. 
The harmonic method, developed during the 1870's, caught the British home table in a 
curious twist. The incumbent I lydrographer later came to describe the tides around the 
British Isles as the most simple that are anywhere fund'. 
'" lie meant that as the suitahility 
of British tides to treatment by the synthetic method yielded good predictions, one could not 
expect the Admiralty to fund any new tidal research programme. Fortunately, Indian 
geodetic demands did fund a research programme tier the new method. While tide tables for 
occasional British ports, such as Liverpool, individually came to benefit from the harmonic 
research, it took the extreme event ot'warfare to induct this change into the Admiralty 
whose tables were for a substantially more significant area than one estuary. 
Until 1833, prediction tables were only for individual ports or small areas. "Fhe Admiralty's 
was the first country-wide set oftide tables. I Iowever, the employment of its synthetic 
method, in parts beyond NW Europe, gave less than satisfactory results. From 1867 onwards 
tide tables were developed for both Bombay and Karachi but fir no further afield in the 
sub-continent. From about the same year, the t Jnited States independently extended 
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coverage along its own vast coasts. "though in neither continent were the synthetically 
derived predictions reliable. But, with the subsequent application of the harmonic method to 
those Indian ports, their tidal predictions then became respectably reliable. Overnight, there 
was a method available for use anywhere in the world. However, for useful prediction tables 
to cone about for any place, good observations and complex computation would need 
financing. 
1 1.2 SYNTI IF"hIC & IIAI2MONIC COMPARISON 
Naturally, there were problems in some places. The encroachment of'the Thames 
Embankment out into the river is an example. 
"" It was among a number of Factors which 
had an influence upon the tidal regime prevailing there. Because of such considerable 
changes, the tidal heights had increased by over twenty inches in as many years. the change 
also gave a suitable opportunity to test the new harmonic method by comparing it against the 
older synthetic method. (hough Roberts did not publish his contemporary test, I have 
recreated part of it. The result (Figure S I) has a differing base for each method. 
Untörtunately, contemporary observations are not available, so that part I can not effect. 
However, the curves do exhibit a clear conformity in their predictions. 
18r 
William . 1. 
L. Wharton, /lv(G"n, tru/)bigot Surrcving, second edition, (London, I898), 174. 
Ldward Roberts, 7hun(('s Tides, (London, I882). A copy ol'this pamphlet is located in the Royal 
Geographical Society, MG706a. The pamphlet explains the special flood use of Roberts' 1883 tide 
table. 
`K''The synthetic curve is derived from the Admiralty tide table, the harmonic curve is derived from: 
Edward Roberts, A lido luhle f(n" London lü idgE' fir /SS3, (London, 1882). 
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Figurc 51 1 IW predictions at London ßridp, c by twu cuntcmpurary mcthuds 
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The similar output in London, by the two predicting methods, meant that a research 
programme to develop the new method could not merit financing directly to the benelit of' 
home waters. 
1 1.3 FKF? NCI I ('ON I RIWU"fION 
The second set ofcountry-wide tables was those I'Or France. Begun by Pierre-Simone. 
Laplace (1749-1827), at Wrest it enjoyed one ofthe earliest ofall sea-level records. During 
the early nineteenth century, other French scientists built upon the knowledge f0stered by 
him and the Academy of'Science. The Brest record of data gave suitable material Iior 
subsequent investigators. The product of the French investigation, the Ammaire des Alcrrtec 
des ('ntt's tie /''ranrre, appeared fir the first time in 1839. 'I'hough interrupted two years later, 
its publication from then on assumed a regular liormat. 
Assiduous amateurs initially dominated the Admiralty table. Their sementilie pursuit became 
the locus ofa massive correspondence network. In contrast, the French investigators were 
paid protcssionals. The hydrographic engineers, Pierre Uaussy and Komi Marie ('haiallon 
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(1802-1872), succeeded Charles Francois Beautemps-13eaupre (I766-I855), the 
contemporary French Idydrographer. 'T'hese Frenchmen corresponded with the growing 
international network based in Britain. The Great Peace which descended on Franco-British 
relations after 1815 allowed much scientific co-operation. 'I'Iiis enabled the French table to 
carry predictions tier tour of the British ports opposing their coast. 
Chazallon edited the French table, from its inception up to 1861. I Ic also succeeded in 
pioneering a primitive firm of harmonic analysis for the table. '" I Iis success sits precisely 
within the context of contiguously developing theory. Chazallon's practical development 
was about three years alter George Airy (1801-1892) had discussed similar theory with 
William Whewell (I 794-1866). However, Chazallon's föray was a full quarter century 
before William Thomson's (I824-1907) more rigorous harmonic treatment of'tides. In turn, 
"Thomson gained his insight from Fourier's Theorie unult'liyne (h, hi Chuh'nr of' 1822. 
Chazallon did not give his full prediction treatment to all of the French ports, but several, 
including Brest, were. By 1874 the French volume for home waters grew to treat Iifteen 
ports. The volume for that year acknowledged the early work of John Lubbock (1803-1865) 
and Wheel I: and the quality of predictions increased. 
For a number of years, the French considered the tide of the whole north and west coasts of 
France as if it was in a direct relationship to that at Brest. Brest sits right in the middle of the 
French tidal coast. South of Brest, tidal action is almost instantaneous; eastward, up the 
Channel, it acts progressively later. Brest got the full analytical treatment, with the 
remaining French ports then considered subordinate to Brest. It was an old idea, having 
circulated within the Royal Society two hundred years previously. Despite the attempt of 
suhornment not persisting on the domestic coast, they made a further attempt to extend the 
axx David F. Cartwright, Wrni ('hu_ullun a 101-gollen " Ip., rniclll- Ihdlrnt'rnhhe" I Iistory oI' 
Oceanography, September 2003 No I5. 
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idea to the rest ot'the world. Inspired by the French, it was an idea also considered later in 
Canada in I901.1"" As a principle - Ir small areas only it still survives in the treatment of 
secondary ports. 
I Iowever, Gabriel Ilcraud (I839-I914) eventually sustained a more successlüI investigation 
in Indo-China, leading to a set of tables lbbr the Drench colonies. The French portl'olio then 
widened, with a volume based upon Tonkin added in 1873. *'")' 
1 1.4 'fIIF. FIRST WORLD WIDE''I'lDl, ''I ABLE 
At the time of American independence, the mapping of that continent's coasts largely lay in 
föreign hands. By 1807, the government ofthe subsequent IJnited States created the (`oast 
Survey -- the continent's first major scientific 
institution. Achieving IiIt le output up to 1832, 
the Coast Survey needed a superintendent. - Still engaged at the Franklin Institute, 
Alexander Dallas Bache (1806-1867), had recently toured several I: uropean scientific 
institutions. I his eventual appointment to the Survey, by the President in December 1843, 
became a productive choice. 
Bache had been appointed professor of natural history at Philadelphia in 1828, then the 
scientific centre of the emergent country. 'T'here, Bache deliberately involved himself with 
the Coast Survey's work. Initially, their only tidal interest concerned making vulgar 
establishments ofeach port. Impressed with the newly lürmed British Association For the 
Advancement of Science, he became another international correspondent of that scientific 
'"" ('lJl. R(iO (i%499! 208. 
19" CU1. DAR 251/4927,5221. 
191 G. 1{eraud, Annuuire tit, A4ur(ýc. c (ic' ha ('uchinchinc, c/ du Tonkin, (Paris, I873). 
19? I fugh Richard Slotten, Pun"cumuge, pruclicc, at/d/he cuhui"r uJ'Amcricun . ccirnce, (Cambridge), 
1994. 
. '') 1 Whewcll, R. 6.20"c' 
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network from 1833. To it, he reported the Coast Survey's progress on both their Atlantic 
and Pacific tidal investigations. 
In all, Bache published sixty-two papers on tides. 
"" IIis reports, ranging orts, ranggin g across the breadth 
ol'American culture. indicate his difficulty then. ()n the east coast the President took a direct 
interest, on the other hand, on the west coast, Red Indians were besetting the investigation. ' 
Several months later Bache enthusiastically joined up with Whewcll's ambition ofa global 
view of tides; for him, Bache produced it co-tidal map of the Western Atlantic coast, 
including Nova Scotia. 
Rache superintended the survey of the whole I Inited States' coast. I he knew what he wanted 
with tides, and within weeks appointed Charles 11. Davis (1807-1877) in charge of 
hydrography. 4 Davis advanced the simple data to corrected establishments and established 
long term tidal observation, so necessary 1'()r prediction by the synthetic method. 
In Britain, tide table production intertwined with that of the Nautical Almanac from 
inception, through to 1907. As privately produced American almanacs were fully integrated, 
the United States Government envisaged a similar arrangement IOr their almanac. 
I lowever an almanac counts out time, or longitude, and that graticule, as l'Or all American 
cartography, remained dependent on European sources. 
Under license from the British Admiralty, an American abridgement ofthe Nautical 
A Imanac had existed since 1811. This New York puh Iication was a pragmatic alliance 
494 I lugte Richard SIotten, Patronage, prat lity, uncllhc culture n/ Amerirun Ncvoncc, (Cambridge 
1994,32. 
"" SloUen, Patronage, /practice, until the cu/lure of I meric an . crirnc"r, 
117. 
``o Whewell, 8.6.20" 
Craig B. Watt; Navi, iýuliun vs. uslrunomt': dc'/ininiiýLý it rolr Jor an American Nunlic"alAlnranue, 
/S-14-1,1'49, Proceedings Nautical Almanac 0111cc Sesquicentennial Symposium U. S. Naval 
Observatory March 3-4 1999, (Washington), 1999,83-128. 
a`'" National Archives, Washington DC, (hereafter Washington), R(i 23 13. 
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against the vicissitudes of the dividing Atlantic. Consequently, American mariners, 
astronomers and geodesists were content using standard l; uropean almanacs during the first 
ha! f of the nineteenth century. ""' I'hcy had made attempts to construct an American almanac 
from both French and German sources. Dissatisfied with those, in late 1846 Mathew Maury 
(1806-1873) then sought, from the Astonomer Royal, fir a copy ofthe: "Formula, by which 
the calculations lör the British Nautical Almanac", are made. At the Federal capital in 
Washington, Davis then succeeded to the first appointment as Superintendent ofthe Nautical 
Almanac in 1849. 
In Washington, they constructed the almanac and the requisite tidal tables at the same time, 
publishing each for the first tine in 1852. With the American almanac published three years 
in advance, and the tidal data in the Coast Survey's annual report only one year in advance, 
it illustrates a variable degree of completeness. 
The data was composed of requisite tables for a number of purls, and from these tables the 
mariner could then calculate tidal predictions. The listed values included the mean lunitidal 
interval of high water, the maximum variation from the nmcan, the range and duration. 
Further corrections were possible for the solar year. i" "They based the tidal tables of 1852 on 
data only gathered in since 1844. Rache was under political pressure to be productive, which 
was difficult, as he only had complete tidal records of'a few years. Despite that, Rache took 
the decision to publish information early. As Rache said, "Our survey is not done but in 
ro >ress. I'_ý 
Not surprisingly they continued publishing annual auxiliary tables and curves aller the 
outbreak of civil warfare in 1860. 'fhe last tables by the lunitidal interval method were Iür 
wall, Navi, iýalion vs. a. st ononnt': d('/fining a tuft, jir an . -1 meric an 
Naulic al . Ilmanac. "'Ö CU 1. RGO 6! 203/3 1. 
Sol Id, 1/. Finnegan, /lisloric"al nolc, on licle pre'clirlions, Journal Coast Geodetic Survey, I c)53,100-2. 
"" Whewell, R. 6 20s". The emphasis is that of Bache. 
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1864. When the Confederacy collapsed the fiOllowing year, a full twenty year cycle of 
ohscrvations had accumulated in the interim. It was from those observations that daily 
predictions of 'I IW for 1867 came from. Additions of I, W were inserted the year aller that. 
Those American predictions were from the synthetic method. 
"" I laving previously met him 
in Europe, Bache had modelled the survey itself upon lines advocated by Alexander 
I lumholdt. With separate cast and west coastal volumes, the tables contained predictions fir 
l iur Pacific and fifteen Atlantic ports. 
In America, synthetic predictions then exclusively came from this method liar the seventeen 
years up to 1884. 
s 'ot f lowever, the tides of America's coasts have a noticeable diurnal 
component, and really needed treating 
by a method which could deal with this element. The 
Coast Service's William Ferrel (I817-I89I) was the first Iorcign scientist to he inspired by 
'I'homson's work on Indian tides. Ferrel built his own tide-predicting machine. I Iis machine, 
although with only nineteen constituents, was then able to supply superior 
American 
predictions from the harmonic method. 
From 1885 onwards, harmonic predictions rapidly 
took over from synthetic prediction in the I. Jnited States tide table. A new thirty-seven 
constituent machine cane into operation 
in 1910. Not supplanted by an electronic computer 
until 1966, the long usage ofthis second mechanical predictor 
illustrates its considered 
efficiency. 
The idea of'an explicitly universal tidal examination re-emerged with Crawford Pasco 
(18I 8-1898), a naval officer retired to Australia and chairman of the Antarctic Exploration 
('onimittee. ý"s This came in 1887, when the Canadians were asking the British to conduct 
their analysis. Arising out of a desire to fully appreciate the monsoon, it was indeed a truly 
I lumboldtian aspiration of research reaching across different subjects. 
S(); Washington, R(; 23 72,123, Tide icrhlrs 1/nilecl. ti'hIhý. v un( I /0rNis; n purls /Or the Year lNclb, 
(Washington), p20. 
ýu. ' Stacey I). Hicks, The liJC'prc'Jhcliun cc'nlencn"t' o/ Mt, (! nileJSlalrs ('nusl uýx/(ýenJrlir, 4rurrr. 
The International I lydrographic Review, 1967 volume 44 part 2,121-13I. 
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This has impressed me with the desirability of an organised system for tidal 
observations in all parts of the world on the coasts of Continent and on Islands 
where stations are estahlished, observing not only the Rise and fall and times of 
HW at full and change, but also, where practicable, the direction and strengths of 
current all of which I would suggest should he taken in conjunction with a 
Meteorological Register which would furnish data to determine the effect of the 
Monsoons and changes of season elsewhere on the tidal system and ocean current. 
I lowever, no further concerted action was taken at that time within the area of British 
Imperial interest. 
First devised in 1830, aII the early gauges iür tidal observation were floatation apparatus. 
The technology, improved in the United States with a pneumatic gauge in 1892, succeeded 
with exports to Furope. 
ý0" Thres years alter the Tree oller of ('anadian predictions, the I I. S. 
government actively sought international tidal co-operation. The U. S. addressed letters to 
their foreign consulates abroad, asking for predictions or tidal observations oftheir host's 
ports. The data which then came forth enabled the U. S. to produce a set of international 
tables for 1896; it included the daily tides of seventy world-wide ports. The hulk of' 
predictions were from their own and the two British investigations, but others were included. 
The tabulations, ofone German and four French predictions which it contained, were 
explicitly from Ferrel's machine.; 
')' 'I'll's was in contrast to their being reproductions of 
predictions exchanged between the national hydrographers. 
Significantly the t1.5. tables included a set of predictions for at least one port on each 
continent. With that volume, the Coast Survey achieved the first world wide tide table. In the 
centenary year of its table the I Inited States provided tide limes and 
heights for 251 ports 
across the globe. 
" CUL I)AR 251! 3024. 
United Kingdom Ilydrographic OlTce, tiI. 1310 III163 I88-190,10'ý' February 1892. 
Tide luhles Unilec. l. tilaNk's (III/Jrci, c; n porl. c /nr IhcYc'ur /896, (Washington), p20. 
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11.5 TABLE PROLII I. RATION 
The synthetic method found prediction, of strongly semi-diurnal tides, to he highly suited to 
treatment by it. Where successful though, synthesised predictions generally gave only the 
time and height of I1W. In addition it prove to he intactable to the solution of mixed tides. 
The more powerful harmonic method came more than firrty years afterwards, during the 
I 870s. The harmonic method's ultimate potential, was not only the prospect of predicting 
the whole spectrum, but that it should deal with every tidal type. The harmonic method then 
came as a breakthrough fbr the tides of India, followed by the United States and then 
Australia. In contrast, this theoretically more rigorous method initially gave poor results in 
some European waters. 
At the proving stage, Thomson tested his new harmonic method by treating the tides of San 
Francisco, Liverpool and Bombay. Satisfied, Thomson then approached the I lydrographer, 
with a mind for him to use the harmonic method in the Admiralty tide tables. Thomson made 
that approach in 1876, and at that time, the I lydrographer gave the proposal a proper 
consideration. 5(Ifi He even suggested which ports might he best to investigate fir the diurnal 
tide, he added that the investigation ought really to dwell on equatorial or southern ocean 
ports. "`' however, beyond one or two British ports worthy of improvement, he concluded 
that they already held a good quantity of information about the home ports. 
George Darwin then took over the ongoing Indian investigation, he raised the method to its 
first pitch of perfection. From his Cambridge base, Darwin directed the train of I3aird's 
harmonic investigation on the whole Indian coast. Then Darwin approached that same 
I lydrographer for a second time. By then the I Iydrographer had become resolute, and 
outrightly rejected any tinkering with the Admiralty tables. 
' jo I [is tide table, already 
"'" CIA, Add 7342 1: 89. 
Sol) C1]1. Add 7342 1.90. 
"" C1 i i. Add 5750 101. 
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established för several decades, afforded wund practical predictions. Crucially, he stated 
that it was not the province of the Admiralty to provide tide tables for colonial ports. 
With a workable edition in existence there was little hope of the Admiralty funding a new 
investigation für hone ports. The Government of India then provided funds for a programii e 
of harmonic analysis. Beyond British India, it was other countries which immediately took 
tip the advantage of the new method for their domestic coasts. 
During the second half of the nineteenth century shipping disasters in the Gulf of St 
Lawrence was a cause of growing concern. 'then in the year of the Prime Meridian 
conlerence in Washington, the British Association for the Advancement of'Science held its 
meeting for 1884 in Montreal. One result was the fürmation of a committee to produce 
Canadian tide tables. '' Despite it being a time of insurrection, these various influences 
goaded the Canadian government into a limited funding oftidal investigation. 
S1' I lowever, 
took until 1887 before the funding became adequate. At that point they saw that the 
calculation facility, already paid for by the Government of'India, could augment their 
effort. ' I 
it 
lay that time serendipity came into play, when they lighted upon long series of observation 
records, hidden away in a government office. Some ofthe two Canadian port records dated 
hack to 185 1. 't'heir harmonic analysis produced a set of predictions for 189C' 
' 
Immediately it was felt that the promulgation ofthe predictions was insufficiently wide 
enough. In response to this, the Canadian government 
freely distributed their predictions to 
each ofthe leading lüreign We table compilers. They even went so fir as to give the data to 
newspapers. this distribution was an early example of its type. 
"I Thomas I,:. Appleton. (sqne aci AlaiV, (Ottawa. 1969). 
Ct1I. [)AR 25I/2529,2550. 
Clll. I)AR 251/2826,3040. 
C't1I. DAR 251! 3205. 
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By 1898 the Canadian tidal department were publishing predictions for three ports. Within a 
very short number ot'years this had grown to two volumes, as in the I. Initcd States: one tier 
the Atlantic coast and another for the Pacific coast. `' 
I3y the nineteenth century's end, there were predictions available tör several isolated 
colonial ports: these included Singapore, I long Kong and South Africa. In Australia 
observations were underway at I lohart, by 1822. 
''' I lobalt became the site of that 
continents first self registering, tide gauge, and these investigations rose to be part ofa 
comprehensive programme. The Australians took a contrasting view to the ('anadians over 
calculations, and had built their own tide predicter by I897. 
'" Alexander Inglis (I845-1921), 
, is W. Bell Dawson, Tide Tublc, s /or the !; astern ('na. ls u/ Canada jar the gear 19(1,, (eleventh year 
of issue), (Ottawa, 1906): W. Bell Dawson, 'T'ide lablc. tar the Pacific Cansi a/ Canada /Or the gear 
19O (seventh year of issue), (Ottawa, 1906). 
t homas Brisbane, Table a/ the rise a/. lhe lie/c al Habai l Town, I'an 1)ienten 's Lund, in April pril and 
A1at'lS11andJau ar; lN23, tdinbur-Om Journal ol'Science, volume 3,1825 p100. 
ý1' The Adverliser, (Adelaide, 1897), Dec. 28 page 3 column c. 
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the harbour master at Adelaide, made this first Australian predictor. lie used the recent finer 
years of observations collected by the Geographical Society of Australasia with which to 
make predictions. "' Brisbane tide tables had been available since 1882 but appeared not to 
have gained reliability, appreciable enough to shipping interests, until about nine years 
later., "' 
German trade expanded significantly in the second halfofthe nineteenth century. "then 
conclusion of the 1=ranco-German war in 187I was largely coincident with publication of the 
harmonic method. Although the Geieilenlu/i'/n appeared only eight years later, it would 
seem that initially the Germans based their tables on the synthetic method. 
"" Subsequently, 
A. C. Bürgen activated it string of tidal correspondence with the networkers in Britain, fom 
1883 onwards. '' Ile then undertook harmonic analysis ol'the I leligoland and 
Wilhelmshaven tides, and produced predictions by the new method. - "Though all was not 
well with these, and Bürgen returned to adoption of the synthetic method. 
'-" I le appears to 
have led the German officials to also positively reject the harmonic method liar their early 
tide tables., 
Bý then the British network had become highly international. Beyond the Luropean or 
I? nglish speaking world, Japan was an active part ofthe 
increasingly international tidal 
effort. The Land Survey there undertook observations at 
fourteen ports from I895. ß" The 
Japanese table dates from 1900. In 1914 they followed on from Brazil, in obtaining a 
predictor from Thomson. Within a decade they 
had a daily set oftables For 26 ports. While 
s18 CUI. I)AR 25I'S 188: Alexander Inglis & R. W. Chapman, /)escripliun U/ a tide-predicting 
machine, Australasian Association I'm the Advancement of'Science 
Report of the Meeting, 7 
(Sydney, 1898) 239-241; C1 J1, DAR 251 1025. 
1) Anonymous. Ilarhours and Alurine (ueenshnrd I S24- I 9S5,124. 
lingo I, entz, I 'OH der Flut und ebbe des Aleeres, (I hamburg). 1873. 
C'UI. DAR 251/2524. 
CI] I. l)AR 251%2524. 
C. Rtirgen, I)ar/egun, ' der Bercchnun, 1'sircise%ur dir . 'l, i, t chen 
der (ieýeitrntu/i'/n, Annalen der 
lydrographie. 1907. 
Sý1 Warburg, i'he Admiraltt" tide tables, p309. 
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the first predictor succumbed to an earthquake, it was quickly replaced. Despite the success 
of the Japanese predicters, even by 1925 their volume was restricted to Far Eastern ports. 
1 1.6 BATýTLF OF IIEl. l(; OI ANI) BIGII"I 
I Ierhert Edward Purey-Cust (1857-1938) became the Admiralty I lydrographer in 1909. On 
the Admiralty tide tables' title page he named himselfeditor. Although the table had 
included the French port of Brest almost from the beginning, until Purey-Cust's time the 
annual was primarily for Great Britain. Then by inserting German ports, he plunged the tide 
table into international expansion. It came at a difficult time. 
When Purey-Gust launched the expansion in 1910, the contemporary I? uropean political 
scene was becoming unstable. Britain and France had signed the enienle cor(liu/ce only in 
1904. Therefiore, it is curious that it was the German coast that fi cilitated the British table's 
foreign expansion. Then with the Agadir crisis in 191 1, gun-boat diplomacy took a new turn. 
Consequently, hydrographic intelligence assumed an increase in importance. This became 
particularly so, as the draught ofcapital ships, the /)rt'uinouglit class, significantly 
deepened. "' 
't'he demand for superior hydrography came at the end of more than a century o1 progressive 
chart improvement. This fresh demand was military, coming alter improvement fuelled by 
trade. 'f'ide prediction had also improved: but neither was the improvement universal nor 
was adequate data collected for analysis. The exchange oftide predictions between 
hydrographic offices, fir the 1910 publication, was a significant practical counterbalance. 
The idea was fir a mutual Anglo-German publication programme. 
`'s George 1 1. Darwin, The tidal surrt'1 0/ Jahn, Nature, No 2201 Volume 88, January 4'1' 1912,1S- 
6. 
Arthur . 1. Marder, from the 
l)rratnwnt; hl to Scapa 1, /ow, (()xtiord, 1961). 
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As the mutual programme developed, an imbalance quickly became apparent. In the summer 
of 1913, the British noted that the Germans had more up-to-date hydrography than the 
Admiralth. `' When war broke out, naturally the Anglo-German exchange ceased. Yet, the 
continued availability in Britain, of predictions liar German waters, was of almost vital 
importance. `" Unfortunately. Britain's prediction capacity was, at that Iime, severely 
curtailed. In August 1914 Britain was hcrclt ot'a tidal authority. 
At that time, the I lydrographer's naming as the editor of the tidal volume misconstrued his 
relationship to the branch. Tidal prediction was only part of his responsibilities. I lowever, it 
had been the successive pecuniarily cautious hydrographers who had declared newer 
prediction methods wanting in F, uropean waters. 
By the time war was declared. the reserve of tidal expertise in Britain had sunk to a 
diminished and dispersed state. Darwin, the man who had perlccted the newer method died 
in 1912 then the computer employed lür the older method, had also recently died. In 
addition, the Indian Government had removed their tide predicting machine From Admiralty 
premises. Edward Roberts (1845-1933). the machine's expert manipulator was therefore 
made redundant. 
Comparison between the hydrographic capacities, otthe vying nations, appears to he the 
catalyst that eventually introduced change at the Admiralty. "there were problems finding 
success with the harmonic method in shallower eastern parts of* tile North Sea. Conse(i tic, tly, 
the Admiralty initiated a new research programme, thereby creating the tidal branch. 
I lowever, it was Harold 1). Warburg in 1912, who began this re-enlivening of'the 
s>-, Archibald Day, 7'hwAthnirullvho'cirn, 'ruphic'serriet' 1 TS'5_/9/9, (bondun, 1967), 255. 
Sts I larold I). Warburg, The 
.1 chnirullt' licic luhlc's anti 
Non'lh Scu litlul prcclic"liuns, I'hc (icographical 
Journal, Vol I Ill Jan-Jun 1919,308-330. 
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1q 
Admiralty's tidal expertise.. Despite Roberts's sacking the Admiralty re-instated him into 
the increasing tidal effort of 1914 without question. they brought the department into 
existence at the eleventh hour, in the very last weeks of peace. 
There was some German material available for the department to work on. Some short 
records of German tidal observations were held in Britain. The shortness of quantity 
required their treatment to he by the harmonic method, rather than the synthetic. It was 
known since 1895, that differing predictions could come from two harmonic analyses of the 
same observations. ý"o Warburg had learned that these differences were index errors, rather 
than methodical. "' To he effective, the synthetic method required long series of' 
observations for analysis. Bellow Warburg, it was also poor at solving diurnal tides. In his 
desperate need Warburg resorted to hybrid calculation; synthesised times and harmonic 
heights offered a part solution. The experience of Roberts, having worked continuously on 
tides since 1868, was an invaluable addition to the new harmonic work at the Admiralty. 
Concurrently, Warburg's department pursued what was to become his c'yuatim, method. 
Warburg became the head of the Tidal Branch. The equation method is probably the must 
elaborate adaptation of the synthetic method. Warburg claimed to have exhausted the 
possibilities of the synthetic approach. Warburg produced a yield from the equation method 
where either the semi-diurnal or diurnal tide is predominant. I lowever the method has 
ý1 ý 
proven to he intractable to mixed tides. It is probable that the equation method was an 
}; 
algebraic development of an earlier, graphical attempt. Wiiliam J. L. Wharton (I843- 
I905), aI lydrographer preceding Purey-('ust, had developed the graphical method. "' 
`29 For this, see I)ay p257. It retcrs to the I nited Kingdom IIydrographie office, 11.1). 1015%1913 
Appendix C', 7. 
`i° Cambridge University Library (hereafter ('UI. ), I)AR 25114255. 
I Warburg, 'the :l dmiru/t ' tide luhlr.,, l'-3 10. 
Arthur T. I)oodson &I larold I). Warburg, ldhnirulw rnunuul o/ tide. +, (London, 194I ), p1 17. 
; 'ý William J. I.. Wharton, l/1'ebns ruhhiýu/, 4nrrevint, second edition, (Lon(1on, I898). 
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The equation method was of considerable value during the I914-I8 conflict. I Ieligoland, an 
island in what is now the German Bight had been in British hands up to 1890. Observational 
data was accreted with respect to I Ieligoland. Bizarrely, the new German government under 
direct British permission had collected an earlier set of data there, and a copy was 
availahle.; ` The United States supplied a later set. In addition, the capture ol'a copy ol'some 
predictions. fbr the use of the German fleet, provided a check. The British results liar 
I leligoland, obtained from the equation method, agreed almost exactly with those calculated 
in Germane. Warburg also ran a hack check, of the equation and harmonic method, and 
tüund a large percentage of improvement tier I leligoland. 
After the Great War broke out in the summer of 1914, the Admiralty tables continued to 
carry predictions for German ports. F. phemeredes in general are prepared several years in 
advance, as was the 1915 tidal edition: and it was fortuitously so with the li)Ilowing year. 
Ehe Admiralty calculated predictions for German ports, in the two subsequent editions of 
1917-8, by the harmonic method. As they knew that the predictions were of poor quality or 
erroneous -- their public issue 
forms a type of dissimilation propaganda. "Those 
promulgations resulted in a German Notice to . hluriners. The notice gave a caution about the 
accuracy of British prediction for Wilhelmshaven. (Wilhelmshaven predictions were a 
derivative of Ileligoland's. ) 
As part of military strategy. Warburg kept his equation method secret at the time; nor has it 
received any elaboration since. 1'he Admiralty 
issued special predictions, employing his 
better results, to the Royal Navy l'or the remaining years ol'contlict. Similarly, in the public 
domain at least, none of those predictions now exist. 
Cl I I. I)AR 251 '4866. 
United Kingdom IIydrooraphic Office. M13 2I 1IIISI 53-54,16°i February 1877. 
Harold Dreyer Warburg, 'I'ide, c uncllic/nl. cniums, Cambridge 1922. 
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The Germans had a complementary problem, they needed predictions for British waters. 
Much of the data, with which to make predictions for British port, had been widely 
published in preceding years. 'therefore the problem, fir his counterpart hydrographer, 
should have been easier than it had been for Warburg. It was not. The magnitude of their 
problem lay in the size of the area, which the Germans needed to calculate tides for: the 
entire British Isles' coastline is tidal. Years before, A. U. Wirgen (1943- I909) had been 
without a predictor, but Darwin had at that time loaned him a special tidal abacus.;,, ('hearty, 
by 1914, the abacus was no longer sufficient for such an increased computing demand. 
I lowever, by 1915 1 Ieinrich Rauschelhach constructed a predictor at Potsdam, in Germany 
S" CUI, DAR 251'4044. 
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(Figure 53). "" The published plans oithe Indian predicter were a help to him, the two 
machines - the German and Indian - are so distinctly alike. 
The two sides fl)ught the naval battle of I Ieligoland Bight in August IQ 14. The struggle for 
the bight's predictions, during the rest ol'the Great War, was to Ihvour the creation of a 
second portfolio ol'world tidal predictions. 
11.7 THE 1921 ADMIRALTY FABLE' 
When William Wharton became I lydrographer in 1884 he could not avoid taking an interest 
in the harmonic method, its developments were so active. Under him, the I lydrographic 
Ofticc became the conduit tier harmonic investigations in the Far Fast and Australia. They 
were investigations whose finance did not conk within the scope oflhe Indian Government; 
although l ide t , hles for the h/ian ý, ivs had had an international scope since 1882. That 
nature of its composition was directly because of imperial extent. The volume had grown 
quickly to encompass the whole of the Indian Occan's northern littoral which was that 
tables' financial province. 
The United States Coast Survey had taken up the harmonic method in 1882. ']'lie Survey first 
produced an international set of predictions for 1896, and it was at Ieast it year in advance. 
When Wharton inspected a copy as early as January 1895, he compared both of'the 
harmonic tables. Between the Indian and American tables lie found some occasional 
differences. For Aden, for example, some times differed by fifty-eight minutes; while with 
Calcutta, heights differed by over two feet. The Americans had derived their own 
constants, with which to make the predictions. Both the British and Americans had used the 
same set of observations with which to make dilfcrent sets of constants. Wharton wondered 
"g Anonynulus, Tide /'rrc/iclir>g Alac"/rinc. e, (Cannes), (International I lydrographic l; ureau, special 
publication no. 1 -3). 
luly 1926,59. 
"° CIJ1. I)AR 251; 27211,3216,3442,3443. 
'1oClJ1. I)AR 251I4255. 
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which predicting machine had been the one to have diverged the most from reality. "l'hcy had 
known for some time that manipulating the machines differently gained them variable 
results. `" At that time. Wharton could clearly justify withholding the harmonic method from 
predicting home-port tides. 
When, in 1912, the Admiralty eventually extended tlºe reach of their tide tables beyond 
Europe, it instantly became a skeletal table of'the whole ocean. The addition of those 
colonial ports was the first witting contribution to the tables from the harmonic method. 'I 111-s 
second proto-global set was then composed of'both synthetically and harmonically derived 
predictions. In addition, the Admiralty made up their enlarged table from the product of' 
several research programmes. Comprehensive programmes included the British, (ierman, 
Indian and Canadian. Isolated research results came from Singapore, I long Kong, Australia 
and New Zealand. The reach of the Admiralty volume was wide, but that oI' the American 
edition was wider. It also had a different composition. Naturally, any predictions came from 
on site, native observations. I lowever, the predictions calculated in America were as a result 
ol'their own analysis. All of the American predictions were from their own, singular 
programme. 
The Panama ('anal opened in the same month of 1914 as did the Great War. The IoIloNN ing 
year the Admiralty featured predictions tier the Pacific end of the canal in their expanding 
volume. The work of Warburg implies that by about then, London predictions were 
compiled from the harmonic method. During the war he compared American and British 
predictions. for both London and Panama. "They were each computed from the same set of 
constants, but their mode ofcomputing produced difi'crent results. In some cases, the 
differences amounted to lifteen minutes of'time. " 
s11 CIII. DA R 25 1,3624. 
`a' Warburg, The ;1 clmirult1" tide hahlec. 
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After the armistice of 1918, the Admiralty accomplished ever more predictions by the newer 
methods. Within two years, the volume noted tines by the 24 hour clock and in 192 I 
included United States ports. By then the Admiralty set were also tables oFworld wide tidal 
predictions. 
1 1.8 CONCLUSION 
The development oltidal prediction has been distinctly a science Ihunded upon dedication 
and co-operation. That is not to say that warihre did not interfere; and the needs of warläre 
were as equally partial with American citizenry as anywhere. The requisite tables in the 
1864 report were specially published for the naval forces of the Union rather than the 
Confederacy. Similarly, the Americans produced restricted predictions liar the Pacific liar the 
concluding months of their conflict there in 1945. 
I lowever, systematic open tidal investigation stemmed back to the late I 820s. In those early 
decades the investigators had succeeded in bringing several foreign governments into 
scientific co-operation. ('o-operation was then later re-vitalised by the united States in I894. 
Yet it would seem that the one-off supply of data, as opposed to the commitment to 
exchange, were of differing orders. In 1909, Purey-l'ust's immediate predecessor had to 
undertake actual negotiations with colonial governments, to affect a hydrographic exchange. 
"there was an obvious mutual advantage, were the central power to include several 
widespread colonial ports in the increasingly important set of'tables. "I lowcver it had peen 
with the German I lydrographer that the Admiralty succeeded in establishing an earlier 
exchange. 
Raw from war experience, by 1919 it then became the explicit aim of the Admiralty tidal 
department to calculate their oU predictions ofalien foreign ports. In sharp contrast, the 
54 t[)ay, Thc Aclmiruhr hvilrngruhhic service, 2 18. 
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authorities of allied Dominion and colonial ports were trusted to he capable of supplying 
acceptable predictions. ' 11 
The time of the expansion of tidal prediction to the entire globe coincided with a state of- 
transition among the world trade powers. With their defined territorial interests, the 
dominance of F, uropean powers was adjusting to the rapidly expanding American market, at 
that time enlargening globally, beyond any singular colonial mindset. A sign ofthis 
transition was that the United States, rather than Britain, realised the first global tide table. 
'I'hc most significant twentieth-century development in tidal work was the replacement of 
human computers with electronic ones. The replacement was coincident with the invention 
of a newer method of tidal prediction. 
`, ` This response method, while powerful, has not 
succeeded in supplanting the harmonic method. I lowever, computing in general has aflectcd 
both analysis and prediction, it has also eliminated a massive burden and reduced error. 
14 Warburg, The :I <G»irully iiJc iuhlcs. 
S. " W. II. Munk and David I. Cartwright, Tidal spectroscopy and prediction, Philosophical 
"Transactions oft lie Royal Society of London, ( 1966), A259,5; -81. 
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Another development has been publication of predictions on the weh. 'I'hc Service 
I lydrographique et Occanographique dc la Marine of France is excellent. The American, 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, also publish on the weh for the 
coasts of North America. 
A hard-copy paper form of the American world wide tide tables also exists. "those tables are 
no longer under the aegis of the Federal Government, instead, although derived from the 
national agency they are now published commercially. 
'The Admiralty publish predictions on the weh and also in hook foram. The reach of both 
forms is world wide. Observations in home waters are made for three years and the 
improved harmonic method is the dominant method in use. With predictions 1iOr standard 
ports abroad, the Admiralty have returned to receiving them from the appropriate authorities, 
even though there may he nothing known of the foreign method. This is not quite the 
backward step, to the state existing prior to 1828, which it might seem. The foreign 
predictions generally do to stand tip to comparison with observation. 
The mutual international exchange ol'prediction has prevailed. Several countries which once 
produced global tide tables, now no longer do so. This loss seems inexplicable, for the 
exchange ought to Irvour the country with the lowest puhlication and distribution costs. the 
cost of the lour Admiralty volumes is 1211 each, those produced in America arc i 1.4. The 
cheaper volumes are especially favoured, hecause they are compulsory equipment For ships 
entering American waters. I lowever, notwithstanding two advantages, the American 
volumes are a distinct rarity on ships trading internationally. 
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12.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter drav%s together the main findings ofchapters three to eleven. Listed in the 
bibliography, eight articles publish the separate findings ofchapters lour to eleven, in peer 
reriewcd academic journals. In addition, other authors in the field have utilised this 
research. 
Although the basis of'the research has been study ol'original documentary Tidal sources, 
considerable experience, gained working among tides and with tide tables in a forty year 
career as a seaman. reinforces it. 
12 
.2 
ST`ATISTIC'AL ANALYSIS 
'Ihroughout the whole nineteenth century, a healthy level of scepticism prevailed as to the 
accuracy of the different methods. The Philosc phic"cal 7r11n, v actions exhibit several early 
comparisons. Those, and a modern comparison, are of London data. Although the 
investigators published the observational data, precipitating the comparisons in this thesis, 
they only ever referred to it obliquely. In the interim it appears to have been forgotten about. 
Previous to this thesis, no one had published an analysis of that data. As a result of this 
investigation, that data's analysis (part 8.6) extends comparison to a much wider geographic 
area. These comparisons have additional merit, in that 
it was also possible to produce 
modern calculations for the period under review. 
", Benjamin C. Sheesley.. 1 1lunihulchiun Science / rcnuetrurk f nr William U'hcn'e/l's 7'ielul Afall. c, 
University of Wisconsin MSc. thesis, 2002; Cartwright, 7%w Tunkin /ides hTi. vilrcl; Michael S. Reidy, 
Alusiers 0/ Ticloloi i: The ('uhivaliun ui the /)ht'sieul sciences ill earh' I7etoriun Liverpool, The 
I Iistorical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. (200; ), i 1-77. 
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The first comparison is essentially one concerned with the lime of high water. 'I he l roudman 
Oceanographic Laboratory has preserved many years ol'the manuscript observations lür 
Sheerness, one of the foundation ports. These observations were used to inspect 1836 (part 
8.8). the year when heights were first introduced into the Admiralty tables. 
By chance this study also lighted upon a year which had both synthetic and harmonic 
predictions for one British port. The statistical study of this 1893 data (part 112), was only 
partly successful owing to lack of contemporary observational data. The duality continues to 
exist of British synthetic predictions and American harmonic predictions, for several other 
ports and fir several years. For an investigation ol'this data to he worthwhile it needs co- 
incident observations, and none appear to he available. 
12.3 A RFTROSPF, CT1VF OF PREDICTION 
The eight chapters of narrative (chapters 4 to I I) address a largely continuous gap in the 
knowledge rather than addressing discrete issues. The thesis presents new information in a 
continuous thread of knowledge. I have obtained this information by going directly to the 
sources. The sources include Carolingian and later medieval diagrams, I , ast Indian Company 
records and over two thousand pieces oftidal correspondence. 
I have achieved the specific aims, set out in chapters I and 2, in the following ways. //ow 
and when the primitive method was developed is set out with medieval diagrams (chapters 4 
& 5), and its culmination ofu/ien is within the chapter on I)essiou (chapter 7). Where this 
method was written up was in monasteries across I"urope, and advanced most of all in 
Britain. Why the method was initiated is as a result of religious interests in fink. The 
transition to the modern methods partly developed from "Tonkin (chapter 6) and with 
I)essiou (chapters 7& 8). 
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How the modern tide tables were made I relate explicitly in chapter 10 on mechanical aids, 
and to a lesser extent in parts 9.7 & 9.8, referring to the predicter; wheii this was achieved I 
give thoroughly in the Admiralty, Indian and World chapters (8,9 &II). Who principally 
achieved this, I give for the first time in chapters 7 to II inclusively. Whº' this arose was 
because of banking interests and the demands of Indian geodesy. Where these advances were 
achieved was largely in Britain, but also in India and America. 
I have critically studied ten tidal diagrams from the first millennium. 'I'hc ascent ofthe 
primitive prediction method is set out. The explanation of a late medieval tidal diagram, with 
which other commentators had failed, is now complete, and its context identified. I have 
examined data, among a set of salling directions referred to by Isaac Newton, in manuscript. 
The former items extend the historical work ofCartwright and I)eacon. The middle chapters 
trace some ofthe transfer from empirical primitive prediction to the synthesis ol'inductively 
produced prediction. 
I based chapters 7, K, 9,10 and II upon transcripts oftidal manuscripts, explicitly sought as 
the backbone of this thesis. The transcripts exceed two thousand items, holding over hall 'a 
million words. The transcript collection now lodges in the library of the T'roudman 
Oceanographic Laboratory. This thesis has only drawn the most direct story from the texts. 
't'here is ample scope I'or further research. 
Before taking up tides fulltime, I)essiou was a substantial cartographer, one of whom little 
was previously known. On Uessiou hydrography, chapter 7 underpins the first systematic 
tidal investigation. Its composition arose directly out of a regtuest, to the study, to supply a 
biography ofthe man who compiled the first Admiralty tide table. This chapter breaks new 
ground, displaying the characteristics that went into the making of a complete hydrographer. 
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Building on the work of Reidy, chapter 8 elaborates some of the difficulty encountered while 
constructing the tide tables. A strength of Reidy's thesis was the espousal of how the first 
investigation was by means of a network of correspondents. I have corroborated this concept 
extensively, that is to say, I confirm the concept in this chapter on the synthetic 
investigation. I also show that a network, extending more pervasively across continents, was 
essential to the later harmonic investigation (chapter 9). In the early twentieth century, when 
the global tide tables were being established, it is indicated how the harmonic programme's 
network was fractured by growing nationalism. "fhc nature, extent and composition ofeach 
network, including another little known network in America, I detail in chapter 3. 
Further original contribution exists in chapter 9. I Jere, the formation ol'the harmonic 
investigation is set out for the first time. Much illustrative material has been unearthed, and 
here included into tidal history for the first time. Via this medium of imagery, I make clearer 
the previously confused primacy, of who invented the tide predictor. Chapter 9, the one 
preceding it together with the two following, combine to give greater emphasis to the 
associate workers, than has so far prevailed. 
On computing aids, chapters 9& 10 bring an account of all these devices together. I 
particularly set the machines into their explicit tidal context. It particularly attempts a plain 
explanation of the modern prediction method. Lighting upon a very simple, but previously 
much neglected Australian predictor, considerably helped. 
The final contribution builds upon the seminal papers of Ificks and Warburg. Chapter II 
confirms that the Americans established the first set of tide tables liar the complete globe. I 
also demonstrate how the 1914-18 war precipitated the second global set, the Admiralty"s. 
This and two preceding chapters inadvertently give primary history of the Nautical Almanac 
Office; it includes something ofthe similar American office. Because of'the paucity of' 
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archives fiom these otltices, which are important to astronomers, further work can ascend 
from this basis. 
12.4 DF. FICIFNCIE'S 
The study has some known deficiencies. Because of practical constraints, only a little of the 
large amount of material located in Washington has been transcribed. The biographers of' 
two early American hydrographers, particularly Williams and Slotten, appear to have either 
ignored or overlooked this resource. The National Archives of India catalogue other source 
material existing in Delhi. Paradoxically, the director of'the institution both granted access to 
this material, while I corresponded from Britain, but then denied access when I visited the 
archive; so that I did not see any of the Survey's tidal material. 
The story of how tide tables developed largely comes to a close in the niid twentieth century. 
Even with electronic computers, prediction today is still by the methods developed by that 
date. Developed in the 1960s, the response method has supplanted neither the residual 
synthetic usage nor the major harmonic method. Within the physical site constraint ol'a 
thesis, the developmetil oftide tables has been fully set out. 
This study leaves open one larger area of research. This is the break-up of present-day tidal 
research into increasingly smaller programmes. It has been shown how one tidal research 
department came about in Britain, in the I lydrographic (_)ffice. I then show how another, 
separate British tidal research department grew out of'the Nautical Almanac Office. This 
duplication of programmes has continued in Britain. The I lydrographic Oliice has relocated 
from Whitehall to "faunton. The tidal work of the Almanac descended, first to the National 
Physical Laboratory, and then it passed to the 'tidal Institute at Bidston Observatory. 
The Proudnian Oceanographic Laboratory in Liverpool has since replaced the Observatory. 
'I he tidal work which originally passed to the Institution was largely the Roberts predicting 
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machine work. That area of tidal research extended through Joseph Proudman's theoretical 
work; more recently, tidal measurement and model developments have been undertaken. 
It is likely that further material is locatahle in trance, to those with the läcility of that 
language. Division also occurred in America, with tidal research programmes being 
presently undertaken at both the National Oceanographic and 4i nosphcricc .- 
lthninisiration 
and the S'crippc Institution 0/ OcceanograpliT. 
Publication of'current papers has also dispersed, from being neatly within a small number of 
. 
journals. Results now appear in a huge range of periodicals. A starting point to classifying 
twentieth century developments would he completion of the existing bibliography. There is 
there, ofcourse, an added problem; the modern papers, as For the earlier papers, only relate 
success stories. The difficulties encountered, exist more in the manuscripts of the scientists 
who struggled with a problem; and it takes time Iir the release of personal papers to enter an 
accessible domain. 
12.5 FUTURI; RISIiARCI I 
There is a profusion of research into tidal history still to be undertaken. It is likely that most 
of the tidal data up to the time of Newton is fully collated. Further firctual data is known of 
among the records in the later, numerous medieval undertakings. These are located in places 
often unassociated with either science or tides. For one tide-skirt county alone Yorkshire 
there are abundant tidal, port records. I'hcy exist for I lov, den among the records of the 
Bishop of Durham, ' " for the rivers Ouse and Trent among the records of the Corporation of 
I latfield Chace, '' I 'or the whole ofnraritime Yorkshire among the Admiralty Court records 
and those of the Merchant Venturers. 
S I`' 
S47 Durham University Library. 
5.18 Nottingham Universty Library. 
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From Newton's time of mards, the ignorance of'what material exists increases in line with 
the profusion of' published literature. Simple awareness, rather than systematic searching, 
has revealed examples of the presence of'tidal literature at the Newcastle Literary Institute, 
in Edinburgh University Library and a tidal monument on the street of'Scalloway, Shetland. 
The Trinity Houses of ldull, Newcastle and l3ell ist are obvious I 'Mints of' know ledge, 
deserving of'an assiduous search. 
It would he sensible to proceed with a list ofthe papers and artetäcts held in private 
institutions, in public and academic libraries, and in the county and city record offices. 
Consider extending the search beyond Britain and Ireland. I have shown an abundance of 
material to inspect in America, this material is ideal for telling how the synthetic method 
was inadequate. It is very clear that there is unrecorded material in the numerous other 
countries which were also British protectorates, colonies or dominions. This material exists 
among the proceedings oftheir colonial scientific institutions, largely founded along the 
lines ofhome societies. these resources have much valuable tidal material. 
The search for historical tidal records has to cater to the past and be aware ofthe present. 
Until very recently, ocean going ships were as little as one hundred test in length. 
Consequently, their ports were often very well inland, such as Gainsborough. 'I he valuable 
records of'King's Lynn, retained by the once important port, are now an inconsequential and 
vulnerable part ofa global conglomerate. Because ol'their descent through ownership many 
navigation record, have ended up associated with railways. 
1 1" While it is relatively common 
to schedule trains according to the tides. it can not he unique l 'or the I3enhecula air service to 
he so sct. 
s., `' I3orthwick Institute, York University. 
sso 'FNn RnII. 800. 
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The transition from analogue to digital recording devices took place within only the past two 
decades. The old gauges and other artcfäcts are last disappearing from crowded store rooms. 
Largely out of'Kelvin's vanity, several prototype tidal analysers and prcdicters are properly 
preserved. That as fortuitous, a less happy state presently exists with the final stereotypes. 
It is pressingly urgent to conserve their manipulation instructions, from people who are still 
alive. 
This study has given some consideration, to the prediction method in use before the 
understanding of the heliocentric solar system. As that understanding grew from the time oI- 
Copernicus, and was accelerated by Newton, so did the common method of prediction that 
used by seamen - grow in sophistication. A useful study would he to investigate this 
common method further, particularly liar the eighteenth century. 
But finding records and further investigation is not enough. People made the records and 
artefacts, and they must have had a tangible purpose in mind. The nineteenth century 
Admiralt} tide tables affected the production of the people who were predicting tides purely 
for one locality. Their stories must he one ofa fascinating scientific study. Indeed, the works 
of the independent local producers live on in the computer age. "there are a multitude of 
independent predicting programmes for sale, whose activity deserves a concerted recording. 
This could combine with a precise history of the institutions currently prescribing world- 
wide tidal prediction. Such a one is the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory. ltonly to 
eliminate unnecessary duplication, a comprehensive survey ofthe modern prediction 
capacity would be highly appropriate. 
12.6 C'ONC'LUSIONS 
The development ol'tide tables and tidal science has been highly dependent on live open 
networks of correspondents, ranging across the periods discussed. Albeit in an unwitting 
fashion, Rede was in advance ol'Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), the acknowledged curly 
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scientific networker. That contrasts sharply with the explicit intent ofthe commercial 
network under the East India Company. Only the three nineteenth-century networks were 
deliberately 1ör tidal advancement. Then, during the war of 1914-R, networking expired as 
the research programmes entered an in-house phase of secretiveness; one from which, there 
has been only a recent emergence. 
The prediction of tides achieved considerable success in the nineteenth century; the process 
was experimental science on a grand time scale. That century encompassed three levels of 
the science, and they led to a further revisionary improvement at the outbreak of the 
following century. Reidy and Sheesley are among the commentators who have described the 
investigation of tides, as the expression of the I lumholdtian scheme. This . study extends that 
thesis. The I lumholdtian ambition was to understand the geographical distribution of 
interconnected physical and natural phenomenon over a large area. This study culminates at 
the establishment oftwo porttblios oftide tables; the tides derive from astronomy and the 
tables encompass F. arth. 
The first vision fior a world wide tide table was also directly within the I lumboldtian ideal, 
where understanding in one scientific sphere spring-boards to another. The vision held that 
completing tides and currents would lead to more knowledge about the monsoon. 
Governments, including the British, French, Indian, United States and Canadian, landed 
several significant research programmes investigating tides. the programmes were a straight 
marriage of pure science and pragmatic need. Investigating tides was a main plank in the 
introduction of science, or of modern science, to several countries. This applied particularly 
to India, North America and Australasia. In the early Victorian period, tidal analysis gave a 
practical outlet to Fourier's then new mathematics. The higher investigation invented 
considerable mechanical calculating machines. The mechanical machines were such 
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formidable tools that only electronic computers supplanted them in the late twentieth 
century. 
Over time, there was an ascent in the science ol'tidcs. First came the creation of the body of 
port establishments, these were the lists begun in the medieval period. While the 
establishments achieved their peak in I)essiou's time, present-day Whittaker's Almanac still 
lists them. Establishments are very powerful; they remain current, because they constitute 
such simple information. In their crudest form, they give the time ofa port's spring tide. But 
establishments, like the synthetic method which followed, are of hest use where there is a 
clear tidal pattern. Unquestionably the list of estahlishments, particularly when arranged in a 
geographic order as affected in the E/ve, is It i lumholdtian exercise. Bede held unwitting 
pre-I lumboldtian concepts and also Davenport to a lesser extent. 
Secondly there was the daily synthesis of predictions. These came as a modestly superior 
mathematical approach to finding establishments and allocating parameters throughout the 
Saros cycle. This was on the face of it a reversal ofthe I lumboldtian thrust, because in its 
utilitarian output it concentrated on one locality; conversely they were investigating on the 
concerted, grander area scale, which was I lumboldtian. They said they were systematising 
and looking iiýr laws but, once having established their process the loop closed, and the 
systematic investigation then became arrested by its success. In other locations, others vainly 
tried to copy them, but usually tidal characteristic denied them success, when checking past 
prediction against present observation. 
A purely theoretical approach at last came in to play with the harmonic analysis. 'I'bis 
approach was obviously I lumboldtian, and extended the geographic area ol'success 
considerably but not completely. "Tidal science remains partly empirical. Where theoretically 
derived predictions succeed they are used. Where non-harmonic predictions produce a better 
lit with the actuality then they l tre better. 
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Tide tables have come about as much by intellectual curiosity, as by corm ercial need. They 
concentrate on height of water level, in time, primarily, they concentrate on the time and 
level of extreme height. They are not the primary resource of'tidal flow, as was the case with 
the sixteenth-century F lye. Tidal theory itself shows that it is tractive flow, rather than any 
change in absolute oceanic level, that drive tides. 
During much of the twentieth century, two separate groups of pilots operated on two 
separate parts of the Upper I lumher. One group freely operated their ships within the 
rectilinear flow. The other group lay pinned down until the flood had significantly 
diminished, before they could turn their ships out of the tideway. By the time they left the 
river, the tide had fallen a crucial amount perhaps as much as twelve inches. 'I'bis part of 
the high tide, the fall before slack, was not so readily apparent to the form er group because 
they were not similarly constrained. Ehe tidal phenomenon imposed itself upon one group, 
with the other group oblivious to its stimulus. Perhaps future tidal investigations can 
concentrate on timing the moment of change in the normal rectilinear direction, and 
simultaneously move closer toward an absolute understanding of tidal theory. This change in 
direction is of as much commercial interest as it was centuries ago. 
This research precipitated from a much smaller view than that of I lumboldt's. The view is 
through juxtaposed dimensions. 'I'his aspect was born out of f rst-hand experience of tides on 
an ordinary Furopean river. A wchsite, entitled J m'liglu is worth u. /00! a/ wolej., has held 
aloft the research. The real relationship expressed within the phrase, between the necessary 
daylight with which to locate oneself. and an old flotation measure, comes from the piloting 
world. This is a world where ships, with desperately small under keel clearances, are 
conducted along narrow, unlit rivers. 'those pilots practise their trade as an art, rather than as 
a science. Feeling their way in the dark, being pushed along by the roaring flood, or fearful 
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that the ebb is dropping away: %N ithout a gauge of precise position and hence the amount of 
water available -- to them: da) light is indeed worth a toot of water. 
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34 21 CtJ1. Add 5750 21 Adams. I(' Darwin GI I 07, "05/'188,3 
35 22 CIII. Add 5750 22 Baird AW Darwin (ill 10/051883 
36 23 ('Ili. Add 5750 23 Roberts Ii Darwin (iIl 11'05/1883 
37 24 CU 1, Add 5750 24 Baird AW Darwin (ill 17'05/1883 
38 25 CIJI_ Add 575025 Roberts 1': Darwin (iII 22'05'1883 
39 26 CU I. Add 5750 26 Baird AW Darwin (iI1 23%05'1883 
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40 27 CIJI, Add 5750 27 Roberts 1/ Darwin GI I 01/06/1883 
41 28 CIJI. Add 5750 28 Roberts F' Darwin (; I1 04/06/1883 
42 29 C'lil. Add 5750 29 Roberts 1: Darwin GH 05/(18/1883 
43 30 CIJI, Add 5750 30 Roberts F. Darwin (ill 06/06/1883 
44 31 CU I, Add 5750 31 Roberts 1/ Darwin (iI l 08/00/1883 
45 32 CIJI_ Add 5750 32 Walker ii Darwin (ill 1-1/06/I883 
46 33 CT I. Add 5750 33 Roberts I, Darwin (ill 20/06/1883 
47 34 CU 1, Add 5750 34 Roberts 1. Darwin GII 21/06/1883 
48 35 ('UI. Add 5750 35 Adams J(' Darwin (ill 25/06/1883 
49 36 CIJI, Add 5750 36 Baird AW Darwin (i11 25/06'1883 
50 37 CIJI, Add 5750 37 Baird AW Darwin GI l 02/07/1883 
51 38 CIJL Add 5759 38 Neison F. Darwin (ill 02/07/1883 
52 39 CU 1, Add 575031) Roberts 1'. Darwin GI1 07/07/1883 
53 40 CIii. Add 5750 40 Adams JC Darwin GI l 14/07' 1883 
54 41 CU I, Add 575041 Baird AW Darwin G11 19/07/1883 
55 42 Clll, Add 5750 42 Roberts F Darwin G11 24/07/1883 
56 43 CU 1, Add 575043 Adams J(' Darwin (ill 25107/1883 
57 44 CIJI. Add 575044 Adams. IC Darwin GII 28/07/1 883 
58 45 Cl1L Add 575045 Baird AW Darwin GII 
. 
30/07/1883 
59 46 CIJI. Add 5750 46 Baird AW Darwin GII 06/08/1883 
60 47 Cl1L Add 5750 47 Roberts I: Darwin (; I I 08/08/1883 
61 48 ('t11, Add 5750 48 Adams JC Darwin (iI 1 18/08/ 1883 
62 49 CUL Add 575049 Baird AW Darwin GII 20; 08'1883 
63 50 CUI, Add 5750 50 Roberts F. Darwin Gil 31/08'1883 
64 51 CllL Add 5750 51 Baird AW Darwin (iI1 03! 09/1883 
65 52 Clii. Add 5750 52 Baird AW Darwin (ill 10/(19/1883 
66 53 CIJI_ Add 5750 53 Darwin (ill 13/09/1883 
67 54 C'lll. Add 5750 54 Roberts I: Darwin Gil 14/09'1883 
68 55 Clll, Add 5750 55 Baird AW Darwin (UI I7/09/1883 
69 56 CUI_ Add 5750 56 Strachey R Darwin GII 19/09/1883 
70 57 Cl1I, Add 5750 57 Roberts 1/ Darwin (UI 21/09/1883 
71 58 CUI. Add 5750 58 Adams JC Darwin (i Il 23'09/1883 
72 59 Clil, Add 5750 59 Adams . 
IC Darwin (ill 24/09/l 883 
73 60 Clii Add 5750 60 Roberts I: Darwin GI I 
74 61 CUI, Add 5750 61 Baird AW Darwin GI1 27'09/1883 
75 62 CIA, Add 5750 62 Roberts I: Darwin (ill 09/101883 
76 63 CU 1, Add 5750 63 Roberts l--_. 
- 
Darwin (ilI 10/10/1883 
77 64 CI JL Add 5 750 64 Adams J(' Darwin GI I 1 l"'10,1883 
78 65 CIJL Add 5750 65 Darwin GI1 Darwin W 12/10/1883 
7 66 Cll1, Add 5750 65a Macdonald .1 Darwin 
W 12/10/1883 
Fo 
67 CIJI, Add 5750 66 IIutchinson W_ Roberts 1 12/10%1883 
81 68 CIJI. Add 5750 67 Cam. UP Darwin (i I1 
-- 
19/10/1883 
82 69 CIA, Add 5750 68 Neison 1/ Darwin GII 
f 
22/10/1883 
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83 70 Clii, Add 5750 69 Stotherd RII Darwin GII 22/10/1883 
84 71 Clll. Add 5750 70 White TO Darwin (ili 25/10/1883 
85 72 Clll, Add 5750 71 Roberts I'i Darwin Gil 28/10, /1883 
86 73 Clli. Add 5750 72 Strachey R Darwin Gll 30/10/1883 
87 74 CU I, Add 575073 laird AW Darwin Gil 22'11; 1883 
88 75 CU I, Add 5750 74 Roberts 1; Darwin (ill 05/12/1883 
89 76 CUI, Add 5750 75 Strache yR Darwin (ill 15,112/188 3 
90 77 CUL Add 5750 76 Stothcrd RII Darwin (ill 29/12/1883 
91 78 CUL Add 575077 White 11) Darwin Gll 31/12/1883 
92 79 CUL Add 5750 78 White '10 Darwin (iI1 21/01/1884 
93 80 CIII. Add 5750 79 Roberts I Darwin GI l (64/(111884 
94 81 CIA, Add 5750 80 Roberts F Darwin (; I1 08/01/1883 
95 82 CT I, Add 5750 81 Crone C Darwin GII 25'01/1884 
96 83 Cllf. Add 5750 82 Dscoll R Darwin GII 31 /01,1884 
97 84 CIiL Add 5750 83 Baird AW Darwin GI l 071'02, 'l 884 
98 85 Clli. Add 5750 84 Baird AW Darwin GII 28'02/1884 
99 86 CUI. Add 5750 85 Baird AW Darwin (ill 04/031884 
100 87 CUI. Add 5750 86 K der ('ll Darwin GII 15; 03/1884 
101 88 CIJL Add 5750 87 Baird AW Darwin GI I 27/03/1884 
102 89 CU I. Add 5750 88a Rolland (iII Darwin (i 11 08; 04/1884 
103 90 CU I. Add 5750 88h Darwin Gil White 'II) 09/04! 1884 
104 91 CUI. Add 5750 88c White 'I () 13ol land Gf1 09%04% 1884 
105 92 CU I, Add 5750 88d Rol land (ill Darwin (d l 09/04' 18811 
106 93 Clii. Add 5750 89 Ritchie R Strachey R 08, '(14%1884 
107 94 Cl)I. Add 575090 Coombs MA Darwin Gil 10/04/1884 
108 95 CIJI. Add 5750 91 Croll J Darwin GII 15! 04; 1884 
109 96 CUI. Add 5750 92 Rolland GII Darwin (if I 18'0-1,11884 
110 97 C1)I. Add 5750 93 Roberts L Darwin G11 18/04/1884 
111 98 CIA, Add 5750 94 Strachey R Darwin (ill 
___ _11)'04/_1884 
1 12 99 CIA, Add 5750 95 Whitehouse A Darwin G11 
_ 24/04/1884 
1 13 100 Clit. Add 5750 96 Rolland GI I Darwin GI1 28/04'1884 
114 101 Cl, 11, Add 5750 97 1101land GII Darwin G11 30'04/1884 
115 102 CU I. Add 5 750 98 Coombs MA Darwin (il I 021051884 
116 103 CU I. Add 5750 99 Coombs MA Darwin 611, 0605/1884 
117 104 Clll. Add 5750 100 Baird AW Darwin (ill 
118 105 CUI. Add 5750 101 Evans 1.1 Darwin G11 12; 05! 1884 
119 106 (iii. Add 5750 102 Baird AW Darwin (ill 20,05! 1884 
120 107 CUI. Add 575(1 103 Rolland (i11 Darwin (i11 2 1/051884 
121 108 CT I, Add 5750 104 Strachey R Darwin (i11__ 2,8/06/188.4 
122 109 CU 1, Add 575(1 105 Nelson I. Darwin GII 16/07/1884 
123 110 CL)I. Add 5750 106 Pearce W- Darwin GI I 28081188.1 
124 III CUI. Add 5750 107 Strachey R Darwin GII 29'08'1884 
125 1 12 CU I. Add 5750 108 Uuliois I: Darwin G11 18. '09/1884 
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126 1 13 CIJI. Add 5750 109 Strachey R Darwin (ill _ 113! 10/1884 
127 114 CU L, Add 5750 110 Strachc, R Darwin (il IZ! I(º/1884 
128 115 CI 11, Add 5750 I11 Roberts I: Darwill (i If 05/1 1/1884 
129 116 CIJI, Add 5750 112 Darwin II Darwin GI IO! I I/1884 
130 117 CUI, Add 5750 113 Roberts IF Darwin G11 22/1 1/1884 
131 118 CI)1. Add 5750 114 Strachc yR Darwin GI I 
132 119 CU1, Add 5750 1 15 Wedgwood GN Darwin GII 
133 120 CUI, Add 5750 1 16 Darwin Gil 
134 121 ('U1, Add 575(1 1 17 Strachey R Darwin GII 
135 122 ClJ1. Add 5750 1 18 Wed wood GN Darwin GII 
L36 I CU 1, RGO6/499'6 Ra field IIW whewell W 09/01/1823 
137 2 CU I, RGO6/499/16 Airy GI3 Beanti, rt F 04/12/1840 
138 3 Cli1, RGO 6/499, '17 Beaufort F Airy (ill 04/12% 18,10 
139 4 CU I. RGO 6/499/18 Reautürt F Airy GI3 (18/12/1840 
140 5 CIJI. RGO 6/499/19 Airy GR Reaulürl I 9'12%1840 
141 6 CIJI, RGO 6/499/20 Bcautirrl F Air GB ,, 12'1840 
142 7 cUI. RGO 6/499/21 I3eanf'ort I Airy G13 
f 
/12'1840 
143 8 ('IJ1, RGO 6/499/22 Airy, (il ReauI rrt I /(11/ 184 3 
144 9 CUI. RGO 6/499/23 Waldorf F Airy (ill _ 11/0 1/1842 
145 10 CIJI. RGO 6/499/24 ReauR rt F Airy (ill 20/(11/1842 
146 II CIJL RGO 6/499/25 Airy (ill 13eautbrl I' 01/03! 1842 
147 12 CIJI' IZGO 6/499/27 13cautürl F Airy (ill Q;! (13! 1842 
148 13 CU I, RGO 6/499/28 Air GB llcautirrt I' U7/U3/ 1842 
149 14 CIJL RGO6/499/29 Beautürt I' Airy Gll 08! tº3'1842 
150 15 CU 1. RGO 6/499/30 Airy (ill Bcaulürt F 09! 1 1/1842 
151 16 Clli. R60 6/499; '31 Airy (ill Beaufirrt F 18/11/1842 
152 17 CIJI, RGO6'499/32 Rcautbrt F Aiij 1i I(1; "11/1842 
153 18 CIJI, RGO 6/499/33 Airy (ill Rcautürl F 19/01% 1843 
154 19 CIJI. RGO 6/499/35 13cautirrl F Airy (ill 21'02'1843 
155 20 CL 11, RGO 6/499/36 Airy GB Rcautorl I, 28'02/1843 
156 21 CLii. R( ) 6/499 37 Airy GI3 Reaulirrt F 13'051184 3 
157 22 ClJ1. RGO 6/499/38 Reautin"t F Airy (ill 16/05/1843 
158 23 CIJI, R(iO 6/499/39 Airy GB Beaufort F 19%05'1843 
159 24 CIJI, RGO6/499/42 AiryGB Runt i( 28/11/1840 
160 25 CU 1, RGO 6499/4-1 Ilunt'I(i Air ill 29'12,1840 
161 26 CU 1, RGO 6/499/44 Runt TO Air GI3 28'04'1841 
162 27 CIJ1, RGO 6/499/45 Airy GR Runt `i G '4! 04/1841 
163 28 CIJL RGO 6/499/46 Bunt FG Air (ill 
--_ 
ý? ý(14%1841 
164 29 CIJI. RGO 6/499/48 Airy GI3 Bunt I (i 01'03/1842 
165 30 CIJI. RGO 6/499/49 Runt F(i Airy GB 02,03/1842 
166 31 CLJL, RGO6/499/5(1 BuntIG Airy Oll 01'(13'1842 
167 32 CIJL RGO 6/499'51 Airy Oll Bunt iG 07'OV, 1842 
168 33 Cl, 11, RG0 6/49952 Runt "i (i Airy (ill 09'03'1842 
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169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
34 
;5 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
Uocument 
CIJ I. RGO 6/499/53 
CIJL. RGO 6/499/54 
CIJI. RGO 6/499'57 
Cl J l_ RGO 6/499/58 
Clll. RGO 6/499/59 
CI JL RGU 6/499/60 
CIJL RGO 6/499/64 
CUI, RGO 6/499/67 
CI J I, RGO 6/499/70 
CIJI. RGO 6/499/73 
CU I, RGO 6/499i74 
CU I_ RGO 6/499/8? 
C'UI. RGO 6/499/91 
CU 1, RGO 6/499/94 
CUI. RGO 6/499'96 
CU I, RGO 6/499/99 
CU L l. RGO 6/499/ 101 
CU I. RGO6/499/104 
From 
Airy 03 
Bunt 'I'G 
C'orteen R 
Airy G13 
Airy Gß 
1111111 1 (i I IIII! 184)_ 
Air, (ifi I41I! 1842 
A irY G I3 12; '08! 184 ý 
Co1-1l'Cl1 R1 14/08/ I 843 
Cortccn R2 1108/1843 
dc MuSian A 
--T07/02/181 
dc Morgan AI OS/O 1/1841 
dc Morgan n1 11/0111841 
1--- --ý. _ ýý dc Morgan n ? OrQd, A843 
nir , Gü 
Cambrian ? 3i1?! 1837 
nii ý (ýii oý; u3ý is. 38 ---ý-------. (ýutch JW(i ýý)/08%1838 
Airy (i13 102,! '0.1,, 1811) 
Gulch JWG U anw%ixýýý 
I3caul', rt F(3 I'U8! 18 
Con-teen RI Airy Gl; 1 2-4/08/1843 i 
Airy (ill 
Airy 613 
Airy Gf3 
Airy G13 
de Morgan A 
Airy Gil 
_t 
GudGuy Il 1 I4! 0811843 
Gulch JWG 
GuiCh JWG 
Airy clli 
(iutcil Jw(i 
Air G13 
I ewitt W 
Fo ýI )atu 
187 52 C'lJl, RGO 6ý499ý1 13 ins (' Airv G13 2 8'09'184 3 
188 53 CuI. RGO 6/499/ 130 inv C Airý (i13 (º6%1 I/1843 
189 54 CIJI. RGO 6/499/131 (ill 
T 
11_iýýkins 07, '1 11843 
190 55 CUI, RGO 6/499/ 134 nd P Airy Gß I 5/08/ 184? 
191 56 C111, RGO 6/499/1 35 G(3 Kclland 1' 17'08; 184' 
192 57 CU1, R(iO 6/499/136 k nd P Airy Gl3 20, '08/1842 
193 58 CUL RGO 6/499/137 Airy G13 Kclland P 2/08; 1842 
194 59 CIJI, RGO 6/499, /1 38 Kclland P_ Aire (ill 
195 60 CU 1, RGO 6/499/142 Lubbock JW Airy (i13 07/03/1843 
196 61 CUI, RGO 6/499143 Air , (ill I. uhhock JW 08103/ 1843 
197 62 CU I. RGO 6/499/ 144 Airy (ill I. uhbock IW 26/05! 184 3 
198 63 CUI, RGO 6/499i 147 Air ý G13 Main (º9! I"'ý 1840 
199 64 Clll. RGO 6/499,1156 Airy Gl3 Nclson 
ýý- 
U2/(º5/I839 
200 65 CI1I. RGO 6/499/159 Airy (i13 Philliýs J__ ? 5! %09/1839 
201 66 CU I, RGO6/499i163 Airy G13 Plana M_ 21/07/1842 
202 67 CU I, R(iO 6/499/l 68 Airy G13 Rohcrton F dc 091 21840 
203 68 CU I. RGO 6/499/169 Airy G13 Rohcrton F dc IT12i 1840 
204 69 CLI I. RGO 6/499,170 Airy G13 Rohcrton 1: dc 28! 12,1840 
205 70 00I, RGO 6/499/171 Rohcrton Idc Airy (i13 29/ 12%1840 
206 71 CL11. RGO 6/499i 172 Air G13 Robcrtýýn I: dc 21, '1)111842 
207 72 CUI. RGO 6/499/173 Airy G13 Rohcrton F. dc 22! 03%1842 
208 73 CU I. RGO 6/499/ 174 Airy (ill Rohcrºon L dc I I'1118-12 
209 74 CU L RGO 6/499/177 Ross . 
IC Airy (ill 
210 75 Clll. RGO6/499, /181 Ai Gl3 tiahinc I: I_110`1841 
211 76 CU 1, R6 O6/499, /182 tiabinc F Airy G13 13%10. /1841 
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212 77 C'UI, RGO 6/499/ 185 Slcc C 
whewell W 30/0 I/ 1843 
213 78 C: ULRGO6/499/187 Airy (ill 
SlecC 13/09! 1843 
214 79 CIJI. RGO 6/499/190 
Air '(; ß 30/04; 1834 
215 80 00L, RGO 6/499/192 Airy G13 
Strattiord WS 2911 1%1842 
216 81 CIJI, RGO 6/499/198 Washington 
J Airy (; l3 18/07/1842 
217 82 CUI. RGO6/499/204 IJ. S. J. 
01/0 I/I838 
218 83 CUL RGO 6/499/208 whewell W 
Air, (; 13 18"11/1839 
219 84 CIJI. RGO6/499/209 whewell W 
Airy (; 13 06/02/1840 
220 85 C)I, RG06/499/261 Airy (ill 
whewell W---- 09/03! 1940 
2' I 86 CIJI. RGO 6! 499/263 Airy 
G13 whewell W 1 /IO/184O 
222 87 CIII. RGO 6/499/264 
whewell W Airy (ill 
--- 
04ý I I%1840 
223 88 CIJL RGO 61499/267 
Whcwell W Airy G13 04/12-1840 
224 
225 
89 
90 
CU I. RGO 6/499/271 
CIII. RG0 6/499/272 
whewell W 
Air, 613 
nir) It 
Whewcll W, 
_ 
08/12,18,40 
12/12; '1840 
226 91 CIII. RGO 6/499/274 
whewell W Air 613 281121840_ 
' 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
92 
93 
94 
9S 
96 
97 
98 
99 
('lll. RG06/499/277 
('III. RG06/499/278 
CIJI. RG0 6/4991280 
CUI. RGO 6/499/281 
CUI. RGO 6/499/284 
CUL RGO6/4991286 
CIJI, RGO 6/499/288 
('111. R(; O 6/499/290 
Whcwell W 
Whcwcll W 
Airy Ol3 
Air' (; 13 
Whewcll W 
Airy (; 13 
Airv G13 
Air G13 
Airy (; I3 
Airy (ill 
__- 
whewell W 
whewell W 
_ý- 
Airy (ill 
Whewcll W 
____ 
Whewcll W_ 
Whcwell W_____ 
_ 
2 7%0 Iý 1841 
23(º1/1841 
- 
03'I2'1841 
I(ºi04%1841 
24'UI! 1842 
_22'01, 
'18-12 
I I_I 1! 1842 
_(º3: 
OI%1843 
235 
ý36 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
ý44 
ý 
245 
246 
247 
248 
ý49 
ý 
'S0 
` 
ý51 
ý 
252 
`ý53 
'154 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
III 
112 
113 
1 14 
1IS 
116 
117 
118 
1 19 
CUI_ RGO 6/499/291 
CLII, R(; O 6/499/292 
CUI, RG06/499/299 
CL II. R(; O 6/4991'309 
CUL RGO 6/499/314 
Cl1L RGO 6/499/315 
CIII. RGO 6! 499/316 
Cl l l. R60 6/4()()1.318 
CUI. IWO 6/499i319 
1 1, RG) 6/499, '320 
CI 11, RGO 6/499/3 70 
('UI, RGO 6/499/373 
C'lll, RGO 6/499/374 
(UI. ItGO 6/499/375 
C11. RGO 6/499/376 
Cl l l. RGO 6/499/377 
('UI, RGO 6/499; 378 
, CI 11, IL(; O 6/499'402 
. '.. 
6i499! 403 RGO 
RGO 6/499! 404 
N. Y. U. M. 
whewell W 
Whcwell W 
whewell W 
Sherrif W 
Shcn-il'W 
Airy Oll 
Airy ('111 
-- 
Airy Gl3_-__-- 
Sherri fW 
Air (; 13 
Air); (ill 
Airy (ill 
ý -- 
Yclland N 
_- 
Yelland N 
Yclland N 
Airy G13 
Airy (ill 
Ycllýinýý N 
Airy G13 
Airy G13ýýý 
Airy 
AID G13 
AirvGß 
_______ 
Airy (; 13 
---- 
Shcrril'W 
_ ý-- 
SherrifW 
-- - 
Sherri t' W 
(; L3 
_ 
Shcrrif W 
Colby 1 
Colhy I 
nirv Gß 
-ý -- 
Airy (; I; 
Air GI; 
Yelland N 
__ 
Yclland Ný 
----- - 
Airv G13 
Yclland N 
18, '(llr1843 
ý'`U2; 1843 
_29. 
'0i 1843 
_03-09! 
1840 
08%121840 
02l 12%1840 
_-_- 
02,101 
-/1840 
O41(º1: 1841 
I I, 'O(, 184(º 
I- (ºý05'1841 
--- 
2102' 1842 
842 10,011842 
""'0211842 
--. --__-- 
23'O1-19-1 
01'031842 
03/03/ 1 
- 
84 
- _' 
12! 03-11842 
-. __---- 
I71O3184' 
18)31842 
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Document 
C' UL RGO 6 499405 
Cl! L R(; O 64991/406 
CUI. RGO 6499407 
CL'L RGO 6,499'420 
C' UI. 499421 
C'UL RGO 6'499'-12'_ 
CIiL R4994'3 
Cl! I. RG0 6 49_ 
RGO 6; 49921425 
Cl 1L. RGO 6 4_9'426 
(l. ' ', 4`_)94`- 
Cl 'L RG06; 4994? 
S 
CU1, RGO 6,499429 
243 ('1 1. RGO 6,499 
Cl1 R 6%499,4i 
1 
CUI. RGO 6 4`_ ý`ý' ý32 
cl !1Ri ()C 6i499,433 
('t1L. RGO 6,499/434 
ct t R60 6499! 
453 
CUL RGO b'_- 
Cl1L R(; O b'___ ý 
ý. ýý K)6,499 
461 
CLIt. Rý; U 6M99, %ý63 
Cl! L RGO ý' ý` ý 
ý ý; lRO 6'490'465 
CUL RGO 6l499,, 
468 
CIA L RÜO 64991469 
(, UI. RC) 0_ 499470 
CUI R( O 6i499. 
'471 
('il. RGO 6%49y! 
473 
(, Ut. RGO 6,4 , 
)(), 4 ýý_ ýi4 
CUI K( O 6'-199'475 
CU 1, RGO 6' 4y9/476 
CUL RGO 6%499'478 
Cl ii, RGO 6'499'1479 
(' l ll K ('0 
---- 
('U(, RGO 6 
Cl t1 RGO 6i499/482 
ý' UI. RGO 6, ý-------" 
0,1499A 84 
Cl Il KCiO 6, 
CU L. Rcýo v, 
4 sb 
Cl Il KG(> ý%--- 
From 
Yclland N 
Yell da it N 
Yelland N 
Airy GB 
May ý' 
Airv Gl3 
May C 
Airy G[3 
Mýy ý. 
Airy G13 
May ý. 
May ý 
Airy Gf3 
Jones J 
Airy (ill 
Airy (113 
May ý 
Colby 1 
Aire (iB 
Yelland N 
Airy ý113 
Yelland N 
Airy (113 
Air(, f3 
Yell. N 
Yelland N 
Airy Gl3 
ý---- 
Colby 'I 
Airy Gli 
Airy (iU 
---_---- Yelland N 
nL 
Airv (; t3 
Airy Gl3 
. ý--- 
Yelland 
Airy 
. ---- 
Airy_L, B 
Air Gß 
Campbell W 
278 
Fo 
Airy Gß 
Airy G13 
Airy GR 
May(' 
Airy Glý3 
May t 
Airv 613 
May ( 
Airy G[3 
Mýý ý 
Airv Oll 
May( 
May ,' 
GI3 Airy 
Airy (; 13 
May(' 
Airy (ill 
May C 
Ma C 
Airy Oll 
G13 Airy 
Colby 
Airy (ill 
Airy 613 
Air GR 
Yelland N 
____---- 
Yrlland N 
i 
Airy (ill 
Airy (ill 
. _-ý--- Yclland N 
Air G13 
Colh 'ýI 
Yclland N 
Airy (iIi 
Yelland N 
Yellý Iii ý 
I)atc 
21), '03, 'l 84? 
24/02/ 1843 
10/03 ! 1842 
II /03/ 1942 
12/03/I 942 
14/03/ 1842 
I5/03/I842 
", 4, /04,11842 
19,10-4/19427 
0 7i05/184 2 
iu%o5; ixa2 
3I, 101184 2 
0 l; I 1184 2 
ºº3'05'ixa3 
T 07M5! 19,10 
16/05/ 1842 
28/12/1842 
08,0i; 1843 
03'05%IR43 1 
14i04,1843 
------ý 
13/04/I843 
12, '04118437 
Iä%03/1843 
0 1,103! 1 943 
28102! 1843 
271102/1843 
I0/05! I843 
26 05'1843 
Yeiland N 
-- 
ý S, '0611843 
I7! 00%I 843 
Yellan ýý N I`)! 06! 
I843 
Yelland N Iý)106iI8d3 
?1 M6,184 3 
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298 163 Cl1i. RGO 6/499/488 Yclland N Airy (ill 
299 164 Clil. RGO 6/499/489 Yclland N Air , G13 201 U1843 
300 165 Clil. RGO6/499/49(1 Airy G13 Yelland N ? /1843 
301 166 CU 1, R60 6/499/491 Yelland N Air G13 30! 12/184.1 
302 167 ('111, RGO 6/499/492 Hornsby PI Airy Gß 01%UI%18-1 3 
303 168 CIII. RGO6/499/493 Il0rntiýhy 1'I Airy(i13 01/OI/I844 
304 169 CUI. RGO6/499/494 Air (ill Yelland N 10/01/1844 
305 170 Cl1l. RGO 6/499/495 Yclland N Airy Gß 
ýI 
1/01 /1844 
306 171 C111. RGO 6/499/496 Airy G13 
_- 
Yelland N 
ý ý6; 
O2 I844 
307 172 Cl1L, RGO 6,1499/497 Yelland N Aire (ill 
_ 
27'0? /1844 
308 173 CUI, K(iU 6/499/498 Airy (il3 Yclland N 28i02/1844 
309 174 CU I, R60 6/499/499 Yelland N Airy (ill 18 /0,118-14 
310 175 ('lil. RGO 6/499/500 Airy G13 ('olhNI 1,5, '01844 
311 176 CIII. RG) 6/499/501 Air'(i13 Co1b 1 ý__... 
_ 
17/O6/1844 
_ 
312 177 C111. RGO 6/499/502 YclIand N Airy (ill '9i061184-1 
31 3 178 Cl)l. RGO 6/499/507 ('ulhv T Airy(i13 
ý ýý 
O9! 119`1841 
314 179 CU 1, RGO 6/499/508 Airy G13 
ý 
Miller Ptol ý 3/09; 1844 
315 180 ('1i1. RGO6/499/509 Larcom II 
-__ 
Airy (il; ý'-1(t/181J 
316 181 ('lll. ItGO 6/499! 512 Air (ill Lar'com 11 02111844 1/1844 
317 182 Clil. RGO 6/499/514 Airy (; ß ('olhy 1 02%I 11844 
318 183 CUI. RGO 6! 499/5I5 Larcom I1 Airy (ill I? /1 1/1844 
319 184 Clil. R(iO 6/499/518 Airy (ill Larcom II 16%1 1'1844 
320 185 ('lil. RGO6/499/521 Airy G13 Ilamihon WR 18/09/1844 
321 186 CU I. R60 6/4,99/522 Hamilton WR Airy (iß I. 3/1(1i1844 
322 187 Clll. RGO 6/499! 526 13a1d W Ihrnlu ýI Iý j-- 08/0218 
323 188 CU 1. RCiO 6/499/529 Airy (ill Reaul'ort F 16iO1%1841 
324 189 Clll. R(iO6/499/53O 13cautirrt F Airy (il3 )0%01/1841 
325 I90 ('lil. RGO 6/499/532 13eautiýrt F Airy Oll "101/1841 
326 191 Cl I I. RGO W499/533 Gage .l Uessiuu 1 9/0 I/ 183 I 
327 192 CU I. R(iO 6/499/539 Airy (ill 13eaul<rrt I, 
- - 
3. ii01! 1841 
328 193 Clil. RGO 6/499/54O I3caut, 01-1 F Airy G13 ? 5)(11'1841 
329 194 Clil. RGO6/499/541 Smart JN 
_ý _ 
Ucstiiou. tl_ 21/0 1i184I 
330 195 Cl. 11, R(iO 6/499/542 13erutiirt 1-_ Airy (ill I 3'02/1841 
331 196 CU 1, R60 6/499/547 Aily (ill 13unt 16 16/02! 1841 
332 197 ('1i1. RGO6/4991548 Runt l (i Airy (ill 19! 01 ! 1841 
333 198 Clll. RGO6/499, 'S52 Calýlý; 
_ 
Airy Cil3 
_ 
)8'(11'1841 
334 199 Cl lI. RGO 6! 4991554 ('libhorn l_: Airý ( il3 0302? 1841 
335 200 CU 1. RGO6/499/557 l)all P Airy (ill O9! 02'1843 
336 201 CUI. RGO6%'499/559 Air , Gß I)all I' 14; 021843 
337 202 Clil. R(iO6/499/562 Dix 1, May(' 01%02'1841 
338 203 Cl. 11, RGO 6/499/567 Airy Oll 
_ 
umrlu, I I-ýý__ 2 1! 0 1:, 1841 
339 204 Clll. RGO 6/499/569 I)unloý 1I Airy (ill 01) '071841 
340 205 CU1. RGO 6/499/572 I: dwards (i Airy (i43 29! O1! 1841 
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341 I CUL Add 7342 A6 Adams JC Thomson W 14/09/1876 
342 2 CU I. Add 7342 A23 Air G13 Thomson W 04/01/1870 
343 3 ('111. Add 7342 134 Baird AW I'honison W 22/07/1880 
344 4 CIA, Add 7342 135 'Thomson W Baird AW 24103/ 1881 
345 5 CIII. Add 7342 136 'Thomson W Baird AW 881 
346 6 CU I, Add 7342 117 I, homson W Baird AW 14/04%1881 
347 7 CU I. Add 7342 1)8 Darwin 611 Thomson W 02/1 1/1878 
348 8 CUI. Add 7342 D9 Darwin (iil Thomson W 08,111/1978 
349 9 CU I. Add 7342 1)1 Oa Darwin GII Thomson W 06! 01'1882 
350 10 0111. Add 7342 DI I Darwin GII Thomson w 28/01/1882 
351 11 CU I, Add 7342 1)13 Darwin (ill Thomson W 121/04/1882 
352 12 CUI. Add 7342 1)14 Darwin GII Thomson W 08/05/ 1882 
353 13 CU L. Add 7342 I)14a Darwin GII Thomson W 24 05! 1882 
354 14 Cllf, Add 7342 1)15 Darwin GII Thomson W 11'06/188? 
355 15 Cl, 11, Add 7342 1)16 Darwin GII Thomson W 16! 06/1882 
356 16 0111. Add 7342 1)17 Darwin GII Thomson W 19/0(/'1882 
357 17 CIJI. Add 7342 1)17a Darwin (ill Thomson W 291(16%1882 
358 18 CU I. Add 7342 1)18 Darwin (iII Thomson W 01 07/188? 
359 19 Cl. 11, Add 7342 1)18a Darwin (iII Thomson W 12! 07/1882 
360 20 Cl1L Add 7342 D18h Darwin GII Thomson W 15/07! 1882 
361 21 CUL Add 7342 D18c Darwin (ill Thomson W 18/07! 1882 
362 22 CI1L Add 7342 1)184 Darwin G11 I honison W 25! 07! 1882 
0111. Add 7342 D18c Darwin GII l'homson W 3l)%(17'1882 
CIJI. Add 7342 1)181' Darwin GII Thomson W 03/08/ 1882 
25 Clil. Add 73.42 1)18 Darwin GII I humson W (14 08! 1882 
CU I. Add 7342 DI 811 Darwin GII lhomson W 07! 08/1882 
t 
CIJI. Add 7.342 1)18i Darwin GII I homson W_ 
CUL Add 7342 1)19 Darwin G11 Thomson 
- 
0(/'01! 1883 
CUI. Add 7342 1)20 Darwin (iII Thomson W 29/01/1883 
0 3 CIJI, Add 7342 1)21 Darwin GII Thomson W 22'02'1883 
371 31 ('1ii, Add 7342 1)25 Darwin GII Thomson W I I%041884 
372 32 CU 1, Add 7342 1)26 Darwin (iII I, honrson w IO_'I 111884 
373 
374 
33 
34 
CU I, Add 7342D28 
CU 1, Add 7342 D29 
Darwin GII 
Oll 
Thomson w 
Thomson W 
08; 09-1885 
375 35 I. Add 7342 131 Darwin 0I I lumrsun W 
376 36 C111. Add 7342 1) 32 Darwin (iII Thomson W 12/02%1886 
77 3 37 3 Cl l l. Add 734_ ' 13 Dam in GI I 
ý- -- 
i humson W 
-ý - - 
13'(141886 
8 37 38 Clii. Add 7342 1)36 Dar will (ill Thomson W 24%(1_"1887 
379 39 CUI. Add 7342 1)37 Darwin G11 Thomson W 26021887 
380 40 Clll. Add 7342 1)39 Darwin till Thomson W 10'10%1887 
381 41 Clll. Add 7342 D39a Darwin GII Thomson W 07 04,1898 
382 42 CU 1. Add 7 342 D40 Darwin (iII I honrson W 100__2 1902 
383 43 CIJI. Add 7342 1)41 Thomson W Darwin GI1 1002! 1002 
28() 
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384 4 4 CIII. Add 7342 1: 89 Evans F. 1 - ---- I hontson W --- ----------- 04ýl0/1876 
3 85 45 CU I, Add 7342 1 /90 1: vans FJ Thomson W 10 1(U 1ß 76 
386 46 CU I. Add 7342 1; 91 Evans F. 1 Fhonison W 09%01! 1877 
387 47 CUL Add 7342 1/92 1: vans F. I Thomson W 17, '0111877 
388 48 CIJ1. Add 7342 I: 92a I, homson W I/vans F. I 9! 01/1877 
389 49 CU I, Add 7342 1: 93 I'vans FJ I'hon, son W 18/01/ 1877 
390 50 CUI. Add 7342 1/94 Evans F. I Thomson W 20/01/1877 
391 51 CUL Add 7342 1: 95 I//vans Fi Thomson W 12/03/1878 
392 52 CU I. Add 7342 1`96 I'vans FJ Thomson w 22/01/1884 
393 53 CUI. Add 7342 1I8 Govt of India Thomson W 
394 54 CUI. Add 7342 P6 Ilope W 'I homson W 19'05/1890 
395 55 CUI. Add 7342 P6a Thomson W I to ýo W »%OS/1890 
396 56 CLII. Add 7342 P7 I lo pc W Iihomson W -"T'0/1 890 
397 57 C111. Add 7342 P36 Pearson .1 tI'homson W 2K, 08, /1879 
398 58 CUI. Add 7342 R59 Thomson W Darwin (; 11 29,105/1882 
399 59 CU 1, Add 7342 R59a Baird AW Thomson W 24102; Iß81 
400 60 CUL Add 7342 R77 Roberts F' Thomson W 05/01/1872 
401 61 CLII. Add 7342 R78 Roberts F. Thomson W ý(U(º5! 1872 
402 62 CUI. Add 7342 R79 Roberts I: Thomson W 
403 63 CLII. Add 7342 R80 Roberts 1: Thomson W 1)7; 01/1873 
404 64 CUL Add 7342 R81 Roberts l: l homson W' 24. '0>; 1873 
405 65 CUI. Add 7342 R82 Roberts 1: I'honmson W 11% 10' 1873 
406 66 CUL Add 7342 R83 Roberts 1: Thomson W 20/02, '1875 
407 67 CIII. Add 7342 R84 Thomson W Roberts 1i 0309, '1875 
408 68 CU 1, Add 7342 1285 Robcrls 11 I homsun W 
409 69 CU1. Add 7342 R86 Roberts I. T homson W 091031879 
410 70 CIA, Add 7342 R97 Roberts 1; Thomson W 13103! 1878 
411 71 CLII. Add 7342 R87a Robals I: 
_ 
Thomson W 09; 09, 'l876 
412 72 CI l 1. Add 7342 R98 Roberts I: Thomson W 05104,1878 
413 73 CLII. Add 7342 R89 Chadwick O Roberts 1-. 28%12, '1878 
414 74 CLII. Add 7342 R90 
- 
Roberts- Thomson W_ 09! 0111879 
415 75 CLII. Add 7342 R91 Robetis 1: 
-- 
(i A OW01; 1879 
416 76 Cl. 11, Add 7342 R02 Roberts I': Thomson W 14/0I' 1879 
417 77 ('III. Add 7342 R93 Rohcris F: Thomson W 19, '0,3! 1879 
418 78 Ct I 1, Add 7342 R94 Roberts E I 
419 79 C1I1. Add 7342 R95 Roberts 1: 
_ 
Ihonison W 14704'1879 
420 80 CU I, Add 73,12 R96 Roberts I? 1-homson W 22011979 
421 81 CUL Add 7342 S397 Stokes (16 Iihomson W 04'j-1 1861 
422 82 Cl II, Add 7342 5571 Sirachev R I homson W 15'01 1876 
423 83 0111. Add 7342 S572 Strachey R 'Thomson W 19'11/1871) 
424 84 CUI. Add 7342 S573 Strachey R Thomson W 20'01 / 1883 
--------- ------ 
425 85 CUI. Add 7342 5574 Strachey R Thomson W 
426 96 CUI. Add 7342 S575 Strachey R Thomson W 
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427 87 CUL Add 7342 WI Walker J"I Strachey It 1_', '12; 1882 
428 88 CUL Add 7342 W87 Wharton WJ I honºson W 14/06/1886 
429 89 CIA. Add 7342 1.13455 i honºson w Baird AW 15/06, i 1882 
430 90 0) 1, Add 7342 1.13458 homson W Baird AW 30/06, '1882 
431 91 (T I, Add 7342 1,13459 Thomson W Baird AW 07/07! 1882 
432 92 CUI. Add 7342 1.13445 I'honºson W Darwin G11 29-05/ 1882 
433 93 CU I. Add 7342 1.13446 Thomson W Darwin (iI l 3(1/05/1882 
434 94 CIJ1. Add 7342 1,13447 Thomson w Darwin Gi I (11 /06/ 1882 
435 95 CUI, Add 7342 1.13457 Thomson w Darwin (ill 3(1/06/1882 
436 I CUL Add 7656 ('. 475 Christie WI IM Stokes(; (; 20006'1855 
437 2 CUI, Add 7656 C'. 476 Christie WIIM Stokes G(i (17! /0, '1885 
438 3 CUI, Add 7656 C'. 754 Awdry RI) Stokes GG /8/(18/1887 
439 4 CUL Acid 7656 11.398 Ilaughton S Stokes (i(i 04/09/1862 
440 5 CLJI. Add 7656 11.400 1hu'hton S Stokes GG 21/02%1863 
441 6 CUI. Add 7656 11.401 1lau ghton S Stokes (iG 1406/1868 
442 7 CI11. Add 7656 11.402 I Iau ghton S Stokes GG 1.3'03,1875 
443 8 ('111. Add 7656 11.403 1laughton S Stokes GG /6/03/1875 
444 9 CU I. Add 7656 11.404 1laut; hton S Stokes G(i 2('003! 1875 
445 10 CLJ1, Add 7656 11.405 1 Iau ghton S Stokes G(; 22/0.1, /1875 
446 11 CUI. Add 7656 11.406 I laughton S Stokes (i(i 17/07/1877 
447 12 CU I. Add 7656 K. 130 I homu>n W Stokes GG 29"10/1801 
448 13 CIJ1. Add 7656 K. 135 "Thomson W Stokes (i(i l4'04; 1862 
449 14 CI 11, Add 7656 K. 138 "Thomson W Stokes (i(i 08'(1711862 
450 15 CU I. Add 7656 K, 140 Thomson W Stokes GG 1610711862 
451 16 C'IJ1. Add 7656 K. 159 "Thomson W Stokes (i(i 21: 03/1867 
452 17 CU 1, Add 7656 K. 169 Thomson W Stokes (i( 17ý08J1869 
45 3 18 CU I. Add 7656 K. 170 "Thomson W Stokes GG 14, '01,1970 
454 19 C III. Add 7656 K. 183 I'homson W Stokes GG 08%02/ 1872 
455 20 CIJ I. Add 7656 K. 185 Thomson W Stokes GG 14' 10'1"87"2 
456 21 CU 1, Add 7656 K. 192 I'honison W Stokes GG 17/11,1873 
457 22 ('III. Add 7656 K. 205 I'honison w Stokes (i(i 12! 03, 'I 876 
458 23 CUI. Add 7656 K. 213 Thomson W_ Stokes GG_ý 20/ 2 I 876 ' 
459 24 ('111. Add 7656 K. _214 
I honºson W Stokes (( 
. _ 
: 0001 1877 
46(1 25 (I 11. Add 7656 K. 220 1 homson W Stokes (I(i 20; 12'1877 
, 461 26 CUI, Add 7656 K. 232 Thomson 
W Stokes G(i 
_ 
102'06%1879 
462 27 ('111. Add 7656 K. 234 'Thomson w Stokes (i( 11'(17! 1879 
463 28 CU 1, Add 7656 K. 260 11ºomson W Stokes G(i 17'12'1882 
464 29 CU I. Add 7656 K. 268 Thomson W Stokes (; (i 05: 02/1883 
465 30 ('I J I. Add 7656 K. 372 I hom. son W Stokes GG 
466 31 CU I. Add 7656 11.136 Pearson J Stokes G(i ( 17-07 1875 
467 3 2 CUI. Add 7656 P. 1 37 Pearson J Stokes GG 30 0II- 1876 
468 3 3 CUI. Add 7656 11.138 Pearson J Stokes GG IS-04, '1881 
469 34 ( 'I11. Add 7656 P. 139 Pearson .I Stokes 
66 15%(16' 1875 
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470 35 CU L Add 7656 P. 140 Pearson .1 
_ 
Stokes G(i 7' 10/188 I 
471 36 CUL. Add 7656 RS. 549 Bunt "1 (1 Stokes GG 26/11 /1866 
472 37 CI 1L Add 7656 RS. 1417 Roberts F Thomson W 07/06! 1879 
473 38 CUL Add 7656 RS. 1417a White W Roberts 1: 06/06/1879 
474 39 CIJ1, Add 7656 RS. 1425 Roberts II Stokes GG (15! 07/1879 
475 I StJ AC 3.14.2 Uashtbrth F Adams Y' 25/10/1881 
476 2 StJ AC 6.35.1 Darwin GI I Adams. I(' 31/05/1876 
477 3 StJ A(' 6.35 2 Darwin (iii Adams. IC 23/09/1876 
478 4 StJ AC 6.36.1 Darwin GII Adams j(' 
479 5 StO AC 6.36.2 Darwin GI I Adams 
480 6 SO AC 6.36.3 Darwin GII Adams J(' 
481 7 St. l AC 6.37.1 Darwin GII Adams JC 19/05! 1882 
482 8 SO AC 6.37.2 Darwin GII Adams J(' 14/06/1882 
483 9 SO AC 6.37.3 Darwin (il I Adams JC 
484 10 StJ AC 6.38.1 Darwin (il I Adams . I(' 22, '12/1882 
485 II SO AC 6.38 2 Darwin GI 1 Adams . I(' 10/12,1882 
486 12 StJ AC 6.39.1 Darwin GI I Adams J(' 12, J882 
487 13 SO AC 6.39 .2 
Darwin GII Adams J(' 291,12/1892 
488 14 Sti AC 6.39.3 Darwin 61 1 Adams 29v] 1882 
489 15 StJ AC 6.39.4 Darwin Gil Adams JC' 31/I2; 1882 
490 16 SO AC 6.40.1 Darwin GII Adams . IC 19/01,1883 
491 17 SO AC 6.40 2 Darwin (iI I Adams JC' 23/01/1883 
492 18 StJ AC' 6.4(1.3 Darwin GII Adams J(' 29,101/1883 
493 19 StJ AC 6.40.4 Darwin GII Adams J(' 1 3/023 1 88' 
494 20 SO AC 6.41.1 Darwin (iI I Adams J(' 28'03; 1883 
495 21 SO AC' 6.41 2 Darwin GII Adams J(' 10/04,1881 
496 22 SO AC 6.42.1 Darwin GI I Adams J(' 23/1)4 1883 
497 23 SO AC 6.42.2 Darwin GH Adams . IC 29'1/4' 188.3 
498 24 SO AC 6.42.3 Darwin GII Adams . I(' 1 1'05' 1883 
499 25 SO AC 6.43.1 Darwin (il I Adams . I(' 23%00/1883 
500 26 SO AC 6.43.2 Darwin (il l Adams. l('_ 10'07/ 1883 
501 27 StJ AC 6.43.3 Darwin GII Adams. IC 
--- 
27-07/1883 
502 28 SO AC 6.44.1 Darwin GII Adana . 
IC 02, /08/1891 
503 29 SO AC 6.442 Darwin GII Adams. l(' 01; 08/1883 
504 30 SO AC 6.44.3 Darwin (ill Adams 13! 09/1883 
505 31 StJ AC 0.45.1 Darwin GII Adams . IC 06, '0531883 
506 32 SO AC 6.45.2 Darwin GII Adams . IC 17/07; 188 
507 33 SIJ AC 6.45.3 Darwin GII Adams , 
I(' 
508 3 SOJ AC 6.45.4 Darwin (il I Adams . IC 
509 35 StJ AC' 6.46.1 Darwin GI 1 Adanis . IC' 
L 
510 36 StJ AC 6.46.2 Darwin (il I Adams Jt 
51 1 37 
1 StJ AC' 6.47.1 Darwin (ill Adanºs. I(' 
512 38 StJ M'6.48. I I)arwin GII Adams It' 
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513 39 StJ AC 6.48 
.2 
Darwin CSI l Adams J(' 
514 40 St. ) AC 6.48.3 Darwin (ill Adams JC 
515 41 StJ AC 9.9. I I loath DD Adams . IC 
516 42 StO AC 9.20.1 I Iilgard . II: Adams J(' 18%03/1885 
517 43 StJ AC 9.20.2 Ferrel W Iiilgard. 11: 10/03/1885 
5 18 44 
1 
SO AC 12.41.1 Roberts 1"; Adams . I(' 141 I1 1887 
519 45 SO AC' 12.41.2 Roberts F. Adams IC 27/01/1882 
520 46 StJ AC 13.41.3 Roberts I'; Adams. I(' 19: 06/188? 
521 47 SO AC 13.43.1 Roberts I: Adams. I(' 17'0711882 
522 48 SO AC 12.42 .2 
Roberts I Adams . I( 20/07! 1882 
523 49 StJ AC 12.42.3 Roberts II Adams . 
IC 0.1,08/1882 
524 50 SO AC 12.42.4 Roberts F Adams . IC' 1O'08%188' 
525 51 SO AC' 12.43.1 Roberts I: Adams . 
I(' 18108%1883 
526 StJ AC 12.43 .2 
Roberts I: Adams . IC 25; 08/ 1882 
527 SO AC' 12.44.1 Roberts I: Adams . I(' I I' l 1/1882 
528 
1554 
StO AC 12.44 .2 
Roberts 1'. Adams . I(' I6_I 1/'188-) 
529 StJ AC 12.44.3 Roberts 1: Adams . I(' 
5 30 StJ AC 12.44.4 Roberts I: Adams . I(' O 1.12! 1882 
531 57 SO AC 12.45.1 Roberts I: Adams J(' U3102%1883 
532 58 StJ AC 12.45.2 Roberts II Adams . I(' 14'(12/ 1883 
533 59 Sti AC 12.45.3 Roberts I: Adams J(' '7; 021883 
534 60 St .i 
AC 12.45.4 Roberts F. Adams. I( '8! 02/ 1883 
535 61 StJ AC 12.46. I Roberts I: Adam.; . IC 08, '03/1883 
536 62 StJ AC 12.46.2 Roberts 1: Adams JC' 161(13! 1883 
537 63 StJ AC 12.46.3 Roberts I: Adams , IC 10! (º3,1886 
538 64 St. l AC 12.46.1 Roberts F Adams](' '912,1886 
539 65 S1, I AC 12.47.1 Roberts 1/ Adanºs. I(' (1311 Ii 1887 
540 66 StJ AC 12.47 .2 
Roberts 1/ 
, ý- 
Adams J(' 11%05/1887 
541 67 SO AC 12.47.3 Roberts F Adams J(' 28: 05/1887 
542 68 SO AC 12.47.4 Roberts I: Adams . IC '-0101; 1890 
543 69 SO AC 13.2.3 Rohrs III Adams JC 
544 70 SIJ AC' 13.3. I Rohrs . III 
-_ 
Adams 
. I(' 
545 71 St. l A(' 13.5.3 Rohrs . III 
Adams J(' 
546 72 SIJ AC 13.7.3 Rohrs. III 
---- Adams 
. I(' 
---------- 
547 73 
-- 
SO AC 13.8.3 Rohrs JII, 
- 
Adams 
, 
IC 
548 74 
-ý- 
StO AC 1.3.15.1 Routh I: J Adams J(' 34/031 1866 
549 75 StJ AC 1446? I, honºson W Adams J(_ 04'07' 1867 
550 76 SO AC' 14.46.3 I'honºson W 
_ 
Adams 
. IC 0507%1867 
551 77 SO A(' 14.47.1 'I hom. son W Adams J(' I 1X03 1875 
552 78 St. I AC 14.47.3 I'hornson W Adams . IC 17! 07; 1876 
553 79 SO AC 14.48.1 I'homson W Adams J(' ?4 08__'_l 970 
554 80 S tO AC' 1455.1 fav for A Adams J(' 2W I 11874 
555 81 S t. l AC 15.1.1 Vaughcn I) Adams . 
I(' 1)31)1:, 18711 
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556 82 StO AC 16.1.1 Adams JC Stokes GG 13; 115/ 1881 
557 83 StJ AC 16.9.1 Adams JC Ca lc A 12/02/ 1879 
558 84 SO AC 16.53.1 Adams JC Roberts F. 07/08/1882 
559 85 StJ AC 24.6.1 Darwin GII Adams J(' 24/12/1879 
560 86 St. l AC 24.6.2 Darwin (ill Adams. l(' 16/08/1883 
561 I CIJI, DAR 251/1380 Thomson W Darwin (ill 30/08! 1885 
562 2 Clil. DAR 251/1592 Denison FN Darwin G11 21/08/190() 
563 3 CIJI. DAR 251/1935 'Thomson W Darwin (ill 13"03,11899 
564 4 Clll. l)AR 251/2036 Chisholm II Darwin (ill 21/02'1905 
565 5 CUL I)AR 251/2037 Chisholm 11 Darwin (ill 27, '02, '1905 
566 6 Cl. 11, DAR 251/2057 Darwin (iII (armor J ISO! /1906 
567 7 CUL DAR 251/2060 Simpson M Darwin G11 24! 01/1906 
568 8 CI J 1, DAR 251/2061 
569 9 CIJL DAR 251 /2412 1lolden. FS Darwin (ill 16/08/1884 
570 10 CU 1, DAR 25 1/24 13 Chamberlin'((' Darwin (ill 25; (18/1884 
571 11 CIJI. DAR 251/2414 Ball RS Darwin (iI1 22'06'1885 
572 12 CIJ1. DAR 251/14 15 [tall RS Darwin (ill 25/06/1885 
573 13 CIJI, DAR 251/2416 Ball RS Darwin (d 1 27/06/1885 
574 14 CIJI. 1)AR 251/2417 [tall RS Darwin (di 03/10/1885 
575 15 CUL DAR 251; 2418 Chamberlin R, Darwin (i1I 23/05/1884 
576 16 CUL DAR 251/2487 Strachey R Darwin (ill O )/05%1885 
577 17 CIJL DAR 251/2488 Strache yR Darwin Gil 
578 18 CIJI. DAR 251/2497 Wharton W. I Darwin (i 11 02/(17'1885 
579 19 CI J1. DAR 251/2515 Roberts 1/ Darwin (i Ii 25; 01; 1886 
580 20 CIJ1. DAR 251%2516 Baird AW Darwin (i11 22,10%1885 
581 21 CIJI. DAR 251/2517 Atchison AI Darwin (ill 08/10/1885 
582 22 CIJI. DAR 251/2518 Roberts 1/ 
_ 
Darwin Gliý 21'09'1885 
583 23 CUI. DAR 251/2519 Strachey R_ Darwin 01 
584 24 CIJL DAR 251/2520 Baird AW Darwin GII 
___ 
-_-ý 
28, '119. '1885 
585 25 CIJL DAR 251%2521 Baird AW Darwin (; If 10/08/1885 
586 26 CIJI. I)AR 251/2522 Darwin If Darwin G11 2205/1885 
587 27 CIJI. DAR 251/2524 Borgen AC Darwin Gil 27'0611884_ 
588 28 CU 1. DAR 251/2526 Borgen AC Darwin GII -___ 
30/06%1884 
589 29 CUI. DAR 251/2527 Walker. 1 I Darwin (ill 01'()4/1885 
590 30 CIJI. I)AR 251/2528 Strache yR_ Darwin Gli 09'0,1885 
591 31 CIJI. DAR 251/2529 Johnson Darwin (if l 07%05: 1885 
592 32 CIA, I) AR 251/2530 Baird AW Darwin Gll _ 
01/06/1885 
593 33 Clii. DAR 251/2531 Baird AW Darwin GI I 2t)%01.1885 
594 34 ('til. DAR 251/2532 Doherck W Darwin G11 08/03/1885 
595 35 ('lJi. DAR 251/2533 Pearson Darwin GII _ 
09; (16_1884 
596 36 CU 1. DAR 251/2534 Roberts Imo' D resin GII_ý 16! 04,1885 
597 37 CIJI. DAR 251/2536 Roberts I_: _ 
Darwin (ill 11-011885 
598 38 CU I, DAR 2512537 Atchison A II Darwin Oll 04,12 '1885 
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599 39 0111. DAR 251/2538 Roberts I: Darwin (111 20, '01/1886 
600 40 Clii. DAR 251; 2540 Roberts Ii Darwin GII 16/0L I886 
601 41 CIJI. DAR 251/2541 Cunningham I) Darwin 011 21; 12/1885 
602 42 CUL DAR 25l , /2 543 Baird 
AW Darwin 011 22/ 10/1885 
603 43 
- 
CUI. DAR 251/2543 Baird AW Darwin GII 21! 12/1885 
604 44 CIJI. DAR 251/2544 Baird AW B. A. A. S. 22/10'1885 
605 45 Clll. DAR 251/2545 Baird AW Darwin G11 12/I 01885 
606 46 CUL DAR 251/2546 Walker. l'I' Darwin GI1 02/12), 'l 88s 
607 47 CUL DAR 251/2547 Roberts I: Darwin (111 06/0411885 
608 48 CIJI. DAR 251/2548 Roberts F Darwin GI1 05'09/1885 
609 49 CIJ1. DAR 251/2549 Roberts 1: Darwin (i11 05/09/1885 
610 50 CIA, DAR 251/2550 Johnson A Darwin (JII 13/08/1885 
611 51 Clll, DAR 251/2551 Roberts I: Darwin GII 19%08/1885 
612 52 CU 1, DAR 251/2553 Baird AW B. A. A. S. 271(17/ 1885 
613 53 CUL DAR 251/2553 Baird AW Darwin GI I 17"07/1885 
614 54 CIA, DAR 251 /2554 Adams JC Darwin GII 
_ 
31'12,18 84 
615 55 CIJI. DAR 251/2562 Adam. s. lC Darwin (JII 31'08! 1886 
616 56 Cl1L DAR 251/2563 Allnutt JF W Durwin GI I 07, '08%1886 
617 57 CIiL DAR 251/2648 Stokes GG Darwin GII OZ'(18; 1886 
618 58 CUL DAR 251/2661 Walker ii Darwin GI1 13/0218 go 
619 59 CIJL DAR 251/2662 Walker J"I_ Darwin (1-1 08/02/1886 
620 60 CIJL DAR 251/2706 Wharton WJII Darwin (111 07%10! 1886 
621 61 Cl)L. DAR 251/2708 Whitehouse A Roberts I, 15/09/1886 
622 62 CUI. DAR 251/2709 Roberts ii Darwin GI1 05/08/1886 
623 63 CUI. DAR 251/2710 Baird AW Darwin 011 31; 07/1886 
624 64 CIA, DAR 25 1/2711 Roberts F. Darwin GI1 23, /071 8 8o 
625 65 ('lJ1. DAR 251/2712 Allnutt. lFW Darwin (Jll 
_ 
29, '07; 1886 
626 66 Clll. I)AR 251/2714 Roberts F GI 
627 67 CU I. DAR 251/2715 Roberts 
F 
Darwin (il1 1304,, 1886 
638 68 CU 1, DAR 251! 2716 Roberts F Darwin GI I 19; 04'1886 
629 69 CIJI. l)AR 251/2719 Roberts F_ Darwin 011 07/04; 1886 
630 70 CUL DAR 25112720 Wharton WJ Darwin G11_ "! (13! 1886 
631 71 C111, DAR 251/2721 Baird AW Dar" ill Gll 21 WA 896 
632 72 C11, DAR 251/2826 Johnson A Darwin 011 14%0(x1887 
633 73 0111. DAR 35112837 Gordon AR-- Darwin GI I 07/06 )887 
634 74 ('ill, DAR 251/2831 Crone C-. 
_ 
Darwin GII 02: 0611887 
635 75 ('ill, DAR 251/2832 Baird AW Darwin Oll 25'0. t'-188 7 
636 76 Cli1. DAR 25 1/2833 Baird AW Darwin G11 
, - 
30104/1887 
637 77 CUL DAR 251/2839 Baird AW GI 11'04 1887 
638 78 CIJL I)AR 251/2843 Johnson A Darwin GII 12%03' 1887 
639 79 ('111. DAR 251/3844 Baird AW 
_ 
Darwin Gil 11'03/1887 
640 80 CUI. DAR 2512845 Baird AW Darwin (I 11 26/021887 
641 81 CU I, I)AR 251/2846 Baird AW Darwin 6 11 1_8'01/1887 
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642 82 CUL DAR 251/2847 Connor L:. I Darwin (III 18'(11'1887 
643 83 CUL DAR 251/2848 Roberts F. Darwin G11 24101! 1887 
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96 
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('UI, DAR 251/3040 Johnson A Darwin GII 
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Roberts F' 
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Johnson A 
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CUI. DAR 251/3440 Baird AW 
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Cl JI. DAR 251/3601 Wri'hi F Darwin G11 
CI JI. DAR 251 1,1602 Wright I Darwin Gl I 
Cl 11, DAR 251/3605 Borgen AC Darwin GII 
CUL DAR 251/3607 Allnutz . 
11'W Darwin GI I 
CUL DAR 251/3608 Allnutt . 
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Roberts I Darwin GII 
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Clarke JW 
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Gordon AR 
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I Wharton W 
Roberts F. Wharton W 
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Roberts I' Darwin (iII 
Dew-Smith AG jjDarwin 6 11 
Allnett. IF W Darwin GI I 
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Roberts F. 
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733 173 CUL DAR 251/3746 Darwin Gil 
734 174 CUI, DAR 251/3762 Wharton W. l Darwin (, I1 21 1(0)8'1890 
735 175 CUL DAR 251/3766 Hill .I Darwin (i 11 21/04%1891 
736 176 CUL DAR 251/3767 Strahan G 
H 
Darwin GII 21%04. '1891 
737 177 Cl1L DAR 251/3771 Darwin GI I 
738 178 CUL DAR 251%3774 
_1101.0yallias 
Darwin Gil 09! 02, '1891 
739 179 CUL DAR 251/3780 
_Chapman 
RW Darwin GI I 2 1,04,1891 
740 180 Cl1L. DAR 251/3782 Baird AW Darwin GII 23'021891 
741 181 CUL DAR 25 1/3787 Darwin GII Strahan G 01Y I II89(1 
742 182 CUL DAR 251/3788 Strahan G Darwin GII 19'05/1890 
743 183 CUL I)AR 251 /3789 Allnutz JPW Darwin Gil 14%04/1890 
744 184 CUL DAR 251! 3930 Allnutt. ll'W Darwin (ill 151 1,1992 ('1892 
745 185 CIJL DAR 251/39-35 Abbe C Darwin GI I 16'05,189; 
746 186 CIJL DAR 251/4002 1"'ccles. 1 Darwin GII 31/07%1893 
747 187 CUL DAR 251/4003 Wharton W. l Darwin GI I 01! (18-1893 
748 188 CUL DAR 251/4007 Wright'' Darwin Gil 25/(9; '1893 
749 189 CIJL, DAR 251/4008 Roberts W Darwin GII 13/06! 1893 
750 190 CUI. DAR 251/4009 (fill .1 Darwin GII 5/06, '1893 
751 19I CUL DAR 251/4010 Connor I? J Darwin G11 15/06%1893 
752 192 CUL DAR 25 1/401I Godley JA Darwin G11 14! 07/1893) 
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771 21 1 CUI, DAR 251/4033 Stak JP van der Darwin GII /04/1893 
772 212 CUI, DAR 251/4034 Wharton WJ Darwin G11 /04/ 1893 
773 213 Clll, DAK 251; 403 (i Uoherck W Darwin (. II /1º3, '1893 
774 214 Cl1L DAR 251/404(1 Eccles J Darwin (11 1 
4 
775 215 CUI, DAR 251/4041 Borgen AC Darwin GII ! 0.111803 
776 216 CIIL DAR 251! 4043 13ahhu, e I Darwin GII /03; 1893 
777 217 CUI. DAR 251/4044 Borgen AC Darwin (; I1 03'1893 
778 218 CLII. DAR 251/4045 Borgen AC Darwin GI I U3%1803 
779 219 
_ 
Cl/I_ DAR 251! 4046 Chapman RW Darwin (ill "-- 02/1803 
780 220 
_ 
CL/I_ DAR 25 1/4048 
_ 
Wright "I' Darwin (1I1 14/08'I893 
781 221 
_ 
CIII_ DAR 2514049 
_ 
Wright I Darwin (ill 
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782 222 C1 J1, DAR 251/4050 Borgen AC Guyon 28! 0411803 
783 223 CIII_ I)AR 251/4100 Doberck W Darwin (ill 14121893 
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CUI. DAR 251/4107 WrightI Darwin Gl1 
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785 225 CU I, DAR 25 1/4109 Stok JP van der Darwin (ill 27.10/ 1803 
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_ 
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829 269 Cl1L DAR 251/5188 Darhy J Darwin (iI1 19/(8 1903 
810 270 CU L, DAR 251! 5190 S rigge . IA Darwin GII 1903 
811 271 Cl, J1. DAR 251/5193 (iodlev JA Darwin (i11 2.1,10'1902 
832 272 CUL DAR 251%5194 Godlc JA Darwin GII 28/10/)902 
833 273 CUE DAR 25/5201 I'lununer WE Darwin GII I5103'1903 
834 274 CL1L DAR 251/5202 Plummer WE Darwin (ill 04'03.4903 
835 375 C'UI. DAR 251/52(11 Plummer WI? Darwin (ill 18! (1.3! 19(1.; 
836 276 CUL DAR 251! 5304 Roberts I; 0 /03, ' 1903 
837 277 CIJL DAR 251/5207 Roberts Ii Uarwin G11_ I /1/4. '1891 
838 1 278 
840 
850 
280 
289 
290 
CUI, DAR 251/5208 
CUI, DAR 251/5209 
('UI, I)nR 251! 5210 
CIA, DAR 251/5211 
CUI, DAR 25115212 
CUI, DAR 251/5217 
CU I. DAR 251/5218 
CU 1, DAR 251/5220 
CI lI. DAR 251/5221 
CUI. DAR 251/5223 
CIJ L DAR 251; 5227 
(1) 1, DAR 2515228 
CU I, DAR 251/5229 
RSI. I IS. 4.24 
RSI. I IS. 7.359 
RSI. IIS. 8.3 
Roberts I-: 
Sattcrk, .I 
Shoolbrcd JN 
Shoolhred JN 
Shoulhred . 
IN 
licclcs. l 
Darwin (iII 
Dawson W13 
Dawson W il 
Wright 'I 
Wright '1' 
Wright I' 
Wright "I 
Wright 
____ 
Wright I 
Dal-will-61 1 
Bcechcy Fw Herschel Jý'ýW 033'1851 
Franklin JI Ilcr. tichcl. il W1 02 1IL, 'I8 8 
(; alhraith W Ilrrtichcl. IFW ? 4%11'11; 41) 
Darwin GI I 
Darwin (iiI 
I)atc 
? 8ý09, 'I898 
12 '04; 1899 
1T03 r' 1')(13 
q (13! 1I% L--1 
Darwin (iI 11 22'01, I903 1 
Darwin (iII 128'U>; I()0; 
Darwin (iII IOU)! I)I)Z 
Darwin (ill_ 29! UH/ 190 
25; 05iIý)l)i 
Darwin (ill 1 23103; 1900 1 
---------_--ý--_ ____-_---ý Ih'win (iII 1 29'04; 1902 1 
Darwin (i 11 
_ 
? -11061190, 
Darwin (ill 1 30U07119I12 1 
_ý__ __ý Dill-will GI II I5! IIý1')U2 1 
1), u_win 611 
I)arwin (d 11 03ý'I2ý1902 
---------- --t----- - -- 
Darwin 611 1I T07 1903 
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I)ocumcnt From TO I)ate 
857 4 RSL HS. 10.35 Jevons WS Ilerschel. llýW 23/06/1866 
858 5 RSL HS. 10.32G Iler: schel JFW Jevons WS 30; 06; 1866 
859 6 RSI, I IS. I 1.326 Lubbock JW I lerschcl 
. 
11ý W 27; (º1 / 184(º 
860 7 RSI, IiS. 12.144 Maclear'f Ilerschel. lFW 22; 07/1849 
861 8 RS1. IIS. 13.8 1 lerschel. 1FW 02, 'l 0/1866 
862 9 RSI, HS. 17.203 Sharp W I lerschel . 11. 'W 11! I O" 1849 
863 10 RS 1, IIS. 17.351 I lerschel JFW 
- 
'1'homson W 
- 
1 1! 081868 
864 11 RSI, IIS. 17.351h 1'homson W Iler: schel. 1FW 24'09! 1868 
865 12 RSI. IIS. 17.460 Vaughcn I) Ilcrschel JFW U9i01i187I 
866 13 RSL I1S. 18.184 Whewell W Ilerschel. 11W 14'01'1833 
867 14 RSL 145.18.188 Whewcll W Herschel JI-W 0412 W6 
868 15 RS 1,1 IS. 18.191 Whewell W I lerschel JFW 22 0-118,4() 
869 16 RSI, I15.21.94 I lerschel. 11-W I3cautirrt 
870 17 RSI, IJS? 1j23 llerschcl JFW Maclear I 06'07'1837 
871 18 RSL IiS. 21.224 Herschel JI'W W. 
___ __ 
872 19 RSI, IIS. 2l? 28 Ilersclie l . 1FW Whewell W 
20'081837 
873 20 RSI, I IS? 4.59 I lerschel. 11-W Thomson W 25'08 1864 
874 1 HOT 1.13I 123 I Iurd I I lose 17/(O 1817 
875 2 1101 L131 124 I lurd 'I' Martin K13 28, '02,1817 
876 3 1101 L132 111 Parry WF Uessiou. 11' 27102,1828 
877 4 110'1' 1.132 173 Parry WI? Cunningham I) 08/08! 1828 
878 5 H01 1.132 228 Parry WE I Ierhert .1 161219 28 
879 6 H01 L132 387 Beauti0rt I` Barnett F 
880 7 I IO1 1.132 392 Beautort F Church 29' 101829 
881 8 I 10-I' 1.132 397 Bcautürt I leron W_ý I: I 0, l 8'9 
882 9 I I()"1' 1.132 409 Beautiort F l. ubbock. I W 
_ 
14 I1 , 18? 9 
883 1() 110f 1,133 51 Becher A13 Llo d. IA 30 , 10. I 83O 
884 11 I104" 1,133 74 I3eaul'Ort F Pond Jý 22%12 183(1 
885 12 1101 1,133 104a Beautürt F Lubbock JW 2OýO11 831 
886 13 IIO'F 1,133 233 l3eauti19 F Fitn-o y It 01; 09%18_31 
887 14 11 OT 1.134 38c Beautürt F Mudge 16'041 1832 
888 15 110 F 1.134 41 Beaufort F Stratlürd WS 21 ; %04i 1832 
889 16 HOT 1,134 69 Beautürt F -Washington 
J- 18/06/ 1832 
890 17 110'1' 1.134 79 Beaulürt F WashiiThon .I 
()610711832 
891 18 11011,134 148 Becher AI3 Malcolm P 10; 10I83? 
892 19 11 OT 1.134 160 Iicautürt F Brown 'f 31 101U2 
893 20 1101 1.134 160a 13cautürt F Horshurý; h J 01; ' I I! 18,12 
894 21 H0T 1.134 166 13eauli0r1 F Children J(i 09_03 1832 
895 22 110T 1,134 213 13cautiort F 1'an-y WE 15'01'1833 
896 23 110T 1.134 215 Bcaulürt F Mudge -- 
17,10018,33 
897 24 110'1' 1.134 216 13cautür1F Bullock 
898 25 110T 1,134 2 17 Beautürt F Turner W 3 18'01 _19', 
899 26 I1(YI1,134217a I3cautürtF Washington .l 
18%(11'1833 
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Document From to Date 
900 27 HUT LB4 230 Bcaufort I' White M 02102,, 1833 
901 28 IIOT 1, ß4 230a 13caufort F Aird 04; 02/1833 
902 29 HOT 1,134 235 l3caulort F Church OT02/1 833 
903 30 11O'1' 1,134 236 Bcaufiort I' Williams]' 08/02/1833 
904 31 110T 1,134 236a 13caufbrt F Ross J(' 
905 32 110T 1,134 250 13eaufort F Mud c 08/03/1833 
906 33 HOT 1,134 260 I3cautbrt F Whcwell W 23/03! I833 
907 34 HOT I, B4 273 Beaufort F Mudge 15%(l4/1833 
908 35 1 10'f 1,134 275 Beaufort F Parry WI'. 15'04/1933 
909 36 110"1' 1,134 292 ßcaufürt F Mudge 14/05i1833 
910 37 HOT 1,134 326 13eaulort F Ccr ucro J 01! 07i I833 
911 38 HOT L. ß5 48 Bcautört F Lubbock JW 27/09/1833 
912 39 HOT 1,135 48a 13caufbrl I' faylor I'(i 
_ 
27/09/1833 
913 40 HOT LB5 55 Bcaufort F Lubbock JW 01/10! I833 
914 41 HO'ILß5 88 Beaufort F I lerbert .1 15 1 V' 1833 
915 42 I10'T L, 135 I(12 13caufort F ('hurch .I 06i 12, '1833 
916 43 HO"I'1.85113 13eaufortF Williams .1 (º1i(11 1834 
917 44 1 10"1' 1,135 201 Bcaulbrt I' 2) 6/O51824 
918 45 HOT 1.135 259 Beaufort I' Hutchinson W 01/08' 1834 
919 46 HOT M133 305 Bcautort F 
I Itoss I) 27'07i1841 
920 47 HOT M B3 360 ßcaufort F Ross 1) 1 1/01 % 1842 
921 48 1101' Lctsln A. 636 Airy (il3 Bcaufbrt F 28/O2/1848 
922 49 HO"f Letsln A. 758 Air, (; l3 Beaufort I' 10'09: '1853 
., ý cn unr t . ýIn A'701 
Airv (ýR 12antnrt 1ý 117/IlA/14c7 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
929 56 
93(1 57 
931 58 
99 3? 59 
933 
933 
935 
9 36 
937 
938 
939 
940 
941 
942 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
I f". / 
IiOt I. etsin A. 79Ic 
HO'1' Letsln A. 791b 
I10T Letsin 8.627 
HOT I. ctsln 13.628 
HOT Letsln 13.629 
HOT Letsln 6.630 
HOT l. etsln 6.63I 
IICYT I. elsln 13.633 
110'1' LetsIn 13.635a 
I10'1' L. etsln 13.637 
I10T I. rtsln 13.639 
I 10T I. etsln 11.640 
HCYf Lctsln 13.643 
11O'1' Letsln 13.647 
1101- Letsln 13.648 
HUT Letsln 13.649 
I3eechey FW 
Airy Of; 
13 unt T( i 
Bunt 'f(i 
Bunt "1 G 
Bunt t(i 
Bunt 'I'G 
Lunt "f G 
Bunt IG 
Bunt IG 
Bunt "I (I 
Bunt 'I'G 
Bunt I'( 
Bunt '1(1 
Bunt 'fG 
Bunt "I G 
HOT Lctsln 13.650 Runt 'I'( ; 
I1OT Lctsln 13.65 1 Runt 1(1 
I10"f Letsln ß. 652 I Bunt V (i 
ticautoil F O5! 04'I852 
Rcautort F 00 041952 
licaulort Iý 28/ I O/ 1836 
13eilut10rt FI I( )ý I'! I8-17 1 
Beaufort F 
ýU9' 
I I! I 83ö 
Braufort F OI; '02%I8-1: 1 
licautürt F 3010-1%1844 
13e, iuturt I_ 
Beaufort F 
I3Ciiutürt 1' 
t3eautbrt N 
Beau 1,01-t F 
Bristol Standard 
13caulorl F 
13cauliirt F 
ßcauli)rt F 
[3caulört F 
ßraulürt F 
Iirüulürt I 
03/0? '1838 
? O/0?; I828 
? ý), '03/ I R3ý)ý 
14"o 8r I 839 
19"09! 18 19 
06i 10; ' I 8"ý10 
07%10! 1818 
06,1 1' 193 7 
I4! 10; 1837 
02? 10,1837 
31/08%1837 
10-0''ý 1838 
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Document From 
1)atc 
943 70 
-- - -- -- 
110T Letsln 8.653 131111t 'f(; 
Bcautirrl F 2,4102/ '1838 
944 71 HO'T Letsln 13.654 
Bunt TG I3eauliirt F 051 1/ 1838 
945 72 1 i0f Letsln 13.655 
Bunt TG 13eautürl F 0I108/1838 
946 73 HOT Letsln 13.656 
Bunt 'I'G Beaulürt F I0/ 12%I 836 
947 74 11()'1' Lcisln 13.657 
Bunt TO Beaufort F 18/04/ 1837 
75 etsln 13.661 HO"1' L 
Burdwood J Beaulürt I' 19, '12,11946 
948 , 
662 11()'1' Ixtsln 13 Burdwood 
J Beaufort I' 19/01/1847 
949 76 . 
663 11()'1' L etsln ß 13urdwood 
J Becher All 08/02/1847 
950 
S 
77 
78 
. , 
110'Iý Letsill 13.990 Barnett 
F 
- 
13eautürl F '2`10'18`? 9 
9 I . 
1038 etsln 13 11()]' I Barndcn 
13eautirrt I' 17/12/18 
952 
. 
. . 
ý HO'f Letsln ß. I_33 Barnett 
I: Beautürt I' 408I8S0 
953 
ýý HOT Letsln 8. I_3) Bax 1t3 
Beautbrl I' 24'07i 185(º 
954 
1101' Letsln 13.1319 Bunt '1'G 
Beautrt 1 I 7/08' 850 
955 
etsln 8.13_0 ý 10"I- I I l3unt 
'I'G 13eautirrt I' 15/ I 2' 1848 
q56 . 
ý etsln 13.13_ 1 HOf I 
13unt l'G 13eaufürt ' 15/ 1'I 817 
957 
. 
. 
HOf Letsln 13.1353 13a1lingell 
Beautrt I' 070 U 1852 
958 
HOT Letsln 13.1441 Bunt 
fG 3eaulürt I' 1,1' I1 
959 
f10"1' Letsln ('. 775 Coode .1 
Beaulürt 
960 
etsln ('. 923 110T l 
('hevallier I: Beautrt I' 103'185 
96I , 
LIO'1' Letsln L)70 I)essiou 
JI' 13eautürt ' I I'061849 
ý 96 
HO'f Ixtsln D. 147 t)essiouJF 
I3eaufirrtl' IS%I0i1845 
963 90 
110'1' Letsill I). 181 
1)a man J Beaufort 1' 
07/04ý185ý 
964 91 
ý 3 )7 t? l " Larl 
GW Beaufort I' (11/07%18-13 
965 92 . n f Lets 110 
' I'itzro R Y 
Beaufort I' 30! 06, '1848 
966 93 . 
177 110T Letsln 1 
Fitzroy R Beaufort I' 07r 12%1837 
967 94 HO'I' Letsln 
F. 178 
' 
HO'f Letsln F. 313 
Fitzroy R Beaufn-I ' _03,06 
I 848 
968 95 
etsln F. 367 IIO'I I 
1arýhar R Beautiýrt F 1851 
969 96 . 
11()'1' Letsill 1.383 
I'ilzroy R I' f3caulürt I I: '1852 III I 
970 97 
etsln 1.384 HO'I' L _Fitzroy 
R 13eaulürti f 
-__ 
0 1/I ], '185? 
971 98 . 
I lerhert J Parry W F, 09%01 / 1819 
972 99 110'1' I. etsln 11.517 
h l JFW Beaulürt F 20'12! 1835 566 11 ' ' e Ilcrsc 973 100 . I, etsln 1 IiO I il 13eautürt I' I8ý I 1i1854 
1101' I, etsln 11.677 
ton . I lam ---- 974 101 
-WB l 
Washington J 26/ 1211935 
975 102 HOT Letsln 11.689 
I lart e) 
(i Beiatttort 1_ 19/1 1'1836 
976 103 11(). 1,1_etsln 1.57 _ 
[lilies 
Lubbock JW 
,_ 
13eautört I' 
_- 
I(ý; 0? ý 
_ 
1835 
977 104 f 10"f Letsln I.. 
27R 
Lubbock JW Beaul'Ort 1' 
I)/02'18-'_5 
978 105 11U"I' Letsln 1,. 
379 
kIw Bcautürl I_ 
979 106 ý 11O'1' Letsin L. _81 
Lubboc 
-- -ý _ 13eautürt F 19 /06118-11 
980 107 HOT Letsln 1.. 361 
Lord W 
F ßeautürt 
----- 
28; 02I1842 
981 108 110"1' Letsill 1.. 
363 Lord W 
Beaut ürl 23/061194.1 
982 IN 110T Letsln 1.. 377 
Lord W -- 
(3eaut. oil I: 
_ 
I9, '09.1854 
983 1 10 FIOT I, etsln M. 746 
I llnareY W ----- 
' 10%08'18-17 
ý etsln N. _ 
ýý HO"f I Newman .I 
Beautürl I -ýý__.. --__ 
' 984 111 . 
ý Rennte 
G Beitutort F 0,4! 18.14 0.1 
985 2 II I, etsln R 8_ LIO'1' 
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986 
987 
988 
999 
990 
991 
992 
993 
994 
995 
996 
997 
998 
999 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 
1007 
1008 
1009 
I 010 
1011 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
12 3 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
IJ 
134 
140 1{01' 1_etsln w.? =, 
Whewcll W 
141 HO'1- L. etsln W. 530 
Whcwctl W 
142 110"1' Letsln W. 534 
Iý 1() 1, I ettln W . 
53S 
rý.., ii 144 
145 i 10"1' i etsin W. 
540 
.., 
IIý,, vr I . "tcln W. 54I 140 
147 I10"T Lctsln W_542 
148 I10'Iý Letsln W"543 
II 
I i0 
151 11 11()', ' I, CISIll W. l FU 
nn_.,..,.. II U u ." W licvvý{ý 
W 
{ {O { (, t lti{Il 
W. 5 { 
W{1CWC 
{ýO1 I. etsln W. 5ý8 
..,, ýý ýýý Fi I10'II, CISIII w? 
Whcwcll W 
I10"i' Letsln W"5Stt 
133 
135 
136 
1 37 
138 
13 1) 
149 
152 
153 
154 
155 
IIO"I, Letsln R. 536 
HO-[' I, etsln R. 561 
11()'I' Letsln R. 578 
F10"I' Letsln R. 708 
ý 13caufiýrt IIO'I' l. ctsln R . 
708a 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Ii Raper 
Ross I) 
Whcwcll W 
Whc Ilw W 
Whcwcll w 
WheIIwýW 
Whcwcll w 
Whcwcll w 
WhoIIwýW 
W he_--_-------- 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
WheIlwe 
I3eauli, rt F 12'121I853 
I3cautirrt F 16'(Or' I 853 
I3caulirrt II 1%08! I 853 
13urdwood J 08' I 0/ 18 SO 
Ross I) (1o)l1(1; 185(1 
13cautirrt Iý 30'07; 'l 8 SO 
13cuulint F 15,06 '1850 
13cauliirt F 25i05! 1851) 
I3caulbrlF 0I! 04%I850 
Rt : uitürt I OI'01, ' 1 850 
13caulirrt 1 
I3cautiirt I, 
I3caul<n"t Iý 
ßeautbrt Iý 
I3caulOrt Iý 
ficautirrt I' 
Beaufort F 
I3cau1i1"t I' 
Beaufort I' 
Beau tort l 
licauti+rt F 
ßcauliort F 
Beaufort F 
1)cssiou . 
IF 
13raulürt Iý 
13caulitrt I, , 
13caulürt F 
I3cautiort I" 
I3cautiorl F 
I3caulbrt F 
____----. -- 
licauiiirt F 
licauibrt F 
I3cauliOrt I 
13cuulört Iý 
--------- 
t3cauliýrt F 
---. ------ 
ßcauliýil I 
13caulýýrt Iý 
13cau 
Dale 
20/1011846 
18%l0/18131 
0-1%I I! 1852 
28! 05! 1852 
30! 06/I85I 
17/10/1849 
04/08/ 1854 
0"1% 12'1849 
2.1%12'1848 
26 ! 081 18-17 
07 Vn; 1 847 
14/'05'1853 
02; 01/IR54 
10; '0 3/18 35 
I5; o5%I835 
I 51(171183 5 
? Ii11; 1835 
? 7%(1(, i I835 
? c, 'a7 18-I3 
06/03/ 18-4-1 
16I/I831) 
09 /1 1/ I 83 s 
19/0318.15 
2-5, '02_, ' 1837 
I 0/01 % 1837 
, 1; I I 
I')' IiI K( 
07; 0d'I836 
01/03'183.; 
Document 
1I(YT Letsln R. 340 
HOT Letsln R. 386 
110 F Letsln R. 443 
110T L. etsln R. 457 
HOT I. etsln R. 458 
L10T l., etsln R. 484 
11O'1' LctsIn R. 49 
HO'1' Letsln R. 503 
From 
Ross 1) 
Ross I) 
Ross 1) 
Ross U 
Ross I) 
I) ROSS 
Ross I) 
Kuss l) 
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If() 
I3cauf'Ort F 
13caufürt F 
I3caufürt F 
Rcaulirrt F 
I3cautör1 F 
licautürl F 
13caulbrt f 
ßcaulürt F 
1046 
1047 
1048 
1049 
1050 
1051 
1052 
1053 
1054 
1055 
1056 
1057 
105 8 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 
1066 
1067 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
I0ii 
1034 
1035 
10i6 
I0i7 
103 8 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
1043 
1044 
1045 
29 
30 
31 
HOT OrigMS 26.6.12 
; UI. Kelvin A3 
(UI. Kelvin I)I "Thomson V4 
G[JI. Kelvin D3 Thomson W 
GIJI. Kelvin D4 Thomson W 
5 GUL Kelvin D5 Thomson W 
6 GUI. Kelvin D6 Thomson W 
7 GUL Kelvin 1)7 Thomson W 
8 GUL Kelvin 1)8 Thomson W 
9 GUL Kelvin D9 Thomson W 
0 GUL Kelvin D10 Thomson W 
I GUL Kelvin D13 Thomson W 
? GUL Kelvin 1)18 Thomson W 
3 GUI. Kelvin D21 Thomson W 
l (; UL Kelvin 1)22 Thomson In 
UL Kelvin 1)23 Thomson W 
GUL Kelvin D34 (Thomson w 
6111. Kelvin D43 Thomson W 
GUI. Kelvin D44 Thomson W 
GUL Kelvin 1)45 Thomson w 
GUI. Kelvin 1)46 Thomson w 
(111. Kelvin 1)47 Darwin G11 
(j UL Kelvin 1)48 "Thomson WI 
GUL Kelvin 049 `Thomson WI 
(iUl. Kelvin D5I I humum WJI 
Li 
11 
11 r 
I] 
L__1 
D 
Li 
ý 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
is 
19 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
11(Y1' Urig)MS 8.3.10 
11O7'OriLYMS 12.1.2 
HOT OrigMS 12.1.3 
HOT OrigMS 23.6.1 
GU1. Kelvin 1)52 
Whcwcll W 
Whewcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
Whcwcll W 
Thomson W 
[3carrfbri F 
Beaufort F 
[3eaulbrt F 
ßcaufürt F 
13caufürt F 
ßcautiýrt Iý 
11I, 
honºson W Darwin (iI I 
Thomson W Darwin GII 
Thomson W Darwin (, I I 
Thomson W Darwin GI I 
Thomson W Darwin G11 
Darwin GTI Thomson W 
11Thomson 
W Darwin (ilI 
Thomson W Darwin GI I 
I, homson W Darwin (11 
Thomson W Darwin G11 
I, hoºnson W Darwin GI1 
l'homson W Darwin (; I I 
Document From ! 'o 
I'honison W-- Darwin tilt 
I), itc 
15'11/1933 
0? /U x! i 85 1 
? 3%09,1967 
17! 01' l 8x l 
1/09,1877 
878 
'0, 'IO/Ix7x 
Od! II /1878 
07I I; l878 
0x/0I/ix79 
1I'05Ix79 
15'06 /1 879 
17! Ox/ 18 79 
2'! 0x/ 188o 
11/01; 'Ixxl 
17i01 1881 
oyýu2; 1881 
ý 2'61 1881 
20/oSi 1882 
22! 051882 
2.3,! 05,, 'l 882 
25 05%1882 
28'05: ' 1882 
30%(º1! 188? 
04i0h' 1882 
15i'(0)(6/1882 
1071 1 33 
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GUI. Kelvin D53 
GUI. Kelvin D54 
GUI. Kelvin 1)56 
(All. Kelvin 1)58 
GUI. Kelvin 1)59 
GUL Kelvin 1)60 
(All. Kelvin D63 
6l1L Kelvin 1)64 
Thomson WI Darwin G11 
Thomson W Darwin G11 
Thomson W Darwin G11 
I 
I'homson WI Darwin 611 
Thomson WI Darwin Gil 
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2 1/0618 8? 
' U(v I88? 
24, '0l>l 1882 
30 '06'1882 
0q1 x(17 1882 
19,! 07; 1 Fi2i? 
'O"07, 'f RR2 
Z5i07IK8? 
3Q/0711ß8_' 
nl'NI: NUIX I 
Document From 'To I )atc 
1072 34 (iUI. Kelvin 1)68 I'homson W 1)arwin (it1 30/09i1882 
1073 35 GUI_ Kelvin D69 Darwin GH 'Thonlson W 12/1O'1882 
1074 36 (iUI. Kelvin 1)73 I, honlson w Dill-will-6 11 
- 
0-1112,1882 
1075 37 GUI. Kelvin 1)81 I'homson W Darwin (il I 
1076 38 GtII. Kelvin D86 Thomson W Darwin (ill 24111 '1894 
1077 39 Gilt. Kelvin 1)93 I honltioll w IhIrWIII G1 16/07'188ý 
1078 40 (All, Kelvin D94 'Ihomson I-'A Darwin G11 13/09188S 
1079 41 (iUl. Kelvin D95 Ihomson W Darwin (il l 21%(º2/ 1886 
1080 42 (itJl. Kelvin 1)99 Thomson W_ Darwin GI I-- 09; 09/1887 
1081 43 (; UL Kelvin 1)1(10 Thomson w Darwin (ill 14! 01/1888 
1082 44 GUI. Kelvin 1)104 I'homson W Darwin (ill 23121,1888 
1083 45 Gt1L Kelvin 1)I(17 Thomson W Darwin (ilI 24; 02'1890 
1084 46 Glll. Kelvin D109 Thomson Iý'A Darwin G11 08; 09/1883 
1085 47 (', [ll. Kelvin 1)121 Thomson W Darwin (il I_ 2303/1898 
1086 48 (itJl. Kelvin 1)125 "Thomson W (itI (19! I 1'1898 
1087 49 GUI. Kelvin M54 Moriarty IIA Thomson W (15/(º1/ 1867 
1088 50 (it A. Kelvin R30 Rohcrts F t'homson W 15/06/1872 
1089 51 GUI. Kelvin 11 17 I holllsofl .I 'I holllsoll W 0()'07/1862 
1090 52 Gill, Kelvin 1'192 Thomson Wý I'honlson w 
__ 
1091 53 (it II. Kelvin 1203 Roberts I; 1 homson W_ II; O61868 
1092 54 (A 11, Kelvin WI Walton W Thomson W 25I 1 I'1866 
1093 1 RSI, 1.113. A. 96 Air GB Seclgwick A- 28! 11/1 840 
1094 2 RSI, I. iIB. A. l48 Airv G13 Lubbock JW 15'01! 184O 
1095 3 RSL. I. U13. A. 164 Airy G13 I, ubhock JW 25! 01! 1841 
1096 4 RSI. LUR. A. t84 Airy G13 L, ubhockJW 14: 011852 
1097 5 RSI. Lt1B. 13.37 Bally F Lubbock JW 1.4 1011840 
1098 6 RSL LtJB. 1.54 
- 
Bally I_ Luhbock. IW 
_ 
OI__l I! 183 
1099 7 RSI, 1,11B. B. 71 Baily F Lubbock JW 19; 07. '1835 
1 100 8 RSI, I. i 113. I3.128 Barrow .l Lubbock .IW __ 
09! 3l832 
1 101 9 R1,1, I. U13.11.162 Bcaulilrt F Luhhock JW 22%02! 1832 
1102 10 RSI. I. U11. B. 164 Bcaulnrt F Lubbock JW 
_ 
18.1- 
1103 11 RS1. I. tlß. 13.166 Bcaulilrt f__ I. uhhock. IW_ 15_'0511832 
1104 12 RSI. Ltlß. R. 167 F_ 
_ 
I. ubbock JW 27%091 833 
1 105 13 RSI, I. UI3.13.171 Bcaulürt F Lubbock JW 23: 1121833 
1106 14 RSI. I. t1B. B. 172 Beaulilrl F I. ubhock. IW 20/021834 
1107 15 RSI, I. t113. B. 173 BeaulilrtF Lubbock . IW 1,1'03, 'l 834 
1108 16 RSI, Li]13.13.174 13cauli0rt F Luhbock JW 05'0(, `1834 
1 109 17 RSI. I, ilB. 13.175 Beaufort I, 
-_ý 
Lubbock JW 30/07 1834 
1110 18 RSI, I. t l 13.13.177 13cautilrt I_ I. ubhock JW 17102' 1835 
11t1 19 RSI. I. t1R. ß. 179 13cautilrl F Lubbock JW 
1112 20 RSI, 1.1 IB. 13. I 83 Beaufort F Lubbock JW 1838 
11 13 21 RSI, 1.1 J13.13.193 Beaufort I' Lubbock JW 26,0219-40 
1114 22 RSI, LUB. B. 197 13eaulilrt F Lubbock JW 
_ 
04/111'1845 
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nPl'I: NUIX I 
Document From to I)ate 
11 15 23 RSI. I. 1J13.13.440 Yates .I 
Lubbock JW 17iO8! 1833 
I 116 24 RSL 1,141.11.444 Philli ps J Lubbock JW ? 8/ I O' 1834 
1117 25 RSI. 1,1)13. I3.446 B. A. A. S. I, uhbock. IW 20%11'1834 
11 18 26 RSI. LU13.13.493 Brown A Lubbock JW 12/03'1840 
11 19 27 RSI. I. ( 113.13.494 Brown A I. uhhock JW 21 /03, ' 1840 
1 120 28 RSI. L1113.8.590 Bunt FG Lubbock .IW 22, '02 1839 
1121 29 RSI, 11113.13.595 l3urdwood. I Lubbock JW I5%I 1/1856 
1 122 30 RSI. 1.1)13.13.596 I3urdwood. l Lubbock JW 2O/ 1 1; ' 1856 
1 123 31 RSL 1,111.13.597 Burdwood .1 Luhhock JW ()2, %10 1857 
1124 32 RSI. LU13.13.627 ßvwaterI' Larcom I1 14'I I 1835 
1 125 33 RSL I, 1113.13.628 13 ywalcr I' Luhhock JW (º5/1 2! 1835 
1126 34 RSI. 1, U13. ß. 629 13ywaterF I. ubhockJW ? I'12/1835 
1 127 35 RSI. 1, U 13. C. 293 Coates I' Lubbock JW (1912 ' 1828 
1 128 36 RSI. L1)B. C. 296 Coates "f Lubbock JW 02,, l 1/19.10 
1129 37 RSI. LUß. D. 110 I)cuham HM Lubbock . IW 
_ 
24i04/1841 
1130 38 RSI. I. Uß. I). l 11 Ucnham IIM Lubhock. IW (1705/1841 
1 131 39 RSL 1,1113.1). 124 I)essiou. ll? Lubbock .IW I S0-311931 
1132 40 RSL. L, UB. I). 125 DessiouJl Lubbock . 1W - '1831 
1 133 41 RSI. 1,1113.1). 126 1)cssiou JI., I. ubbock JW 24/02'1832 
11 34 42 RSI. 1. U13.1). 127 Dessiou . 
11., Lubbock 
.IW 07,0318 32 
I135 43 RSI. 1, UB. 1). 128 DcssiouJl L. ubbock. IW 
_ 
14/04/1832 
11 36 44 RS1.1,1113. I). 129 Dessiou .IF I. uhbock IW 2004/1832 
1137 45 RSI. I, l)B. I). 130 Dessiou . 
II" Lubbock JW 26/0-11832 
11-38 46 RSI. 1.116. D. 13 º Dessiou J1 Lubbock .IW 27i(14%1832 
1 I39 47 RSI, 1. UB. D. 132 Ucssiou . IL Lubbock JW 17,05, '18-, 2 
1 140 48 RSI, 11)13.1). l 33 l)essiou . 
11 _ I. uhbock JW 
__ 
23105i 1832 
1141 49 RSI. I. 1113.1). I34 DessiouJl LubbockJW 2(1. %l2! 1832 
1 142 50 RSI. Ll1ß. D. 135 1)es, iou JI' 
_ 
Lubbock 
. IW 29'03; 1833 
1 14 3 51 RSI. 1.1)13.1). 136 Ucssiou . 
11' Lubbock 
.IW 06/0S/ 1833 
1 144 52 RSL LUB. D. 137 l)essiou JF Lubbock . IW 13/05/1833 
1145 53 RSI. I. U13.1). 138 Dcssiou JL_ I. ubbock JW (º7/(º8/1833 
1146 54 RSL L11ß. D. 139 DessiouJl Luhbock. IW 25/11-'1833 
1 147 55 RSI. L1J13.1). 140 Dcssiou . I1., Lubbock . IW 
1 148 56 RSI. 1,1113.1). 141 Dcssiou JF, Lubbock . IW (11/(11 '1834 
1149 57 RSI. I. l)B. D. 142 Dessiou. IF Lubbock JW 31'071834 
1 150 58 RSI. I, Uß. D. 143 Dessiou It Lubbock .IW 03104,1835 
1151 59 RSI. I. U13.1). 144 DessiouJl' 1-uhbock. IW 13'O6r1835 
1 152 60 RSI. L, ill. 1). 145 Dcssiou J1, I, uhhock . IW 
29/(16'1835 
1 153 61 RSL 1.1)B. 1). 146 Dessiou JF Lubbock . IW 2708/1835 
1154 62 RS1,11113.1). 147 I )essiou. ll Lubbock . 1W (19'(1911835 
I I55 63 RS I. LUß. D. 14R I)cssiou JIý Lubbock . IW 111,0911835 
1 156 fi4 RS1.1,1Jß. 1). 149 1)cssiou . 11" Lubbock .IW 24! I O%18.35 
º 157 65 RSL 1,1113.1). 150 Dessiuu . 11' Lubbock JW (19i 1111835 
298 
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Documcnt From to Datc 
I 158 66 RSI, LUl3. D. 151 Dessiou . 11` Lubbock IW 12/t)-V1836 
I159 67 RSI, LU13.1). 152 Dessiou. IP I, ubbockJW 03/06i1836 
1 160 68 RSI. I. UB. 1). 153 I)cssiou 'll., Lubbock IW 
1161 69 RSI, LU13. D. 154 Dessiou. I1., Lubbock. IW 05/01/1837 
1162 70 RSI. I, U13.1). 155 Dessiou. ll" Lubbock JW 20/02%I837 
1 163 71 RSL I, IJ13. D. 156 Dessiou J1' Lubbock JW 24: 02'1837 
1 164 72 RSI, L1113.1). 157 Dcssiou . 
II' I, ubbock .1W I 5, '1º7, '1837 
1 165 73 RSI, L1J13.1). 158 Dessiou JI' I. ubbock JW 26107/ 1837 
I 166 74 RSI, 1, lJß. 1). 159 1)cssiou . IL I, uhhock . IW 29/07%1837 
1 167 75 RSI, L1Jl3. D. 160 Dcssiou J1ý Lubbock JW 1(1'1)811837 
1 168 76 RSI, LUt3. D. 161 Dessiou J1. Lubbock IW l)30811837 
1 169 77 RSI, L1113.1). 16? Dessiou JI., Lubbock .IW 23 '09' 1837 
1 170 78 RSI, I. 1J 13.1). 16 3 Dcssiou . 
11. Lubbock 
.IW 05'10,183 7 
1 171 79 RSI, LUB. D. 164 Dcssiou . 11' Lubbock IW 18; '04, '1838 
1 172 80 RSL LUß. D. 165 Dcssiou Jr Lubbock JW 07! 05/1838 
1 17-3) 81 RSI, 1, U13.1). 166 Dcssiou . 11ý Lubbock IW 20/(º7%1838 
1 174 82 RSI, 1,1113.1). 167 Dcssiou . 
1F Lubbock JW II %(º I/ 1839 
1 175 83 RSI, 1,1113.1). 168 Dcssiou JF I, ubhock JW 23I01! 1839 
1 176 84 RSI, L1J13.1). 169 Dcssiou Jr ')9'12; '1839 
1 177 85 RS1.1,1 J 13.1). 170 Dcssiou . I[ Lubbock .1W 2711/1851 
1 178 86 RSI, Lilß. G. 36 Gilbert I) Lubbock JW 23,01/1810 
1 179 87 RSI, L11ß. 11.8 I la11 J Lubbock IW 21 %02/ 1830 
1 180 88 RSI, LUß. I L9 I lall .1 I. ubhock JW 1 3! 1"183 3 
1 181 89 RSI, LUß. H. I I I lall J Lubbock . IW 06104! 1835 
1 182 90 RSI, 1. U 13.11.55 I larcourt WV V Lubbock .IW 09- I Iý'1831 
1183 91 RSI, LUß. 11.56 Ilarcourt WVV I. ubbock, IW-- 2t)%09/'1833 
1184 92 RSl. I, 11ß. J. 154 . lancs. l 
- 
Lubbock JW 20/117; '1835 
1185 93 RSI. LU[3.. 1.155 Jones. I I, ubbock. IW 03i08, '1835 
1186 94 RSL 1Uß.. 1.156 Jones .1 1. ubbock. IW. __ 
02; 04/1836 
1 187 95 RSL. 1. Uß. J. 157 Jones .1 Lubbock. I W 25115' 1836 
1 188 96 RSI, I, IJ11.. 1.158 . loncs. I Lubbock IW 25105%1836 
1 189 97 RSI, I. 13.. 1.159 Jones J Lubbock JW 04106%18.; 6 
1190 98 RSI, 1,1113.. 1.160 . 
1011C. S. 1 Lubbock JW 02; '0711836 
1 191 99 RSI, 1. U13.. 1.161 . 
loncs. I Lubbock 
.IW 06'07'1836 
1 192 1(l0 RSI, L1113. J. 162 Jones J Lubbock .IW 
"'"ý%07' 1836 
1 193 3 101 RSI, 1,1J13. J. 163 Jones .1 Lubbock JW 25: (º7' 1836 
1194 102 RSI. 1. Uß.. 1. I64 Ioncs. I I, uhhock. IW 26'07'1836 
1195 103 RSI, 1,1113. J. 165 Jones .I _- 
Lubbock 
.1W 02'08/19-16 
1 196 104 RSI. Ll 1ß.. 1.166 Junes J Lubbock JW 05"0818-36 
1197 105 RSI. I. IIß.. 1.167 Jones .I Lubbock . 
1W I2r0 8x'1836 
1198 106 RS[, 1. U13.. 1.168 Jones .1 
- 
Lubbock JW 13; 08'1836 
1199 107 RSI. L11ß.. 1.169 Jones .1 Lubbock . IW 'I! 1 1,1836 
1200 109 RSI. 1. U13.. 1.170 Jones J Lubbock JW 
_ 
03,01'1837 
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1201 109 RSI, LLJ13.. 1.171 . lones. l 
Lubbock JW OI; 04'I837 
1202 110 RSI. LUL3. J. I 72 Jones .I 
Lubbock 
.IW 04"04,11837 
1203 111 RS 1, I. LJß. J. 173 Jones .1 
Lubbock JW 05/04: '1837 
1204 112 RSL LU13. J. 174 Jones J I. ubbock JW 1 8/081 1 837 
1205 113 RSI. LUf3.1175 Jones. ) Lubbock JW 2-), 08"18.3 7 
1206 114 RSI, LU 13. J. 176 Jones J Lubbock JW 1610/1837 
1207 1 15 RS1. LUß. J. 177 Jones J Lubbock IW 12"03,1838 
1208 1 16 RS1. L. UL3.. 1.178 . Jones .1 
Lubbock JW 15'13%1838 
1209 1 17 RSI. 1. L113. J. 179 Jones J Lubbock JW 30/10,1838 
1210 1 18 RSI, LUL3. J. 181 Jones Jo Lubbock JW 06'09/1931) 
1211 1 19 RSI, I, LJf3. K. 2 Kater II Lubbock IW 30; 10'1828 
1212 120 RSI, L143.1.8 Inncs G Lubbock .IW 17! 04118 30 
1213 121 RSI. I. LJ13. L9 InnesG Lubbock . IW I5i02/1832 
1214 122 RSI, I_Uß. 1.10 [lilies G Lubbock . IW 03h03! 183' 
1215 123 RSI, LlJI3. I. I I Innes G Lubbock JW 22`12/183'' 
1216 124 RSI, I. ll13.1.13 Innes(i Lubbock 1W ? I; 05/1833 
1217 125 RSI, I, Lill. I. IS tunes G Lubbock JW 10! 07! I835 
1218 126 RSI, I, LJ13.1.16 Innes (i Lubbock .IW 
22')211836 
1219 127 RSI, LLJl3.1.18 tunes G Lubbock JW O8O4%1837 
1220 128 RSL I. lJI3. L? 72 Lloyd. In I. uhbock. IW 22i0 1"1830 
1221 129 RSI, 1,1JI3.1.27.3 Lloyd Jn I. ubbock. IW 
1222 1 30 RSI, I. Uß. P. 3O Palmer IIR Lubbock JW 10: 02/183I 
1223 131 RSI, LLJI3. P. 32 Palmer IIR I. ubbockJW O71 I, '1831 
1224 132 RSI. LUß. P. 32 Palmer I IR Lubbock JW 10"11"1831 
1225 133 RSI, I. LJ13. P. 117 Peirce W I. ubhock JW 24021831 
1226 134 RSI. LLJl3. P. l 18 Peirce W I. uhhock . lW 07'03! 1831 
1227 135 RSL LUß. P. I ly Peirce W Lubbock JW 13! 03; 1831 
1228 136 RS1. I, L)13. P. 12O 
-Peirce 
W Lubbock JW 30,11 01833 
1229 137 RSI, 1, U13. P. 12I Peirce W Lubbock JW 
_ 
06'11, '19-1,3 
1230 138 RSI, LUl3. P. 122 Peirce W Lubbock JW 23'12I1833 
1231 139 RS I. I. LJ11.1'. 123 Peirce W Lubbock . 1W 28/12'1835 
1232 140 RSI. 1,1111.1). 124 Peirce W_ _ 
Lubbock JW 
1233 141 RSI. I, Uß. R. 15 Rennie (i Lubbock . IW 091011/1835 
1234 142 RSI. L1113. R. 1 14 Roget I'M I. ubbock .IW . 
31/08,1831 
1235 143 RSI. I. Lill. P. Il4a I`lliotGl? 13arrow. l 29I08ý'1831 
1236 144 RSI. LUf3. R. 173 Ross 1) I, uhhock. IW 
1237 145 RSI. LUß. R. 329 Russell I. uhhock. IW 1811'1835 
1238 146 RSI, LUL3. R. 33I Russell 1.; I, ubbock. I W 30'07)1836 
1239 147 RSI. I, LJ13. R. 332 Russell I? Lubbock . 
IW 0808`1836 
1240 148 RSI. LUl3. R. 333 Russell I? 
- . 
Jones 
.I 
1241 149 RSL L113. R. 334 Russell F Jolle. ". 1 
I242 150 RSI, 1.1)13. R. 335 Russell F. Iubbock JW 
1243 151 RSI, LUL3. R. 3 36 Russell 1': Lubhock JW 
ýýý 
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1244 152 RSI. L. I. Jß. R. 337 Russell F Lubbock JW 08/(13/I837 
1245 153 RSI, LUB. R. 338 Russell I: Lubbock JW 28/07! 1837 
1246 154 RSI, LUß. R. 339 Russell F Lubbock . IW 
1247 155 RSI, LUB. R. 340 Russell F Lubbock JW 
1248 156 RSI, 1,1113. R. 381 Russell JS Lubbock JW 
_ 
24109/1836 
1249 157 RSL 11113. R. 382 Russell JS Lubbock JW 01-(16/1817 
1250 158 RSI, LIJ13. R. 383 Russell IS Lubbock .IW 3I/06, ' 1837 
1251 159 RSI, L1113. R. 384 Russell F: Luhhock. IW 
_ 
2(l, '031839 
1252 160 RSI, I. 1Jß. S. 107 Slice shanks R Lubbock AW 
1253 161 RSI, LU13. S. 273 So11v I Lubbock IW 07'05/1 829 
1254 102 RS1, LUB. S.? 74 Soll yI Lubbock . 
IW 06/I II829 
1255 163 RSI. LUB. S. 275 Solly I Lubbock .IW 14! 06i 1831 
1256 164 RSL I. I JB. S? 76 Solly I Lubbock .IW 16_ 12 1831 
1257 165 RSI, I. UL3. S. 475 Stratford WS I. ubbock JW 08; 06/1831 
1258 166 RSI, L, UB. S. 480 Stratfürd WS I. ubbock. IW 10N03/1832 
1259 167 RSI, LtJ13. S. 48 3 Strafford WS Lubbock .IW 04r'U4/ 1 83? 
126(1 168 RSL, I. UB. S. 484 SlratlordWS I. uhhock. lW 
. 
06%04'1832 
1261 169 RSI. LIJB. S. 486 Stratford WS Lubbock JW 0=t! 05'1812 
1262 170 RSI, LUB. S. 487 Stratford WS Lubbock JW 15/(1511812 
1263 171 RSI. LtJ13. S. 488 Stratlürd WS I. ubbock. lW 31, 'O5'1832 
1264 172 RSI, L1113. S. 490 Strafford WS Lubbock . 
IW 09/06 i 1832 
1265 173 RSi. I. UB. S. 494 Strafford WS Lubbock . 
IW 28%05'183' 
1266 174 RSI, IA 113-S-495 Stratfürd WS Lubbock. I W 20,061833 
1267 175 RSI. I. IJB. S. 497 Stratford WS Lubbock JW 2411(U183; 
1268 176 RSL LUB. S. 498 Stratfürd WS Lubbock JW_ 02,1? %1833 
1269 177 RSI. L1JB. S. 501 Stratford WS Luhbock JW 2012'1833 
127(1 178 RSI. I, Uß. S. 502 Strattürd WS Lubbock JW 231/12"1833 
1271 179 RSI, L11ß. S. 503 Slralford WS Lubbock . IW 24r 12/1833 
1272 180 RSI, LI1ß. S. 507 Statford WS LuhhockIW_ »%(141834 
1273 181 RSI, 1,1113-S-508 Strafford WS Lubbock JW 14i05/ 1934 
1274 182 RSI, I. UB. S. 509 Strallürd WS I_uhhock . IW 23/06; 1834 
1275 183 RSI. I. 1. iB. S. 510 Stratford WS Lubbock 2I'08i 1834 
1276 184 RSI, Lt ill-S. 51I Stratford WS I . ubhock .IW O4 1 I' 1834 
1277 185 RSI, I. 1 JB. S. 512 Stratford WS Lubbock JW IO: O; %1835 
1278 186 RSI, LU13. S. 516 Stratford WS I. uhbock. IW 0 Ii06! 1835 
1279 187 RSI, I. (Iß. S. 518 Stratford WS Lubbock. IW 0907-1835 
1280 188 RSI. I. 11B. S. 519 Stratfürd WS I. ubhock. IW 24%08; 1835 
1281 189 R51. I. tIf3. S. 520 Statlürd WS Luhhock. IW 24'09 `1835 
1282 190 RSI. 1,1 1B. S, 521 Stratfürd WS Lubbock 1W 16/10'1835 
1283 191 RSI. I. Uß. S. 52' Statförd WS Lubbock JW 23! I(U1835 
1284 192 RSI, I. UB. S. 526 Stralford WS I. uhbock. 1W 09/(15; '1836 
1285 193 RSI, I. UB. S. 527 Stratford WS Lubbock JW 27; 03! 18; 7 
1286 194 RSI, I. U13. S. 530 Strafford WS Iuhbock JW I4'lO'184O 
10 1 
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1287 195 RSL. L"1 113. S. 53I Stratford 
WS I. ubhOc'k JW I6; Olil841 
1288 196 RSI_ LIJB. S. 5 32 Strattbrd 
WS Lubbock .IW 
20/0 11941 
1289 197 RSI, I, IIB. S. 533 Stratford 
WS Lubbock . 
IW 24/0 11841 
1290 198 RSL 1, IJ[3. S. 5 34 Stratford 
WS Lubbock JW 15/04/ 1841 
1291 199 IIJBW. 163 RSI .. 
Washington J I. ubhock IW 0811 1%1831 
1292 
293 
100 
2O1 
. 
50 IJB. W. 2 
, 
UB. W? 5 3 
Whewcll W 
cll w Whew 
Lubhock IW 
Lubbock. IW 
I 7' I I' 1 
'4'05; '1830 
1294 202 RSLLU[3. W? 54 
Whewcll W Luhbock. IW ? 3'(11: '1830 
1295 203 RSL. LIJB. W. 255 
Whewcll W Lubbock . 
1W 30'O1; 1831 
' ' 
1296 204 RSI, Lt IB. W. 264 
Whcwell w Lubbock JW 071 06, 1832 
1297 205 RSI, I. tll3. W. 267 
Whewell W Lubbock . 1W 03/0'. '1832 
1298 206 RSI, L. I1B. W'69 
Whewell W Luhbock. I W 06! 06/ 1832 
1299 207 RSL Lu13. W. 271 
whewell W Lubbock . 1w 07/07; 
1833 
1300 208 RSI. I. t1B. W. 272 
Whewell W I. ubhock JW 27! 07/1833 
1301 209 RSI. 1,11B. W. 273 
Whcwell W Lubbock JW 0'i08/1833 
' ' 
1302 ' 10 RSI, IUI3. W. 274 
Whewcll W Luhbock. I W 19 33 2 09, 
130, 211 RSI, LU13. W. 275 
Whcwell W Lubbock JW 13,10'1833 
1304 21' RSI, I, tJ13. W? 76 
Whcwell W l"ubhock. IW 18/I011833 
' 
1 305 213 RSI. I. UB. W'77 
Whcwell W Luhhock. IW 311 0; 1833 
1306 
1307 
1308 
1309 
1 310 
214 
215 
216 
"117 
218 
RSI. LIJ B. W'78 
RSI, LIJ13. W. 279 
RSL 1, IJB. W. 281 
RSI, 1. IJI3. W. 28' 
RSL LUB. W. 283a 
Whewcl lW 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwell W 
Whewcll W 
Lubbock. I W 
Iubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
Stratford WS 
OT I 1; 1833 
III I%1833 
I5'1 I%1833 
19,11'1833 
22/1111833 
1311 
1312 
I3I3 
1314 
1315 
1316 
I 317 
1318 
1319 
I320 
13 ý>I _ 
1322 
132, 
219 
220 
22 1 
222 
""_; 
224 
ý'S 
'26 
227 
, 28 
221) 
230 
231 
RSI, I. IIB W. 283h 
RSL. 1, IJB. W? 84 
RSI. LtJl3. W? 86 
RSI, l"uB. W. 287 
RSI. L. UI3. W. 288 
RSL LI1B, W. 289 
RSI, I. UB. W. 290 
LUB. W. 291 RSL 
RSI. L. IJB. W. 29' 
RSI, L1113. W. '93 
RSI, I. III3. W? 14 
RSI, 1,1113. W. '91 
RSL I, IJl3. W. 296 
Whewcll W 
Whcwell W 
Whcwell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whrw'ell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewcll W 
Lubbock . IW 
Lubbock JW 
l. uhhock JW 
Lubbock JW 
_ 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
I. uhhock. I W 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
IubbockJW 
--- 
Lubbock JW 
Liihbock. IW 
_ 
Lubbock . 1W 
IO; 'I''1833 
I0; 12'183 3 
04/08% 1834 
07,09,1834. 
2,1109,183-1 
I'11I; 1834 
I 3/04; 183 5 
'04 /1835 
01'05,1835 
26'09'1835 
- 
1(1%I(L'1835 
20'IO_1835 
IO'l l%1835 
1324 232 RSI, LIJL3. W. 
297 Whewell W I, ubbock. IW 1311! I835 
1325 
ý 6 13 
23 3 
234 
I2S1. I. IJl3. W? 98 
RSI" I, tI[3. W. 299 
Whewcll W 
Whcwcll W 
- --- 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
- 
01! 041837 
25%06'1837 
- 
1327 235 RSI. LU13. W. 300 
Whewell W Lubbock JW 27; 05'1838 
1328 236 RSI. I. tIB. W. 301 
Whewcll W I, ubbock. IW 02'02/1839 
1329 237 RSI. I, IIB. W. 302 
Whewcll W I. uhhuckJW l2%0'%1839 
302 
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Document From Iu I )ate 
1 330 238 RSI. L1B. W. 303 Whewell w Lubhock-IW 0805/1839 
1331 239 RSI. L. 13. W. 309 Whewell W Lubbock JW (17'07'1840 
1332 240 RSL LUI3. W. 3I9 Whewell W I, ubbock. IW 
1333 241 RSL LU13. Y? Yates .1 I. ubbockJW 21! O1%1837 
1334 242 RSI. LUB. Y. 4 Yates . 
113 1)essiou 
. II' 19'O8/ 1833 
1335 243 RSI. LUB. Y. S Yates. I13 Ucssiou JI' 11,1111-911 
1336 244 RSI. Iii 13. Y. 6 YatesJl3 Dessiou. IF 24/09'1835 
1337 I Durban Darwin Cd I Neison I,: 2 81O,; 1884 
1338 2 StA Forbes 1832 Scoresby W Forbes . 
II) 27! 02/ 1832 
1339 3 StA Forbes 1835 Whewell W ForbesJl) ()8'1218.15 
1340 4 StA Forbes 1.1311 Forbes I! ) Whewell W (17! 01/1836 
1341 5 Roorkee Baird AW Ilennessey J13N 04/12/1883 
1 342 6 NaMag Beaufort F 2(b'03%1832 
1343 7 F: xeter Thomson w Lock er JN 10J0 1/ 1877 
1344 8 1301) Dep 13AAS 1/62 Beaufort F R. A. A. S. 17, 'O811831 
1345 9 1301 De I3AAS 60. %38 Page F (iiles F 28/11/18.31 
1346 10 [301) Dep BAAS 60/41 Giles G Greenhough (iß 16/12/1833 
1347 11 601) De. BAAS 60/50 I: vans I'. I B. A. A. S. 28/(14/1834 
1348 12 11111. AAII 67m67 95 Martin K13 Ilei: schel JFW 25/06/1857 
_ 
1349 I3 C'11L CSI I. B 1899.772 Whipple RS Darwin (ill 27/(16/1899 
1 35O 14 13MV HB 17.387 Ilendersdon Vfý B. M. V. 20r'04i 1836 
135I IS BMV I113 17.403 Runt TG B. M. V. . 4,106/ 1836 
1 352 16 I3MV 1113 18.243 Carpenter I. H. M. V. I?! 10'1838 
1353 17 BMV IIB 18.346 1111111 , R; B. M. V. 12/07'1839 
1354 18 NMM MS. 75.085 Bunt 'I'G Bennett Il 0-1/0218,38 
1355 19 W hitb y I lulden M Scoreshy 06; 11 t 932 
1356 20 BAO 131A 320,79/1 Bright S Stutchbur ,S '16/06,1837 
1-157 21 BAO BIA 32079/2 Bright S Stutchbury S 
1358 22 BAO 131A 32079/3 Bright R Stutchbury S 04"07/1936 
1359 23 13AO 13IA 32079/4 Bright R Stutchbur ,S 
1360 24 13A0 131A 32079/5 Bright R Stutchb'J'-Y S_ 15/08/1837 
1361 25 BAO BIA 32079/6 Bright R Stutchbury S 16'12/1836 
1362 26 BAO BIA 3207917 Bright R Stutchbury S 2909, ' 1835 
1363 27 LR0027 LYC I/I15 Whewell W Bennett'IF 1/10 /18 33 
1364 28 BAAS 1840 Bunt'fG Whewell W 
1 
27/0U1840 
1365 29 BAAS 1870 1 Iiilgard JI:. Roberts[ 12/08/1870 
1366 30 BAAS 18702 Roberts F: Ihornson W 09; 09'1870 
1367 31 I'honl . son 
619 I homson W_ Gladstone 04' IIl 1871 
1368 32 ' I'heTi [lies Airy Oll the rimes 21%(19, '1869 
1369 33 PRO ADM 1063S23 I Slade "f 13, "04/1761 
1370 34 PRO ADM 106 3523 2 furner "l 11/01/1759 
1371 35 Wilson I I, homson W Stokes G(i 04/07/ 1879 
1372 36 Wilson 2 I'homson w Stokes GG 09, '07/1879 
APPF, NUIX I 
Document From h) Date 
1373 37 Wilson 3 l'homson 
W Stokes (]G 09! 07! 1879 
1374 1 Fri Add a. 63.18 Philli s. 
l Whcwcll W 17/1 111834 
1375 2 Tri Add 4.63.194 Weld 
CR Whewell W 17/ 11/1832 
1376 3 Fri Add a. 67-24 
Darwin GI1 17/05%1896 
1 377 4 'Fri Add a. 80.71 13eechev 
FW l . ubbock_I 
W 
1378 5 Fri Add a 200.26 
Airy (ill Whcwcll W 11 1111839 
1379 6 Tri Add a. 200.31 Airy 
Oll Whcwcll W 03/12/1840 
1380 7 Fri Add a. 200.33 
Airy G13 Whewell W (º5/1'%1840 
1381 8 Fr Add a. 200.35 
Airy G13 Whewell W 2I/O 1,18-10 
1382 
1 383 
9 
10 
Tri Add a. 200.36 
'Fri Add a200.40 
Airy (113 
Airy (113 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
27/01'1841 
12/01 /18-42 
1384 11 Tri Add a. 200.42 
Airy GB Whcwcll W 27! (1/1842 
1385 12 Tri Acid a. 200-47 
Airy (113 Whcwcll W 03%01/1843 
1386 13 Tri Add a. 200.48 
Airy (i13 Whcwcll W 14! 0111843 
1387 14 'In Add a. 200.49 
Airy G13 Whcwcll W 24/021843 
1 388 15 Tri Add 4.200.50 
Airy G13 Whcwcll W 00/03/ 18,43 
1389 16 Tri Add a200.51 
Airy GB Whcwcll W 07/03%1843 
1390 
1391 
1391 
17 
18 
19 
Tri Add 4200.52 
Tri Add a200.55 
Fri Add 4 200.58 
Airy (ill 
Airy (113 
Airy (113 
Whewell w 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
27/05/ 1943 
02'1 1/1844 
01/03; 1845 
1393 
1 394 
13)c5 
1396 
1397 
1398 
1399 
20 
21 
7') 
_ 
23 
14 
25 
26 
Fri Add 4200.65 
Fn Add a. 200.69 
Tri Add a. 200.70 
Tri Add 42(1(1.77 
Tri Add &200.78 
Fri Add 4200.89 
3'ri Add a. 200.94 
('onyhearc WI) 
Air), 613 
Air GI3 
Airy GI3 
Airy GB 
Airy GB 
Air GB 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
18104/1835 
211/ 10/ 18-17 
04, 'l 1'1847 
31/12,1849 
04; 01'1850 
03! 02'1851 
31121851 
1400 
1401 
1402 
1403 
1404 
1405 
1406 
1407 
1408 
1409 
1410 
17 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
Tri Add a. 200.96 
I ri Add a 200. )7 
Tri Add a. 200.98 
fri Add a 200.99 
Fri Add 4200.100 
Tri Add a. 200.102 
Tri Add a. 200.103 
Tri Add a200.195 
Tri Add a. 100.197 
'In Add a200.219 
Tri Add 1201.4 
Airy (ill 
Air GI3 
Airy (113 
Airy GB 
Airy (ill 
Airy (113 
Ai G13 
Bache AD 
Bache AD 
Barlow P 
Bavlev .1 
F Beaufort 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Rowdley. I 
Whewell W 
I7/07/I852 
15/0_; 11852 
18/03/1852 
26103`1852 
07'01,1851 
28/09/1852 
II) 11 1! 1852 
29/1 0/1834 
04, '00, 'l 852 
19.101%1833 
171 I' 183-1 
171 111832 
1412 
1413 
I4I4 
39 
40 
41 
Fri Add a201.8 
Fri Add a201.9 
Tri Add a20I. 10 
Beaulort I" 
Bcauli011 F 
13cauI ul F 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W^"-_`" 
02/01,18-36 
13'02/1843 
22/I I'I841 
1 415 42 Tri Add a 201.1 
1 BeaulIort F Whcwcll W 26/02'1846 
304 
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' Document From I 0 
I )ate 
1416 43 Fri Add a. 201.12 I3eaulort 
F Whewell W 26! 0 I; 1850 
1417 44 Tri Add a-201.13 Beauf'ort 
F 09/11 /1852 
1418 45 Tri Add a. 201.59 Bowditch 
NI, Whewell W 27/09/1838 
1419 46 "Fri Add j1.201.106 
131-011win 13 Whewell W 13%1 11 1852 
1420 47 "Tri Add a 201.123 
Bunt'F(i Whewell W 26/07/1847 
1421 48 Tri Add a. 2()1.127 
Barrow .1 
Lubbock JW 
1422 49 'Fri Add a. 201.130 
Bushe M Whewell W 05/05! 1845 
1423 50 Fri Add a. 202.20 
('haIIis J Whewell W 05 'I 2'1839 
1424 51 Fri Add a. 203.164 
Fitzroy R Whewell W 3 31 11 1/ 1837 
1425 52 'l'ri Add a203,165 
. --Fitzroy R Whewell W- 1)6,09/1837 
1426 53 Fri Add a. 204.4 
Forbes . 11) 
Whewell W_ 04' 10' 1831 
1427 54 "Fri Add a204.2I 
Forbes JD Whewell W 26/061835 
, 
1428 
1429 
55 
56 
'I n Add a204.24h 
Fri Add a20425 
Forbes. ll) 
Forbes J1) 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
11"18 35 12 
07/01/1836 
1430 57 "I n Add a. 204.27 
Forbes. 11) Whewell W 10"0 3, ' 1836 
1431 
1432 
58 
59 
'Fri Add a-205.40 
Fri Add a. 205.81 
(ireenough (if 
11,111 11 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
23%02'1834 
(17%1 ? '1839 
1433 
1434 
1435 
1436 
1437 
1438 
1439 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
Fri Add a. 205.82 
"I n Add a. 205.158 
"Fri Add a206.60 
ll"i Addx. 207.13 
'I n Add a. 207.24 
'Fri Add a. 207.25 
Tri Add a. 207.27 
I lall B 
I larris WS 
Ilendersdon VF 
I lerschel JFW 
I lerschel JFW 
I lerschel . 
IFW 
I lerschel . IFW 
Whewell w 
Whewell W 
Whewell w 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell w_ 
Whewell W 
29/01 / 1842 
03/01 / 1849 
2010111832 
25'01/1834 
21/09'1834 
07; 02'1835 
0-107/1835 
1440 
1441 
1442 
43 
67 
68 
69 
70 
Tri Add a. 207.28 
Tri Add 11.207.29 
"Fri Add j j. 207.71 
Fri Add a. 209.18 
Ilerschel . 
IFW 
Ilerschel . 
IFW 
Ilerschel. IFW 
Le Bas ('W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
25/07/1835 
23'(17'18.37 
23'12,1847 
26'03%18.10 
14 
1444 
1445 
1446 
1447 
1448 
1449 
1450 
1451 
1452 
1453 
71 
71 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
a. 208.27 "Fri Add 
Iri Add a. 208.59 
Tri Add a. 208.61 
"Tri Add a. 208.68 
Fri Add a. 208.70 
Fri Add x. 208.75 
iri Add a. 208.77 
Tri Add a. 208.78 
I ri Add x. 208.79 
Tri Add a. 208. ß0 
I. endbelter, 1 
I. lo dII 
Ho yd JA 
I . omart 
MF 
Lowrie WII 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock. 1 W 
Lubbock JW 
I. uhhock. I W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
whewell W 
---- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
29/01! I834 
05/041 1852 
__- 
10! 051847 
25/06/1859 
«8ý 10' 1829 
13M31'1831 
17'03'183,1 
1454 81 Fri Add a. _08.82 
Lubbock. IW Whewell W 151 0'1831 
1456 
56 
8' 
83 
Fri Add a. _0ß. 
86 
Fri Add a 208.87 
Lubbock. I W 
-- 
I . uhhock 
JW 
Whewell W 
- --- 
Whewell W 
02! 04%183 
--- 
03/04 1832 
14 
1457 84 'Fri Add a208.88 
Lubbock JW Whewell W 07; 05%1832 
1458 85 Fri Add a209.90 
l. ubhock JW Whewell W 29/06,1832 
305 
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1459 86 
1460 87 
1461 88 
1462 89 
1463 90 
1464 91 
1465 92 
1466 93 
1467 94 
1468 95 
1469 96 
1470 97 
1471 98 
1472 99 
1473 100 
1474 101 
1475 102 
1476 103 
1477 104 
1478 105 
1479 106 
1480 107 
1481 108 
1482 109 
1483 110 
1484 111 
1485 112 
1486 113 
1487 114 
1488 115 
1489 116 
1490 117 
1491 I 
1492 2 
1493 3 
1494 4 
1495 5 
1496 6 
1497 7 
1498 8 
1499 9 
1500 10 
1501 1I 
Document From 
, Ifo I)ate 
'fri Add x208.91 Lubbock 
JW Whcwell W 
'fri Add a. 208.92 Lubbock 
JW Whewcll W 0910911832 
Tri Add a. 208.93 Lubbock 
JW Whewcll W 2 3/04/ 18 35 
'Fri Add a. 208.95 Lubbock 
JW Whcwcll W 
_I 
810211839 
'Fri Add a. 208.96 Lubbock 
JW Whcwcll W 17/06/1840 
fri Add a. 208-128 I. ' ell 
C Whcwcll W 07103/1837 
Tri Add a. 209.66 Moll (i 
Whcwcll W 14/04"19 35 
Tri Add a. 209.67 Moll 
(i Whcwcll W 04/06,1835 
lYi Add a. 209.68 
Mull (i Whewell W 25'0311837 
--- 
Fri Add a. 209.69 
Mull (i Whcwell W 26; 09; 1837 
Tri Add a. 211.148 Ross 
1) Whcwcll W 22! 101947 
"fri Add a. 211.149 Ross 
I) Whcwcll W 01; 01,1850 
Tri Add a. 211.150 
Ross J(' Whcwcll W 17, '00,, '] 847 
lei Add a 2I 1.150a Ross 
JC Whewell W 21/04; 1852 
Tri Add a. 212.118 Sm iii 
WII Whcwcll W 27110 1835 
In Add x. 212.119 
Smyth WII whewell W 07 041837 
Tri Add a. 212 I48a 
Pearson J WhewclI W 07,10'182(1 
I'ri Add x. 212.148 
Staple Whcwcll W 20'(12; 18.18 
'I'ri Add a. 212-149 
Stanlc '0 Whcwell W 24. '0 849 
Fri Add a. 212.167 
Stutchbury S Whcwell W 20'08; 1834 
36 214 i Add a 
Washington J Whcwcll W 2047/1847 
. . Fr 
l ei Add x. 214.52 
Whewcll W Lubbock JW 05'06! 183 
Tri Add a. 214.53 
Whewcll W I . ubbock .IW 
09/O 1,1833 
I ri Add c. 5I. 159 
Whcwell W Junes J 13)'11 1933 
Tri Add c. 51.167 
Whcwcll W Jones J 03061834 
Tri Add c. 66.32 
ROSS . 
IC Washington] 2C; (º3,18 37 
Tri Add c. 90.8I 
Ross 1c Whewell w 12,06/1852 
Fri Add c. 90 101 
Scoresby W whewell W 
183 47 5 " 
Whewcll W Lubbock JW 0751? ' 1829 
. . fri Add 0.1 
Tri Add O. 15.47.184 
Whcwell W Lubbock JW 04'05' 1930 
'I ri Add 0.15.47.1852 
Whcwcll W Lubbock. I W 12,1 1' 1831 
"Tri Add O. I5.47204b 
Whcwcll W i. uhbock J W_ 20/ 10%183 3 
IJCI, SI)11K 131 IN. 1 
Runt 'f(i Coates I 241116! 1842 
[1('I SI)UK 1)1'S. I 
Ucssiou JI_ Knight 183' 
SI)[1K l)l': S. 2 I)essiou 
Jl' Coates I 16'041833 
UCI. SOUK 1)Iý: S. 3 Ucssiou 
JP Lubbock JW 2S"0.11 1833 
l1CL SI)t1K 1,1113.1 
Luhhock JW Coatcs'F 
UCI. S[)11 K 1,. U 13.2 
I . uhhock .IW 
Coates''F 04' 11/ 1829 
1CL SI)UK LU13.3 Lubbock 
JW Coates f 03112'1829 
[)(, l, Sl)11K 1, [113.4 
l ubhock. IW Coates "I' -- -- 
UCL SI)UK I, I113.5 Lubbock. 
IW__ WrottesIe ' ,I 
J(, I, SDI 1K I. 1 J13.6 Lubbock JW 
('Dates'I 
IJCI, SI)11K 1,1113.7 Lubbock 
JW Coates 'l 
1502 12 
1503 13 
1504 14 
1505 15 
1506 16 
1507 17 
1508 18 
1509 19 
1510 20 
1511 21 
1512 22 
1513 23 
1514 24 
1515 25 
IS16 26 
1517 27 
1518 28 
1519 29 
1520 1 
15''1 2 
1522 3 
1523 4 
1524 5 
1525 6 
1526 7 
1527 8 
1528 9 
1529 10 
1530 II 
1531 12 
1532 13 
1533 14 
1S34 15 
1535 16 
1536 17 
1537 18 
1538 19 
1539 20 
1540 21 
1541 22 
I S42 23 
IS4,24 
1544 25 
API'I: NUIX I 
1 502 
IiOi 
1504 
1505 
1506 
1507 
1509 
1509 
I 510 
151 I 
1512 
151 3 
1514 
1515 
15 16 
1517 
1518 
1519 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 
1525 
1526 
1527 
1528 
1529 
1530 
153 1 
1 532 
1533 
15 i4 
1535 
1536 
1 537 
15 ix 
Ii; 9 
1540 
1541 
1542 
1 5-13 
1544 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
26 
27 
28 
29 
I 
ý 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ii 
12 
i-1 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
,7 
23 
24 
25 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.48 
fri Whe 8.6.20.49 
Fri Wile 8.6.20.50 
lYi Wile R. 6.20.51 
'I-ri Wile R. 6.20.52 
'Il-i Wile R. 6.20.53 
Tri Wile 8.620.54 
"I'ri Wile R. 6.20.55 
'I, ri Wile R. 6.20.56 
'Il-i Wile R. 6.20.57 
'I-ri Wile [L6.20-58 
I'ri Wile R. 6.20.59 
I'ri Wile R. 6.20.60 
"I'ri Wile R. 6.20.61 
1'ri Wile R. 6.20.62 
'Il-i Wile R. 6.20-63 
I-ri Wile R. 6.20.64 
"IYi Whc 8.6.20.65 
"I'ri Wile R. 6.20.66 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.67 
t3cautbrt F 
Stratford WS 
l)cssiou JI' 
Lubbock JW 
Ac land All 
Acland Al I 
Airy GR 
Airy Gß 
Airy (13 
Alderson .I 
Andrews 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
Baily F 
Barrow .I 
Barrow .I 
.I 
Basset 
Raytield IIW 
Becher Ali 
Becher All 
Becher All 
Becher All 
I3caufiirt F 
I3eautiOrt I: 
ßeautiirt F 
Coates t 
(batcs'I 
Lubbock IW 
I. ubhock. IW 
('oatcs F 
I)ocumcnt 
UC'L SI)IJK L1113.8 
UCL. SDUK 1.1113.9 
UC1, SDUK 1.1113.10 
IJCI. SDUK LUI3.1 I 
U('1. Sl)UK 1,1113.12 
l1Cl. SDUK LIJ13.13 
IJCl. SDUK L1113.14 
l1CL SDUK LU13.15 
UC'L SDl1K L11ß. I6 
l1CL SI)lJK I. 113.17 
I1CL SDl1K LU13.18 
(jCI. Sj)UK IA 113.19 
IJCL SDUK 1,03.20 
1 1Cl, SDI1K 1,113.21 
lj(, I, SDl1K 1,13.22 
lj(, I, SDUK I, U13.2 i 
lj(, I, SDUK 1, Uß. 24 
lj(, I, SDUK 1. U13.25 
1'ri WI . 
4' 
Fri Wile R. 6? 0.44 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.45 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.46 
Fri WI 0.47 
From 
Lubbock JW 
Coates 'f 
I3cauüxi F 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
fond .I 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock . 
IW 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
I ubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
307 
If0 
Coatcs I 
21'02, '1832 
R33 19/051933 
x33 23/1041833 
121 1'1R33 
Coates IF1 15, '04, I933 
Coates 'I 
Coates I 
(IS/II'IR1 1 
Luhhl)cL. IW O 'l I; 183 3 
BcaulürlF 1 04%1I1833 
Coates 'I 
Coates 1' It 12 1838 
Whcwcll W 
1(16'11'183'> 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwrll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
? 3i01 i 1833 
09U3,1 I 940 
0W02,1 8-17 
02101 ! 18 ý() 
Whewell W1 (18%I2'I933 
Whcwcll W OI'O5i1834 
Whcwcll W I7! O7'I834 
i 3'Ox'ixSz I Icrschcl . IFW 
Whcwcll W 
AAAS 
Whcwcll W Iýl'U9'I836 
Whcwcll W I8, 'O91I839 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 29%O6%I836 
Whcwcll W 090I'1843 
----ý 
Whcwcll W 22/I0 I832 
Whcwcll W ? 40911833 
Whcwcll W Id11I'1836 
Whcwcll W 2. +'03'1833 
Whcwcll W 2ý. `03! IR33 
-. ý 
Whewell W 13-04! 1833 
Whcwcll Wll,, 00/1833 
nPPENI)lX I 
L)ocument From 'ho 
I)atc 
1545 26 
- ---- 
Fri Whe 8.620.68 13eautört F 
Whewcll W 05; 0"1/ 1836 
1546 27 Fri Whe R. 6.20.69 Reautort 
F Whewell W 19i08/ 1847 
1547 28 Fri Wile 8.6.20.7(1 13eauti+rt 
F Whewell W 27! (17%1847 
1548 29 Tri Whe R. 6.20.71 
Reautbrt F Whewell W 31 /081847 
1549 30 Fri Wile R. 6.20.72 
Beaut, ort F Whewell W 
' 
08/09/1847 
1550 31 Tri Whe R. 6.20.73 
Beautbrl F homson W I 11/02/ 19,18 
1551 12 'Iri Wile 8.6.20.74 
13caut, 011 F Whcwell W 31/12%1849 
1152 33 Fri Wile R. 6.20.75 13eautbrt 
F Whewell W 
1553 34 'Tri Wile R. 6.20.76 
Beauti0rt F Whewell W 
1554 35 Tri Wile R. 6.20.77 
Reautem s-Ben pre Whewell W ? 7! 09! 1847 
1555 36 Tri Wile R. 6.20.78 
Belcher I? Whewcll W 26%08ý 18"17 
1556 37 Tri Whe R. 6.20.79 
ReIcher 1: Whewell W I5110/I847 
1557 38 I'ri Wile R. 6.20.80 
Bennett Whewell W 12111.8 3.3 
1558 39 Tri Wile R. 6.20.81 
131ackwood .I 
Whewell W 19/08,1847 
1559 40 'Fri Whe R. 6.20.82 
Rlackwood J 13eaut'Ort F 2O'O4; 1843 
1560 
1561 
41 
42 
Tri Wile R. 620.83 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.84 
Braaksma I1 
Brown .I 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
24/01/1838 
(14/09/ 1837 
1562 
1563 
1564 
1565 
1566 
1567 
1568 
1569 
1570 
1571 
1572 
1573 
1574 
1575 
1576 
1577 
578 1 
1579 
1580 
1581 
1582 
1583 
5 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 ` 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
"1'1-i Wile R. 6.20.85 
Tri Wile 8.6.20.80 
Tri Whe K. 620.87 
T ri Wile R. 6.20.88 
Tri Wile 1(. 6.20.89 
Tri Wile R. 6 20,9p 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.91 
20.92 I'ri Whc R. 6 . 
Ili Whe 8.6 20. y3 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.94 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.95 
Tri Whe 1(. 6.20.96 
Tri Wile I(. 620.97 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.98 
I'ri Wile R. 6.20.99 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.100 
'1'ri Wile R .6 
20.101 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.102 
'I, ri Wile 8.6.20.103 
Tri Wile 8.6.20.104 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.105 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.106 
Tri Wile 8.6.20.107 
Runt t(; 
Bunt F(i 
Bunt ýIý(; 
Runt "IY; 
1311111,1, (i 
Bunt TG 
Runt , 1ý(; 
Bunt 'I'G 
Bunt T'(i 
Runt 'I'G 
Runt i'G 
Bunt "1ý(i 
Bunt "I(i 
1311111 TG 
Runt "IYi 
Bunt F(i 
Bunt Iý(i 
I3unt'f(; 
Runt TG 
Bunt IG 
Bunt fG 
Bunt 'I(i 
_ 
Runt 'l'(; 
_ 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Wheweu w 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
--- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
13'(12'1836 
I2/1(ºi1835 
29! 1(º, '1835 
30! I(1/1835 
31/1'2%1835 
12'01/ 1836 
I7/02/1836 
3Q/03! 3,18 
09; (14i 1836 
29l0411836 
21! O5/183G 
(16'06'1836 
06/(11/1837 
09102,18,17 
18i03! 1837 
'9: 03, '18 37 
2(1! 04/1837 
27! 05! 1837 
11/07 %1837 
10%09%1837 
_, 
06/TOi 1837 
30'09,1837 
1 84 
1585 
1586 
1587 
66 
67 
68 
I'ri Wile R. 6.20.108 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.109 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.109a 
Runt'f(i 
Bunt FG 
(ireen. I 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Bunt'FG 
I5/I 11837 
22, '11! 1817 
14/I I/1837 
308 
APPFNI)IX I 
1598 
1589 
I ý9O 
1591 
1592 
ºj9; 
159-1 
1595 
1596 
1507 
1598 
1 599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
1605 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
1013 
1614 
1615 
1616 
1617 
1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1629 
1629 
163 0 
69 
70 
71 
72 
71 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
8> 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
I01 
102 
103 
104 
Ios 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
III 
Document From 
I'o Date 
Fri Wile R. 6.30.110 13unt'FG 
Whewell W 10; 01, '1838 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.11 I Bunt 1'G 
Whewell W 22/01/1838 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.112 Bunt T(; 
Whewell W 07r'02/1838 
"Fri Wile R. 6-20-113 Bunt I(; 
Whewell W- 
- 
'I ri Whe R. 6-20-114 
Bunt F(; Whewell W I0'03/1838 
'Iri Whe 8.6.20-115 Bunt I'(; 
Whewell W 20/02'I838 
'I rl 
Wile R. 6-20-116 Bunt I(i 
Whewell W 24'0211838 
"I ri Wile R. 6.20.117 
Bunt T(i Whewell W 24'02i1838 
Fri Wile R. 6,20.118 Bunt 
I(i Whewell W 08/03%1838 
-I*ri Wile R. 6.20.119 Bunt 
FG Whewell W I2! 03i 1838 
"I-ri Wile R. 6.20.120 Bunt 
"1'(; Whewell W 03; '04'1838 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.121 Bunt 
'FG Whewell W 26'05/1838 
ý ýý Fri Whe R. 6. _0.1__ 
Bunt Iý(; Whewell W 25/06/ I838 
ýIl-i Wile R. 6.20.123 Bunt 
"I'G Whewell W 28'06/1838 
Tri Whe R. 6.30-124 Bunt 
l-G Whewell W 05'1O'1838 
Iri Wile R. 6.20.125 Bunt 
I'(; Whewell W 36; 12' 1838 
"IYi Whe R. 6-20.126 
Bunt 'I(i WheweII W 03'011I 839 
20.127 Fri Wile K. 6. Bunt 
Yi WhewcII W 
Tri Whe K. 6.20. I28 
Bunt I-(i Whewell W 11,02, '1831)_ 
'I Whe R. 6.20.129 
Bunt "I'G Whewell W 27%02_1839 
I ri Wile R6 20.130 
Bunt 'F(; Whewell W 37%02, ' 1839 
Fri Wile R. 6., _0.131 
Bunt FG Bunt 
- 
WheweII W 
--- 
Whe R. 6? 0.13' Bunt 
F(; WheweII W 06/05/1839 
133 6 20 eR i Wi - 
Bunt 'l'G Whewell W 10`02! 1840 
. . - l Tr 
"IYi Wile R. 6.20.134 
Bunt lFG Whewcll W-- (19/04,184(1 
Fri Wile R. 6.20-135 
Bunt "1(i Whcwell W 17,1041840 
Irl Wile 86.20.1 
36 Bunt 1(i Wheweii W 21'07%1840 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.137 
Bunt T(; Whewell W 31/07/1840 
Fri Wile R. 6 20.138 
13unt'I(; WheweII W 02'i I184O 
Tri Whe 86.20.139 
Bunt FG WheweII W 04! 11,1840 
'Fri Wile R. 620.140 
Bunt IYi Whewell W 27,111 1840 
11-i Whe R. 6.20.141 
Bunt 'I'G Whewell W 14'O1; 1841 
'1-ri Whe 8.6.20.142 
Bunt T(i WheweII W 01) 02 
"IYi Wile R. 6.20-143 
M1111 1, G1 Whewell W 28lO7%18"41 
'I'ri Wile K-620-144 
Bunt I'(; WheweII W I7, `09! 1841 
'IYi Wile R. 620.145 
Bunt F(; WheweII W 
'I'ri Wile R. 6.20.146 
Bywater'F Whewell W 14; 1 1'183 
Tri Wile IZ. 620-147 Bywater 'F Whewell 
W 21%I I%IK35 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.148 
I3ywatert Whewcll W 1612'1835 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.149 
Bywater "I 
-- 
Whewcll W 
- 
30/(14/ 1836 
- 
lFri Wile R. 6.20.150 
Canl bell C Whewcll W 04'02: '1833 
lFri Wile 86.20. ISI 
('acne .I 
WheweII W 16/01/1833 
ri Wile 16.20.15' "I 
Car enter I. Whcwell W 6%02'1839 0 
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APPFNI)IX I 
1631 112 
Document 
Fri Whe R. 6? 0.153 
From 
Chazalluunt 
To 
Whewell W 
Date 
1 1,01,21948 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1635 
1636 
1637 
113 
114 
1 15 
116 
117 
IIx 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.154 
Fri Whe K. 6.20.155 
ý ýIýri Whe R. 6. _0.156 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.157 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.158 
T'ri Whe 9.6.20. I59 
Christie StI 
Clarke JT 
Clarke J'f 
Culby'1' 
Collinson R 
Colby T 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W_ 
27i(ll/1839 
27/09/18.36 
29,, 09/1836 
ý 
--5! 
(17'lß 39 
19/08/1847 
01/12,1837 
1638 
1639 
1640 
1641 
1642 
1643 
1644 
1645 
1646 
1647 
1649 
1649 
1650 
1651 
1652 
1653 
1654 
1655 
1656 
1657 
1(i59 
1659 
1660 
1661 
1662 
1663 
119 
12(1 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
ý 1_7 
ý 1_x 
129 
130 
I31 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.159a 
i Wile R. 6.20.15911 Iý... 
Whe R. 6.20.159c 
. 
6.20.160 Whe R 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.161 
ý Tri Whe R. 6.20.16_ 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.163 
Tri Whe R. 6? 0.164 
Tri Whe R. 6.2(1. I65 
Tri Wlie R. 6.20. I65a 
ý Tri Whc R. 6. ý0.166 
Fri Whe R. 6.2(1. I67 
ý Tri Whe 9.6. _0.16ß 
Fri Wile K. 6.20.169 
Tri Wile R. 6., _0.170 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.171 
T ri Wile R. 6.20.172 
Tri W he R. 6.29.173 
Fri Whe 9.6.2O" 174 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.175 
ý Fri Whe R. 6. _O. 
176 
TYi Whe R. 6.20.176a 
Tri Whe IL6.20.177 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.179 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.180 
IYi Whc R. 6.20-181 
Bunt FG 
Griffith R 
Thomas R 
Con heare WI) 
Coode J 
I)aussy P 
I)aussv P 
Denham IIM 
I)essiou. 11' 
Dessiuu . 
II' 
[)essiou . 11' 
DeSSIOn Jl' 
[)essiou JI' 
t)essiou JF 
I)essiou Jl' 
I)essiou JI' 
Dessiou . IF 
I)essiuu JF 
Dessiou J1' 
fivans 11 
Iý'-vereit I" 
Davis C 
I'itzro R 
Friend MC 
M 
Garrett N 
ulhurn 11 G 
Whewell W 
Falnuxºth I'acket 
__ 
Whewell W 
BeautOr't F 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Atkinson I 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewrll W 
Whewell W 
Whewcll W 
Whewell W 
Greenhou gh GB 
Whewell W 
Iý: verett F. 
Whewell W 
ewell W Wh 
Whewell W 
Long W 
Whewcll W 
3(1'11l1837 
_)5; 
'l I'1837 
22/07,1850 
08,08/1833 
10104! 1935 
24%09'1835 
10! (11'1833 
I(1/(11,1 x33 
(l7! 0411933 
21'09 I933 
1-1'10- 1834 
29; 1 1/1936 
16! 02'1837 
09/06/1939 
0610x'1838 
15/1 10,: I938 
29'0(ü 1834 
10; 03; 848 
(171(13194R 
05i06/1848 
15,19,1x35 
22/09, '1_847 
_'3;. 
'08'1835 
1664 145 Fri Wile R. 6.20-182 
o 
wer R11 G Wile well W 06! (19i 
l R33 
1665 
1666 
146 
147 
Fri he R. 620.193 
TYi Whe K. 6.20.184 
o 
(iower K1I 
Gower KII 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
20i I U1832 
04! (11i1833 
1667 148 Iri Whe K. 6? 
O. IgS 
ll) (i ham Whewell W 4%(6%1x39 0 
1(6ß 149 IYi Wile R. 6.20.186 . 
ra 
vcs C G Whewcll W 
1669 1 50 Fri Whe K. 620.187 
rea 
vesC (i Whewell W 
11'O11837 
1670 151 TFri Wile R. 
6? 0.199 rca 
aves C G Whevv'ell W 
161001x39 
1671 I52 
ýc T ri Wile K. 6. _(1.18) 
re 
es (' G Whewell W 
-- - 
? -111%1838 
1672 
1673 
153 
154 
Il"i Wile R. 6.2(1.190 
T-ri Whe R. 6.20.191 
reav 
Grcenough GB Whewell W 
_ 
31/03- 1837 
310 
APPL. NI)IX I 
I)ocumcnt 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.192 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.193 
Tri Whc R. 6.20.194 
l'ri Whe R. 6.20.195 
I'ri Whc R. 6.20.196 
IYi Whe R. 6.20- 197 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.198 
Iri Whe K. 6.20.200 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.2OI 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.202 
"IYi W he R. 6.20.203 
I-ri Whc R. 6? 0? 04 
"IYi Whe R. 620.205 
Tri Whe R. 6? 0? 06 
"IYi Whc R. 6.20? 07 
(iril7ith I. 
Griffith R 
Iiall 11 
Ilall 13 
I lall 11 
Robertson N 
Hall I3 
I lallctt JI I 
I larliord JS 
Ilarris WS 
IIarris WS 
Ilenry W_ 
Ilulden (i 
Ilulden G 
----- 
I lusscy . I(' 
Innes G 
Konii; C 
I. luyd II 
Date 
Whewcll W 10! 04; 1837 
Whewell W ý3/07/1838 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwell W 
Whcwcll W 
Macaulcy JI I 
Whcwcll W 
? 5iU3i 1833 
? 9/02/183 3 
i(,! u311x33 
I Iall 13 
Whcwell W 
Whcwcll W (IU(h/IR38 
07(ºIiI83? 
Whcwcll W 09i'12'1833 
Whcwcll W ? 7'09/1833 
Whcwcll W 19/04/1834 
Whcwcil W I0'09/I83 3 
Whcwcll W 1-1/01/1835 
(irccnongh G13 Wo 8/ 18 34 
Whcwcll W I9: '(1 S' I835 
Whrwrll W1 18'07'1840 
07; 07%I 833 
0(i '08i 18-1.1 
2 2,108 1I 833 
? 3-08,183, 
13 %Ill 1833 
18 1(11833 
15'10; 1833 
17,10/12ýý10'1833 
02'1 1! '1833 
08,11/183 3 
Iý%I1/I833 
16'II'1833 
23' I I; 1833 
09/ 121833 
5 05; '08'183 
? 909l 18.15 
? 7i10'183i 
1674 
1675 
1676 
1677 
1678 
1679 
1697 
1688 
1689 
1690 
1691 
1692 
1693 
1694 
1695 
1696 
1697 
1698 
1699 
1700 
1701 
1702 
170 3 
1704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
1708 
1709 
1710 
1711 
1712 
1713 
1714 
1715 
1716 
1680 161 
1681 162 
1682 163 
164 
180 
181 
182 
is1, 
184 
189 
190 
Long W 
Lubbock JW 
W Lubbý kk Iý> 
Lubbock JLubbock 
JW 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock I 
=R0.2 Lubbock .IW 1 ri W ýý I, Ul7lllIL n J11 
I ., _: w 0.220 
I , ubbock .IW 
wl i, n 21 Lubbock ,IW III vviýý ý-- 
Fri Wile I liti IIiýýý. ý. ý ...... _ 
I86 
1ý 
I ri Wile R. 6. Z0.?, 
ý-.: wn,,, ub 20.331 L; tff, -Whc it 6'0'25 
'ý I Tri Whc K ±620 2- 
11 
191 
192 
193 
19d 
ýý)1 11 ý rr ý'- 
.. ý, 'rý: Aº/{vý R 11.20.233 ýýý". ýý . _. ___ý- -ý I90 
197 Fri Wile R. 6.20? 
34 
Lubbock JW 
I. ubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
I. ubbock. I W 
I . ubbock 
JW 
cc kk lW Lubbi 
I . ubbock 
JW 
Lubbock JW 
Lubbock JW 
I, ubbock JW 
Lubbock 
I 
Lubbock JW 
311 
whcwrll w 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwrll W 
whewell W 
whewell W 
Whewell W 
whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
whewell W 
whewell W 
Whcwell W 
whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
whewell W 
Whcwell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
APPI, NI)IX I 
1717 
1718 
17I9 
1720 
1721 
1722 
17? 5 
1726 
1727 
1728 
1729 
1730 
1731 
1732 
173 i 
17 34 
1735 
1736 
1737 
17 i8 
1739 
1740 
1741 
1742 
1743 
1744 
1745 
1746 
1747 
1748 
1749 
1750 
1751 
1752 
1753 
1754 
1755 
1756 
1757 
1758 
I759 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
k I Yf 1"ý. "- 
Fri WIle R. 6.20.260 
,,..: xvn,.. R (1 )0.26I III vv - 
IYi Whc R. G.? 0.? 6? 
[Yi Whe 
Tri Whe K. b'0? 64 
Kuss 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.265 
I'l-i Wile R. 6-20.266 
1,1-i Wile R. 6.20.267 
I ri Whe R. 6.20.? 
6R 
II..: wi,., u l, 10.269 ý iii vv- ...... _ ý 
Fri Whc R6 20. "'70 
FJ r-_ ---T--] 2 3l III vv n.. ... _.. _ ý 
236 ýýt'I wfll ii 6 2(l.? 73 
a 'I'rl W he K. ). =v. - 1 -' 
Fri Whc R. 6.20.276 
Kuss 1) 
Koss I) 
Iri Whe K. 6.20.277 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
71" 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
732 
233 
234 
237 
ý, x 
239 
240 
[)ocuincnt 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.235 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.236 
Fri Whe R. (i 20 237 
Tri Whe R. 620.238 
Tri Whe R. 6? 0.239 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.240 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.241 
-Fri Whe R. 6.20.242 
Tri Whe R. 6.20-243 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.244 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.245 
"Tri Whe R. 6.20.246 
'Fri Wile R. 6.20.247 
Tri W lie R. 6.20.248 
Tri Wile R. 6.20.249 
'Il-i Whe IL6-20.250 
1-1-i Whe R. 6.20.25I 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.252 
ý_ý.; wý20,25 3 
I . uhhock .IW 
I . ubbock .IW 
Lubbock JW 
I . ubbock 
JW 
Lubbock IW 
Lubbock JW 
Macrae .1 
Mackie I) 
Malcolm (' 
May (' 
Mclvill I: 
Mclvill F 
Orlehar All 
Reid 
Kenn 
RCnn 
Rennie G 
Renn 
Rennie John 
Renn 
Koss I) 
ROSS f) 
Tri Wile R. b 
Fri WI R. 6.20.27 
Ross 1) 
I) ROSS 
I) ROSS 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Ross 1) 
Ross 1) 
Ross 1) 
312 
whcwcll w 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whcwcll W 
Whcwcll W 
Whewell W 
12/II 
I4! 11 
183S 
1835 
09)/04/ 1836 
Whcwcll W 07! 09'18 36 
Whcwcll W ? 4; '0311837 
Whcwcll W 30%06ý I839 
Whrwrll W 
Whcwcll W 16; 0911836 
Whcwcll W 26,116%1847 
2 l, '09'1 835 
II '03,1837 
? 4fIU; IR39 
Whcwcll W1 09'04/1833 
whewell W (14; 10! 1847 
Whcwcll W 17,209; 'l 847 
Whcwcll W (19, '03%184->" 
whewell W I6102; 1833 
whewell W 0210: 3/1833 
whewell W 06, '03 / 1833 
Whewcll W 30! (13! 1833 
Whewell W 27i051183: 1 
Whewcll W 20, '0311835 
Whcwell W1 11/02,1837 
Whewell W 06! 05'I837 
Whcwcll W 08'05'1837 
Whcwell W 12; '05%1837 
Whcwell W 2310: 1838 
Whewell W 03; 10 1839 
Whcwcll W 05I0! I839 
Whcwcll W l15! 10/1839 
W hcwel lW 10"10,1819 
Whcwell W 20,07/1947 
Whcwell W ? 7/07'1847 
Whewell W 31-, 07, 'l 847 
Whcwcll W 03108%1847 
Whewell W 04: 08%1847 
Whewcll W 051081847 
Whcvvcll W 07! 09/18,17 
Whewcll W 10; 081 1847 
Whewcll W I4'08 1847 
APPENDIX I 
ý " 
Uocunýent h'rom 
I <ý I )ate 
I76(1 241 ýIri Whe R. 6? O? 78 Ross I) 
Whewell W 21%(18/Ix47 
1761 242 Tri Whe R. 6.20.279 Ross 
1) Whewell W 25/(18/1847 
I762 243 'Fri Whe R. 6.20.280 Ross 
I) Whcwell W '7'(18! Ix47 
1763 244 'Fri Whe R. 6.20.281 Ross 
I) Whewell W_ 01/(19'1847 
1764 '45 fri Whe 8.6,20.28' Ross 
I) Whewell W_ I(1! 09'1847 
1765 246 'Fri Whe R. 6,20.283 Ross 
I) Whewell W 15; 09/1847 
1766 247 Fri Whe R. 6? 0.284 Ross 
I) Whewell W 
-- 
17/(1911847 
---- 
' 
1767 248 IYi Whe R. 6? (1. '_85 
Ross I) Whewell W- 2(1109; 18ý17 
1768 
I 769 
249 
250 
>> IYi Whe R. 6. ýO. ýx6 
ýý Iýri Vý he R. 6. _o. _x7 
Ross I) 
Ross I) 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
- 
22%09%1847 
--- 
23'(12%1817 
----- 
I770 'SI 'Tri Whe R. 6.20.288 
Ross I) Whewell W 24; 09! 1847 
1771 'S2 ý 
Fri Whe R. 6.20.289 Ross I) 
Whewell W 27! (19/1847 
1772 2S 3 ý'c Iýri Whc K. 6... (L_ 
>0 Ross I) Whewell W 
-- 
I I/10%1847 
1773 2S4 ý 't Tri Whe 8.6. _0. _ 
)I Ross I) Whewell W 23! IO%1847 
' 
1774 
1775 
1776 
1777 
1778 
9 
'S5 
ý 
256 
257 
'S8 
'S9 
'60 
Tri Whe R. 6.20.292 
ý'c lYi Whe R. G. _(1. _ 
)3 
>'ý Tri Whc R. 6. _U. _ 
)4 
'Tri Whe R. 6.20.29> 
'Fri Whe R. 6.20.2ý6 
1rr Whe R. 6.2(1.297 
Ross 1) 
Ross I) 
Ross . 
IC' 
Scoresh ýýW 
_ 
Sinl son M 
Snlyth WII 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
W hewel lW 
--- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W_ 
Whewell W 
26! 1(l; 1847 
0S; I I%1847 
- 
12! (18/ 1847 
- 
27'03! 1854 
(I7/(1S'I832 
177 
1780 
1781 
1782 
1783 
1784 
1785 
17x6 
1787 
1788 
1789 
179(1 
1791 
1792 
1793 
1794 
1795 
1796 
1797 
1798 
1799 
Ißoo 
1801 
180' 
'61 
'62 
'63 
'64 
265 
'66 
ý 
267 
'68 
'69 
'70 
'71 
'72 
ý73 
'74 
275 
'76 
'77 
'78 
'79 
280 
2x1 
'x2 
'83 
"ll"i Whe R. 6.2(1.298 
ýFri Whe R. 6.20.299 
"IYi Whe R. 6.20.300 
ýfri Whe R. 6.20.301 
Tri Whe R. 6.2(1.30' 
'Fri Whe R. 6? 0.3(13 
Fri Whe R6? 0.3(14 
'IYi Whe R. 6.20.305 
ýFri Whe R. 6.20.306 
'Tri Whe R. 6.20.307 
lýri Whc R. 6? 0.308 
Tri Whc R. 6.2(1.30q 
Fri Whe R. 6? 0.310 
"Tri Whe R. 6.20.31 I 
ýýý Fri Whe R. 6.20.31_ 
ýI'ri Whe R. 6.20.3I3 
ýl'ri Whe R. 6.20.314 
lýri Whe R. 6? O. i 15 
ýFri Whe R. 6.20.316 
, ýFri Whe R. 6. _0.317 
Fri Wile R. 6.20.318 
ýýri Wile R. 6.20.319 
ýý ýFri Whe R. 6. _0.3_(1 
Smyth WIl 
Snl th WII 
Snlyth WII 
S enser R 
S enser R 
S enser R 
Stanle ýO ý 
Stevenson R 
Stevenson R 
titratfýlyd WS 
Stratfýlyd WS 
Stratfürd WS 
Sutchhury S 
Sutchhury S 
t)edcl '' 
ýFcnl IerJ 
WaIdeý, rave W 
Walde ýrave W 
Waldcý! rave W 
WalkCl" W 
Walker W 
Walker W__ 
Walker W 
Ilcwitt W 
Fhonlas (i 
Whewell-W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
-- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
-- 
Whewell W 
Whewell Wý 
Whewell W---- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Whewell W_-- 
Whewell W 
--- 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
(14fUG'1832 
(1-11(16'183_' 
2O! 0_1! 1861 
26! (19lIx. 32 
'x! 12'1832 
18(l7! I8 34 
I4/06/1ß33 
(16/02! 1834 
IK'1 1/1833 
21/I I/1833 
o5! 12; 1833 
05! 10/ 1833 
_I''10i 
I835 
OS/04%18 38 
31i01%18411 
(18'12/1835 
27i10! I835 
ýý 
ý6_1211836 
IW 12/ 1837 
--_-_-- 
12'(12'1839 
22! 09! IR39 
313 
APPL: NUIX I 
Document 
1803) 284 Fri Whe R. 6.20.32I 
1804 285 Fri Whe R. 6.20.32' 
1805 286 Fri Wile 1(. 6.20.32 3 
1806 287 Fri Whe R. 6.20.324 
1807 288 lri Whe R. 6.20.3"? 5 
1808 289 Fri Whe 8.6.20.326 
1809 290 1 ri Whe R. 6.20.327 
1810 291 Fri Whe R. 6.20.328 
1811 ý92 Iýri Whe R. 6.20.329 
1812 293 Fri Whe R. 6.20.332 
1813 I WSII RG 23 I 
1814 ý WSH RG 23 2 
1815 3 WS11 RG 23 3 
1816 4 WSHRG234 
1817 5 WSH RG 23 5 
1818 6 WSIIRG? 36 
1819 7 WSIIRG237 
1820 8 WSII RG 23 8 
1471 [ý Aa/CtI R('. ý; 9 
4 WSHRCi2i-1 
S WSHRG23 5 
6 WSHRG2i6 
7 WSIIRC'i2i7 
8 WSII RG 23 8 
a WtlIR(i? i9 l 
From 
Washington 
.I 
Van de Wayer S 
Whewell W 
Whewell W 
Wilkes C 
Wood C 
Yates 311 
Yates Jß 
Beacham JW 
White OR 
Walker SC 
Walker SC 
Schutt ('A 
Schutt ('A 
Schutt CA 
Schutt CA 
Bache Al) 
Gordon WW 
Gordon WW 
To 
whcwrll w 
wiicwcll w 
Date 
I Ri07%I R 4? 
ti 
8 
(15%I? '1837 
IS; OI, 1838 
lW 0GiO5/1838 
lW ? 5'05%1837 
IW 15'07183 
lW ? 0; '071833 
W U8iI1833 
03; (1911833 
I_Iý ? I%Of{ 1849 
K11- 
Puurtalrs IT 1 I! 08! I R=19 
Kumht 
stevcns J. I 
Stevens 
. 
1.1 
01, "08/18 sI 
13; 118: 'I85I 
j 
tilcvcn. s. 1.1 I?! 1)8! 185I 
SIcvcns. IJ U908! I 85 I 
Gurdkm WW U3 12,1 95 I 
5- Bache nu O5; I? '1851 
l3achc AI) 1)1/11 /I85I 
Bache Al) 
Bache Al) 
1822 10 WSH RG 23 10 Gordon WW Bache Al) 28'1411851 
1821) 11 WSII RG 2-1 11 Gordon WW Bache Al) 20' 10/ 1 851 
1824 12 WSI I R(; 23 12 Gordon WW 17' I Oi 185 l 
1825 13 WSII RG 33 13 Bache Al) Gordon WW 16, '12i1852 
1826 14 WSH RG 23 14 Bache Al) Gordon WW 25; 'I I%1852 
1827 15 WSII RG 23 15 Ober MI I Bache AI) 19r"I I/1852 
1828 16 WSII RG 23 16 Bache Al) Gordun WW 13; 0711852 
1829 17 WSEI RG 23 17 Bache Al) Gordon WW 12(º7! I 852 
1830 18 WSII RG 23 18 Bache Al) I'ourtales IT 0307,1852 
1831 19 WSII RG 23 19 Bache Al) Gordon WW 26, '061852 
1832 20 WSII RG 23 20 Cordel I,: Pourtales 11" 19; "I2/ 1852 
18 33 21 WSJ RG 23 21 Foster . IG 
Gordon WW 251 I(º, ý I 853 
1834 22 WSII RG 23 
22 Foster JG 
ý 
Gordon WW 23; IQ%1852 
1835 23 WSI I R(', 23 23 rustcr JG Gordon WWý U9! 07/ 1852 
1836 24 WSI I RG'3 24 Fdison AI) Pourtales I. r__ 28; 09i1852 
1837 25 WS11 RG 13'S Gordon WW 0707, ''185, 
1838 26 WSII RG 23 26 Gordon WW COX 28'11,1852 
1839 27 WSII RG 23 27 Gordon WW 
Bache Al) 2.3`1(l"185, 
1840 28 WSJ RG'3'8 Gordon 
WW Stevens JJ 23; I0i 1852 
1841 29 21 
19 ý Gordon WW WSI I RG _3 
Bache Al) 22I1(1% 1852 
1842 30 WSI I RG 23 30 Gordon 
WW I lunt I', G 1852 09_, 101852 
1843 31 WSII RG 23 31 Olflcr. IR 
Gordon WW I Ii08'1852 
1844 32 WSH RG 23 32 Gordon WW 
Bache AI) 21'1)7'185? 
1945 33 WSII RG 23 33 Gordon 
WW Bache Al) 06%07%1852 
WSH KG 23 1 
-3 
14 
nPPI: N[)IX I 
Document From Io I )ate 
1846 34 WsII RG 23) 34 Bache Al) Stevens . Li 29'06/1 852 
1847 35 WSIi RG 23 35 Gordon WW Bache Al) 07'0711952 
1848 36 WSI1 RG 23 36 Ilein. I Bache Al) 081O7'1852 
1849 37 WSII KG 23 37 Gordon WW whiting 
-111 
10'05 '1852 
1850 38 WSII RG 23 38 Gordon WW Ober MII 01; (ºS! 1852 
1851 39 WSII RG 23 39 Gordon WW Bache Al) O6/03/1852 
1852 40 WSH RG 23 40 Gordon WW I Iu gar 03%03%1852 
1853 41 WSI1 RG 23 41 Gordon WW Bache Al) 27,101,1852 
1854 42 WSI I RG 23 42 Gordon WW 1, 'O I' 1852 1 
1855 43 WSH RG 23 43 Ilontand IS Gordon WW 
_ 
O3! 11/1852 
1856 44 WSH RG 23 44 I lomand'I'S Stevens . IJ 06/U8! 1852 
1857 45 WSH KG 23 45 Fluret I'll Gordon WW 06110,1852 
1858 46 WSH RG 23 46 Mitchell II Gordon WW (º1h08/ 1852 
I 859 47 WSH RG 23 47 Mitchell H Gordon WW 
__ _O 
()'0811952 
1860 48 WSH RG 23 48 Mitchell II Gordon WW 
_ 
(º7'08/ 1852 
1861 49 WSI I RG 23 49 Mitchell 11 601-don WW___ 05, '08,18 , 
S2 
1862 50 WSII RG 23 50 Mitchell 11 Gordon WW 
_ 
. _ 
041'08' 1852 
1863 51 WSI1 RG 23 5I Mitchell II Gordon WW 03'08/1852 
1864 52 WSJ] RG 23 52 Mitchell II Gordon WW 30! 07/1852 
1865 
F 
53 WS11 KG 23 53 Mitchell 11 Gordon WW 31, '07/ 1852 
1866 54 WSI I KG 23 54 Mitchell 11 Gordon WW 29, /07/ 1852 
1867 55 WSI I RG 23 55 Ober MI I Gordon WW 
1868 56 WSJ KG 23 56 Obcr MI I Gordon WW 16i06! 1852 
1869 57 WSJ RG 23 57 Ober MII Gordon WW 
1870 58 WSH RG 23 58 Ober MII Bache AI)_, I0/05'1852 
1871 59 WSII RG 23 59 
1872 60 WS I RG 23 60 Stevens J. i Gordon WW 13,03 ! 1852 
1873 61 WSI I RG 23 61 IYausten . IG W 
illi. uns .i I6%05 1852 
1874 62 WSJ] RG 23 62 Irowbridge W l' Gordon WW _ 
30; 10/ 1852 
1875 63 WSH RG 23 63 Wurdermann 
G Rache Al) 07/10; '1852 
1876 64 WSJ R(i 23 64 Bache Al) 
Pourtales LIý 23! (13%1855 
1877 65 WSII KG 21 65 Bache Al) 
Pourtalus It' 03/11,1855 
1878 66 WSJ RG 23 66 Bache 
Al) Pourtalus I. I 22,10%1855 
1879 67 WSII K(; 23 67 Bache 
Al) I'ourtales I, I__- 1310 'I855 
188O 68 WS11 RG 23 68 Bache 
Al) Pourtales It, 10/I0/1855 
1881 69 WSII KG 23 69 Bache 
Al) Pourtales 11' 08%101855 
1882 70 WSJ] KG 23 70 Bache 
Al) Heaton 11 280), '1855 
1883 71 WSH KG 23 71 Rache 
Al) Puurtales 1.1 21i0ý)%1855 
1884 72 WSH RG 2; 72 Bache 
Al) I'ourtales LF Ir)/09! 1855 
1885 73 WSII RG 23 73 Bache 
Al) Pourlalcs I. F 18/09%185.5 
1886 74 WSH RG 23 74 Bache 
Al) Puurtalus I_I 08/091855 
1887 75 WSH KG 23 75 Bache 
Al) Pourtales I. F 08/08,1855 
1888 76j I WSIi RG 
23 70 Bache Al) P0111-tales 11, (12'08'1855 
APP[I: NUIX I 
Document From ftý Date 
1889 77 WSII RG 23 77 Bache Al) Benham IIW 18/02I1855 
1890 78 WSII RG 23 78 Bache Al) I'ourtales 1. I M/071855 
1891 79 WSII RG 23 79 Rache AD I'ourtalcs I. I 05/0,4! 1855 
1892 80 WSI I RG 23 80 Cooper WW I Icaton 11 I6/08! 1855 
1893 81 WSII RG 23 81 Gibbs I. R Palmer WR 
_ 
08j) /I8S5 
1894 82 WSII RG 23 82 Ileath 1)1) Bache AI) 25'07'1855 
1895 83 WS14 RG 23 83 Bache Al) Heaton II 19/1)7; '1855 
1896 84 WSII RG 23 84 Meech IM Bache AD 101(1911855 
1897 85 WSII RG 23 85 Meech I. W Bache Al) 31'O51'1855 
1898 86 WSII RG 23 86 Meech IM Bache Al) 
_ 
03/02/1855 
1899 87 WSII RG 23 87 Meech LW Bache AD 0310I'1855 
1900 88 WSII RG 23 88 Mitchell II Ileaton II 11/11,1955 
1901 89 WSII RG 23 89 Montomer, Ik Puurtale., I. I 06'03-'1855 
1902 90 WSI I RG 23 90 Pourlales I. I Bache Al) 20I2,1855 
1903 91 WSH RG 23 91 Pourtales I, r Bache Al) 1 I'121855 
1904 92 WSII RG 23 92 Pourtalcs I. 1' Bache Al) 01'10/1855 
1905 93 WSI I RG 23 93 1'ourtales IF Benham 11W 25 10l 1855 
1906 94 WSJ I RG 23 94 Pourtales IF Benham IIW 01 %10. ' 1855 
1907 95 WSH RG 23 95 12/O6'1855 
1908 96 WSH RG 23 96 Bache AD 08/06/1855 
1909 97 WSJ RG 23 97 Pourtales IF Bache AD -- -I5'061855- 
1910 98 WSJ I RG 23 98 Pourtales 11,1 Icaton II 2906' 1855 
1911 99 WSJ RG 23 99 Potn-tales IF Benham IIW 02/06i 1855 
1912 100 WSII RG 23 100 Pourtalcs LF Benham IIW 31/O5! 1855 
1913 101 WSII RG 23 101 Cassidy A Frowhridpc WP 01/01! 1854 
1914 102 WSII RG 23 102 Cassidy A Irowhridc, e WP 01i02'1854 
1915 103 WSH RG 23 103 Clark . IC Pourtales LI' I7'04%1854 
1916 104 WSII RG 23 104 Collins J Benham 11W 01! OýY, 1854 
1917 105 WSII RG 23,105 Cooper WW Pourtalcs It (ºl, I I%18>, 4 
1918 106 WSII R(i 23 106 Coopcr WW Pourtale. 5 I. I 13 10, '1854 
1919 I07 WSII RG 23 107 Coo)er WW__ Pourtales I 17'1O%1854 
192(1 108 WSII RG 23 108 Dean GW Pourtales I. F , 
? 2{ 1 11854 
1921 109 WSI1 RG 23 109 Fairfield GA Bache AD 2(117'1854 
1922 110 WSI I R(i 23 110 Fairfield GA Pourtales I. I" ()1, 'OI_I854 
1923 111 WSII RG 23 11I Gihhle JI Benham IIW 23105%I854 
1924 112 WSII RG 23 112 Pourtales IF Gordon WW 0 7! O2%I853 
192 3 WSJ I I2(; 23 113 Pourtales I 'l., 
Gordon WW 14r"021 1853 
192 
+6 
4 1 WSII RG 23 114 Pourtales If, Stevcns JJ _'8'02, '1853 
1927 115 WSII RG 23 115 Pourtales LI Stevens JJ __ 
080118S3 
1928 116 WSI I RG 23 116 I'ourtales IT Stevens 11 08M3,185.1 
1929 117 WSJ RG 23 117 Pourtales LF __ 
King M(' 
1930 118 WSI I RG 23 119 I'ourtales I. Iý Bolles ('1' 21; 03. ' 1853 
1931 119 WSJ I R(i 23 119 Pourtalcs IJý I)avis ('I I 21'03%1853 
316 
APP[: NUIX 1 
Document From To Date 
1932 120 WS13 RG 23 120 Pourtalcs LF Rache Al) (11/04/1853 
1933 121 WSH RG 23 121 Pourtales IF Bache Al) 02/04/l 853 
1934 122 WSIi RG 23 122 Pourtales I, F Bache Al) 04/04! 1853 
1935 123 WS1 RG 23 123 Pourtales I. F Bache Al) 04! 04/1853 
1936 124 WSI I RG 23 124 Pourtales I. F Benham IIW 07/04,11853) 
1937 125 WSII RG 23 125 Pourtales I, F Benham IIW (19r'(14/1ß53 
1938 126 WSH RG 23 126 Pourtales 1. F Benhanº IIW 
1939 127 WSII RG 23 127 Pourtales I, F Bcnham IIW (I I! 05/ 1853 
1940 128 WSII RG 23 128 Pourtales L, F Bache Al) 13/05/1853 
1941 129 WSH RG 23 129 Pourtales 1.1' Bache Al) 18 /05/1853 
1942 130 WSII RG 23 130 Pourtalcs LF Mitchell II 21/O5/1853 
1943 13 I WSH RG 23 131 Pourtalcs IF Gordon WW 23'05/1853 
1944 132 WSH RG 23 132 Pourtales IF Benham IIW 0 1/06/1853 
1945 133 WSH RG 23 133 Pourtales LF Bache Al) 01/06/1853 
1946 134 WSH RG 23 134 Pourtales LF Bache Al) 
1947 135 WS1 RG 23 135 Pourtales I, F Bache AD 14/06/1853 
1948 136 WSH RG 23 136 Pouliales I'l' Bache Al) 14'06, '1853 
1949 137 WS1 RG 23 137 Pourtales 1.1' Bache Al) 12/06/1853 
1950 138 WSII RG 23 138 Pourtales I. 1" Bache Al) 18/06/1853 
1951 139 WSH RG 23 139 Pourtales I. F Foreman 20/06/185.3 
1952 140 WSII RG 23 140 Pourtales LF Hovc PB 21/06/1853 
1953 141 WSH RG 23 141 Pourtales LF Bache AD 22/06/1853 
1954 142 WS1 RG 23 142 Pourtalcs 1,1' Bache Al) 23/06/1853 
1955 143 WSH RG 23 143 Pourtales I. F Bache Al) 25; (16/1853 
1956 144 WSH RG 23 144 Pourtales IF Bache Al) 01/07/1853 
1957 145 WSII RG 23 145 Williams J Bache AD 18/0611853 
1958 146 WSH RG 23 146 Pourtalcs LF Ilovc 113 19/06/1853 
1959 147 WSH RG 23 147 I'ourtalcs I, F Reynolds 0 L'07/1 953 
1960 148 WSII RG 23 148 Pourtales I. F Bache Al) 0I/07/1853 
1961 I CUL RGO 14.51.4 May N BOI. 01/I2/I782 
1962 2 CIII. RGO 14.51.5 May N BOI. 
1963 3 CU I. RGO 14.5 1.11 Buckingham M Chatham L 06'01! 1789 
1964 4 CUI. RGO 14.51.13 Vallancey C Parker II _ 
25/10, '1789 
1965 5 CUL RGO 14.51.17 Dean F, 1301. 03/12,1804 
1966 6 CI 11, RGO 14.51.21 Oshea I? M Itind'f 071(11! 1817 
1967 7 CLII. RGO 14.51.23 Oshca Fm I lind T 01/03! 1817 
1968 8 CIA, RGO 14.51.25 Oshca I`. M Itind "I' (15/031 1817 
1969 9 CU 1, RGO 14.51.2(, Oshea I'M Ilind'I, (15/03; 1817 
1970 10 CIA, RGO 14.51.27 Oshca I'M Hind "I' 
06103/1817 
1971 11 CU I, RGO 14.51.30 Cohen I. I lind 
T 12'05/1 822 
1972 12 CU I, RGO 14.51.31 Cohen I. Hind T 16,105/1822 
1973 13 CU1.3 Forman W Youngg I' 
06/05'1822 
1974 14 CU I, RGO 14.51.89 Bevan B Wollaston WII I 
1/07/1822 
APPI: NI)IX I 
Document 
1975 15 CUL RGO 14.51.92 
1976 16 C'UI.. RGO 14.51.93 
1977 17 CU1. RGO 14.51.95 
1978 18 CUL RGO 14.51.96 
1979 19 CUt. RGO 14.51.97 
1980 20 CUt. RGO 14.51.99 
1981 21 CU L RGO 14.51.101 
1982 27 CIA, RGO 14.51.102 
1983 23 CUI. RGO 14.51.103 
1984 24 CUI. RGO 14.51.104 
1985 25 CIA, RGO 14.51.105 
1986 26 
1987 27 
CUI_ RGO 14.51.106 
CIA, RGO 14-51-108 
1988 ?g CUL RGO I09 
1989 29 CUL RGO 14.5 
13 
1990 
1 30 CU I. RG0 14.51.1 16 
1991 31 C1J1. RGO 14.51-117 
1992 32 CIJI_ RGO 14.51.131 
1993 33 Cl 11, RGO 14.51.131a 
1994 1 CAM, RGO 5/223/1 
1995 2 CIJL RGO 5! 
223/2 
3/3 
1996 3 CUL FR G() 5 /22 
1997 4 ('UI, RGO 6/2033I 
1998 5 CUL, RGO 6/203/33 
1999 6 ('L)L RGO 6/203/34 
L7(ý CUI RGO 6i? 03! 35 2000 
ý001 8 CUL RGO 6/203/36 
2002 9 C'Ul, RGO 61203/37 
2003 10 00I, RGO6/? 03/38 
2004 11 (: UL, RGO 6/203! 
39 
2005 12 CU1. RGO 6/203/84 
2006 13 Cl 1l. RGO 6/203/88 
2007 14 CU I, RGO 6/203/89 
2008 15 CUI, RGO 6,2031222 
2009 I6 CU l, RGO 6/205/4 
2010 1 17 Cll I. RGO 6/205/5 
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2012 19 C U1, RGO 6/205/8 
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10 
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2016 23 CU 1, RGO 6/205/15 
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O 6/205/2(l Airy G13 I lind JR 09/04/1853 
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O 6/205'22 Airy GB 28/05/1853 
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Corres ondent From 1'c ß 7ýýýtal ('ýýrres unýicnt Drum lu Total 
AAAS 0 I I Bennett TF I I 2 
Abbe C 1 0 I Bentinck C 0 ý I 
Abram J I 0 I Bevan B 15 
_ U 1.5 
Acland AH 2 0 2 Be land C dew 2 0 2 
Adams JC 25 82 107 Blackwood J 2 0 2 
Aird 0 I 1 Blunt W I 0 
Air GB 164 112 276 BOL 0 3 3 
Alderson J I 0 I Bolland GH 6 1 7 
Allnutt JFW 8 0 8 Bolles CP O I I 
Andrews T 1 0 I Bonne TG I 0 I 
Ar ent J 0 I I Bor en AC 8 O 8 
Atchison AT 2 0 2 Bowditch NL I 0 I 
Atkinson T 0 I I Braaksma H 1 0 
~ 
I 
Auber P 0 1 I Brab EE I 0 I 
Awdr RD I 0 I Bri ht R 5 
`O 
5 
B. A. A. S. 1 4 5 Bri ht S 2 0 2 
B. M. V. 0 4 4 Bristol Standard O I I 
Bache AD 33 44 77 Bronwin B 1 0 1 
Bahhu eI I 0 I Brown A 2 ,0 
2 
Bail F 4 0 4 Brown J I U I 
Baird AW 71 9 80 Brown T 0 _1 
1 
Bald W 1 0 1 Buckin ham M I 0 1 
Ball RS 4 1 5 Bullock O I I 
Bailin ell I 0 I 
Bunt TG 104 7 III 
Barlow P I 0 I Burdwood J 6 I 7 
Barnden I 0 I Burrard S I 0 I 
Barnett E 2 I 3 Bushb GA 3 1 
Barrow J 8 3 II Bushe M I _O 
1 
Bashforth F I 0 1 B water T 7 0 7 
Basset J I 0 I C. S. IC. _5 
0 5 
Bax HB I 0 I Cabert F I `0 
1 
Ba field HW 2 0 2 Cam. 
UP 
_ 
I 0 I 
Ba le J 1 0 1 Cambrian 
0 ! ) 
Beacham JW I 0 I Cam bell 
C 2 0 
ý2 
Beaufort F 94 133 227 Cam bell JD I 
0 1 
Beautem s-Beu re I 0 
I Cam bell W I_ 0 
_I 
Becher AB 6 2 8 Cardew 
P 2 0 
_ ý? 
Beeche FW 
Belcher E 
Benham HW 
Bennett JJ 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
I 
3 
2 
12 
I 
Carne J 
Car enter L 
Cassidy A 
Ca le A 
I 
_2 
_' I 
O 
0 
U 
I 
1 
,2 2 
2 
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_Correspondent 
From TO Total Correspondent From TO Total 
Challis J I 0 I Daman J 1 0 I 
Chamberlin TC 2 0 2 de Morgan A I 4 5 
Chapman RW 3 0 3 Dean E 1 0 
Chatham E 0 I I Dean GW I O 
Chazallon AR I 0 I Dedel ? I 0 I 
Chevallier E I 0 I Denham HM 3 O 3 
Children JG 0 I I Denison FN 2 0 2 
Chisholm H 2 0 2 Dessiou JF 66 8 74 
Christie SH I I 2 Dew-Smith AG 3 0 3 
Christie WHM 2 0 2 Dix F I 0 1 
Church J 0 3 3 Doberck W 4 0 4 
Clark JC 1 0 I Dscoll R I 11 
Clarke JT 2 0 2 Dubois E I 11 ý 
Clarke JW I 0 I Dunlop H I ' _ 3 
Clibborn E 1 O I E. I. C. I 4 5 
Coates T 3 19 22 Earl GW I 
Cohen L 2 0 2 Eccles J 
Coke H I 0 I Edison AD 1 0 
yl 
Colb T 5 8 13 Edwards G I 0 1 
Collins J I 0 I Elliot GE 2 l) 2 
Collinson R I I Endor AR 1 0 
Connor EJ 11 0 II Evans FJ IO 1 II 
Con beare WD 2 O 2 Evans H I 0 
Coode J 2 0 2 Everett E I I 2 
Coombs MA 3 0 3 Fairfield GA 2 0 2 
Cooper WW 4 0 4 Falmouth Packet O I 
Cordel E I 0 I Far har R I 0 
Corteen R 2 2 4 Ferrel W 1 0 1 
Cox 0 1 I Fitzroy R 8 I 9 
Croll J 1 0 I Forbes JD 6 2 8 
Crone C 7 0 7 Foreman 0 I 1 
Cunningham D I 1 ? Forman W 1 O I 
Curwin C I 0 I Foster JG 3 11 3 
DaCunha 0 I I Franklin J I O I 
Dail P 1 1 2 Friend MC I O 
Darby J I 0 I Gage J 1 O I 
Darwin GH 97 442 539 Gairdner M I O 
Darwin H 2 0 2 Galbraith W I 0 
Darwin W 0 2 2 Garrett N I 0 
Daussy P 2 O 2 Gibble JE I O I 
Davis CH I I 2 Gibbs LR I 0 I 
Dawer RE 1 0 I Gilbert D O I 
Dawson WB 7 0 7 Giles F 0 I 
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Corres p ride nt From To I otal Correspondent From TO Total 
Giles G I 0 1 Hill J 4 I 5 
Gladstone 0 1 I Hillier HM I 0 _ 
Glaisher J I 1 2 Hinare W I 
Godfray H 0 I I Hind JR 5 12 
Godley JA 7 0 7 Hind T 0 7 7 
Gordon AR 3 I 4 Hoey JC I 0 
Gordon WW 20 29 49 Holden ES I O 
Goulburn H I 0 I Holden G 2 0 2 
Govt of India l 3 4 Holden M I 0 I 
Gower RH 3 0 3 Homand TS 2 0 2 
Graham J 0 I I Hope W 2 I 3 
Graham JD I 0 I Hopkins C 2 I 3 
Gray A 0 I I Hornsby PI 2 0 2 
Greaves C 4 0 4 Horo ama S I O I 
Green J I 0 1 Horsbur hJ I I 2 
Greenlaw CB 0 I I Hose 0 I 
Greenough GB 2 3 5 Hove PB O ý 2 
Griffith R 3 O 3 Hudson J 2 0 2 
Gutch JWG 3 2 5 Huffman NH I 0 I 
Guyon 0 2 2 Hu gar 0 I 
ý 
_ 
Hall B 6 I 7 Hunt EG 0 I 
Hall J 3 0 3 Hurd T 2 O 2 
Hallett JH I 0 I Huret EB I 0 I 
Hamilton J I O I Hussey JC I 
Hamilton WR 0 I I Hutchinson W I I 2 
Hansfield J 1 0 1 Ibbetson R I 2 3 
Harcourt WVV 2 0 2 Innes G 11 O Iº 
Harford JS I 0 I Jarrad FW I 0 
Harris WS 3 0 3 Jevons WS I 2 
Hartley WB I 0 I Johnson A II O II 
Haughton S 9 0 9 Jones J 26 2 28 
Heath DD 2 0 2 Jones Ja 1 U I 
Heaton H 0 5 5 Jones Jo I 0 
yl 
Hein J I 0 I Jones R 0 2 ý 
Hendersdon VF I 0 I Kater H I () I 
Henderson T I 0 I Kelland P 3 2 
~5 
Hennessey JBN 0 I I King MC 0 I 
ýl 
Henry W I 0 I Knight C 0 0 (1 
Herbert J I 2 3 Koni C I O I 
HeronW 0 I I K dJ I 0 
Herschel JFW 16 14 30 Larcom H 2 3 
Hewitt W 1 I 2 Larmor J () I 
Hilgard JE 2 1 _3 Le 
Bas CW I 0 
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Lendbetter J 
From 
2 
1'o 
0 
otal Corresponoent From To total 
Orlebar AB I0I 
Oshea EM 50S LIoYdH 
Lloyd JA 
Lock ey r JN 
Lomart MF 
Loney R 
Long W 
Lord W 
Lowrie WH 
Lubbock JW 
Lyell C 
Macalister D 
Macauley JH 
Macdonald J 
Mackie D 
Maclear T 
Macrae J 
i 
3 
I 
S0 
0 
0 
I 
i 
3 
I 
254 334 
0 
0 
I 
I o 
0 
12 
0I 
Pap F () II 
Palmer HR 131013 
Palmer WR 
Parker HII 
() 1I 
I 
Parker JU2 
Parry WE 
Pasco xC II 
Pearson J 
Peddu WS 
Peirce W 
Phillips J 
Plana M 
Plummer WE 
Pond J 
Pourtales LF 
K0K 
I0I 
K0K 
2I3 
OI 
3O 
I5 
45 26 
6 
71 
Main R 3 3 6 R. S. 0 Ill 1 
Malcolm C 1 1 2 Raper H l 0 
Malcolm P 0 I I Reid W 1 () 
_ 
Martin KB 1 1 2 Rennie G 6 6 
Martin TB 0 0 0 Rennie J 2 0 2 
Ma C 8 1U 18 Rennie John 2 (º 2 
Ma N 2 0 2 Reynolds 0 I 
Mcarthy D I 0 I Richardson J I 0 I 
Meech LW 4 0 4 Ritchie R 1 0 I 
Melvill E 2 0 2 Roberton Ede I 6 7 
Metcalfe CT 0 I I Roberts E 117 
_8 
125 
Miller Prof 0 I I Roberts W 2 0 2 
Mitchell H 10 I II Robertson N I 0 I 
Molison AR 2 2 4 Robinson W 0 I 1 
Moll G 4 I 5 Ro et PM 3 
Montornery DE I 0 I Rohrs JH 
-- --s 
5 
Moriarty HA 1 0 I Romill J 11 2 2 
Morice CCD 1 0 I Rorie JJ I 0 
ý_ 
I 
Mudge 0 5 5 Ross D 55 3 58 
Murchison R I I 2 Ross JC 6 1 7 
N. Y. D. M. 1 0 1 Routh EJ 1 0 
ýI 
Nelson E 3 1 l MW 
Nelson I 1 
Newman J 2 0 2 
V 
E s s e" R u 
Ober MH e ll JS 4 
Offler JR 0 e v d CH I 0 1 
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oudent From Fo Total 
Sabine E I I 2 Thuillier HR I I) 
Satteri J 1 0 1 Tizard T I U 
Schutt CA 4 0 4 Trausten JG I 0 
Scoresby W 3 I 4 Trowbridge WP I 2 3 
Secretary RS 0 0 0 Turner J I 0 
Sedgwick A () I 1 Turner W () I 
Sharp W I 0 I U. S. J. I U 
_ 
Sharpey W 0 I I Vallancey C I 0 
Sheepshanks R I 0 1 Van de Wayer S I O I 
Sherrif W 3 4 7 Vau hen D 2 0 2 
Shoolbred JN 3 0 3 Vaughen W 1 O I 
Sim J 1 0 I Walde rave W 3 0 3 
Simpson M 2 0 2 Walker JT 8 9 
Slade T I 0 I Walker SC 2 0 2 
Slee C I 2 Walker W 4 O 4 
Smart JN I 0 I Walton W I o 1 
Smyth WH 6 0 6 Washington J _i 
ý6 
IO 
Soil 1 4 4 Wedgwood GN 2 0 
South J 0 I Weld CR I () I 
Spenser R 3 0 3 Wharton WJH 19 4 23 
Sri e JA 0 I Whewell W IOU 391 491 
Stanley 0 3 0 3 Whipple RS I 0 1 
_ Stevens JJ I 9 10 White GR 1 0 
Stevenson R 2 0 2 White M 0 
Stewardson HC I 0 I White TO 4 
-5 
Stok JP van der 2 0 2 White W I _O 
I 
Stokes GG 4 42 46 Whitehouse A 2 
Stone EJ I Whiting EB 
Stotherd RH 2 0 2 Wilkes C 1 0 
Strachey R 19 2 21 Williams J 1 2 3 
Strahan G 3 I 4 Williams T 0 
Stratford WS 42 8 50 Wollaston WH 4 -1 
Stutchbury S 3 7 1 Wood C I _1 
2 
Taylor A I 0 I Wri ht CWH I U 
Taylor PG 0 1 Wright T 25 0 
25 
Templer J I 0 Wrottesley J 0 I _^ 
I 
The Times 0 1 I Wurdermann G I U 
Thomas G 0 I I Yates J 2 (º 2 
Thomas R I 0 I Yates JB 5 0 5 
Thompson P 1 I 2 Yelland N 20 17 37 
Thomson FA 3 0 3 Young AE I I 
Thomson J I 0 I Young T 0 17 17 
Thomson W 91 92 183 
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APPENDIX 3 TONKIN SAII. IN(i I)IRI'; CIIONS 
Anno 1678 in ITongucen 
I have here according to your Order suhjoined 
some other noates very necessary to he known 
by those who use this port vizt 
I Concerning the choice of time in respect 
of the tides, für conicing over the Barr 
lot 24 
My advise is that upon those several) lüllowing dayes 
ol'the moons age in every perticular month of the ycarc 
no English Commander should upon any occasion 
what so ever adventure over this Barr, unless he 
have a pilott from the shoare who undertakes to bring 
him in or that he bath only charge ofsome small Barks 
or Junck that dreawes no more than 9 or 9 I'm water 
137 
In the -- Moons from the { to the daycs ol'the moons at; e I : xcfusive 7 17 21 
255 
to the 
18 
} days of the moons age I : xclu In the -` }8 Moons from the 14 
_2 3 K from the 27 of the ; Moons to the I" of' the Moons Ex 89 
3 11 15 
} dayes 01,111C moons age I : xc In the 
9 
1, Moons from the { -y to the -)g 
In the 
In the 
-4 ; Moons from the 3 to the 10 
5 
} Moons from the { 
6 
In the -- } Moons li"onl the { 12 
13 
--; 
daycs of the moons agc Exclusive 
7 2 
7 Il 
to the -} davcs oft he moons age 1 21 l5 
clu 
15 9 
19 
to the 
23 
} dayes ol'the moons age F. xelu 
And excepting on those six dayes above mentioned 
in every respective moon he may safely adventure 
over the Barr any day provided always, that he 
mistae not the time of'tide but come over at hallo 
flood or better & observe the Directions before given 
though he may take notice that the highest tides will 
he about 6 or 7 dayes after the waters first begining 
to I: ncreasc and the first days of'the waters encrease 
are 
l5 
ý} dayes In the } Moons on the 1c 7 
In the Moons on the 3/16/29} dayes 
3 13 
In the 
9} 
Moons on the } dayes } of the Moons age 27 
4 lI 
In the -} Moons on the dayes } 10 ?5 
59 
In the -} Moons on the x ,' dayes } 11 13 
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6 
In the -; Moons on the 
7 7; 
daycs 
xx 
Anno 1678 in_I'onýuecn 
It is needless to take notice in what hour tile wit 
Increase begins because the regular course of the 
tides is not from thence commenced in respect of 
the time of flowing &I . hhing 
Folio 35 
. 173 
2 Concerning the diflcrent soundings on the 
Barr in certaine months 
The Barr itself being about I mile in length & 
no where Accepting its first Entrance exceeding 
halfe a Mile in breadth is very even; but yet affür. 
considerably different soundings in the same age & 
time of the tides according to the season of the ycarc & 
well seems to he somewl strange hath the highest tides 
in the northern . 
Monzoons as I have been Inlorncd 
by those who are seemingly best able to give an 
Ace' thereof &I must needs say that the trial) I now mad. 
on the Barr accorded with wt I understood from 
several) of yc Fishermen & others as to this month 
well Induced me to enter.. eir. IInformation as to the 
rest vizt that comeing over at halte Flood (except on 
the dayes betbre mentioned as dangerous to come 
over) ther will be Ibund according to the age ofthe 
tide 
In the 3/4/5 } Moons firom 16 to 2I lest Always the Nigher 
In the 6/7/8, Moons from 19 to 24 feet } the flood is the lower 
In the 9/10/I I: Moons from 21 to 27 feet, ' will he the Fbh so that 
In the 12/1/2; Moons from 17 to 22 legit } according to the strength 
of the tides at low water the Soundings are from 6 to 13 loot 
3 Concerning the course of the tides 
When the Reported Irregularity of the Fbhing & filowing 
of the sea here came first under my consideration 
at a distance I was content to (fancy that I had guessed 
Anno_ I67$ in_ I'ollpec_ 
Aright in ascribing ye occasion of it principally 
to the Indraughts & outlets of this Ray wch as I Imagined 
might give ye dilcrent limes ofthe yeare in respect 
ofthe Monxoons & the currents accordingly shilling 
with several) other conceitedly coadjutant circumstances, 
the most considerable share in the unusual course 
of'the tides & that consequently it would scarce he possible 
to discover any circumstances in them it their 
regiment depended so much upon accident & 
uncertaincty 
But dureing my continuance at Batsha I have 
observed such an order & constancy in the course of 
the tides that notwithstanding I must needs confess it 
diterrent from all that ever I observed in any other 
port yet not only Irom the coincidence similar 
alteration o. peculiar dayes of sonic perticular 
FoI 26 
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moons in diferent Monzoons in respect ofthe 
Increase & decrease as well as from their keeping 
equall pace with moons riseing & setting in this 
I lorison in respect ofthe duration of their Influx 
& rehlux out also from that well seems to render them 
most of all iregular vizt the constant falling 
back of blood nearest 13 hours on every second 
day of the waters age or Increase so that at the end of 
15 dayes their is an Inversion of their motion 
in respect oftheir begining to flow & Ebb, It is 
evident that they are regularly Influenced, thought 
not reconcileable with a dependance on the 
Lunar Motion so tar as wholly to free their natural) 
course trom the Interuption of'some h rreigne 
intervening controulment nor for as much as it 
will be satisfactory enough tier any mans henetitt 
of the tides to know when the flood &F bb begins & when 
there is the greatest & smallest Influxes without any new 
Anno 167.8 in'I'oº en Fol 27 
discourse of the causes of their deflerances here from 475 
those in other parts of the world a subject titter 
for pholosophers then seamen, I have here to avoid 
over much tediousness, entred only the result of'my 
unintermitted observations of the tides daily course 
dureing my stay at 13atshe by wch those Commanders 
who at this time of year come hehre this barr 
niay not only know when it will he most convenient 
to come over supposeing no pilots goes off to bring 
them in, but also perceive the reason why I gave caution 
to fi)rbear adventureing on such certaine days ofthe 
moons age before mentioned vizt 
On the first & second days of the waters Increase the 
Influences are very small & uncertaine but afterwareds 
the tides for 13 dayes are constant in their 
course one ftlood & ebb being compleated in 24 hour. 
time equally shareing the space of a Lunar circuition 
of the earth between them &' every Illood begining 
nearest ý'4 of an hour later than the procedent ftlood 
& also considerably increasing in the highest of the tide 
every day from the .3 unto 
the 6&7 dayes of the waers 
age on wch two dayes the Iloodruns very high but on 
he 8`1' day (wch may be accounted the lasti'the spring 
tide) the water begining gradually to decrease againc 
retaining the same orderly differance oftiºne 
in 
each tide untili the next Ibliowing first day ofthe 
waters increase, when dureing a two dayes unsetledness, 
there is a shifting ofthetides in respet ofthe 
hegining of the ftlood & ebb after wch said shifting 
a constancy in their Inverted course is againe 
retained in ye above mentionedorder fir 13 
dayes 
followingas 
For Example 
On the 25 & 26 days of the 4 Moon, being the 2 first 
days 
of the waters Increase the Influxes were very small 
there (happening on the 26 day a falling back of the 
tides 
about 13 hours) 
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But from the 27 day (wch was the 3"' day of the water Increase 
after the last quarter) unto the 9"' day of the 5°i moons age 
I noted a very constant course in the tides every flood 
begining with the riseing ofthe moone & ending at its 
setting, the following ebb in like manner continue 
dureing the time of the moons absence from this 
I lemisphere but on the said 9"' day of the 5 moons age 
being the first day of the wars Increase there the motion 
was scearly perceiveable, on the 10 day there was another 
tolling back of the tides nearest 13 hours & on the II day 
(wch was ye 3"' day of the waters Increase alter the first 
quarter of the moons ages the Illood haveing as I said 
shißed the preceeding day, took its turne to begin 
at the moons setting & end at its reseing & accordingly 
the tides sucessively following assumed & kept it 
constant regularity (the tides being at highest on the 
16 ofthe moon wch was the 7 day ofthe waters age) untill 
the 23 day of the said moons age on wch (being the first 
day of the waters encrease) the Influx was again & 
scarse discernible for its smallness on (lie 24 day the 
tides tall hack as I had found twice bef6re to have 
done on the same dayes of the waters age) nearest 13 hours 
by weh neanes the ftlood on the 25 day wch was the 3"' day of the 
waters encrease after the last quarter of the moons) 
now againe commenceed wth the riseing Moon whereby it 
half falne out alwayes to be high water between 
noon & the following midnight every day durcing 
my stay here 
Soc that it may passe into a Corallary vizt 
In the 4: 5. & 6: changes of the moon from the 3"' day ofthc ;u Last quarter 2. days 
the waters age after the last quarter to the 3"' day of the quarter K days 
waters age after the liest quarter ol'the following 
moon the water begins to flow when the moon a 
riseth & to F, bb againe when it setteth in this I lorison 
Anno 1 678 in t onquecn I of 21) 
And the contrary from the 3"' day of the waters age 477 
after the test quarter to the 3`1 day of their age alter 
the last quarter excludcing always their motion 
on the two first dayes of the waters increase because 
of its smallness & uncertainety 
I am informed by the inhhitants hereabouts th 
this may hold for a rule from the 2"" to the end of the 7"' 
moon & that the converse therofholds true in the 
other six months ofthe year vi/. t from the 8"' to end 
of the first moon according to wxh the tides 1,1111 out 
to he at the highest in the livening fir 6 moneths successively 
and the other halte year in the morning that is 
to say between midnight & the following noon 
And though I cannot averr per truth of it yet I Lind 
that the tide last year in the II moon weh occasionally 
upon the ship I : agles departure hence I took some 
notice of & entred in the close of my sea Journall 
did Iall out not disagreeing with what they affirme 
&I am yet the rather induced to helcive that in every 
annuall revolution there may he such it constancy 
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in this dilterent motion of the tide appropriated 
to each moiety of the year because that dureing my 
days stay at Batsha I have found the predictions 
of'the natives confirmed by my own observation 
ol'the tides falling out to he at highes alwayes 
between noon & the succeeding midnight occasioned 
by the above daid falling back at the end of 15 dayes 
so that on every 3"' day of the waters encrease the Flood 
begins at the hour wherein the day hefinr it ended 
To prevent mistakes in the Accompt ofthe 
Moores 
Though the difference of meridians between 
this place & London together with the different 
begining of their naturall day in their Accompts 
here from that ofours & some Imperlections from weh 
their astronomicall calulations are not free 
AIM 1678 in I oncLueen 
May occasion it disagreement between our Accompt & 
Theirs of* the moons age yet it will never be so considerable 
as to occasion any sensible or dangerous error 
in the above mentioned reconking, of the tides first 
dayes of meress provided the miniver of the Moneth he 
not mistaken whertöre it may he sufficient to 
Informe those who use this port that the first change 
ofthe moon after the 15 day ofJanuary old stile is 
reckoned for the begining of'the year, & that moon 
being accounted the first, the rest follow in order 
until the expiration of' 12'º' wch compleats their 
year alwav except only in their Leap year & then 
they have 13 moons takeing in one exterordinary 
to make up the defficiente ol'the moons epact in 
their Accompt, in wch year the first day of their new 
years moon fallsout before the said 15 of. lanuary (its it 
did this year upon the 12 being it leap year with them 
so that they reckoned 2 moneths for one this year (that is 
to say the 2" & 3" 1 moon after their new years day they, 
called both 2111$ moons) for otherwise the present moon 
wch changed in July would have been the 7"' whereas 
how they account but the G moons & accordingly 
doe the tides fall out But this Leap yeare being past 
the first moon in the year must he reckoned to begin 
on the change next following the 15 of January & 
all other change accounted successively as above 
said until) the Intervention ol'another Leap year 
F01.30 
Thus havcing to the best of'my power cridcavoured 
to comply wth your orders in every particular, I hope 
my tediousness will need no apology to your selves & if 
any other persons for whose henef itt you designed it he 
angry at my prolicity they may soon please Them 
self's by throwing by the paper with out any affront 
to me for I will not think any man obliged take 
the pains to read, what notwithstanding your C'onunands 
made my duty to take pains to write & shall yet a great deal 
the less he concerned at their censures in as much as the consciousness 
of my faith fullness in this Essay, doth considerably recompense 
my endeavours therein wth it self satisf action I am Sir yours F. D. 
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Charts, Sailing Directions, 'Fide-tables and Tract 
with a note of where one copy may he located and number of holdings per institution 
AlIWR A. 11. W. Robinson, MMuriººe ('urh, gru/ºhv in Britain. 1962 p212. I 
AI, P Admiralty Library, Portsmouth 
BI, British Library, London 46 
Rodl Bodleian Library, Oxford I 
CUL Cambridge University Library, ('ambridge 7 
HOT Ilydrographic Office, Taunton 35 
NMM National Maritime Museum, London 18 
Nutt Nottingham University, Nottingham I 
PRO Public Record (M -Ice, London 4 
RGS Royal Geographical Society, London 20 
Examples held at the libllowing have not been sighted 
ALL Admiralty Library, London 4 
13N[ Bihlioteca National, Spain I 
I larv I larvard University, USA I 
Lo(' Library of ('ongress, 11SA 3 
NI. S National Library ol'Scotland, Edinburgh I 
McM MacMasters University, Canada 
Mich University of Michigan, USA 2 
Minn University of Minnesota, USA 
MUN Memorial University of* Newfoundland, Canada I 
NYPI, New York Public Library. USA 3 
PMG Priaulx Museum, Guernsey 
Rmsy David Rumscy, USA 
Ve Polar Organisation, Venei. uela 
the works of JFI), Joseph Foss Uessiou ( 1769- 1853 ) 
. IUD I. 110'I' 
('hart of the ('oast of Spain, from ('ahrita to Fray1cs Point. By 1. F. 
Ucssiou, Master off IMS Dreadnought I802. 
. IFU2. NL S 
The New Mediterranean Pilot. Joseph loss Uessiun. I leather. I802. 
. 
IFD3.131. A ('hart ofthe English Channel extending tronº Dover to the Isles of 
Scilly and from ('alais to the I3ay of t3rest, to which are added the South I'art of the North 
Sea with the Entrance of the Thames. 13y I. I '. Dessiou. Faden. I K04. 
II 1)4.131. A charl ofthe coast ul'Kent from Dover to Margate describing "1'he 
Downs, Margate Road etc by IF'. 1)essiuu. Master ut'the Royal Navy. Faden. 1805. 
. 11 1)5. III, 
General Chart olthe Mediterranean Sea, including the (iull'of 
Venice, Archipelago, and part of the Black Sea. by J. F. I)essiou Master of the Royal Navy. 
Laden. 1805. 
. 
II D6.110 FA Chart of the ('oast of Kent from Dover to Margate describing I'hc 
Downs, Margate Road etc by I. F. Dessiou. Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1805. 
. IFt)7. CUt. 
Le Petit Neptune Fran4ais, or French Coasting Pilot, 3"' edition J. F. 
Dessiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1805. 
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J1 D8. ('1 I Chart of the Strait ofGihraltar constructed in 1786 by Brigadier 
Don Vincent l olino de San Miguel. Fo which have been added Ceuta and T etuan Bays by J. 
F. Dessiou. Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1806. 
. 11 I)9. ßl. Chart of the Adriatic Sea or Gulfof Venice Cons1ructcd from the 
Venetian. Neapolitan and French Observations by . 1. F. I)ession. Master of the Royal Navy. Fader. 1806. 
. 
I1 1)10.131, A new general ('hart of the Mediterranean Sea, including the 
Adriatic or Gulfof Venice, the Archipelago of (; reek Isles and Part of the Black Sea: by 
Joseph Foss t)essiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1806. 
. II: I, )1 1. UI. (11a11 of' the Fast ('oast of England from Orfiºrdness to the South 
Foreland, %N ith the River Thames by . I. F. 
Dcssiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1807. 
. JFI)12.131, A ('hart ofthc Ethiopic or Southern Ocean, and part ofthe Pacific 
Ocean from the parallel of '3 degrees N to 56" 20' South by J. Foss Uessiou Master of the 
Royal Navy. Faden. 1808. 
JFU 13.1 10T ('hart of the Strait of Dover comprehending the ('oast of England 
from the North Foreland to Rye I Iarbour like-wise the Coast of France from Nieuport to the 
River Canche. I. Foss f)essiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1808. 
JFDI4.1101 A (icneral Chart ol'thc West Indies and (iult'ot'Mexico, by . 
l. Foss 
Dessiou, Master, of the Royal Navy. leaden. 1808. 
. IFU15. BE ('hart of'the 
Old Bahama Channel comprising the ('oast ol'ihe Isle 
of'Cuba from Icacos Point to Point Guarico by I. Foss I)essiou Master of'thc Royal Navy. 
Faden. I RO8. 
JFL) 16.111, ('hart of part of the ('oast of Newfoundland, from Point Lance to 
Cape Spear. Second Edition Revised by . 
1. Foss Dessiou. Faden. 1809. 
JFl)17.110 fA Chart of Part ofthe Coast of Newfoundland, ii-om ('ape Spear to 
Cape BonaN ista. 2`i Edition. Revised by J. Foss Dessiou. Fader. 1809. 
JFDI8. BI The New Mediterranean Pilot, containing two hundred and twenty- 
four accurate plans ... and 
Joseph Foss Dessiou, Masters in the Royal Navy. I leather. 1810. 
JFl)I9.131. Directions fir Navigating Part ofthe Coast of Labrador from ('ape 
Charles to Sandwich Bay. 2111 Edition Revised by . 1. 
F. Dessiou. Faden. 1810. 
. IFD20. BL 
Directions for Navigating the Bay of Placentia from ('ape Chapeau 
Rouge to ('ape St. Mary. 2°`i Ed. Revised by I. F. Dessiou. 
Paden. 1810. 
. 
1F1)2 I. 131. Directions for Navigating Part of the Coast of 
Newfiýundland Goer 
Point Lance to Cape Spear. by . 
1. F. Dessiou. Faden. 1810. 
JFD22.131, Directions for Navigating Part ofthe Coast of Newfoundland, 
from 
Cape Spear to Cape 13onavista. 2`1 I'dition. by J. F. Dessiou. 
Paden. 1810. 
JFD23.131, A ('hart of Part ofthe East Coast ofthe North Sea 
from NILtJPOR'I' 
to VI. II: LAN1). by . 1. F. 
Dessiou. Master R. N. Faden. 19 1 1. 
. 
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, 
IF1)24.131, ('hart ofthe coasts of Spain, France & ItaIN with the opposite ('o asl 
()f Barbar,,. by I. F. I)essiuu. Master R. N. Faden. 1811. 
J}f)25. III, Chart of part of the Coast of I)evonshire from Ramc I lead to 
I': znwuth by Joseph Foss I)essiou Master ofthe Royal Navy. laden. 18 II. 
JF1)26. I IOF Chart of the Strait of Dover, Comprehending '1 he Coast of England 
from the North Foreland to Rye I larbour Likewise the Coast of France From Nicuport to the 
River ('anche. by I Foss I)essiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Second I; dition. Fadcn. 18 12. 
. 11 D27.131, A ('hart of the Coast of Kent from Dover to Margate. by I. F. 
Dessiou. Master ofthe Royal Navy. Second Edition. Faden. 1812. 
. IFI)28. HOT A new General Chart of the North Sea or German Ocean, from the 
parallel of 50°25' to 64° 12' North. By. loseph Foss I)essiou Master ol'thc Koval Navy. 
Faden. 1812. 
. J1 1)29. AI. P This (`hart of the North Sca. Joseph 
Foss Uessiou Master ofthe 
Royal Navy. Faden. 1812. 
J Iý D30.131, Hhc. Coast of Dorset, I Iampshirc and Susscx, from St nlhan's I Icad 
to Selsea Bill. bý. loseph Foss Dessiou Master of the RN. Faden. 1813. 
J FD3 I. 110'1' Chart of Part of the Coast of' Devonshire, from Rams I lead to 
I: xnxxrth. by Joseph Foss I)essiou Master of the Royal Navy. Second ion. Faden. 1816, 
JF1) 32. CU I. Chart ofthe Fast Coast of England, from Orlordness to the South 
Foreland. by 
. I. F. I)essiou, 
Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1816. 
JFD33.1IOU "Fhe Coast ofCornwall from Raine I lead to I intagel I lead including 
the Scilly Islands. lay Joseph Foss Dessiou, Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1816. 
JFD34. HOT The ('oast of Sussex and Kent From Selsev Bill Vo Dungeness. by 
Joseph Doss Dessiou; Master of the Royal Navy. Faden. 1816. 
. IFD35.1101' The 
Coast of Dorsetshire from Fxmouth to St. Alban's I lead. by 
Joseph Foss Dessiou, Master, ofthe Royal Navy. Faden. 1816. 
. 111 )36.110'1' Directions 
fin Navigating 'T'hroughout the Inglish Channel: the 
Southern Part of the North Sea fromYarmouth to the Downs, and from the River Macs to 
Cape Grisne, comprehending also the Southern Coast of Ireland. Joseph Foss Dessiou 
Master of the Royal Navy, 3" l': dition. Faden. 1816. 
Al )3 NMM Directions for navigating in and throughout the North sea from the 
Nore to the south Foreland ofthe Shetland Isles; and from ('ape 
Grisnez to the Skaw, by the 
author, Joseph Foss Dessiou. laden. I816. 
. IF1)38. CIJI. A new general chart of'the coast 
of Brazil, from the River Amaion 
to the River Plate. by Joseph Foss Dessiou. Master, ofthe Royal Navy. laden. I818. 
JFD39.110F The FAnviruns ul"furyuay, Reduced Gum the original Survey made 
by J. F. Dcssiuu, 1819. 
. II F)40. NMM Steel's 
Fast coast oi' England and Scotland h lot, umtaining the 
following charts by. loseph Foss I )cssiou. Master of the Royal Navy. 1819. 
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I. 1820 last coast of England from Eolkcstonc to the Naze. 
2.1819 Fast coast of England from the Naze to the Spurn Point. 
i. 1819 East coast of England and Scotland from the River I lumber to Aberdeen. 
4.1819 North Sea. 
JFI)4I. nIIWR ('hart o1'13urry River& Rossily Bay, byJoscph Foss I)essiou, 
I lydrographer. Nurrie. I824. 
. 
IFD42. Mich The practical navigator; being a complete epitome of navigation: 
Moore. 20th cd. by Joseph F. Dessiou. 1828. 
JFI)4 3.1 10T (ayou 13ajo dc ('ad ii. From Mr I)cssioº. º 26 Ich 1I8130. 
JFD44. CIJI, Divine and spiritual communications through Thomas Dowland to 
Elias Carpenter. J. F. Dessiou, of Lambeth. 1848. 
JFD45. Nott A Chart ofthe English Channel, F; xtending Iron Dover to the Isles 
of Scilly and from Calais to the Ray of Brest. by Joseph Foss 1)essiou, Master of the Royal 
Navy. 2T id Edition Wvld. 1848. 
JFI)46. PRO A Chart ofthe English Channel Extending from Dover to the Isles 
of Sei Ilv and from Calais to the Bay of Brest. by Joseph Foss I)essiou, Master of the Royal 
Navy. 2 Edition Wyld. 195 1. 
The twenty items with short signature. now attributed to Joseph Foss Ucssiou: 
Dessiou I. 131, Sailing directions to he used with John I lain ilton Moore's ('hart oI' 
the British Channel, and the South-West Coast of Ireland. b"' Ed. by Joseph I)essiou. 1802. 
Dessiou2. BL I'I he Coaster's Companion Containing Sailing Directions for the 
Fast Coast of England from London to the Shetland Isles, by John I lamilton 
Moore. 7"' 
Edition. 1803. A 'fable, Showing the fides on each side ofthe British Channel by . 
1, 
Dessiou. 
Ucssioui. 131, A survey of Tor Bay. Mr. Ios. I)essiou. Steel. 1804. 
1)essiou4.131, This survey of the I larhour of Dartmouth, by Joseph Uessiou. 
Second Edition. Faden. I804. 
Dessiou5. I'MG ('hart of the Coast of Prance, from Cherbourg to 13rchout Is. By 
Joseph Dessiou. Laurie and Whittle. 1805. 
Dessiou6. LoC This chart of the United Stales of America: including I lalifax, 
Ilavannah, New Providence, and all the northern parts of the West Indies, by Captain . 
1. 
Dessiou. Moore. 1805. 
Dessiou7. NMM I larbours and islands in the English Channel ... 
I orhay From a 
Survey by Mr. Dessiou. 1806. 
Dessiou8. HOT New General ('hart of the Island of Newfoundland with all its 
Banks; the Gulph and River of St. Lawrence & the Bay of Fundy. by Joseph Dessiou. 
I . curie 
& Whittle. 1808. 
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I)essiou9. Ill. Ncw ('hart ofthe West Indies, Gull'of'Mexico and Northern 
Provinces ol'South America. by Joseph Dessiou. Laurie & Whittle. 1809. 
I)essiou 10. NMM The seaman's complete daily assistant, by . lohn I lainilton 
Moore, 
the sixth edition by Joseph Ihssiou. 1809. 
I)esslou II. 131, The new Practical navigator, by John I lamiltun Muorc, the 
eighteenth edition by Joseph I)essiou. 18 I0. 
1)essiou12. (private) New General ('hart of the Island of Newfoundland, with all its 
Banks; the Gulph and River of St. Lawrence & the Bay of Fundy. by Joseph 1)essiou. Laurie 
& Whittle. I810. 
Dessiou 13. BI, New Sailing Directions Ibr the Mediterranean Sea. Joseph Dessiou. 
The Second Edition. Laurie & Whittle. 1811 
. 
Ucssiou 14. McM New Chart of the Mediterranean Sea comprehending the coast from 
Cape St. Mary, (in Portugal) to Constantinople, and from Rabat, in Africa, to Alexandrello, 
or Scanderoon in Asia. fly Joseph Ucssiou Master Mariner. Laurie & Whittle. 1811, 
I)essioul5. R(; S Chart ofthe Coast of* France, f'rom Cherbourg to Brehoul Is. By 
Joseph I)essiou. I, auric & Whittle I812. 
Ucssiou 16. Ve A New Chart of the West Indies, (iull'of Mexico, and Northern 
Provinces of South America, by Joseph I)essiou. Laurie & Whittle. 1813. 
Dessiou 17. I101' Plan olthe proposed Port land Ilarhour. Surveyed & Sounded By 
Joseph Dessiou. 1813. 
I)essiou 18. Bodl The new Practical navigator, by John I lam lion Moore, the 
nineteenth edition, by Joseph I)essiou. 1810. 
Dessiou 19. PRO The new general chart of' the West Indies. by Joseph Dessiou. 
Laurie & Whittle. I8I8. 
I)essiou20. NYPI, The seaman's complete daily assistant, Hy John I lamilion Moore. 
6"' edition by Joseph Uessiou. 19 I9. 
The works ofJD, Joseph I)essiou (I 743-1822) 
JI)I. 131, This new and correct survey of I)arUnouth I 1,11-hour. Ioseph I)essiou 
1770. 
JD2. HOT 
Joseph 17cssitxi 1782. 
JI)3.11 (7t 
I)artnxwth this Plan ul'the I larhuur, and River, %N ith the Rocks. 
this Survcy ()t- thc I larhýnir uf Ihirtmýxith. . Iýisclýýh 
I)cssiýw. 1790. 
.1 D4. 
Cl II. the new Graving-Duck, with the Wharfs 
& Ketis helunging 
Dartmouth 1 . I. 
Dessiuu. Moore. 1793. 
